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Preface

In November 2000, the Board on International Comparative Studies
in Education (BICSE) of the National Research Council held a public sym-
posium titled “Methodological Advances in Large-Scale Cross-National
Education Surveys” (see Appendix A for the symposium agenda and list
of participants). The purpose was to draw on the wealth of experience
gathered over a four-decade period, to evaluate improvement in the meth-
odology, and to identify the most pressing methodological issues that
remain to be solved. The papers prepared for that symposium and the
discussions of those papers make up this volume. Collectively, they rep-
resent the most up-to-date and comprehensive assessment of method-
ological strengths and weaknesses of international comparative studies of
student achievement.

BICSE has a long and distinguished history of monitoring the quality
of large-scale international studies of student achievement; this was the
primary purpose for which it was originally established. In the late 1980s,
in response to growing public interest in using international comparisons
to inform U.S. education reform, the National Science Foundation (NSF)
and the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) sought assistance
from the National Academy of Sciences. BICSE’s two principal objectives
were (1) to help improve the quality of international comparative studies
in education generally, and (2) to aid U.S. policy makers in ensuring the
high quality of the data collected by the United States for those studies.
During its first nine years, BICSE served in an oversight role regarding
U.S. participation in international education studies—guiding and en-
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hancing the collection, interpretation, and use of international education
data that can inform policy making.

In 1998, BICSE was reconfigured to take on an expanded agenda,
seeking to provide the locus for conceptual leadership in the field of
international education studies and comparative analyses of education
systems. Keeping its original charge, BICSE sought to become more pro-
active, conducting syntheses of comparative work, documenting lessons
learned from previous work, and documenting advances in the method-
ology of comparative surveys (the purpose of this volume). The reconfig-
uration of BICSE was endorsed enthusiastically by its sponsors, NSF and
NCES. In November 1999, BICSE held a workshop on the uses of video in
international education studies as its first public initiative under its
expanded agenda. The November 2000 symposium on methodological
advances in large-scale cross-national education surveys represented
BICSE’s second initiative.

Although we had the privilege of leading BICSE’s assessment of meth-
odological advances, this volume represents an accomplishment of the
entire board. We are fortunate to work with wise and dedicated colleagues
on BICSE who contributed to the project at each step of the way—from its
initial conception, to selecting symposium participants, to providing feed-
back to authors on multiple drafts of the papers contained in this volume
(see Appendix B for contributing members’ biographical sketches). In
addition to current and recent BICSE members, former member John
Dossey played a leadership role at an earlier stage of this project. We are
also indebted to BICSE’s superb staff, including former director Patricia
Morison, current director Colette Chabbott, and staff members Monica
Ulewicz and Jane Phillips, for their help in moving this project forward.
We also thank Laura Penny for her editorial advice, and Kirsten Sampson
Snyder and Yvonne Wise for their guidance of the report through the
review and production process. We appreciate the support of Larry Suter
of NSF and Eugene Owen of NCES, which came not only in the form of
funding their agencies provided to BICSE, but also as helpful insights on
this project.

Andrew C. Porter and Adam Gamoran, Editors
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1

Progress and Challenges
for Large-Scale Studies

Andrew C. Porter and Adam Gamoran*

3

“Poor Scores by U.S. Students Lead to 10-State Math Effort,” “U.S.
Seniors Near Bottom in World Test,” “A World-Class Education Eludes
Many in the U.S.” Headlines like these have splashed across the pages of
major newspapers in the United States with increasing frequency in re-
cent years. Although international studies of student achievement have
attracted positive attention, they have also drawn critics. How useful are
these international comparisons? A crucial issue in judging the value of
international studies is the quality of their methodologies. A symposium
of leading experts on the methodology of large-scale international educa-
tion surveys, organized by the Board on International Comparative Stud-
ies in Education (BICSE) in November 2000, addressed the following ques-
tions:

• What is the methodological quality of the most recent international
surveys of student achievement? How authoritative are their results?

• Has the methodological quality of international achievement stud-
ies improved over the past 40 years?

• What are promising opportunities for further improvement?

The chapters in this volume are products of that symposium, and
they answer these questions. Readers will learn that, overall, the quality

*Andrew C. Porter is the former chair of BICSE. Adam Gamoran is a current member of
BICSE.  Biographical sketches of both can be found in Appendix B.
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4 PROGRESS AND CHALLENGES FOR LARGE-SCALE STUDIES

of international achievement studies is high, and according to these ex-
perts, the results can be taken as authoritative. Four decades of experience
with large-scale cross-national surveys have led to substantial improve-
ments in methodology, including better tests, better samples, better docu-
mentation, and better statistical analyses. At the same time, substantial
challenges remain, including a need to develop a better appreciation of
differences in the social and cultural contexts in which education takes
place in different nations and the manner in which those contextual dif-
ferences may be reflected in the results of achievement tests.

The symposium had a considerable body of experience from which to
draw. Since 1960, the United States has participated in 15 large-scale cross-
national education surveys: 13 conducted by the International Associa-
tion for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) and two by the
International Assessment of Education Progress (IAEP). In more recent
years, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) also has become involved, creating a Program for International
Student Assessment (PISA) that will survey achievement of 15-year-olds.
The most assessed subjects have been science and mathematics, though
reading comprehension, geography, nonverbal reasoning, literature,
French, English as a foreign language, civic education, history, computers
in education, primary education, and second-language acquisition all
have been assessed. Several of the international studies have included
survey questionnaires that supplemented the achievement tests. Most
commonly, the surveys were addressed to students, but teachers and
principals also have been queried. A few studies have had case study
components, and most recently, one study (the Third International Math-
ematics and Science Study [TIMSS] and its repeat, TIMSS-R) had a large-
scale classroom video component. The frequency, number, and complex-
ity of these international studies of student achievement have increased
in recent years.

PURPOSES OF INTERNATIONAL
COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF ACHIEVEMENT

Before assessing the methodology of international comparative stud-
ies, it is important to clarify their purposes. Previous writers have offered
a variety of reasons why international comparative studies of student
achievement are useful (Beaton, Postlethwaite, Ross, Spearritt, & Wolf,
1999; National Research Council, 1990, 1993; Postlethwaite, 1999). The
most powerful and widely agreed upon of these is that education in one
country can be better understood in comparison to education in other
countries. One piece of this argument could be called benchmarking: For
example, how does the achievement of U.S. students compare to the
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ANDREW C. PORTER AND ADAM GAMORAN 5

achievement of students in other countries? Do some countries stand as
existence proofs for the possibility of higher levels of achievement? An-
other piece of this argument concerns hypothesis generation: By studying
education in other countries, alternative approaches to teaching and learn-
ing may be discovered. When alternative practices occur in unusually
high-achieving countries, they may suggest hypotheses for how educa-
tion in low-achieving countries might be improved. Of course, countries
differ in so many ways that one cannot simply interpret associations be-
tween alternative practices and high student achievement as matters of
cause and effect. Furthermore, because cultures differ across countries,
sometimes quite sharply, it may be that practices in one country cannot be
replicated in another. Still, hypotheses about potentially more effective
educational practices have been generated by international studies of stu-
dent achievement, and they can be tested for their feasibility and effects.
For example, an analysis of TIMSS (Schmidt, McKnight, & Raizen, 1996)
concluded that U.S. mathematics and science education, in comparison
with that of higher achieving countries, is characterized by a “splintered
vision” and that the United States must strive to create a curriculum with
greater focus and less redundancy across grades. Standards-based reform
could be seen as testing that hypothesis.

Another reason why international comparative studies of student
achievement are useful is that, at least in the United States, policy makers
often view them as more authoritative than within-country research. For
example, the highly visible and influential report A Nation at Risk (Na-
tional Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983) used international
surveys of student achievement results to argue, “The educational foun-
dations of our society are presently being eroded by a rising tide of medi-
ocrity that threatens our very future as a nation and a people” (p. 5).
Unquestionably, the inflammatory language of the report had a great deal
to do with its influence. Still, it was largely the international comparative
data on student achievement, showing the United States as ranking low
among other countries, upon which the report built its case. There was
plenty of within-country data on which the report might have built its
case, including the declines in National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP) and Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores during the
1970s.

There is at least one more purpose that international comparative
studies of student achievement can serve—contributing to the advance of
methodology. As is clearly documented in this volume, international com-
parative studies are complicated and difficult to do well. Over the past 40
years, many methodological advances have been made in the context of
this international comparative work, and these advances have strength-
ened the quality of education research within the United States. The de-
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6 PROGRESS AND CHALLENGES FOR LARGE-SCALE STUDIES

velopment of video methodologies for TIMSS is one example. The evolu-
tion of the concept of opportunity to learn and its shift from use as a control
variable to a policy output variable is another.

The BICSE Symposium

Nine papers were commissioned by BICSE for the November 2000
symposium. Revised versions of those papers constitute the main body of
this volume, and they are grouped into three areas: Study Design, Culture
and Context, and Making Inferences.

Study design. Robert Linn wrote on the measurement of cognitive achieve-
ment in the design, conduct, and analysis of international studies in edu-
cation. Ronald Hambleton addressed the translation of achievement tests
and other instruments involved in international studies. James Chromy
discussed the statistical issues of sampling, excluded populations, and
age-versus-grade cohorts.

Culture and context. Janine Bempechat, Norma Jimenez, and Beth Boulay
looked at cultural-cognitive issues in academic achievement and the as-
sessment of student achievement beliefs, including attributions for suc-
cess or failure. Claudia Buchmann addressed the measurement and use of
family background variables in international studies of education. Gerald
LeTendre identified methodological issues that arise in international com-
parative studies on education stemming from the varying cultural con-
texts of schooling in different nations.

Making inferences. Robert Floden addressed the measurement and use of
opportunity to learn and other explanatory variables in the design, con-
duct, and analysis of international studies in education. Stephen Rauden-
bush and Ji-Soo Kim wrote on the statistical issues surrounding the com-
parisons of data across countries and between countries over time.
Marshall Smith, former U.S. Undersecretary of Education, addressed the
use of international comparative studies of education for drawing infer-
ences for national policy.

Each author was asked (1) to describe, with reference to the particu-
lar topic, how, if at all, international surveys of student achievement
have improved over time; (2) to assess the quality of the most recent
work in the area; and (3) to identify ways in which future work might be
strengthened.
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ANDREW C. PORTER AND ADAM GAMORAN 7

Criteria for High-Quality International Studies
of Student Achievement

How might one assess the quality of international comparative stud-
ies of student achievement? In 1990, BICSE identified the following crite-
ria for a quality study (National Research Council, 1990):

• The study has value for better understanding and/or improving
U.S. education.

• The study is tied to previous work for purposes of comparison.
• The study takes into account cultural differences between coun-

tries.
• The study is characterized by research neutrality (e.g., not just a

Western perspective).
• There is adequate capacity to conduct a study, both internationally

and within each participating country.
• The study has technical validity, including representative samples;

precise estimates of parameters; appropriate achievement tests, with stan-
dardized administration; good translations; appropriate background
questionnaires; an adequate analysis plan; an adequate reporting plan;
dissemination to both technical and lay audiences; and adequate data
audit.

These criteria informed the plans for the November 2000 symposium
and the feedback to authors for revisions of their papers.

Other Types of International Comparative Work

Although the focus of this volume is on large-scale quantitative stud-
ies of student achievement, BICSE recognizes the importance of other
forms of international comparative work. Small, focused studies can pro-
vide much greater depth in addressing questions of the purposes of
schooling, the nature of teaching, and the attitudes and beliefs of students
and parents. Reiterating a BICSE statement in A Collaborative Agenda for
Improving International Comparative Studies in Education (National Research
Council, 1993, p. 22):

In addition to large-scale surveys, there is a need for a wide range of
other cross-national research, such as ethnographic studies, case studies,
small-scale focused, quantitative and qualitative studies, and historical
studies, that would allow us to understand what it means to be educat-
ed in diverse settings around the world.
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8 PROGRESS AND CHALLENGES FOR LARGE-SCALE STUDIES

KEY FINDINGS:
METHODOLOGICAL ADVANCES AND LIMITATIONS

The nine research syntheses included in this volume provide a sense
of progress over time, indicate current methodological quality, and iden-
tify areas in which improvements are needed. The remainder of this chap-
ter highlights the major findings and conclusions of the syntheses. A con-
cluding chapter by Brian Rowan, following the nine syntheses, offers
further reflections on what the major findings mean for the future of
large-scale comparative international studies of achievement.

Study Design: Achievement Tests, Translation, and Sampling

The chapters by Linn, Hambleton, and Chromy report substantial
progress over 40 years of effort in improving the quality of the design and
execution of comparative international studies of achievement. Recent
and ongoing studies such as TIMSS and PISA exhibit high levels of meth-
odological quality; confidence in the results they provide is justified. Im-
portant exceptions to the general high level of quality exist, and these will
be noted here (and are spelled out in greater detail in subsequent chap-
ters). However, the overriding conclusion from this volume is that the
level of methodological quality is high and therefore the findings of large-
scale studies are worth taking seriously.

Progress in test design, translation, and sampling. Tests of student achieve-
ment used in international comparative studies have improved markedly
over time. The frameworks used to guide test construction have gotten
better, delineating not only finer arrays of topics, but also—crossed with
topics—cognitive demand (expectations for student achievement). Using
the elaborated framework, matrix sampling has allowed achievement tests
to achieve greater breadth of coverage. The result has been better atten-
tion to testing higher order skills than was previously possible. At the
same time, increasingly high-quality country reviews of item pools have
helped to determine test alignment with each country’s curriculum. This
alignment, in turn, has made possible analyses of how well a country
does on just those items that it deems appropriate. (Interestingly, the
results have not greatly changed between-country rankings.)

Despite having students take different samples of items, more sophis-
ticated uses of item response theory have allowed the creation of common
scales. At the same time, there also has been an increase in the use of
subscales, an important development because countries can differ in their
achievement on subscales. Test designers now use differential item func-
tioning (DIF) to identify items that might be culturally biased. Field test-
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ing of items and clearer standards for item statistics represent another
improvement. Rigorous translation procedures are used in the most re-
cent international studies, and translation errors involve only a small
fraction of the test items. In short, important psychometric advances have
made it feasible to accomplish many of the improvements in student
achievement testing that early researchers recognized as needed.

Early cross-national analyses of educational achievement often had
major shortcomings in both the design and the execution of sampling.
Response rates were weak and poorly documented. That is no longer the
case. Recent studies have improved dramatically and now meet reason-
able standards that justify confidence in statistical inferences. These im-
provements include much better monitoring of quality and substantial
improvement in documentation, supported by increased technological
capacity to gauge response rates and sampling error. For example, sam-
pling designs, response rates, and documentation for TIMSS were much
improved over the Second International Mathematics Study (SIMS).1 PISA
is at least as strong. Indeed, the execution of samples has improved to the
point where the sampling plans may be more problematic than the samples
that are drawn in some cases.

Important challenges of study design. The chapters on study design provide
details about several problems that require attention. In BICSE’s view,
three problems are paramount. First, the design of international standard-
ized achievement tests reflects an inherent tension between depth and
coverage of topic areas, given necessary constraints on test burden. Tests
reflect mainly the intersection of curricular topics from different countries,
rather than their union. Testing the content that is common among partici-
pating countries is challenging enough. Testing the shared content plus
content specific to subsets of countries has not proven feasible. Still, it
would be desirable to know not only which countries are most effective in
the achievement of common content, but also how achievement is af-
fected by the unique content focuses of specific countries. Moreover, the
need to cover a wide range of topics and the emphasis on testing effi-
ciency have led to a reliance on multiple-choice questions and thus have
limited the assessment of higher order skills (e.g., through problems
whose solutions require multiple steps). We conclude that the tension
between depth and coverage probably has no resolution, but it is impor-
tant to be aware of its source and consequences. Thus far, large-scale
international studies of achievement have tilted toward broad coverage
of content common across countries.

Second, whereas excellent work has been done to create common
scales across studies within grades, more work needs to be done to create
common scales across grades within studies. TIMSS-R could not estimate
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cohort gains from fourth to eighth grade because the tests at fourth and
eighth grade were not constructed to be on a common scale, despite the
fact that TIMSS-R was sold largely on the ability to do exactly such analy-
ses.

Third, sampling designs for the oldest secondary cohort are unsatis-
factory. In TIMSS, the most recent effort to attempt a study of this cohort
(known in TIMSS as Population 3), students in the last year of compulsory
schooling were surveyed. Because of differential dropout rates across na-
tions, the last year of school is attended by very different fractions of the
population in different countries. Moreover, students’ exposure to school-
ing varies dramatically across countries, as some have school-leaving ages
as young as 16 and others as old as 21. Consequently, it is not clear what
comparison this cohort study really offers. The symposium papers in this
volume and other related work lead BICSE to conclude that the type of
end-of-school cohort design used in previous studies should not be re-
peated. A different approach is offered by PISA, which is sampling 15-
year-olds regardless of their grade level. This approach offers the best
way to obtain a representative sample of an entire age cohort. Of course,
it does not address the goal that TIMSS’s Population 3 study attempted to
meet—namely, an estimate of achievement in the final year of compul-
sory schooling. Because of differences within and across countries in what
compulsory schooling means, we conclude that goal is probably impossible
to achieve. Still, a sample of 25-year-olds might provide a better estimate
of achievement differences after completion of schooling.

Culture and Context

In the early surveys of international achievement, the focus was
mainly on describing between-country differences in attainment. It wasn’t
long, though, before interest spread to understanding differences in ap-
proach, context, and explanation of achievement differences. The Novem-
ber 2000 BICSE symposium leads the Board to conclude there are at least
three reasons to study culture and context in large-scale studies: (1) to
help in applying findings to our own country; (2) to interpret findings
about cross-national achievement differences appropriately; and (3) to
learn more about designing indicators of context.

The chapters in this volume on culture and context bring together
three different views on the different contexts in which large-scale inter-
national studies take place. Bempechat, Jimenez, and Boulay write on
culture and cognition from a psychological perspective; Buchmann fo-
cuses on the concept and measurement of family background from the
standpoint of sociology; and LeTendre explores the cultural contexts of
cross-national analyses from the viewpoint of anthropology. The differ-
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ent perspectives add richness to our understanding of methodological
advances and challenges in the study of the contexts of international
achievement studies.

Progress in understanding the contexts of international studies. Each of the
three perspectives can identify progress from its own standpoint, but
each also sees a need for deeper appreciation of contextual differences.
Bempechat, Jimenez, and Boulay’s statement (this volume, p. 127) no
doubt holds for the other authors as well: “Much of the literature on
student achievement across nations has been devoid of the cultural con-
texts in which learning takes place.”

From the psychological perspective, because cognitive processes and
sociocultural conditions are interdependent, understanding cognitive per-
formance requires appreciation of cultural conditions. For this reason, no
matter how tempting, it may not be effective to simply import the peda-
gogy of one nation into another, whatever the achievement standing of
the first nation. An example is the Japanese study lesson, an approach to
professional development in which teachers work together over time and
through many iterations to produce highly polished instructional units
and to master the teaching of those units. Will study lessons work in the
United States, despite our very different norms for the teaching pro-
fession? Probably not without at least some modifications and special
support (Fernandez, Chokshi, Cannon, & Yoshida, in press). Still, the
principles on which Japanese lesson studies are based may be useful in
designing and implementing effective professional development in other
countries. Furthermore, researchers are just beginning to attend to cross-
national variation in the meaning of school achievement. For the most
part, however, this approach has not been integrated into large-scale
studies.

The sociological perspective offers more evidence of progress. As the
conceptualization of family background has become broader and more
complex in sociological research, the measurement of family background
in international education surveys has developed correspondingly. Fam-
ily background now refers not only to socioeconomic status (i.e., parents’
education, occupation, and income), but also to family structure, parent
involvement in schooling, and social and cultural resources. On the whole,
recent comparative international studies are doing a better job of taking
these conditions into account than did the early studies, although impor-
tant exceptions to the general trend of progress exist. Moreover, reports of
the results of comparative international analyses of achievement are in-
creasingly likely to attend to the association of achievement with stu-
dents’ family background conditions. Nonetheless, international studies
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fall well short of appreciating differences in the meaning of various fam-
ily background measures in different national contexts.

An increasingly rich understanding of the cultural contexts of teach-
ing and learning, which has emerged quite apart from large-scale studies,
has helped enable us to place findings from large-scale studies in cultural
perspective. For example, insights from previous case studies allowed
Stevenson and Baker (1992) and Akiba and LeTendre (1999) to under-
stand the importance of extra tutoring, to conceptualize it as a sort of
“shadow education,” and to test their conception with large-scale data.
More recently in TIMSS and the IEA Civic Education Study, case studies
have augmented the large-scale data collections. Although the case study
reports have been insightful, they have not been analytically linked to the
large-scale surveys, so their full potential for providing richer under-
standing of the context of achievement differences has not been effec-
tively realized.

Important challenges of culture and context. Overall, progress in grappling
with issues of cultural context has been modest, and the need for deeper
understanding remains great. The three perspectives on context expressed
in this volume are intertwined, as each recognizes that differences in
cultural meanings across context affect the interpretation of cross-national
achievement differences. For example, to understand achievement differ-
ences it is essential to understand differences in wealth and poverty,
among as well as within nations. But what represents wealth in different
contexts? Although much progress has been made in measuring family
circumstances, such “background” conditions cannot be fully standard-
ized across countries. Consequently, although large-scale international
studies need to do a better job of applying comparable indicators across
contexts, they also need to expand the range of indicators that are specific
to particular contexts. These indicators will not necessarily be comparable
across contexts, but they are essential for enabling deeper analysis of
differences within countries.

Although TIMSS had many strengths, it took a step backward in
measuring family background: Its survey question about family structure
was too crude to be fully useful, and it omitted parental occupation en-
tirely from student surveys. By contrast, PISA contains a fuller and more
sophisticated array of background questions, including parents’ occupa-
tion and a question about parents’ education that lends itself to standard-
ized categories more easily than the IEA surveys. Despite problems with
missing data on questions about parent characteristics, we can find no
compelling reason for omitting such questions entirely. Both TIMSS and
PISA included questions about family cultural and economic resources,
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and questions of this sort offer promise for richer indicators of social
background in future studies.

One of the most powerful features of TIMSS was its case study and
video components along with the achievement surveys. Yet the different
components remain largely separate, partly by design and partly, accord-
ing to LeTendre, because TIMSS has so much information to offer that
integration has been difficult to manage: “[The] simple fact of ‘data over-
load’ meant that the potential insight to be gained by comparing the
[qualitative and quantitative] databases has not yet been achieved. . . .”
(this volume, p. 211). LeTendre offers a vision of an iterative, multimethod
process in which different methodological approaches and conceptual
lenses would be placed in dialogue with one another over time.

Making Inferences from Large-Scale Studies

One might expect that substantial progress in designing studies
would bring corresponding developments in the ability to draw infer-
ences from large-scale international achievement studies. On the whole,
this is true, especially as this progress was accompanied by developments
in the assessment of opportunity to learn and in statistical methods of
processing data.

Progress in drawing inferences. International comparative studies of stu-
dent achievement have popularized the concept of opportunity to learn;
over time, opportunity to learn has become an increasingly large part of
these international comparative studies. While there is not one univer-
sally accepted definition of opportunity to learn, in the international com-
parative research context, opportunity to learn means students receiving
instruction on certain content in an academic subject area. Similarly, inter-
national comparative studies have distinguished between the intended
curriculum, the implemented curriculum, and the achieved curriculum;
these distinctions, in turn, have had a considerable impact on education
research in the United States. In this volume, Floden notes that measures
of opportunity to learn have changed over time, but, with one exception,
not with clear improvement. Initially, questions about opportunity to
learn were asked in the context of whether students had received suffi-
cient instruction to answer a particular achievement item correctly. TIMSS
shifted the focus away from specific items to topics represented by mul-
tiple items. This change in focus should improve the quality of informa-
tion by clarifying that a particular topic is of interest, not features of a
particular achievement item (including, for example, format). However,
because TIMSS contains no measure of achievement prior to the reported
opportunity to learn (unlike SIMS, which included pretest and posttest
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achievement data for the U.S. sample), it is not possible to link the TIMSS
measures of opportunity to learn to achievement growth or to see whether
the new measures perform better than those of previous studies in pre-
dicting gains in achievement. Moreover, advances in measuring opportu-
nity to learn outside the large-scale studies, such as work by Porter (1998)
and Mayer (1999), have not been incorporated into comparative interna-
tional research. Instead, large-scale international studies seem to have
made more progress in developing new ways to measure the intended
rather than the implemented curriculum.

The importance of progress in statistical analyses during the history
of comparative international studies cannot be overstated. As Raudenbush
and Kim explain (this volume, p. 292), “Over the past several decades,
statistical methods have greatly enhanced the capacity of researchers to
summarize evidence from large-scale, multilevel surveys such as TIMSS
and IALS [the International Adult Literacy Survey].” Developments such
as item response models, estimation procedures for multilevel data, and
new approaches for handling missing data have greatly enhanced the
quality with which international comparative data can be analyzed. Bet-
ter statistical analyses allow researchers to learn more from the data, and
concomitant improvements in other aspects of study design—such as
achievement tests, translation, sampling, and measurement of family
background and opportunity to learn—make statistical inferences more
reliable and meaningful. Despite these advances, great caution is needed
in making statistical inferences from cross-national studies.

Since the 1980s, results from international studies have drawn consid-
erable attention from policy makers and their advisors. Yet these results
tend to become politicized, used as ammunition to support a position
rather than as data to help select among competing alternatives. The de-
centralized governance structure of U.S. education makes it difficult to
identify appropriate inferences from comparative international studies at
the national level. At the same time, the increasing salience of state-level
decision making in U.S. education, coupled with state- and district-level
participation in international studies (TIMSS and TIMSS-R), may mean
that the results from international studies have more bearing on decisions
about education policy at the state level than at the federal level.

Important challenges in making inferences. Despite improvements in oppor-
tunity-to-learn measures and statistical modeling techniques, important
challenges remain. In the case of measuring opportunity to learn, it is
ironic that international studies, which pioneered and popularized the
study of opportunities for learning, have not kept pace with research
developments. Moreover, few reports on the results of international stud-
ies take advantage of the opportunity-to-learn data that are available. In
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the future, more sophisticated and fine-grained assessment of opportuni-
ties for learning should be considered.

The fact that TIMSS lacks a pretest makes it quite clear that the TIMSS
data cannot be used for drawing causal inferences. Interestingly, how-
ever, Raudenbush and Kim point out that even with pretest data other
sources of bias may be present, and causal inference is problematic. In-
deed, Raudenbush and Kim as well as Smith question whether large-scale
comparative international studies are the proper arena for assessing causal
explanations for achievement differences. In light of the important con-
textual differences between countries, the value of international studies
may lie more in their potential for generating hypotheses about causal
explanation than in their use as platforms for testing hypotheses. After all,
it makes little difference for U.S. education policy if, for example, extra
tutoring “accounts” for the achievement advantage of Japanese over U.S.
students, if tutoring does not enhance achievement in an internal assess-
ment of variation among U.S. students. As the international comparative
education community has learned from its consideration of context and
culture, a policy that works in Japan may not work in the United States;
consequently, what can be expected from a comparative study are pro-
vocative new hypotheses about what may account for differences in stu-
dent achievement. Studies of internal U.S. variation are indispensable if
one wishes to determine whether a policy change in the United States
would make a difference in this context under our cultural conditions.

In some cases, sufficient variation may not exist for an internal assess-
ment of variation. For example, very few U.S. students may receive rigor-
ous academic tutoring, so it may not be possible to assess whether tutor-
ing would make a difference here. But a comparative international study
cannot help with this quandary; the solution, as Raudenbush and Kim
explain, lies in manipulating the U.S. context in order to create the varia-
tion necessary for a test of the hypothesis within the United States.

In short, the symposium papers in this volume lead BICSE to con-
clude that it is most productive to use international comparative studies
to develop hypotheses that are then tested in experimental and quasi-
experimental studies within the United States. It is not clear that the hy-
pothesis-testing studies need to be part of the comparative international
framework. If they are, however, then it is absolutely essential that pretest
data be gathered from study participants.

Although statistical analyses in current international studies are com-
petent, they could do much more to describe national systems of educa-
tion. In particular, indicators of central tendency (means) garner more
attention than they deserve, and more attention should be paid to two
additional elements: the overall dispersion of achievement around the cen-
tral tendency, and the relationship of achievement to important social
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categories such as family background. Raudenbush and Kim commend
the use of confidence intervals to mark the degree of uncertainty around
particular means. Finally, Raudenbush and Kim as well as Smith recog-
nize that more could be done to enhance readers’ understanding of the
possibilities and limitations of statistical analyses of large-scale compara-
tive databases. A sort of “consumer’s guide” might be helpful to policy
makers, journalists, educators, and the general public—in short, the entire
potential audience of consumers of international comparative education
studies.

CONCLUSIONS

The chapters in this volume and the discussions at the symposium
where they were originally presented lead the Board to conclude that the
methodology of large-scale international comparative studies of student
achievement has improved markedly over the past 40 years. Method-
ological work in these studies is sounder today than ever, and in absolute
terms very good. Although progress has been made on virtually all fronts
—achievement testing, translations, sampling, sensitivity to culture and
context, and statistical analysis—more progress has been made in some
areas (e.g., sampling and testing) than in others (e.g., accounting for cul-
ture and context).

Benefits of Large-Scale International Studies

These increasingly rigorous studies of international student achieve-
ment have produced basic knowledge, generated ideas for improved prac-
tice in the United States, and contributed to methodological advances.
Not only has this body of work made clear that U.S. student achievement
in mathematics and science at the eighth grade is not ideal, it also has
made clear that this deficiency is not a new development. The interna-
tional standing of the United States in mathematics and science achieve-
ment in eighth grade has remained relatively stable over all of the interna-
tional assessments addressing those subjects. Large-scale international
surveys of student achievement also have made clear that U.S. achieve-
ment is among the best in the world in mathematics and science at the
fourth-grade level and also in reading achievement in the early grades.
Not only does such international benchmarking of U.S. achievement help
U.S. citizens, policy makers, and educators better understand our system’s
productivity, but it also helps to set a context for interpreting achieve-
ment standards recently adopted in the United States. For example, the
finding that progressively fewer U.S. students achieve at high levels on
NAEP standards as one goes from elementary to middle to high school is
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consistent with the finding that U.S. achievement falls progressively fur-
ther behind that of other countries at increasing grade levels. In contrast,
the high performance of the United States relative to other countries in
reading and science in the elementary grades is not consistent with U.S.
students’ performance against NAEP standards.

Large-scale international assessments of student achievement also
have generated important new hypotheses about how U.S. education
might be strengthened. TIMSS curriculum analyses, as well as earlier
results from SIMS, revealed that the U.S. curriculum puts a premium on
breadth of content coverage, whereas curricula in some other countries
are much more focused, emphasizing depth over breadth. This finding
has led researchers to the hypothesis that a more highly focused U.S.
curriculum might result in improved student achievement. Although the
current U.S. standards reform movement was not stimulated by this hy-
pothesis, it represents a massive attempt to bring greater focus and depth
to the U.S. curriculum. This reform may provide an opportunity to test
the importance of depth over breadth. The Japanese lesson study is yet
another example of an approach to education from another country that
might prove useful in the United States. Still, whether the lesson study
can actually be implemented in our culture and, if so, what its effects
might be on student achievement are questions that remain to be an-
swered. Fortunately, work is under way to test the hypothesis that lesson
studies could improve the quality of U.S. education (Fernandez et al.,
in press).

The TIMSS video studies provided powerful new insights into how
U.S. teachers share certain tendencies in their pedagogical practices and
style, and how those practices and style stand in sharp contrast to those of
teachers in Japan. Stigler and Hiebert (1999) conclude that Japanese teach-
ers teach in ways more consistent with the vision of today’s U.S. educa-
tion reformers than do our own teachers.

Methodologically, large-scale international studies of student achieve-
ment have been influential as well. The powerful concept of opportunity
to learn, conceptualized originally as a control variable but more recently
as an explanatory variable in studies of student achievement, has had an
enormous impact on education research in the United States. Increas-
ingly, studies attempting to explain differences in student achievement in
the United States are including opportunity-to-learn variables as well as
pedagogical strategy variables. In some cases, opportunity-to-learn vari-
ables are being used as education system output measures in their own
right. Clearly, opportunity to learn has established itself as the legal re-
quirement for use of high-stakes testing (National Research Council, 1999).
Another example of a methodological advance is the use of video as a
research tool. Although video has been used in U.S. education research
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for some time, its use was relatively limited prior to TIMSS. The surge in
enthusiasm for video as an education research tool, although undoubt-
edly influenced by the TIMSS results, also surely has been fueled by rapid
advances in video technology, especially digital video.

In addition to improvements in methodology and in understanding
of U.S. education, large-scale international studies of student achieve-
ment have led to a third accomplishment—the building of an interna-
tional infrastructure for conducting comparative research in education.
Thirty-five years ago, most countries lacked the capacity to participate in
an international study of student achievement. Today, perhaps as many
as 60 countries have that capacity. This increased capacity makes it likely
that future studies will be of higher quality. However, it also represents
an accomplishment in and of itself because the increased capacity of those
60 countries undoubtedly will be used not only for international studies
of student achievement, but also for within-country education research.

Thoughts on the Future

The chapters in this volume lead BICSE to conclude that the United
States should continue to participate in and encourage the regular con-
duct of large-scale international studies of student achievement. The
Board has not reached consensus on how frequently such studies are
needed or how comprehensive each study needs to be in collecting data
beyond student achievement (e.g., video; case studies; surveys of princi-
pals, students, and teachers). Rowan, in his chapter, suggests that once a
decade may be enough for each subject, but that, as with NAEP, there
should be a cycle of subjects, so that an international comparative study
of student achievement is conducted every two or three years in one
subject or another. He points out that this approach should help to main-
tain the within-country capacity to do such work.

BICSE is also unclear about what age or grade span should be sur-
veyed, though we are inclined to believe that some preschool studies
should be attempted, generating baselines for education system produc-
tivity, and that some post-school-age cohorts should be studied to get at
system yield. On these specifics, the chapters in this volume raise more
questions than they answer.

A number of issues are central in thinking about the design of future
work and interpretations of past work. The chapters that follow identify
these issues; we outline them here as a partial road map to thinking about
that work.

1. Adjustments for between-country differences in background conditions.
One issue concerns whether to adjust for background conditions when
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comparing the achievement in one nation to the achievement in another.
On the one hand, we know that the student populations being served by
one country at a particular age or grade level are not comparable to the
student populations being served by another country. They differ on di-
mensions such as socioeconomic status (SES), age, ethnicity, and urban-
icity. As Raudenbush and Kim point out, countries might differ dramati-
cally in average student achievement. Yet if comparisons were made
between countries by subgroups, such as within levels of SES, no differ-
ences might be found. On the other hand, the chapters in this volume lead
to the conclusion that attempting to draw causal inferences from between-
country comparisons is not possible. In short, it is not possible to include
in analyses sufficient controls to appropriately conclude that between-
country differences in student achievement are due to the differences in
educational practices between those countries. When adjustments should
be made and what kinds of adjustments are appropriate when creating
indicators of between-country differences in student achievement remain
unclear. Nevertheless, continuing to rely solely on unadjusted differences
in student achievement seems certain to be misleading.

2. Age cohorts versus grade cohorts. Some international studies of stu-
dent achievement use age cohorts, and others use grade cohorts. Which
approach is more useful remains an issue. There are advantages and dis-
advantages to each. Age-based samples make studying education effects
more difficult because students are spread across a number of grades,
making a curriculum-based achievement test problematic. Age-based
samples are also more expensive to survey because cluster sampling is
more difficult to achieve. Still, when a grade-based sample is taken, coun-
tries can differ dramatically in the ages of the students included. An age-
based cohort controls for such confounding. Furthermore, an age-based
cohort, using household sampling to draw a probability sample of all
people of a specific age in a specific country, controls for differential
dropout rates between countries. Grade-based cohorts have been the
dominant mode in international studies of student achievement, but that
pattern may not continue. For example, PISA will sample 15-year-olds.
An interesting argument taken from chapters in this volume by Rauden-
bush and Kim and Rowan suggests that important new insights might
result from studies of age-based cohorts at (1) an age prior to entry into
schooling for most countries and (2) an age after the completion of most
schooling (say, age 25). The preschool age cohort would establish a base-
line for theories about the effects of schooling. The 25-year-old cohort, as
a household survey, would provide information on whether U.S. stu-
dents catch up with their international comparison groups during the
postsecondary school years.

3. Assessment of common versus unique content. A third issue concerns
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the construction of student achievement tests used in international com-
parative studies. Linn makes a distinction between (1) testing only con-
tent common to the curricula of all participating countries (the intersec-
tion) and (2) testing not only that common content, but also all of the
unique content across all participating countries (the union). The intersec-
tion is clearly the more feasible and does represent common ground for
comparison. Nevertheless, although testing the union of content across
countries may not be feasible, moving in that direction might produce a
more ambitious test of student achievement and in that sense might pro-
vide a different kind of international benchmarking than we currently
have. Until now, achievement tests used in international comparative
studies of student achievement have been said to have a U.S. bias. That is,
the tests have been similar to tests commonly used in the United States,
including a multiple-choice format, and presumably fairly well aligned
with current U.S. practice. But today’s education reforms in the United
States call for a much more ambitious curriculum and much more ambi-
tious student achievement. Are other countries teaching the type of cur-
riculum we seek, and if so, how are their students achieving relative to
our own? Perhaps some component of the achievement test used in inter-
national comparative studies should test the content we seek, rather than
the content we are providing.

4. Analysis of within-country variance versus central tendency. A theme
across many of the chapters in this volume is the need to look at variance
in student achievement within countries, as well as central tendency.
Analyzing within-country variance as well as central tendency would
represent a change in the practice of large-scale international studies of
student achievement, and so we list it here as an issue. In the TIMSS-R
benchmarking study in the United States, more than 30 states and large
districts participated in the student achievement study as though they
were nations (Martin et al., 2001; Mullis et al., 2001). The results from that
work reveal—as did the First in the World Consortium from TIMSS (http:/
/www.1stintheworld.org/)—that there exists enormous variance in stu-
dent achievement within the United States, and that some states and dis-
tricts achieve at levels comparable to the highest achieving countries in
the world. The emphasis on state and district participation in interna-
tional studies of student achievement ensures that within-country vari-
ance, at least in the United States, will be addressed in the future. Designs
and analyses that produce valid estimates of between-school, between-
class, and within-class variance also are needed. Other approaches also
should be utilized. LeTendre points out in his chapter that qualitative
studies of achievement contexts also need to focus more on within-coun-
try differences than they have in the past. For the United States, where
variance in student achievement is enormous, an examination of distribu-
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tions will represent a huge improvement in the information yield of inter-
national studies of student achievement.

5. Integration of qualitative and quantitative data. Over the last 35 years,
quantitative results on student achievement from surveys of teachers and
students have been augmented by qualitative data from case studies and
video. The chapters on culture and context in this volume argue forcefully
for the need for such qualitative data to help understand the effects of
context and culture on student achievement. Nevertheless, those chapters
make clear that progress thus far has been limited, especially in integrat-
ing qualitative data with quantitative data. New designs and new analy-
sis strategies will need to be created if the desired integration of quantita-
tive and qualitative data is to be achieved. Qualitative data from
small-scale focused studies within and comparatively between countries
hold promise for informing the direction and character of the large-scale
survey work. Qualitative data might profitably be included as an integral
component of large-scale comparative studies as well, although not all
efforts to date have resulted in integrated analyses and interpretations.

6. Use and impact of results. The international comparative education
field needs to think more about the uses of results from international
studies of student achievement. Do the results have a positive influence
on education policy and practice? Do they contribute to our understand-
ing of the quality of education and how it might be improved in the
United States? Are the results used at the local level by districts and
states, as well as by the federal government? What are the effects on the
international infrastructure for conducting comparative research? Re-
cently, BICSE attempted to determine what was being learned about the
uses of TIMSS data by states and districts. Although many anecdotes
were offered about important uses, no systematic studies could be found.
Smith speculates about how, more generally, the international compara-
tive results have been used, suggesting that they are most influential
when used to support reforms already under way (although he acknowl-
edges that results such as those from the early surveys also have been
used to generate new education reform). The chapters in this volume lead
the Board to conclude that it is worth considering how the impact of
international surveys of student achievement on U.S. policy and practice
may best be documented and studied. Perhaps a greater investment
should be made in documenting this impact.

This collection of methodological analyses is intended to guide three au-
diences: governmental agencies in the United States and elsewhere that
support international studies; nongovernmental agencies such as the IEA
and OECD that carry out international studies; and the many researchers
who both benefit from and contribute to the findings and methods of
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large-scale international studies of student achievement. Taken as a whole,
the chapters also show how BICSE can contribute to informed decisions
about the nature of and participation in these studies. In the future, BICSE
may take up some of the key challenges identified in this volume, such as
integrating culture and context more effectively in future surveys and
encouraging studies about the uses and impact of such work.

NOTE

1. See, for example, the technical standards developed for the International Association
for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) studies (Martin, Rust, & Adams,
1999).
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27

The measurement of student achievement is a challenging undertak-
ing regardless of the scope of the domain of measurement, the student
population to be assessed, or the purposes of the assessment. The more
specific the purpose, the more homogeneous the population of students,
and the narrower the domain of measurement, however, the easier is the
task of developing measures that will yield results that support valid
interpretations and uses.

A teacher who prepares an end-of-unit test in algebra faces a task
with a fairly clearly defined content domain and knows a great deal about
the common experiences of the students who will take the test. There are
still variations in purpose (e.g., grade assignment, formative feedback to
students, feedback to the teacher) that need to be considered, but the
purposes are reasonably circumscribed. There are also issues of the item
types (e.g., multiple-choice, short-answer, extended-response problems)
to be used and the cognitive demands of the items. For example, how
much emphasis should be given to routine application of algorithms, how
much to conceptual understanding, how much to solving new problems
that require students to make generalizations, how much to communica-
tion, and how much to making connections to earlier concepts and assign-
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28 THE MEASUREMENT OF STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

ments? In the individual classroom setting, however, much is known
about the familiarity that students have with different item formats, and
that familiarity is relatively homogeneous for all students taking the test.
Moreover, instructional goals can be used to guide decisions about em-
phasis given to different cognitive processes.

Large-scale assessments, be they a norm-referenced test designed for
use nationally, a state assessment, or an assessment such as the National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), face many of the issues in-
volved in an end-of-unit test for use in a single classroom. Issues of item
types and the cognitive demands of the items, for example, remain impor-
tant, but there is greater diversity in the familiarity that students have
with different formats and with items that make different levels of cogni-
tive demands. The delineation of purpose and scope of the content do-
main are considerably more complicated for the large-scale assessment
development than for the classroom test. Moreover, the definition of the
target population is no longer a given, and even when defined will be
more heterogeneous in background in curriculum exposure and in in-
struction directed to the content of the assessment. These complications
exacerbate the challenges of developing assessments that yield results
that support valid interpretations and uses.

Not surprisingly, the challenges are greater still for international as-
sessments of student achievement. An immediately apparent complica-
tion is that assessments have to be translated into the multiple languages
of participating countries. Variations among countries in educational sys-
tems, cultures, and traditions of assessment add to the complexity of the
problems of international assessments.

PURPOSES

Consideration of measurement issues for any assessment should start
with the identification of the purpose of the assessment. Millman and
Greene (1989, p. 335) note that “The first and most important step in
educational test development is to delineate the purpose of the test or the
nature of the inferences intended from test scores.” They justify this claim
by noting that “A clear statement of purpose provides the test developer
with an overall framework for test specification and for item develop-
ment, tryout and review” (Millman & Greene, 1989, p. 335). Most assess-
ments, of course, serve multiple purposes, only some of which are in-
tended and clearly specified in advance. Nonetheless, the delineation of
purpose(s) is an important undertaking that provides not only a logical
starting point, but also the touchstone for evaluating the other measure-
ment decisions throughout the process of assessment development, ad-
ministration, and interpretation of results.
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The purposes of international assessments are manifold. The purpose
that attracts the most attention in the press is the horse race aspect of the
studies, that is, the tendency to report the relative standing of country
average total test scores. Although it is recognized that international com-
petition inevitably draws “attention of policymakers and the general pub-
lic to what has been referred to as the ‘Olympic Games’ aspect of the
research” (Husen, 1987, p. 131), researchers associated with the conduct
of studies under the auspices of the International Association for the
Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) have consistently argued
that there are many other purposes that are more important than the
horse race comparisons.

Mislevy (1995) began his discussion of purposes of international as-
sessments as follows: “In the broadest sense, international assessment is
meant to gather information about schooling in a number of countries
and somehow use it to improve students learning” (p. 419). In keeping
with this broad purpose, the introduction to the report of middle school
mathematics results for the Third International Mathematics and Science
Study (TIMSS) gives the following statement of purpose: “The main pur-
pose of TIMSS was to focus on educational policies, practices, and out-
comes in order to enhance mathematics and science learning within and
across systems of education” (Beaton et al., 1996b, p. 7). An implicit as-
sumption is that comparisons of student performances for different coun-
tries will contribute toward this end in some way. Otherwise, there would
be no need for the involvement of countries other than one’s own in the
assessment. Thus, it is not surprising that comparing achievement in a
specified subject or subjects across countries is a purpose that is common
to all of the international studies of achievement.

The objective of comparing relative achievement of students at a tar-
get age or grade level by country and subject immediately raises a host of
measurement questions. At the most general level, there is the question of
whether to limit the measurement domain to the intersection of the con-
tent coverage intended by the curricula of participating countries or hav-
ing it encompass the union of content covered. Or should the domain
boundaries fall somewhere between those extremes (Linn, 1988; Porter,
1991)? The union is almost surely too expansive to be practical, while the
intersection would restrict the coverage to an unreasonable degree. Hence,
the domains defined for international assessments have negotiated limits
that fall between the extremes. Once the boundaries have been agreed on,
questions remain about the relative emphasis to be given to topics within
the domain, about the relative importance of different levels of cognitive
demands of the assessment tasks within each topic, about the length of
the assessment, and about the mix of item types.
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The comparative results obtained on an assessment depend on the
degree to which the assessment reflects the curriculum and instruction of
the groups of students whose performance is being compared (Linn, 1988;
Linn & Baker, 1995; Porter, 1991). In any evaluation of educational pro-
grams, “if a test does not correspond to important program goals, the
evaluation will be considered unfair” (Linn, 1987, p. 6). This is true for
assessments within a nation, but becomes critically important in consider-
ing comparisons of performance of nations because there are such large
differences between countries in curriculum and instructional emphases.
For individual countries the fairness of the assessment necessarily varies
as a function of the degree of correspondence between each country’s
curriculum and the content boundaries and the relative emphasis given
to covered topics of the assessment.

SPECIFICATIONS

The particulars of the definition of the domain can have a significant
impact on the relative position of nations on the assessment. Heavy weight
given to one subdomain can advantage some nations and disadvantage
others. Multiple-choice formats familiar to students in some nations may
be less so to students in others. Conversely, extended-answer problems
are standard fare for students in some nations, but not for students in all
nations participating in the study. As Mislevy (1995, p. 423) has noted,
“The validity of comparing students’ capabilities from their performance
on standard tasks erodes when the tasks are less related to the experience
of some of the students.” Because of the sensitivity of the relative perfor-
mance of nations to the details of the specification of the assessments,
considerable effort must go into negotiating the details of the specifica-
tions and to review and signoff on the actual items administered.

Messick (1989, p. 65) has noted that

[I]ssues of content relevance and representativeness arise in connection
with both the construction and the application of tests. In the former
instance, content relevance and representativeness are central to the de-
lineation of test specifications as a blueprint to guide test development.
In the latter instance, they are critical to the evaluation of a test for its
appropriateness for a specific applied purpose.

Details of the approaches used to develop specifications for the as-
sessments have varied somewhat in previous international assessments,
but the general nature of the approaches have had a great deal in com-
mon. Generally, the approach has been to define a two-way table of speci-
fications, beginning with one dimension defined by content. The topic
and subtopic grain size has varied considerably, due in part to the subject
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matter of the assessment and the grade level; it also has varied from one
assessment to the next within the same subject area. The First Interna-
tional Mathematics Study (FIMS) placed the 174 items used across the
different age populations assessed into one of 14 topics, ranging from
basic arithmetic to calculus (Thorndike, 1967, p. 105). The content dimen-
sion was primary, and considerable effort went into defining the topics
and obtaining items for them. Despite the emphasis on content, some
reviewers of the FIMS results (e.g., Freudenthal, 1975) were sharply criti-
cal of the assessments for what was seen as an overemphasis on psycho-
metrics and a lack of involvement of subject-matter experts who were
familiar with curricula and teaching practices in the participating coun-
tries.

In the Second International Mathematics Study (SIMS), the main em-
phasis continued to be placed on content categories, but there was sub-
stantially greater involvement of mathematics educators and much greater
salience was given to the mathematics curricula of the participating coun-
tries. SIMS maintained links to FIMS by including a sizable fraction of
items from FIMS, but used a different set of topical categories. SIMS had
133 content categories under five broad topics (arithmetic, algebra, geom-
etry, probability and statistics, and measurement) for the eighth-grade
population and 150 content categories under nine broad topics for the
twelfth-grade population (Romberg, 1985, p. 9). Other international stud-
ies have divided the content domain using fewer broad topic areas.

A rather different approach was taken in the International Assess-
ment of Educational Progress (IAEP) studies conducted by the Educa-
tional Testing Service (Lapointe, Askew, & Mead, 1992; Lapointe,  Mead,
& Askew 1992), using frameworks more in keeping with the ones devel-
oped for NAEP. In mathematics for 9- and 13-year-olds, the IAEP frame-
work had five broad content categories. Those content categories were
crossed with three cognitive process categories to yield a framework with
the 15 cells shown in Table 2-1. The broad categories used by IAEP stand
in sharp contrast to the fine-grained breakdown in SIMS.

The TIMSS assessments also were based on tables of specifications
with characteristics that had some similarity to the frameworks used in
the IAEP studies, but had greater specificity of content. For example, the
eighth-grade science assessment had eight broad content areas (earth sci-
ences; life sciences; physical sciences; science; technology and mathe-
matics; environmental issues; nature of science; and science and other
disciplines). Those categories were crossed with five cognitive process
categories called performance expectations in the TIMSS reports (under-
standing; theorizing, analyzing, and solving problems; using tools, rou-
tine procedures, and science processes; investigating the natural world;
and communicating) (Beaton et al., 1996a, p. A-6). Finer breakdowns of
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content also were available and used for some analyses. For example,
Schmidt, Raizen, Britton, Bianchi, and Wolfe (1997) reported results for 17
science content areas.

In contrast to the relatively fine breakdown of content categories in
mathematics and science, the IEA study of reading literacy identified
three major domains or types of reading literacy materials: narrative prose
(“texts in which the writer’s aim is to tell a story—whether fact or fic-
tion”), expository prose (“texts designed to describe, explain, or other-
wise convey factual information or opinion to the reader”), and docu-
ments (“structured displays presented in the form of charts, tables, maps,
graphs, lists or sets of instructions”) (Elley, 1992, p. 4).

In addition to variation from one international study to another in the
grain size used in the specification of content, there is variation among
content categories within a single study. Mesa and Kilpatrick (1998) com-
mented on the lack of uniformity across topics. The lack of uniformity
was acknowledged for TIMSS by Schmidt, McKnight, and Raizen (1997,
p. 128) as follows: “No claim is made that the ‘grain size’—the level of
specificity for each aspect’s categories—is the same throughout the frame-
work.” Mesa and Kilpatrick (1998, p. 8) argue that the lack of uniformity
of grain size is problematic, noting, for example, that this means “[s]mall-
grained topics such as properties of whole number operations are counted
on a par with large-grained topics such as patterns, relations, and func-
tions. Such variation in grain size can result in disproportionate numbers
of items for some clusters of topics relative to the intended emphasis in
relation to the whole content domain.”

The content domains for the international studies have been defined
in practice to be somewhere between the intersection and the union of the
content domains covered by the curricula of the participating countries,
but are closer to the intersection than the union. Because of the promi-

TABLE 2-1 IAEP Mathematics Framework for 9- and 13-Year-Olds

Numbers Data Analysis, Algebra
and Statistics, and and
Operations Measurement Geometry Probability Functions

Conceptual
understanding

Procedural
knowledge

Problem solving

SOURCE: Based on Educational Testing Service (1991, p. 13).
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nence of English-speaking countries, especially the United States, in con-
tributing items to the pools of items contributed or developed to make up
assessments in line with the specifications, there appears to be a better
match to the curricula of English-speaking countries than to the curricula
of countries with different languages.

COGNITIVE PROCESSES

As noted, the content dimension of test specification tables has been
primary in international assessments. The second dimension of the frame-
work or table of specifications for the assessments generally has focused
on the cognitive processes those items or assessment tasks are intended to
measure. The well-known breakdown of tasks into six major categories of
performance (knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthe-
sis, and evaluation) in Bloom’s (1956) taxonomy of educational objectives
illustrates one approach to specifying distinct categories of cognitive pro-
cesses that have been applied to a variety of content domains. The rows of
Table 2-1 illustrate another formulation of process categories. For FIMS a
table of specifications crossed mathematical topics (e.g., basic arithmetic
and elementary algebra) with the following five intellectual process cat-
egories:

1. Knowledge and information: definitions, notation, concepts.
2. Techniques and skills: solutions.
3. Translation of data into symbols or schema and vice versa.
4. Comprehension: capacity to analyze problems to follow reasoning.
5. Inventiveness: reasoning creatively with mathematics (Thorndike,

1967, p. 94).

In a similar vein, the First International Science Study (FISS) crossed a
content dimension with a “behavioral objectives dimension consisting of
four categories: information, comprehension, application, higher pro-
cesses” (Comber & Keeves, 1973). The Second International Science Study
(SISS) used a substantial number of items (nearly half the total) from FISS
and supplemented those items with new items for SISS that were catego-
rized into just three of the four behavioral objectives used in FISS (the
higher order process category was not used for the new items) (Keeves,
1992). As was true of the contrast of the first and second mathematics
studies, the second science study placed greater emphasis on the cur-
ricula of the participating countries than had been done in the first science
study. Items for the test were selected not from the most common topics,
but rather based on the emphasis of topics in each country as defined in
the country’s intended curriculum.
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For SIMS the second dimension was called the “behaviors dimen-
sion” and distinguished “four levels of cognitive complexity expected of
students—computation, comprehension, application, and analysis” (Rom-
berg, 1985, p. 9). As Romberg notes, the four levels used in SIMS mapped
partially, albeit imperfectly, into the Bloom categories. The second dimen-
sion for TIMSS made similar distinctions, but was referred to as the “ex-
pectations” dimension. As is true of the IAEP process categories in Table
2-1, more recent specification tables have moved farther away from the
Bloom taxonomic categories. In the TIMSS mathematics assessment, for
example, four categories of expectations or cognitive processes were dis-
tinguished: knowing, performing routine procedures, using complex pro-
cedures, and solving problems (Beaton et al., 1996b, p. A-7). In science the
TIMSS performance expectations dimension consisted of five categories:
understanding simple information; understanding complex information;
theorizing, analyzing, and solving problems; using tools, routine proce-
dures, and science processes; and investigating the natural world (Beaton
et al., 1996a).

The specification of topics of the content domain involves judgments
of subject-matter experts that have been informed in international studies
by cross-national curriculum analysis. Agreements require negotiated
compromises between desires to be comprehensive in coverage, the goal
of fairly assessing the achieved curriculum of all participating countries,
and issues of feasibility. Determining whether an item fits a content topic
area is relatively straightforward once the topics have been defined. De-
termining the types of cognitive processes required to answer an item is
far less straightforward. There is widespread agreement that assessments
should tap more than simple knowledge of facts and procedures. The
assessment also should measure a student’s ability to apply knowledge,
skills, and concepts to solve problems and communicate in academic and
nonacademic problem settings. Furthermore, it should measure the abil-
ity to communicate concepts, make connections, provide explanations
appropriate for the subject matter, interpret findings, and evaluate prob-
lem solutions and arguments (Glaser, Linn, & Bohrnstedt, 1997). Measur-
ing such higher order cognitive processes and achievement outcomes is
more challenging than measuring factual knowledge and skills at apply-
ing routine algorithms. The fact that nearly any test development effort
that solicits items from a broad range of subject-matter experts, as has
been done in the IEA studies, will find an overabundance of items is
symptomatic of the greater difficulty in writing items that will tap the
higher level problem solving, analysis, explanation, and interpretation
skills sought for the assessments.

Although, as will be described, considerable effort has gone into the
development of items that do more than measure factual knowledge and
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low-level skills, critics continue to fault international assessments for fall-
ing short of the goal of measuring more complex understanding and
problem-solving skills. For example, “Jan de Lange. . . argued that the
TIMSS items are primarily useful for testing low-level knowledge and do
not necessarily represent anyone’s idea of a desirable curriculum” (Na-
tional Research Council [NRC], 1997, p. 17). The criticism by de Lange is
due, at least in part, to a preference for assessments that present students
with substantial problems requiring multiple steps to solve and that al-
low for a variety of solution paths and, sometimes, multiple solutions that
would be judged to be of high quality. It is also based on a belief that the
multiple-choice and short-answer formats used in the international as-
sessments can only measure factual knowledge and low-level skills. More
will be said about that in the following section, but here it is worth recall-
ing an observation made by Thorndike (1967, p. 96) in his chapter describ-
ing the FIMS tests.

Time limitations together with the need to sample widely from the con-
tent of mathematics dictated another decision. It was agreed, somewhat
reluctantly, that it would be necessary to keep the single problems brief.
Much as one might like to explore the students’ ability to work through
an involved sequence of steps, or develop a complex proof, this seemed
impossible. Such a task would exhaust too large (and too variable) a
fraction of the limited time that was available.

ITEM FORMATS

The criticism of international assessment on the grounds that they
assess only relatively low-level cognitive processes reflects, in part, the
difficulty of writing items that tap higher level skills and understanding.
Many, like de Lange, would argue that the multiple-choice item formats
that are most used in international assessments make it infeasible to as-
sess some of the more complex cognitive processes that correspond to
ambitious curriculum aspirations. Multiple-choice and short-answer items
are obviously efficient and make it possible to assess a wide range of
content in a relatively short period of time. Such items are quite effective
at measuring knowledge of fact, procedures, and concepts. Skilled item
writers also can and do use these formats effectively to measure under-
standing and the ability to apply concepts and procedures to solve prob-
lems, provide explanations, interpret, and evaluate findings or arguments.
There are limits to these formats, however. Nonetheless, for the reasons
articulated by Thorndike, multiple-choice has been the dominant item
format, supplemented by some short-answer and a smaller number of
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extended-response items because of considerations of efficiency and fea-
sibility.

The reliance on multiple-choice items was a target of criticism of sev-
eral of the international studies prior to TIMSS. Stedman (1994), for ex-
ample, provided the following critique of the earlier science assessments.
“In most assessments science has been tested solely with multiple-choice
items (Keeves, 1992, p. 59; Lapointe, Mead, & Phillips, 1989, p. 83). This
seems particularly inappropriate given how essential experimentation is
in science, although it may measure how well students have learned basic
curricular facts” (p. 26).

Considerable effort went into expanding the types of items used in
TIMSS, the most recent of the IEA studies. Roughly 300 constructed-re-
sponse items were included across the subject areas and populations as-
sessed in TIMSS. Approximately one-third of the assessment administra-
tion time was allocated for responding to the constructed-response items
(Mullis & Smith, 1996). In terms of number of items, multiple-choice items
were still dominant in TIMSS. TIMSS assessed three populations of stu-
dents, 9-year-olds, 13-year-olds, and students in the last year of secondary
school. Students in the two grades where most students of the target age
were enrolled were assessed for the two younger populations. Students in
the last year of secondary school were broken down into a mathematics
and science literacy subpopulation and subpopulations of students taking
advanced mathematics and taking an advanced physics course. Table 2-2
displays the number of items on the TIMSS assessments by item type for
each population and subject.

The preponderance of multiple-choice items is evident in Table 2-2.
The short-answer and extended-response items had more than the two
score points of a multiple-choice item. Even if the score points of short-
answer and extended-response items are taken into account, the multiple-

TABLE 2-2 TIMSS Number of Items by Item Type

Multiple Short Extended
Population Subject Choice Answer Response Total

9-year-olds Mathematics 79 15 8 102
Science 74 13 10 97

13-year-olds Mathematics 125 19 7 151
Science 102 22 11 135

Last year literacy Math and science 52 17 7 76
Advanced Mathematics 47 10 8 65
Advanced Physics 42 15 8 65

SOURCE: Based on Adams and Gonzalez (1996).
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choice items still dominate the assessments. For example, for the 9-year-
olds in mathematics, the total number of possible points was 116, 79 of
which were based on the multiple-choice items. Only the physics and
advanced mathematics assessments for the last year of secondary school
population had close to half their points from short-answer and extended-
response items. The total points for physics was 81, 39 of which came
from the 23 short-answer and extended-response items. The correspond-
ing numbers for advanced mathematics were 82 and 35.

Efficiency of the assessment is enhanced not only by the fact that
multiple-choice items can be machine scored, but also by the allocation of
time for these items. For all but the advanced students in the oldest popu-
lation, one minute per item was assumed for the multiple-choice items
(three minutes per item was assumed for advanced students). The short-
answer items were not much more time consuming, with one minute per
item again assumed for the 9-year-olds, two minutes per item for the 13-
year-olds and the oldest population in the mathematics and science lit-
eracy subpopulation, and three minutes per item for the advanced sub-
populations. Even the extended-response items were restricted in amount
of testing time assumed—three minutes per item for the 9-year-olds and
five minutes per item for all others.

The international study of reading literacy (Elley, 1992) also had tests
that were dominated by multiple-choice items. Of the 66 items on the 9-
year-olds’ test, there were four short-answer items and two items requir-
ing a paragraph-length answer. The test for the 14-year-olds had 20 short-
answer items and two items requiring a paragraph-length answer out of
the 89 items on that test (Elley, 1992, p. 5).

Measuring some of the higher order cognitive processes that the IEA
studies have aspired to measure is exceedingly difficult given the amount
of time allowed per item. Measuring some of the aspects of understand-
ing and problem solving—such as problem identification and representa-
tion, the use of comprehension and problem-solving strategies, and the
development of coherent explanations and interpretations (Glaser, Linn,
& Bohrnstedt, 1997)—requires the use of a wider array of extended-an-
swer items and performance assessment tasks. Finding a good balance
between the needs for efficiency and the desire to measure a full range of
cognitive processes poses a continuing challenge for international assess-
ments.

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS AND
DEFINITION OF TEST CONTENT

One of the prominent features of international studies of achievement
conducted under the auspices of the IEA has been the emphasis on both
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the intended and the implemented curricula in participating countries.
Emphasis on the curricula of participating countries was present, albeit
only to a modest degree, in the earliest IEA studies. This emphasis on the
match to what is taught in participating countries was behind the effort
made in FIMS, that is, to get countries to identify the topics that the
assessment was expected to cover that were taught to students in the
populations to be assessed.

National centers rated items as to universality of inclusion in its educa-
tion system using the following categories:

U Universal, i.e., the topic is taught or assumed by all types of schools
at this level.

R Restricted, i.e., the topic is taught only in certain types of schools or
courses.

E Experimental, i.e., the topic is not normally taught in any part of the
system up to this level, but occurs sporadically in an experimental
program.

N Nil, i.e., the topic is not taught at all in the educational system at this
level, and is not assumed as known from previous teaching (Thorn-
dike, 1967, p. 95).

Using this system of ratings for universality of topic coverage for ten
countries that provided ratings, it was found, for example, that all ten
countries returned a rating of “U” for a 13-year-old’s “ability to carry out
simple operations involving simple vulgar fractions.” “Notions of square
roots,” on the other hand, received a rating of “U” from four countries, an
“R” from one country, and an “N” from the remaining five countries.
“The theorem of Pythagoras for solving simple practical problems” had
three “U” ratings, one “R” rating, and six “N” ratings (Husen, 1967,
pp. 284-286).

The emphasis on relevance to the curricula of participating countries
is also apparent in the SISS report, where the basis for the test develop-
ment is described by Postlethwaite and Wiley (1992, p. 49) as follows:

The tests were constructed on the basis of the common intended curricu-
lum in all of the participating countries. The intended curriculum is that
content which is included in national or state syllabi, the major science
textbooks used by students and—where applicable—national examina-
tions. A first analysis was conducted in the late 1960s for the First IEA
Science Study. This was repeated for the second science study. Sufficient
items had to be the same for the first and second studies to allow com-
parisons between the two times of testing.

The centrality of curriculum has, if anything, increased in the more
recent studies, culminating in the highly elaborate data collections and
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analyses conducted as part of TIMSS (Schmidt, McKnight, & Raizen, 1997;
Schmidt, McKnight, Valverde, Houang, & Wiley, 1997; Schmidt, Raizen,
Britton, Bianchi & Wolfe, 1997). The TIMSS curriculum studies included
analyses of textbooks and curriculum guides for approximately 50 coun-
tries. These analyses revealed considerable between-country variation in
topic coverage and relative emphasis. Although the curriculum analyses
were used in developing the TIMSS assessment, the wide range in topics
and great variation in coverage and emphasis precluded the development
of an assessment that would provide comprehensive coverage of the
union of topics found in the curricula of all the countries. An assessment
with reasonable depth covering all the topics of the union would have
required collections of items several times as large as the ones adminis-
tered by TIMSS. Feasibility considerations forced a more limited scope.
Preliminary results of the curriculum analyses were used to guide the
development of the initial frameworks used to classify items and to specify
the content domain to be assessed in TIMSS. Considerable effort was
required to negotiate refinements in the framework, where it could be
used as a detailed table of specifications for the assessment, giving topics
and intended cognitive processes to be measured as well as numbers of
items in different categories to reflect negotiated agreements of coverage
and emphasis.

Important distinctions have been made in the IEA studies between
the explicit and implicit goals of a nation’s curriculum, known as the
“intended curriculum,” and the content that is actually taught, known as
the “implemented curriculum” (e.g., Schmidt & McKnight, 1995). The
distinction between intended and implemented curriculum is relevant to
specifications of the content for an assessment to be used in international
studies and the valid interpretation of between-country differences in
student achievement.

The intended curriculum can be characterized by review of official
curriculum guides, analysis of widely used textbooks, and reviews by
subject-matter experts from each country, all of which can be used in
developing test specifications and in writing and selecting items. The
implemented curriculum cannot be defined with as much specificity prior
to test development and collection of data because it is defined by teacher
ratings of topics taught and student ratings of opportunity to learn (OTL)
generally obtained at the time the achievement test data are collected. The
distinction between the intended and the implemented curriculum has
been a prominent feature of the IEA studies. The implemented curricu-
lum has been determined by using teacher estimates of the percentage of
their students who would answer an item correctly without guessing.
Teachers also have been asked to provide OTL ratings, which identified
whether their students had been taught the material needed to answer
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each item correctly, or whether that material had been reviewed, was
taught in prior years, would be taught in subsequent years, or would not
be taught. OTL ratings have been found to be a strong predictor of stu-
dent achievement on the assessments (the attained curriculum). One
might question, however, the degree to which OTL ratings are pure mea-
sures of the implemented curriculum, or are contaminated to some de-
gree as reflections of informal predictions of teachers of how students will
respond to particular items. Nonetheless, the IEA studies have had an
important influence on the development of the concept of opportunity to
learn and approaches to measuring it (see Floden, this volume).

CONSENSUS AND SIGNOFF BY PARTICIPATING NATIONS

An international consensus needs to be developed among participat-
ing nations for any international assessment. Consensus is needed about
the tables of specifications, including agreements about item types, and
relative emphasis to be given to categories in each of the dimensions of
the table of specifications. Consensus is also needed about the acceptabil-
ity of individual items that are the instantiation of the cells of the table of
specifications. Although relatively large pools of items can be assembled
drawing on previous international assessments and on items contributed
by participating nations based on their own national assessments or writ-
ten specifically for the international assessment, the quality of the items
and the distribution relative to the requirements of the specifications are
more problematic.

SISS sent a matrix of science topics by teaching objectives to national
centers with a request for items to measure the cells of the matrix. Al-
though approximately 2,000 items were returned, the quality and appro-
priateness of the items were quite uneven, many items could not be scored
objectively, and relatively few items were judged to be applicable as mea-
sures of the higher order cognitive processes (Comber & Keeves, 1973,
p. 20). Contributions of potential items were also far from uniform across
countries.

The uneven distribution has been characteristic of all the interna-
tional assessments. FIMS, for example, initially obtained items for the
item pool from only five countries, Japan, the Netherlands, Scotland, Swe-
den, and the United States. Moreover, the assembly of the pool of items
that were field tested depended to a very great extent on items from only
one country, the United States. “Relying heavily on the stock of items
made available by the Educational Testing Service and items from test
files at the University of Chicago Examiner’s Office and items written
specifically for the test a pool of 640 items was assembled” (Thorndike,
1967, p. 98).
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The influential role of the United States in contributing items for the
assessments is a feature of most of the international assessments. As noted
earlier, the IAEP studies used the framework from NAEP to categorize
items. Although more than half of the countries participating submitted
some items, the IAEP studies also made use of items from NAEP. The
reliance on the United States for a disproportionate share of the items in
international assessments is undoubtedly expedient. Indeed, such reli-
ance may be the only way to meet the challenges of the creation of an item
pool from which the items for the assessments could be selected and
assembled into viable tests. This is so, in part, because the United States
has a much larger national infrastructure for the development and refine-
ment of tests at the national level than any other country. It is also the case
that the United States is relatively unique in the extent of its use of mul-
tiple-choice test items, and as will be discussed, this is the format that has
been used most in international assessments due to considerations of cost,
breadth of coverage, and efficiency.

The dominant role of the United States and, to a lesser extent, Canada
in the contribution of items to the assessments raises a question about the
degree to which this introduces a North American or U.S. bias into the
assessments. There is reason to believe that some bias exists in favor of
North America in general, and the United States in particular, because of
the disproportionate impact on the item pools used to construct the as-
sessment. The bias is likely to be exaggerated by the heavy reliance on
multiple-choice items, a format that is more familiar to students in North
America than in many other countries. Although these considerations
may have enhanced the relative performance of students in North Amer-
ica, it is impossible to know how much, if any, difference this potential
bias had on the actual results of any of the international assessments.
Certainly the review and approval of the content domains and the assess-
ment specifications by participating countries were intended to minimize
any such bias.

The following description by Garden and Orpwood (1996, pp. 2-3)
illustrates the difficulties encountered at the item assembly and identifi-
cation stage:

Although large pools of items had been assembled, a disproportionate
number were found to assess computation, recall, or simple application
in limited content areas. For some content areas an adequate number of
potentially good items were available, but for others there were too few
items of good quality. Also, because most items had been written for use
within particular countries, the panel had to reject many for use in TIMSS
because of cultural bias, or because translation was likely to lead to am-
biguity or misunderstanding.
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Extensive reviews of items by international panels of subject-matter
and measurement experts as well as by designated panels within each
participating country are needed to assure proper coverage of all cells of
the table of specifications and to identify potential shortcomings due to
lack of appropriateness for different cultures or likely difficulties in trans-
lation. Systematic reviews by panels of experts from participating nations
can provide much-needed information to international committees mak-
ing the final selection. Procedures used in TIMSS, for example, included
obtaining ratings from national committees of each item on 1-to-4 scales
for each of four characteristics: the extent to which the content of the item
was taught and emphasized in the country, the familiarity of the implied
approach to teaching by the item, the proportion of students in the coun-
try who would answer the item correctly, and overall quality indepen-
dent of the appropriateness for the country’s curriculum (Garden & Orp-
wood, 1996).

Selection of items for field testing can be guided by ratings from
national committees. For example, a criterion might be established that
the item was considered appropriate for the curriculum of at least X per-
cent of the countries and that fewer than Y percent of the countries recom-
mend deletion of the item. Once a tentative pool of items is agreed on,
they can be assembled into booklets for field testing, a stage that is critical
in the evaluation of item quality for any assessment.

TRANSLATION

Before test items for an international assessment can be evaluated by
representatives of participating countries, much less be field tested, they
must be translated from the language in which the item was originally
written into all the languages needed for use of the assessment in the
participating countries. Test translation is a demanding enterprise. It is
well known that student performance on an item can vary greatly as the
result of seemingly minor edits within the language in which the item
was originally written. This problem of sensitivity of results to subtle
changes in items is compounded when items have to be translated from
one language to another. Consideration of the many issues that arise in
test translation, particularly where direct comparisons of achievement are
desired across versions of the test in different languages, as is required for
international studies of achievement, is beyond the scope of this paper.
Fortunately, a separate chapter has been prepared by Hambleton (this
volume) on the complex issues of translating and adapting tests of com-
parative international studies of educational achievement, and the reader
interested in this topic is referred to that chapter.
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FIELD TESTING

Although careful editing by subject matter and measurement experts
can detect many problems with items, there is no substitute for actual
tryout of the items with students from the populations that will take the
operational assessments. Ambiguities in the items, or problems with an-
swer keys or with incorrect options on multiple-choice questions, often
defy detection despite numerous rounds of editing and review by mea-
surement and subject-matter experts. For short-answer and extended-re-
sponse items, the scoring rubric is an essential aspect of the item, one that
can be best evaluated and refined in the context of a field trial. Only after
student performance on items is obtained during field testing do some
item flaws or problems with scoring rubrics become apparent. Field-test
data also provide estimates of item statistics that can be useful in the final
selection of items for the operational test forms. Even if one takes a crite-
rion-referenced view of test construction that would not rely on item
discrimination and item difficulty statistics, item analyses can be quite
useful in identifying flawed items and items that display differential item
functioning for students from different countries or for male and female
students. Although other characteristics such as socioeconomic status or
community characteristics also might have been of interest, they are diffi-
cult to define in a uniform way across countries. Item difficulty and item
discrimination statistics are arguably useful even from a criterion-refer-
enced perspective, if for no other reason than one of efficiency. It is simply
not very informative to administer items that almost no one can answer
correctly or that are so easy that essentially everyone answers them cor-
rectly. In a similar vein, items that do not discriminate or that have nega-
tive discrimination will not make useful contributions to the measure-
ment on the main dimensions used for reporting results.

Consequently, the more recent international studies generally have
established certain guidelines for field-test item statistics. Items that do
not meet the guidelines may be flagged as a caution to those constructing
the assessments to use those items only if necessary to fulfill the require-
ments of the test specifications. If the item pool is large enough, items that
do not meet the guidelines may be eliminated from further consideration.
The earliest IEA studies also made use of item difficulty and discrimina-
tion statistics, but the detailed guidelines on the use to be made of the
statistics apparently were not used. Rather, item difficulties and discrimi-
nation indices for each country participating in the field tests were pre-
sented to the committee responsible for assembling the operational forms,
but it is unclear what use the committee made of those statistics, if any, in
selecting items for the operational forms (see, for example, Thorndike,
1967, pp. 101-103).
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The role of item statistics was more explicit for TIMSS. TIMSS set the
criteria that the items have a proportion correct on multiple-choice items
of at least 0.25 for four-choice items and 0.20 for five-choice items. Items
were also required to have positive point-biserial correlations with the
total score for the correct answer and negative point-biserial correlations
with the incorrect options (Garden & Orpwood, 1996). “With few excep-
tions, the selected items had mean field trial p-values between 0.3 and 0.8,
discrimination indices (point-biserial correlation between item and book-
let scores) above 0.3, and mean review ratings above 2.5 in each of the
four review categories” (coverage, the extent the item was taught and
emphasized in each country; familiarity; difficulty; and appeal—each
rated on a 1-to-4 score by the national committees) (Garden & Orpwood,
1996, pp. 2-16).

Field testing and the extensive review of items by measurement and
subject-matter experts have resulted in collections of items that are of
relatively high quality and free of major faults. Of course, as has been
noted previously, the item sets have been criticized for not doing a better
job of measuring higher cognitive processes, and for limitations of cover-
age of the curricula of participating countries. A few problematic items
also have been identified that count as correct responses that are either
incorrect or not as good as an alternative response that is treated as incor-
rect. An extreme example of the former problem is a mathematics items
on TIMSS that was identified by Wang (1998b). The item is “Find x if
10x – 15 = x + 20” (Lie, Taylor, & Harmon, 1996, p. 10). The answer clearly
is that x = 35/9, but the response that is keyed according to Wang (1998b),
who relied on the report of Lie et al. as correct, is 7. An error like this on
such a simple problem could only be a misprint. Indeed, a check of the
grades 7 and 8 released mathematics items show that item L-16 is: “10x –
15 = 5x + 20.” And, the correct answer is indeed 7. The multiplicative
constant of 5 was mistakenly left off on the right-hand side of the equa-
tion in Lie et al., but the actual item was correctly scored. Some other
problems identified by Wang (1998a, 1998b), however, are not so easily
explained. They reveal the difficulty in assuring the answers keyed to
receive full credit are in fact correct for students who know more than the
typical student or who think deeply about the problem. One such prob-
lem identified by Wang (1998b) is the following: “A glass of water with
ice cubes in it has a mass of 300 grams. What will the mass be immediately
after the ice has melted? Explain your answer” (Lie et al., 1996, p. 11). The
keyed answer is 300 grams, supported by an explanation such as “The ice
changes into the same amount of water.” As Wang notes, this answer and
explanation is correct if evaporation is ignored, but if a student takes
evaporation into account, an answer of “Less than 300 grams” is clearly
defensible, but would not receive credit.
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Another problematic item asks 9-year-old students to explain how
the sun and the moon can appear to be about the same size when the sun
is much larger than the moon. The keyed response is that the sun is
farther away. The response that the sun is higher than the moon is not
credited, even though, as Wang (1998a) argues, higher and farther may be
used interchangeably by 9-year-olds to convey the same level of under-
standing of the scientific principle in question. For a few additional ex-
amples of problematic items, see Wang (1998a, 1998b). Although ques-
tionable items such as the ones identified by Wang represent only a tiny
fraction of all the items—not enough to seriously affect the overall valid-
ity of the assessment—they illustrate the difficulty of developing items
and associated scoring rubrics that are unambiguous and unassailable.

CULTURAL BIAS AND DIFFERENTIAL ITEM FUNCTIONING

All of the international studies have attempted to address problems
created by items that put members of one country at a disadvantage as the
result of cultural differences in the ways in which particular items might
be interpreted. Distinguishing between factors that are the result of cul-
tural differences across countries and those that are due to differences in
instructional practices or student opportunity to learn the content of the
item is, of course, a difficult and imperfect undertaking. The primary way
in which the IEA studies have approached the question of cultural bias in
items is through the expert judgment of national committees that re-
viewed the items. Procedures used to ensure the quality of translations
and adaptations needed for items to make them appropriate in different
language and cultural contexts were also an important part of the way in
which issues of potential cultural bias were addressed.

The most recent studies conducted by IAEP and IEA also have in-
cluded some statistical analyses of the item responses as a means of flag-
ging items that might be judged to be problematic. The IAEP studies
included differential item functioning (DIF) analyses using an omnibus
statistic based on Mantel-Haenzel statistics that was developed by John-
son (1992). As Johnson describes, DIF statistics were computed for each
item using the United States as the reference group separately for each
other participating country, then results were combined into the omnibus
statistic. The latter statistic was then used to identify items that were
outliers and therefore likely to be problematic. Using this approach, only
three items—one age nine mathematics item, one age 13 mathematics
item, and one age 13 science item—were identified as outliers with very
high DIF (Bertrand, Dupuis, Johnson, Blais, & Jones, 1992). Although the
statistical sophistication and magnitude of the analysis are quite impres-
sive, the return for the effort appears quite meager if one expects the
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approach to be a valuable tool in the identification of items that should be
discarded from consideration because of cultural bias. On the other hand,
the analyses provide some reassurance that the items generally function
in a similar fashion for students from different countries.

TIMSS computed within-country item statistics of various kinds and
used them to identify items that might be problematic for particular coun-
tries. In addition to the usual within-country difficulty and discrimina-
tion statistics, multiple-choice items were flagged if an incorrect option
had positive point-biserial correlations with the total score, or if an item
had a poor Rasch fit statistic. Item-by-country interaction statistics indi-
cating that an item was easier or harder than would be expected based on
the cross-country item difficulty and the overall performance of students
from the country were computed. Items with statistically significant item-
by-country interactions were flagged (Mullis & Martin, 1998).

The use of item flags as was done in either IAEP or TIMSS is useful for
calling special attention to items. However, the flag by itself does not
necessarily mean that the item is a biased indicator of student achieve-
ment in the country in question. Judgmental review is still needed to
determine whether it is reasonable to discount the item for a given coun-
try or whether the unusual difficulty may simply reflect differences in
instruction. Flagged items were reviewed and judged to be satisfactory.
They did not play any further role in the analyses or presentation of
results.

TEST DESIGN

Traditional tests are designed to provide information about the per-
formance of individual students. For such tests there are substantial ad-
vantages in having all students take the same set of items. International
assessments, however, are not designed to report scores for individual
students. Instead all that is needed is to obtain estimates of performance
for large groups of students (e.g., all students at a grade level in the coun-
try, or all students within a broad category defined by other variables
such as gender, community type, curriculum strand, or race/ethnicity).
For such assessments there are great advantages to administering differ-
ent subsets of items to different subsamples of students. There is always
an interest in administering more items than can be administered in a
single sitting to any one student. By administering different subsets of
items to different subsamples of students, broad coverage can be achieved
with a reasonable amount of testing time for each student in the sample.

A number of designs are available for this purpose. Collectively the
designs are referred to as matrix sampling designs to denote the simulta-
neous sampling of both items and students. Designs used in past interna-
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tional assessments include the administration of different test forms to
subsamples of students from each population, as was done in FIMS, and
the administration of a common core of items to all students together with
one of several unique subsets of items, sometimes referred to as rotated
forms, to different subsamples, as was done in SIMS and SISS. Yet another
variation is to administer two or more blocks of items to students, with
blocks administered together in various combinations. The IAEP studies
used blocks of items to make up test booklets or forms, albeit only two
booklets were used per subject at age nine and just a single booklet was
used at age 13. The limited number of items used in IAEP made it unnec-
essary to have a larger number of booklets in which blocks of items would
be placed. However, experience with NAEP has shown that the use of
balanced-incomplete-block designs for the allocation of items can be an
effective approach to administering larger numbers of items to students
while limiting the administration time for any given student.

The use of a common core together with rotated forms is illustrated
by SISS (Postlethwaite & Wiley, 1992). Three student populations—10-
year-olds, 14-year-olds, and students in the final year of secondary educa-
tion—were studied in SISS. Variations of a common core and rotated
forms were used for each of the three populations. A core test of 24 items
and four rotated forms of eight items each were used for the 10-year-olds.
The 70 items for the 14-year-olds were divided into a core of 30 items
administered to all students and four rotated forms of ten items each. For
students in the last year of secondary school, the items were distinguished
by subject area (biology, chemistry, or physics). Three rotated forms of 30
items each, consisting of items in one of the three content areas, were
administered to subsamples of approximately one-third of the students
together with a 26-core form consisting of nine biology items, nine chem-
istry items, and eight physics items (Postlethwaite & Wiley, 1992, p. 49).

A more complicated matrix sampling design was used in TIMSS. This
can be illustrated by a brief description of the overall assessment design
for 199 items administered to the 9-year-old population. Each item was
placed into one of 26 item clusters. Cluster A was designated the core
cluster. It contained a total of five mathematics and five science multiple-
choice items. A total of eight separate test booklets, each consisting of
cluster A and six of the remaining 25 clusters of items, were administered.
Seven of the noncore clusters of items were designated focus clusters.
Focus clusters were included in either three or four of the eight booklets,
thereby assuring substantial numbers of students for those items. Ten of
the remaining clusters were labeled either mathematics breadth or sci-
ence breadth. Breadth clusters were included in only a single booklet, and
hence were administered to only about one-eighth of the sampled stu-
dents. The remaining eight clusters consisted of either mathematics or
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science free-response items. Each of those clusters was included in two of
the eight booklets (Adams & Gonzalez, 1996). The IEA and IAEP studies
have made effective use of matrix sampling designs to allow for a broader
coverage of content domains than otherwise would have been possible.

SUMMARY SCORES

Results of early international assessments were commonly reported
in terms of total number of correct scores or average percentage of correct
scores. Such scores are reasonable as long as they are based on a common
set of items. With a core and two rotated forms used, for example in SISS,
total scores for the core and for the core plus the two rotated forms are
readily produced, and with proper sampling weights can be used to pro-
duce various descriptive statistics. Though not essential to produce re-
sults, the more complicated assessment designs of the more recent IAEP
studies (e.g., Educational Testing Service, 1991) and TIMSS have relied on
scaling based on item response theory (IRT) in addition to percentage
correct scores for summarizing results. The IAEP studies used a three-
parameter logistic IRT model (Blais et al., 1992). The one-parameter Rasch
IRT model was used in TIMSS (Martin & Kelly, 1996).

IRT models the probability that a given student will answer an item
correctly based on a single latent proficiency dimension along which both
items and persons are placed by person and item parameters. In the case
of the Rasch model, the probability of a correct response is determined by
the difference of the location of the person on the dimension (the person’s
proficiency) and the location of the item on the same dimension (the
item’s difficulty). The dimension or proficiency scale summarizes the
achievement level of students and the relative difficulty of items. The
three-parameter IRT also has a single-person parameter to locate the per-
son on the proficiency scale, but uses three parameters to characterize
items: one for the relative difficulty, one for the discriminating power of
the item, and one (the pseudoguessing parameter) to account for the fact
that the probability of a correct response on a multiple-choice item is
always greater than zero, no matter how low the person’s level of profi-
ciency is.

IRT provides a basis for estimating performance on a common scale
even when students are given different subsets of items. This is a great
advantage over simple number-right scoring for assessments such as those
used in international studies where different students are administered
different subsets of items. It means, for example, that performance on
rotated forms can be compared on a common scale. Thus, when the as-
sumptions of IRT are met to a reasonable approximation by the item
response data obtained for a sample of test takers, proficiency estimates
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for test takers can be defined in relation to the pool of items administered,
but do not depend on the particular subset of items taken by a given
individual. Moreover, the item statistics do not depend on the particular
subsample of test takers who responded to a given item. These two prop-
erties often are referred to as “item free ability estimates” and “sample-
free or person-free item parameter estimates” (Hambleton, 1989, p. 148).

The assumptions of IRT about the dimensionality of the assessment,
local independence (i.e., that test-taker responses to items are statistically
independent after proficiency level is taken into account), and the specific
mathematical form of the item response function (e.g., the one-parameter
Rasch model) are, of course, only approximated in practice. Hence, the
properties of item-free proficiency estimates and sample-free item param-
eter estimates hold only approximately. Nonetheless, IRT, even when a
unidimensional model is used, has been found to be relatively robust as
long as there is a strong dominant factor or underlying dimension for the
set of items.

The TIMSS reports summarized the preference for IRT scaling as fol-
lows:

The IRT methodology was preferred for developing comparable esti-
mates of performance for all students since students answered different
test items depending upon which of the eight test booklets they received.
The IRT analysis provides a common scale in which performance can be
compared across countries. In addition to providing a basis for estimat-
ing mean achievement, scale scores permit estimates of how students
within countries vary and provide information on percentiles of perfor-
mance. (Beaton et al., 1996a, p. A-27; the quoted summary statement is
also included in other TIMSS reports)

There are considerable advantages provided by a scale for which
percentiles and variability can be computed. Clearly there is much more
to characterizing the achievement of students in a country even if one is
satisfied with a single summary dimension than reporting the mean. Ear-
lier treatments of international assessment results could, of course, report
information on variability and percentile points for the core set of items
taken by all students simply using number-right scores. Reporting results
for the full assessment, including rotated forms, was more complicated
and involved forms of linking rotated forms that were less theory based
(see, for example, Miller & Linn, 1989) and somewhat problematic be-
cause the forms were not comparable in difficulty or content coverage.

A single scale provides an overall summary of student achievement
within the subject-matter domain of the assessment. Such summary infor-
mation is useful for making overall comparisons. Policy makers, the me-
dia, and the public like the apparent simplicity that is provided by reports
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of results on a single scale. The rank order of the average performance of
a nation’s students can be seen at a glance, and comparisons of the highest
or lowest performing 5 or 10 percent of a nation’s students to other na-
tions is not much more complicated. For those concerned about curricu-
lum issues, however, the single scale leaves too many questions unan-
swered. As Mislevy (1995, p. 427) notes, “Because no single index of
achievement can tell the full story and each suffers its own limitations, we
increase our understanding of how nations compare by increasing the
breadth of vision—as Consumers Reports informs us more fully by rating
scores of attributes of automobiles.”

As Black (1996, p. 19) argues, with international summary score com-
parisons of test performance,

. . . like most statistics, what they conceal is as important as what they
reveal. This is because pupils’ performances on a particular question
depend strongly on the extent to which its demands are familiar to the
pupil and on the opportunities the pupil has had to learn about respond-
ing to such demands. Thus, the effectiveness of teaching or the commit-
ment of the pupils are only two of several important determinants of
test outcomes. The curricula and the inter-related practices of teaching,
learning, and testing to which the pupils are accustomed are of equal,
arguably greater, importance.

MULTIPLE SCORES

As has been discussed, the international studies of achievement con-
ducted by IEA traditionally have placed considerable emphasis on issues
of curriculum differences and student opportunity to learn. Consistent
with this emphasis, reports of results generally have included more than
reports of performance on a single global score scale. For example, SISS
reported results for 10-year-olds for collections of items under the head-
ings of biology, chemistry, earth science, physics, information, compre-
hension, and application in addition to an overall score (Postlethwaite &
Wiley, 1992). Similarly, SIMS reported topic scores for sets and relations,
number systems, algebra, geometry, elementary functions/calculus, and
probability/statistics (McKnight et al., 1987). Similar breakdowns by con-
tent area were given in both the mathematics and science reports for
TIMSS.

The relative standing of a country is often quite different when sub-
scores are used than when rankings are based on total scores. This is
apparent in TIMSS, for example, where the eighth-grade results for sub-
scores and total were summarized as follows: “In math, the number of
countries outperforming the U.S. in the total score is 17. In the subscales,
this ranges from 9 in data representation and analysis to 30 in measure-
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ment. In science, the number of countries outperforming the U.S. on the
total score is nine. In the subscales this ranges from 1 in environment to 13
in physics” (Jakwerth et al., 1997, p. 11).

The TIMSS reports also allowed national research coordinators to
specify subsets of items that were judged to be appropriate for the
country’s curriculum. Each national research coordinator was asked to
indicate whether items were or were not part of the country’s intended
curriculum. Items that were judged to be in the intended curriculum for
50 percent or more of the students in a country were considered appropri-
ate for that country. Such items were then included in the score derived to
match that country’s curriculum. Scores were then produced based only
on those items. Scores were obtained and summarized not only for the
items appropriate for a particular country, but for those appropriate for
each of the other countries as well. The number of items judged appropri-
ate by national research coordinators varied substantially by country. For
example, on the eighth-grade science test, the number of possible score
points for the set of items judged appropriate for an individual country’s
curriculum ranged from a low of 58 for Belgium to a high of 146 for Spain
(Beaton et al., 1996a, p. B-3).

Even with some wide variability in the number of science items
judged to be appropriate for the different countries, the impact on the
relative performance of countries was only modest. “[T]he selection of
items for the participating countries varied somewhat in average diffi-
culty, ranging from 55–59 percent correct at the eighth grade and from
49–56 percent at the seventh grade. Despite these differences, the overall
picture provided . . . reveals that different item selections do not make a
major difference in how well countries do relative to each other” (Beaton
et al., 1996a, p. B-5). The results for mathematics when items were se-
lected to match the curriculum of each country were quite similar to those
for science. The fact that the country-selected item sets did not show
greater variability in results is not surprising because all countries se-
lected a sizable fraction of the total set of items and the country-specific
sets of items all spanned multiple content areas.

When separate scores are produced for each content area (e.g., alge-
bra and geometry within mathematics or earth science and physics within
science), some potentially useful distinctions in relative performance of
countries are revealed. For example, in eighth grade, the student average
percentage correct in overall mathematics was the same for England and
the United States (53 percent correct). England outperformed the United
States in geometry (54 versus 48 percent correct) and measurement (50
versus 40 percent correct) whereas the United States did relatively better
than England in fractions and number sense (59 versus 54 percent correct)
(Beaton et al., 1996b, p. 41). Comparable variations in patterns across con-
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tent areas also occur for other pairs of countries with the same overall
performance, and for other grades and for science as well as mathematics.
For people concerned with curriculum and instruction, the variations in
patterns are more revealing than the comparisons of countries in terms of
overall scores.

Still greater variation is obtained in country score patterns when topic
scores within content areas are used. Schmidt, McKnight, and Raizen
(1997) divided the TIMSS mathematics items into 20 topics using content
framework categories. The science items were divided into 17 topics. The
range of differences in the topic average percentage-correct scores be-
tween the topic with the highest and the one with the lowest average
within a country was from 20–55 percent. The relative standing of a coun-
try varied greatly across topics. For example, 17 of the 42 countries had an
average score among the highest five countries on at least one of the 20
mathematics topics, and 31 of the countries had ranks that fell in at least
three quartiles. In science, 30 of the countries had topic area scores that
fell in at least three quartiles. The average difference between a country’s
maximum and minimum ranks across topic areas was 18 for mathematics
and 23 for science (Schmidt, McKnight, & Raizen, 1997). Although there
are far too few items to support reliable scores for individual students at
the level of 17 or 20 topics, such a fine breakdown does yield useful
information at the level of aggregation of countries. Some caution is none-
theless needed in interpreting the results for individual topics, however,
because the generalization to other potential items within a topic is ques-
tionable due to the small number of items per topic. Hence, the results are
probably best thought of as illustrating the degree to which the ranking of
a country would be subject to change if much greater emphasis were
given to some topics than to others.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The international studies of educational achievement sponsored by
the IEA have faced great challenges in producing tests that yield a valid
basis of comparing the achievement of students from a wide array of
nations. Over the course of more than three decades, the studies have
shown great promise and produced better measures with each successive
study. Starting from scratch, the FIMS and FISS accomplished remarkable
feats to assemble a pool of items that passed muster with national com-
mittees of reviewers, and produced reliable measures covering relatively
broad content domains. Certainly, those studies were subjected to consid-
erable criticism, mostly about issues other than the quality of the mea-
sures, such as the comparability of populations of students in different
countries that retained widely variable fractions of the age cohorts, and
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about the quality of the samples of students. There were also, however,
some criticisms of the quality of the tests, particularly their relevance to
the curricula of different countries and the heavy reliance on multiple-
choice items.

The second round of studies made substantial strides to improve the
alignment of the tests to the curricula of the participating countries, and
went to great lengths to get information about the intended curriculum
in each country and to develop measures of opportunity to learn so that
the implemented curriculum could be related to the attained curriculum
as measured by the SIMS and SISS assessments. Between the second and
third round of studies, the IAEP studies were undertaken. Those studies
contributed to advances in analytical techniques, using IRT models and
conditioning procedures that had proven useful in the context of NAEP.
The IAEP studies also introduced differential item functioning techniques
as an approach to flagging items deserving closer scrutiny.

TIMSS benefitted from the experience and advances made in the ear-
lier studies. It also moved ahead substantially on several measurement
fronts. The analysis of the intended curriculum of participating countries
was more sophisticated and complete than anything that came before it.
That analysis provided a solid basis for the construction of assessments
with a high likelihood of being relevant, valid, and fair to the countries
involved in the study. Greater use of short-answer and extended-response
items was made. The use of more sophisticated matrix sampling proce-
dures made it possible to achieve broader coverage of the content do-
mains within the constraints of the administration time allowed for each
student. Item response theory provided an effective way of producing
scores across the whole set of items within a content area. Analyses of
subscores for broad topics such as geometry as well as for narrower sub-
sets of items allowed researchers to convey the idea that achievement is
more than an overall total score and is better understood in terms of the
peaks and valleys that are found for every country. Those patterns of
performance and their relationships to curricular emphasis are more likely
to suggest educational policy to improve achievement than simple com-
parisons in terms of total scores.

Another innovation of TIMSS was the provision of an opportunity for
countries to choose the items that were most appropriate for their particu-
lar curriculum. Results based on the country-specific selections of items,
while not greatly different from those for the total scores, provided a basis
for testing how different the results would be if the assessment were more
closely tailored to fit the curriculum of a particular country. Finally, the
within-country item analyses and item-by-country interaction analyses
resulted in an effective means of flagging items in need of more careful
consideration for individual countries.
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Mathematics assessments have been used to illustrate many of the
points in this chapter. Although the details vary from subject to subject in
considerations such as the relative reliability of results and the details of
topic coverage within a domain, the major points apply to subjects other
than mathematics.

All in all, the quality of the measurement of achievement is one of the
greatest strengths of the IEA studies. Certainly there is room for improve-
ment, but the assessments bear up well under close scrutiny. Improve-
ments that can be anticipated for future international studies are likely to
depend on advances in the technology of testing. Computer-based test
administration may be too futuristic to consider in the short run for an
international study. However, the use of computers has considerable ap-
peal as a means of enabling the administration of problems that are not
feasible to administer or score efficiently in a paper-and-pencil mode (see,
for example, Duran, 2000; NRC, 1999).

Other suggested improvements are more incremental in nature. The
curriculum analyses that were conducted for TIMSS represent a valuable,
albeit aging, resource. Those analyses might be put to good use to review,
and possibly revise, the specifications for the assessments. Even in the
face of changes in the curricula of participating countries between the
time of TIMSS and the time of a new study, the curriculum frameworks
provide a broad representation of the topics in the domains of mathemat-
ics and science that could be an empirical basis for structuring a table of
specifications.
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International comparative studies of school achievement can provide
(1) valuable data for educational policy makers about the quality of edu-
cation in their countries, (2) possible explanations for the findings, and (3)
suggestions for how improvements in achievement might be accom-
plished. But, as with any research study, valid conclusions and recom-
mendations from a comparative study of educational achievement can
only follow when the research methodology for the study is sound, and
the data collection design has been implemented correctly.

International studies of achievement such as the Third International
Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) and the Organization for Eco-
nomic Cooperation and Development’s Program for International Stu-
dent Assessment (OECD/PISA) are research studies that are particularly
difficult to implement well because of special methodological problems.
Three of the problem areas are (1) reaching agreement on the variables to
measure and the definitions of constructs, (2) choosing nationally repre-
sentative samples, and (3) standardizing test administration conditions
(including matching motivational levels of the students taking the test in
participating countries). A fourth methodological problem, which is often
given far less attention than it deserves, is the translation and adaptation
of test instruments, scoring protocols, and related questionnaires. Unless
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the translations (or, more correctly, test adaptations) are carried out well—
and this usually means carrying out a combination of careful translations
and reviews, conducting field tests of the adapted tests, and compiling
validity evidence—the results of an international comparative study such
as TIMSS or OECD/PISA may be confounded by the consequences of
poorly translated assessment materials. To the extent that a test adapta-
tion changes the psychological meaning and/or test difficulty in the tar-
get languages or cultures, comparisons of student performance across
language and cultural groups may have limited validity.

Poorly translated assessment materials can have many consequences.
Awkward or improper translations may make the test instruments easier
or harder for students in some countries. In one recent international as-
sessment, it was learned through self-report that test translators in one
country had simplified the language in the mathematics assessment by
one grade level to make it more understandable to students. The reading
difficulty from the mathematics items had been removed to place the
focus of these items on the assessment of mathematics skills only. The
consequence was that the test items were easier in this country than they
would have been had the reading difficulty of the test items not been
removed. Cross-national comparisons of mathematics achievement for
the country involved were no longer meaningful.

Also, just plain bad translations may make the test instrument totally
invalid. Literal translations are usually problematic. Apparently “out of
sight, out of mind” was literally translated as “invisible, insane” in one
translation between English and French. This humorous example is cited
often among test translators, though the original source is unknown. Poor
translations go beyond simply the language aspects of the test and test
directions. For example, the multiple-choice format may be less familiar
to students in some parts of the world. Africa is one location; China is
another. Sometimes the problem of differential familiarity of item formats
across countries participating in an international comparative study is
handled by using multiple item formats. The idea seems to be that of
balancing item format familiarity (or unfamiliarity) across participating
countries. Test length also may be a problem. In some countries, tests may
be relatively short, so a longer test used in an international comparative
study may produce fatigue that can impact test performance. The prob-
lem arose in a U.S.–China comparison of mathematics achievement
(Hambleton, Yu, & Slater, 1999) and was a potential source of invalidity in
the comparison of results. Clearly, then, for international assessments
where great importance is given to the results, considerable care must be
given to the translation of assessment materials.

The goals of this chapter are (1) to describe some of the major myths
about test adaptations, (2) to describe nine steps for adapting tests that
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follow from the International Test Commission Guidelines for Translat-
ing and Adapting Tests, and (3) to provide several examples of good and
bad test adaptation practices from the recent TIMSS and OECD/PISA
projects. Recommendations for adapting assessments will be offered later
in this chapter.

First, two points need to be made. Test adaptation research is not
limited to international studies of educational achievement. Popular in-
telligence, aptitude, and personality tests have been adapted for years,
some of the most popular tests into more than 50 languages. Quality of
life measures used in medical research are being widely adapted and
used around the world (Hambleton & Patsula, 1998). Projects like TIMSS
and OECD/PISA are two of many international studies of achievement.
Many more studies are underway, including a major study of aging in
Europe that is assessing many cognitive variables and involving thou-
sands of participants and more than 10 languages (Schroots, Fernandez-
Ballesteros, & Rudinger, 1999). Even in the United States, there are Span-
ish versions of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), several state
assessments, the GED, and many school district-level achievement tests.
Credentialing exams delivered by Microsoft, Novell, and other compa-
nies in the information technology field are being given to more than two
million candidates a year in over 20 languages, and the numbers of candi-
dates and languages have been increasing exponentially. Clearly the
amount of testing in multiple languages is substantial and growing.

Second, the term “test adaptation” is preferred today to the term “test
translation” by researchers working in this field (see Hambleton,
Merenda, & Spielberger, in press). The former term is more indicative of
the process that actually takes place in making a test produced in one
language available and validated for use in another. Test translation is
only part of the process. Decisions must be made about how to preserve
the psychological equivalence of a test in two or more language and cul-
tural groups. Format modifications may be necessary. Directions may
need to be revised. For example, in one recent study, it was necessary to
ask Chinese students to “check their answers” rather than “fill in the
bubbles” that appeared on the American version of the test and to change
the placement of the artwork in the Chinese version of the test (Hamble-
ton, Yu, & Slater, 1999). Radical changes may be needed to make the item
formats suitable. For example, the incomplete sentence format (with or
without answer choices) causes a major problem in countries such as
Turkey, where the object of a sentence often appears at the beginning. In
this situation, the blank (or answer choices) to be completed (or selected)
by candidates appear prior to the portion of the sentence that defines the
question for the candidates. One can certainly wonder about the impact of
this shift in the order of presentation of test material on the difficulty of
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the question. Finally, analogy questions almost never work in an adapted
version of a test because it is nearly impossible to find words that have
exactly the same meaning in two languages and with the same level of
familiarity (Allalouf, Hambleton, & Sireci, 1999).

Another example concerns verb tenses. When the passive tense ap-
pears in passages, it must be changed in translations because it does not
exist in all languages. Here is another example of a translation problem:
The word “you” in English is both singular and plural. In some lan-
guages, such as Turkish, two possible words can be used in place of
“you.” The first is singular and informal. The second is formal and polite,
and can have either a singular or plural meaning. Michal Beller from
Israel (personal communication) talked about the richness of language. In
Hebrew, for example, different words are used for the English word “pick-
ing” in expressions such as “picking grapes,” “picking olives,” and so on.
Also, there is only one word for “camel” in English and Hebrew. In Ara-
bic, there are numerous words for camel to distinguish different types.
Giray Berberoglu from Turkey (personal communication) talked about
his difficulty in finding equivalent meanings for words like “cold fish”
and “bleeding heart” and translating expressions such as “every cloud
has a silver lining.” The list of changes that are required to make a test
valid in multiple languages and cultures often goes well beyond the al-
ready difficult task of translating a test.

FIVE MYTHS ABOUT TEST ADAPTATIONS

Hambleton and Patsula (1999) described five myths about the test
adaptation process, as described in the following paragraphs.

Myth 1: The preferable strategy is always to adapt an existing test
rather than develop a new test for a second language group.

There are good reasons for adapting a test, but there are also reasons
for not proceeding with a test adaptation. Especially when cross-cultural
comparisons are not of interest, it may be substantially easier and more
relevant to construct a new test for a second language group. This avoids
any complications with copyright, ensures that an item format can be
chosen that will be suitable for the intended population, and ensures that
any desired modifications in the definition of the construct of interest can
be made at the outset of the test development process.

Sometimes, too, it may be desirable not to adapt a test, but rather to
require all examinees to take a test in a single language. For example, in
the United States, there has been interest in some states in making high
school graduation tests available in both English and Spanish. Techni-
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cally this is possible, but the question of whether to make two language
versions of a test available depends on many factors, including the defini-
tion of the construct being measured. Is the language in which perfor-
mance is to be demonstrated a part of the construct definition or not? In
the case of reading, reading in the language of English is nearly always
part of the construct of interest. Producing a Spanish-equivalent version
of a reading test in English makes very little sense because inferences of
English reading proficiency cannot be made from a test administered in
Spanish.

The situation with a mathematics test may be different. The construct
of interest may be focused on computation skills, concepts, and problem-
solving skills. Here, the purpose of the test is to look for a demonstration
of the skills, and the language in which the performance is assessed and
demonstrated may be of little or no interest. Of course, if the desired
inference is the mastery of mathematics skills when the test questions are
presented in English, then a Spanish version of the test would be inappro-
priate in this situation, too.

Myth 2: Anyone who knows two languages can produce an accept-
able translation of a test.

This is one of the most troublesome myths because it results in un-
qualified persons adapting tests. There is considerable evidence suggest-
ing that test translators need to be (1) familiar with both source and target
languages and the cultures, (2) generally familiar with the construct being
assessed, and (3) familiar with the principles of good test development
practices. With the 1995 TIMSS, countries reported that finding qualified
translators was one of their biggest problems (Hambleton & Berberoglu,
1997). How, for example, can a mathematics or science test be translated
from English to Spanish without some technical knowledge? Would a
translator with little knowledge of test development principles know to
keep answer choices of approximately the same length, so that length of
answer choice does not become a clue to the correct answer? All too often
in the cross-cultural literature, there is evidence of unqualified persons
being involved in the test adaptation process. Professor Emeritus Ype
Poortinga from the University of Tilburg in the Netherlands, who is a past
editor of the Journal of Cross-Cultural Psychology and an internationally
known cross-cultural psychologist, commented (personal communica-
tion) that he believed 75 percent of the research in cross-cultural psychol-
ogy before 1990 was flawed because of the poor quality of test adapta-
tions.
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Myth 3: A well-translated test guarantees that the test scores will be
valid in a second language or culture for cross-language
comparative purposes.

Van de Vijver and Poortinga (1997) make the point that not only
should the meaning of a test be consistent across persons within a lan-
guage group and culture, but that meaning, whatever it is, must be con-
sistent across language groups and cultures. For example, if a test is more
speeded in a second-language version because of the nature of that lan-
guage, then the two language versions of the test are not equally valid.
We have encountered just such a problem in some German test transla-
tions. The German words are longer than English words and take corre-
spondingly longer to read. The result is a slightly more speeded German
version of the test. In this instance, the test may be equally valid in each
language group and culture, but still will not be suitable for cross-cultural
comparisons because the German version with the same time limit as the
English version would be administered under slightly more speeded test
conditions.

Myth 4: Constructs are universal, and therefore all tests can be trans-
lated into other languages and cultures.

An excellent example of this myth is associated with intelligence tests.
This construct is known to exist in nearly all cultures. The Western notion
of intelligence places emphasis on speed of response. On the other hand,
in some non-Western cultures, speed of response is of minor importance
as an operating principle, and members of these cultural groups often
score lower on Western intelligence tests because of a failure to perform
quickly (Lonner, 1990). But it is only by one of the Western definitions of
the construct of intelligence that these cultural groups appear to be of less
intelligence. Using a definition that does not place emphasis on speed of
response, the results from a cross-cultural comparative study may be very
different. See the work of Gardner (1983) and Sternberg (1989) for well-
known work on broadening and changing the definition of intelligence.
Poortinga and van de Vijver (1991) describe numerous additional ex-
amples in which cross-cultural comparisons are flawed because of the
nongeneralizability of construct definitions across cultures.

Another example would be the definition, say, of the content to cover
on the OECD/PISA 15-year-old assessment of mathematics achievement.
The American idea of the relevant content domain is likely to be different
from that of other countries. Ultimately, a decision must be made about
the breadth and depth of the content domain that is relevant for the as-
sessment; this may place some countries at an advantage, and others at a
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disadvantage. Content domains for achievement domains such as math-
ematics, science, and reading are hardly universal. They may not even be
equally suitable across states or provinces within the same country.

Myth 5: Translators are capable of finding flaws in a test adapta-
tion. Field testing is not usually necessary.

The cross-national testing literature includes thousands of examples
of poorly adapted test items. The fact is that translators are not able to
anticipate all of the problems encountered by examinees taking a test in a
second language. Field testing is as important for adapted tests in the
target language as it is for tests produced in any language. Field testing
should be an integral part of the test adaptation process.

This myth comes from the mistaken belief that a backward translation
design is sufficient to justify the use of a test in a second language. In this
design, a test is forward translated into the target language, then back
translated into the original or source language for the test. The original
and back-translated versions of the test are compared, and if found com-
parable, the assumption is made that the target-language version of the
test is acceptable. But many concepts can be translated into another lan-
guage and back-translated but may not be understood in the target lan-
guage. For example, passages about snow, ice, and cold weather may not
be meaningful in warm-weather countries, and this fact would not be
identified in a back-translation design. The material itself may be trans-
lated and back translated easily, but the psychological meaning of the
material may be very different in the two language versions of the test.

Jeanrie and Bertrand (1999) describe another example of a poor trans-
lation that was not caught by the translators; this item has appeared in a
French translation of a well-known English personality test for many
years. In the English version, the expression was “Generally, I prefer to be
by myself.” In the French version, the sentence was translated to, “Gener-
ally I prefer to be myself.” The meaning is quite different, yet candidate
responses were scored in exactly the same way with the two very differ-
ent versions of the statement. This difference may be called a critical error
in translation, and it impacts the validity of scores on the scale of the
personality test where the item appears.

In summary, all of the myths can seriously compromise the validity
of a test in a second language or cultural group, or negatively influence
the validity of adapted tests for use in cross-language comparison studies.
Fortunately, each myth is straightforward to address in practice. What
follows are steps for adapting tests that can eliminate the myths and other
shortcomings in test adaptation methodology.
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NINE STEPS TO MAXIMIZE SUCCESS IN TEST ADAPTATIONS

The nine steps are based on the International Test Commission guide-
lines for translating and adapting educational and psychological tests. In
1992 an international committee was formed under the direction of the
International Test Commission to prepare guidelines for adapting tests.
The committee had 13 representatives from eight countries, with financial
support from a number of countries and organizations, including the U.S.
Department of Education. The 22 guidelines went through numerous re-
views and field tests and have been published (Hambleton, 1994; Hamble-
ton et al., in press; van de Vijver & Hambleton, 1996). They are being
adopted by many organizations (see, e.g., Muniz & Hambleton, 1997),
and were used in both the TIMSS and OECD/PISA projects. The guide-
lines appear in the Annex to this chapter. For each of the 22 guidelines,
the committee offered a rationale or explanation for including the guide-
line, described steps that might be taken to meet the guideline, presented
several common errors found in practice, and provided numerous refer-
ences for additional study (see Hambleton et al., in press).

Step 1: Review construct equivalence in the language and cultures of
interest.

In international comparative studies, it is important to establish
whether construct equivalence exists among participating countries, and
if it does not, either considering “decentering” (i.e., revising the definition
of the construct to be equivalent in each language and cultural group) or
discontinuing the project. The publication by Harkness (1998a) is espe-
cially helpful in the study of construct equivalence because she reviews
numerous definitions of construct equivalence and approaches for study-
ing it. In the 1995 TIMSS study, for example, initially the mathematics
domain that could be agreed on by participating countries was so narrow
that the study was nearly discontinued. Later, a decision was made that
decentering would be done to redefine the mathematics content domain.
Each country was required to be less rigid so that a construct could be
defined that would be worthy of an international comparative study of
mathematics achievement.

Step 2: Decide whether test adaptation is the best strategy.

Some tests will be more amenable to translation into certain languages
than others. The more similar the target language and/or culture are to
the source language and/or culture, the easier the adaptation will be
(thus, English to Spanish adaptations may make more sense than English
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to Arabic or English to Chinese adaptations). With tests intended for cross-
cultural comparisons, test adaptation (possibly with some decentering)
may be the only option. But when cross-cultural comparisons are not of
interest, it may be easier to actually produce a new test that meets the
cultural parameters in the second-language group than to adapt an exist-
ing test that may have a number of shortcomings (e.g., a less than satisfac-
tory definition of the construct, inappropriate item formats, an overly
long test, or use of some culturally specific content).

Step 3: Choose well-qualified translators.

Lack of well-qualified translators is often one of the major shortcom-
ings of a test adaptation project. Two points can be made. First, in select-
ing translators, the search should be for persons who are fluent in both
languages, who are very familiar with the cultures under study, and who
have some knowledge of test construction and the construct being mea-
sured. As knowledge of test construction practices is not common among
translators, this may be addressed with some training prior to initiating
the test adaptation process. Adding a psychometrician to the mix may be
desirable, too.

Second, researchers have found that the double-translation proce-
dure (i.e., two independent translations followed by reconciliation of both
versions by a third party) offers advantages over a back-translation proce-
dure or a single forward translation procedure. In the double-translation
procedure, multiple individuals judge the equivalence of the source- and
target-language versions of the test. In the back-translation design, a single
translator may judge the target-language version of the test by comparing
the source and back-translated source versions of the test. Another ad-
vantage of a double-translation procedure is that any discrepancies in the
translation are noted on the all-important target-language version of the
test. See, for example, recent work on the OECD/PISA project by Grisay
(1998, 1999) for extensive evaluative comments on the double translation
with reconciliation design. Idiosyncrasies and misunderstandings of indi-
vidual translators can be reduced with the use of multiple translators. An
unfortunate idiosyncrasy of a translator might be to always make correct
answers in multiple-choice items a bit longer than the distractors. A mis-
understanding might be when the translator mixes up the meanings of
terms and concepts. The use of multiple translators increases the chances
that these problems and many others will be identified prior to finalizing
a test adaptation.
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Step 4: Translate and adapt the test.

One approach to increasing the likelihood of a valid test adaptation is
to adopt one of the two (or both) standard designs: forward translation
and back translation. Forward-translation designs are the most techni-
cally sound because the focus of the review is on both the source- and
target-language versions of the test. Backward-translation designs can
also reveal poor translations, but without a focus on the target-language
version of the test, problems in the adaptation can be missed. For ex-
ample, concepts like “sales tax” and “hamburger” are hard to translate
into Chinese, so these English words may be used in the adapted version.
They are very easy to back translate, but they may be quite meaningless in
the target-language version of the test (for more examples, see Hambleton,
Yu, & Slater, 1999). In practice, both designs could be used to strengthen
the methodology of the test adaptation process.

Step 5: Review the adapted version of the test and make any
necessary changes.

In a forward-translation design, one set of translators performs the
original source-to-target-language translation, while another set of trans-
lators examines the adapted version of the test for any errors that may
lead to differences in meaning between the two language versions. The
focus of the second group of translators would be on the quality of the
translation or adaptation of the test. As Geisinger (1994) suggests, this
review can be accomplished in a group meeting, individually, or by some
combination of individual and group work. Geisinger believes the most
effective strategy is first to have the translators review the items and react
in writing, then to have the individuals share their comments with one
another, reconcile any differences in opinion, and make any changes in
the original and/or adapted-language versions as necessary.

The National Institute for Testing and Evaluation in Israel adapts
college admissions tests into five languages (Arabic, English, Russian,
French, and Spanish) from the original Hebrew-language version. One
special feature in their process is that their translators work from the
translated version first and attempt to determine the validity of the ques-
tions: For example, is the item stem clear? Is there a single correct or best
answer? Are there grammatical clues that may lead the test-wise candi-
date to the correct answer? After the test items are judged to be techni-
cally sound, then the equivalence of the adapted version and the original
Hebrew version are compared. Translators look at several features of the
adapted items: accuracy of the translation as well as clarity of the sen-
tences, level of difficulty of the words, and fluency of the translation.
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With a backward-translation design, translators would take the
adapted version of the test and back translate to the source language, then
judgments would be made about the equivalence of the original and back-
translated versions of the test. Where nonequivalence is identified,
changes in the adapted version of the test are considered. The idea is that
if the adaptation has been effective, the back-adapted version of the test
should look very much like the original. Of course, when the adaptation
involves format changes, changes in tense, changes in concepts, and other
changes, the target-language version of the test may be fine, but a back-
translated test may not look at all like the original. In general, a back-
translation design seems like an excellent supplement to the forward-
translation design, but the design is not likely to be able to stand on its
own. The information the design provides about the validity of the
adapted test is limited.

Step 6: Conduct a small tryout of the adapted version of the test.

Many studies seem to go wrong at this point. Too often test develop-
ers believe a judgmental review is sufficient evidence to establish the
validity of a test in a second language. But validity evidence for using a
test in a second language depends on stronger evidence than that the test
seems to look acceptable to translators and/or reviewers. Not only is
empirical evidence needed to support the validity of inferences from an
adapted version of a test, but perhaps multiple empirical studies may be
needed. A good example of what researchers might learn from a tryout of
test items in a second language and culture is highlighted clearly in the
papers by Allalouf and Sireci (1998) and Allalouf et al. (1999). Here, it was
learned, for example, that verbal analogy items were nearly impossible to
translate well. The situation really is no different from validating the
scores from any test. Empirical evidence is needed to support the validity
of inferences from scores on a test. That a test may function well and
produce valid scores in one country is not suitable evidence that similar
results will be obtained in a second country or culture with the adapted
version of the test.

A pilot test might consist of administering the test as well as inter-
viewing the examinees to obtain their criticisms of the test itself, instruc-
tions, time limits, and other factors. These findings form the basis for
revising the test. One good suggestion from Ellis and Mead (1998) might
be carried out: They suggested that when there are disagreements about
the best adaptation of a test item, these variations might be field tested,
and the results used to make the final decision about which adaptation is
the most suitable.
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Step 7: Conduct a validation investigation.

Good translators are often capable of identifying and fixing many
shortcomings in adapted tests. But many problems go unidentified until
test items are field tested. For example, in a recent study by Hambleton,
Yu, and Slater (1999) in which National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP) mathematics items were adapted into Chinese, one prob-
lem with a NAEP test item went unidentified by the translators. A field
test revealed a major problem with the item that could not be identified
by the translators because it was a curriculum issue. Chinese students at
the eighth grade were unfamiliar with the mathematical concept of esti-
mation. The ability to round off numbers for arriving at approximate or
estimated answers was not taught in the Chinese curriculum. As a result,
on the estimation items (for example, “find the estimate of the product of
98 and 11”), the eighth-grade Chinese students performed disproportion-
ately more poorly than American students. The validity issue concerned
whether or not the estimation items should be retained in the findings
from the comparative study.

The adapted test should be field tested using, whenever possible, a
large sample of individuals representative of the eventual target popula-
tion, and preliminary statistical analyses should be carried out, such as a
reliability analysis and a classical item analysis. Checking for construct
equivalence using factor analysis is desirable if sample sizes are large
enough to produce stable factorial structures.

One important analysis is to check that the items function similarly in
both the adapted- and source-language versions of the test. This can be
accomplished through the use of an item bias study (often called a “differ-
ential item functioning” or DIF study) (Holland & Wainer, 1993). If there
are items that function differently for each group when the groups are
matched on ability, they can be eliminated from the test or they can be
retranslated, readministered, and reanalyzed to determine whether they
function the same in all adapted versions. This type of analysis has be-
come routine with TIMSS and OECD/PISA. The Muniz, Hambleton, and
Xing (2001) study highlights the fact that even small samples (i.e., 50
persons per group) can be useful in detecting flaws in the translation/
adaptation process because the problems of poor translations often are
large and therefore easy to detect, even with small samples.

Step 8: Choose and implement a design for placing scores from the
source- and target-language versions of the test on a common
reporting scale.

This step is necessary when cross-national or cross-cultural compari-
sons are of interest, or the test score norms or performance standards with
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the source-language version of the test are of interest with the target-
language version of the test. At this step, a linking design is needed to
place the test scores from the different versions of the test on a common
scale. Three popular linking designs are used in practice: (1) bilingual
group design, (2) matched monolingual group design, and (3) monolin-
gual group design. All three designs are popular, though the third design
may be the easiest to implement in practice (see, e.g., Angoff & Cook,
1988). For an example based on item response modeling of the data, stud-
ies by Angoff and Cook or Woodcock and Munoz-Sandoval (1993) are of
special interest.

Step 9: Document the process and prepare a manual for the users of
the adapted test.

Documenting the results from steps 1 to 8 and preparing a manual for
the users of the adapted test are important activities. The manual might
include specifics regarding the administration of the test as well as how to
interpret the test scores. This is a very important step, yet it is often
overlooked. The OECD/PISA project has done an especially good job of
preparing detailed steps for adapting tests and documenting the pro-
cesses that take place in participating countries (see, e.g., Grisay, 1998,
1999).

TEST ADAPTATION PROCEDURES
FOR TIMSS AND THE OECD/PISA PROJECTS

For the 1995 TIMSS, and at the request of TIMSS project staff, Hamble-
ton and Berberoglu (1997) conducted a survey of 45 participating coun-
tries (with 27, or 60 percent, of the surveys being returned). The five main
findings of the survey were as follows:

1. The amount of review and revision involved in adapting the tests
exceeded the time allocated to do the work. In addition, competent trans-
lators were hard to locate in many of the countries. The high cost of
translators was also a problem in many countries.

2. The manual laying out the test adaptation process (operations
manual) needed to be shorter and more focused. Without specific guide-
lines, countries were coming up with their own guidelines for translators,
but then standardization of translation procedures across participating
countries was compromised. For example, one country emphasized the
importance of simplicity in translation, while another emphasized de-
tailed rules to be followed by translators. All too often standardization
among translators within a country rather than across countries was the
focus of attention.
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3. Better directives to international writing committees were needed
to reduce the number of problems detected during the test adaptation
process. For example, one problem arose with long sentences. They were
difficult to translate well, and when the sentences were shortened for ease
of readability in some countries, language difficulty was not consistent
across language versions of the test.

4. Multiple-choice items in the incomplete stem format were difficult
to translate. Such items are difficult to translate because the organization
of subject, verb, and object in sentences is not consistent across languages.
In countries such as Turkey, use of the incomplete stem format meant
placing the blanks at the beginning of sentences rather than the end, and
revising answer choices to match the format change, and these changes
could have influenced the difficulty of test items.

5. The passive tense in passages was a problem because this tense
does not exist in all languages. Many countries found themselves translat-
ing sentences in the passive tense to the active tense. But such changes
probably influenced the structure of the language in the adapted tests and
may have affected the difficulty of the test items.

Hambleton and Berberoglu asked national coordinators to comment
about the operations manual used in TIMSS. Suggestions for improve-
ment included (1) spell out the qualifications of translators more clearly,
(2) offer a process for resolving differences between translators, and (3)
emphasize “decentering” in the item writing process. Decentering is the
technique of choosing passage topics, expressions, concepts, etc. that are
most likely to be understandable or acceptable across languages and cul-
tures. For example, passages about gun control, drugs, or snow may be
unacceptable in an international assessment. Even a passage about high
school students “getting a job” was rejected in one recent study because
several countries worried that the passage may be sending the wrong
message to young persons.

The OECD/PISA 2000 study of school achievement in 15-year-olds
benefited considerably from the methodology used in TIMSS to adapt the
tests. For one, documentation for carrying out the test adaptation process
was more directive and concisely written than TIMSS, thus providing
more guidance to participating countries. Also, many countries more fa-
miliar with French as a second language than English preferred to pre-
pare their adaptations from a French rather than an English version of the
test. Therefore, the starting point for the adaptation was the preparation
by project staff of equivalent English and French versions of the test. This
was a unique feature of the OECD/PISA project and one that was much
appreciated by many participating countries. They had the option of start-
ing with either an English or a French version of the test to do their test
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adaptation work. In fact, countries were encouraged to prepare double
translations of the tests if possible—one adaptation from the French and
one from the English version of the test. This double-translation, double-
source-language design had the advantages of providing participating
countries with two standards for evaluating their translations and offer-
ing a framework for judging the amount of freedom available to them in
doing the translations. A comparison of the English and French versions
for many countries, besides providing two sources for doing the transla-
tion (especially helpful when problems arose with a translation), offered
an indication of the latitude that would be allowed in preparing their
translations. In addition, the actual production of the French translation
before any of the country translations were carried out identified prob-
lems early about difficult-to-translate material, which could then be re-
vised or eliminated in the original English- and French-source-language
versions of the test. At the same time, a considerable investment in time
and resources was needed to produce formally equivalent English and
French versions of the test. But to do otherwise would have made it more
difficult for equivalent tests to be produced in participating countries.

In the OECD/PISA project, many important features of an effective
test adaptation were learned from the TIMSS experience, but an old prob-
lem surfaced again: Too little time was allowed to carry out the test adap-
tation reviews. In part, this problem was created by the ambitious sched-
ule, but it was also because of some inexperience about the time needed to
have committees carry out careful reviews.

Not only do tests need to be adapted, but so do the demographic
surveys. Finding cultural and contextual equivalents for questions in the
school, teacher, and student questions was sometimes a problem. Terms
like “advanced,” “special enrichment,” and “courses” were not always
understood. Entrance exams in one country might be called “oral exams”
in another country (e.g., Russia). Questions about school structures and
organizations were not always meaningfully adapted because the con-
cepts had no equivalent.

Harkness (1998b) has written about the problems of translating sur-
veys and questionnaires. She notes that an extensive amount of research
is reported in the methodology of survey construction literature, but little
of it relates to the uses of surveys in multiple languages and cultures. And
as she notes, rarely is there an isomorphism of words across languages.
With a rating scale, for example, a translation, word for word, may create
smaller or larger psychological gaps between points on the rating scale.
For example, with a rating scale anchored by the extremes “allow” and
“not allow,” in one of the language translations the extremes became
“allow” and “forbid.” But the word “forbid” turned out to be consider-
ably more negative than the extreme “not allow,” and this choice ap-
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peared to significantly influence the use of the rating scale in the second-
language version of the survey. Clearly translating rating scales is more
than a word-by-word translation.

Also, in languages such as Hebrew, candidates read from right to left
rather than left to right, so the scales need to be reversed. How much
might this influence the meaningfulness of the rating scale? Or in Japan,
rating scales may be presented vertically rather than horizontally. Will
this shift in format influence ratings? Harkness notes that not just the
words need to be translated; often the directions may be different (in
some languages candidates “tick boxes”; in others they “select boxes” or
“choose boxes”) and it is not known whether these changes influence
candidate responses. She adds that standardizing the administration also
may be critical. It may make a big difference in some countries whether
the survey is self-administered, administered face to face, or administered
in a group.

Clearly the topic of survey/questionnaire adaptation is in its infancy.
Future OECD/PISA projects and studies like TIMSS and TIMSS-Repeat
(TIMSS-R) will need to focus additional attention on the adaptation of
surveys and questionnaires, or risk misinterpreting the data from these
instruments.

A number of important points appear to have been learned from the
OECD/PISA 2000 project for future test adaptations:

1. Improved methods are being used to locate and train test transla-
tors.

2. The test adaptation process is being fully documented and includes
important features such as forward and backward translations, double-
translation designs from single- and double-source-language versions of
the test, national verification, and even international verification. All of
these features enhance the quality of test adaptations for international
comparative studies.

3. Translators are being given excellent advice. For example, as many
as 45 rules are being given to translators in the training documents. These
include (a) avoid simplifying language and/or changing the level of ab-
straction of the testing material, and (b) avoid providing unintentional
clues to correct answers by not making the correct answers longer, by
eliminating grammatical clues, and so on.

CONCLUSIONS

An increasing number of educational, credentialing, and psychologi-
cal tests are being adapted for use in multiple languages and cultures. For
example, Spielberger’s state-trait anxiety measure is now in more than 50
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languages; major individually administered intelligence tests such as the
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children are available in over 50 languages;
TIMSS in 1995 was administered to students in 32 different languages;
and Microsoft is delivering credentialing exams in more than 15 lan-
guages. These are but a few of hundreds of tests now available in multiple
languages. At the same time, these adapted tests will have limited value
unless they are adapted with a high degree of concern for issues of usabil-
ity, reliability, and validity in participating countries. There is a rapidly
emerging psychometric literature on the topic of test adaptation method-
ology, and more advances can be expected in the coming years as re-
searchers respond to the expanding need for adapted tests of high techni-
cal quality (see, for example, Hambleton, Merenda, & Spielberger, in
press). Avoiding the five myths and following the nine steps introduced
in this chapter for the test adaptation process should go a long way to-
ward improving current practices. In addition, the nine steps provide a
framework for incorporating new methodology into the process as it is
developed.

Three conclusions follow from the research carried out in completing
this paper. First, test adaptation methodology has advanced considerably
in the past 20 years. It has moved from the use of a single and possibly
unqualified translator and/or limited empirical work with bilinguals to
considerably more sophisticated methodologies with focus on establish-
ing construct, method, and item-level equivalence (Hambleton, Merenda,
& Spielberger, in press; van de Vijver & Tanzer, 1997). There is an ever-
increasing number of papers published on the topic each year; now there
is a new journal published by Lawrence Erlbaum Associates under the
direction of the International Test Commission called the International
Journal of Testing that is expected to publish many of the methodological
and substantive advances. There has been an emergence of test adapta-
tion guidelines, and more time is being allocated to the process of test
adaptations than ever. For example, a comparison of the methodology
used for test adaptation in the 1988 and 1991 NCES-ETS studies (see
Lapointe, Mead, & Askew, 1992; Lapointe, Mead, & Phillips, 1989) and
the TIMSS and OECD/PISA projects in 1995 and 2000, respectively, shows
major advances in sophistication and effort. Second, the future of test
adaptation seems very positive. The methodology is very much in place,
and advances are still being made, but what is needed now are commit-
ments of resources and time to ensure that test adaptation work is carried
out well. Finally, the most important areas for improvement in the com-
ing years with international comparative studies of achievement are the
following: choosing multiple translators well and training them, aggres-
sively applying current judgmental and statistical designs and methods,
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and building on experiences and knowledge gained to continually im-
prove the process.
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ANNEX TO CHAPTER 3:
INTERNATIONAL TEST COMMISSION

TEST ADAPTATION GUIDELINES

Context

C.1 Effects of cultural differences which are not relevant or important
to the main purposes of the study should be minimized to the
extent possible.

C.2 The amount of overlap in the constructs in the populations of inter-
est should be assessed.

Test Development and Adaptation

D.1 Test developers/publishers should insure that the adaptation pro-
cess takes full account of linguistic and cultural differences among
the populations for whom adapted versions of the test are intended.

D.2 Test developers/publishers should provide evidence that the lan-
guage used in the directions, rubrics, and items themselves as well
as in the handbook is appropriate for all cultural and language
populations for whom the test is intended.

D.3 Test developers/publishers should provide evidence that the
choice of testing techniques, item formats, test conventions, and
procedures is familiar to all intended populations.

D.4 Test developers/publishers should provide evidence that item con-
tent and stimulus materials are familiar to all intended popula-
tions.

D.5 Test developers/publishers should implement systematic judg-
mental evidence, both linguistic and psychological, to improve the
accuracy of the adaptation process and compile evidence on the
equivalence of all language versions.

D.6 Test developers/publishers should ensure that the data collection
design permits the use of appropriate statistical techniques to es-
tablish item equivalence between the different language versions
of the test.

D.7 Test developers/publishers should apply appropriate statistical
techniques to (1) establish the equivalence of the different versions
of the test, and (2) identify problematic components or aspects of
the test which may be inadequate to one or more of the intended
populations.
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D.8 Test developers/publishers should provide information on the
evaluation of validity in all target populations for whom the
adapted versions are intended.

D.9 Test developers/publishers should provide statistical evidence of
the equivalence of questions for all intended populations.

D.10 Nonequivalent questions between versions intended for different
populations should not be used in preparing a common scale or in
comparing these populations. However, they may be useful in en-
hancing content validity of scores reported for each population
separately.

Administration

A.1 Test developers and administrators should try to anticipate the
types of problems that can be expected, and take appropriate ac-
tions to remedy these problems through the preparation of appro-
priate materials and instructions.

A.2 Test administrators should be sensitive to a number of factors re-
lated to the stimulus materials, administration procedures, and
response modes that can moderate the validity of the inferences
drawn from the scores.

A.3 Those aspects of the environment that influence the administration
of a test should be made as similar as possible across populations
for whom the test is intended.

A.4 Test administration instructions should be in the source and target
languages to minimize the influence of unwanted sources of varia-
tion across populations.

A.5 The test manual should specify all aspects of the test and its admin-
istration that require scrutiny in the application of the test in a new
cultural context.

A.6 The administrator should be unobtrusive and the administrator-
examinee interaction should be minimized. Explicit rules that are
described in the manual for the test should be followed.

Documentation/Score Interpretations

I.1 When a test is adapted for use in another population, documenta-
tion of the changes should be provided, along with evidence of the
equivalence.
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I.2 Score differences among samples of populations administered the
test should not be taken at face value. The researcher has the re-
sponsibility to substantiate the differences with other empirical
evidence.

I.3 Comparisons across populations can only be made at the level of
invariance that has been established for the scale on which scores
are reported.

I.4 The test developer should provide specific information on the ways
in which the sociocultural and ecological contexts of the popula-
tions might affect performance on the test, and should suggest
procedures to account for these effects in the interpretation of re-
sults.
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4

Sampling Issues in Design, Conduct,
and Interpretation of International

Comparative Studies of
School Achievement

James R. Chromy*

*James R. Chromy is chief scientist at RTI , Research Triangle Park, NC.

Cochran (1977) outlines eleven steps in the planning of a survey.
Good sampling methods must exist in the environment of all of these
steps. These steps are (1) a statement of the survey objectives, (2) the
definition of the population to be sampled, (3) the data to be collected, (4)
the degree of precision required, (5) the methods of measurement, (6) the
frame or the partitioning of the population into sampling units, (7) the
sample selection methods, (8) the pretest, (9) the fieldwork organization,
(10) the summary and analysis of the data, and (11) a review of the entire
process to see what can be learned for future surveys. Mathematically, the
major concerns for sample design have focused on the sample selection
procedures and the associated estimation procedures that yield precise
estimates. Optimization of sample designs involves obtaining the best
possible precision for a fixed cost or minimizing survey costs subject to
one or more constraints on the precision of estimates. Optimized designs
sometimes are called efficient designs.

The mathematical presentation of sampling theory often focuses on
obtaining efficient sample designs with precision measured in terms of
sampling error only, although both Cochran (1977) and many earlier texts
(e.g., Deming, 1950, or Hansen, Hurwitz, & Madow, 1953) discuss non-
sampling errors in surveys. A more recent text by Lessler and Kalsbeek
(1992) is devoted entirely to nonsampling errors in surveys, classified as
frame error, nonresponse error, and measurement error.
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Designing surveys that control both sampling errors and nonsampling
errors remains a serious challenge. Sample designers also cannot avoid
some of the conceptual issues in total survey design, such as defining the
survey objectives, defining the target population to be measured, or limit-
ing the resources that can be devoted to data collection. Decisions reached
on these issues can lead to serious tradeoffs among sample design op-
tions.

The framework and principles document (National Research Council
[NRC], 1990) of the Board on International Comparative Studies in Edu-
cation (BICSE) identifies key sample design issues in the broader context
just described. The objective of measuring achievement or performance to
permit comparisons across school systems in different countries is clear.
Explaining differences is more problematic and may require collection of
additional data. Even with these additional data, the approach to analysis
and interpretation of differences may be exploratory at best because there
are many potential explanatory factors, and only some will be measured.
When differences are observed, they properly form the basis for addi-
tional studies that would be designed to better understand the differ-
ences. The framework makes clear that the objectives of both descriptive
and explanatory studies will require rigorous sampling procedures and
the capacity to produce national estimates of the variables studied.

Conceptual problems of defining comparable student populations in
different countries also are addressed. For students enrolled in school, the
problem of defining the study population in terms of age or grade must
be resolved. Problems exist with both methods because children start
school at different ages, so even first graders may be five, six, or seven
years old. Different countries follow different grade progression policies.
At the upper grade levels, there may be a much broader representation of
ages within a single grade. Different national policies about the legal age
of leaving school either to drop out or to enter specialized training may
alter the composition of classes completing normal schooling. The guid-
ance document recognizes the difficulty of consistent population defini-
tion, but does not recommend one approach over another.

Survey populations also must be defined temporally. The value of
national and cross-national data to meet the objectives of trend measure-
ment and trend comparisons requires regular data collection on an estab-
lished schedule. If too many cross-national studies are carried out si-
multaneously, both the educational process itself and the success of the
surveys can be adversely affected. The administration of surveys disrupts
the educational process in the schools involved in the survey. Schools
requested to participate in several surveys (national, cross-national, and
others) may be less likely to participate in any of them or may have to
select among them. Consequently, school response rates will suffer.
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The BICSE framework provides several principles for sampling and
access to schools for both descriptive and explanatory studies:

• Samples must be drawn from the full population of teachers, ad-
ministrators, students (at an age or a grade), or policy makers.

• Valid estimation of population parameters requires strict adher-
ence to an explicit sample design.

• Plans should discuss the frame and the approach to selecting the
sample.

• Planned exclusions of subgroups (the disabled or persons who do
not speak the language in which the test is administered) must be docu-
mented. Information should be provided about the size of the population
subgroup excluded and the direction of bias due to the exclusion.

• The extent of participation in education may create differences in
the student populations in different countries.

• The sample design should support reasonably accurate inferences
about an age or grade cohort and capture the existing range of individual,
school, and classroom variations.

• Within-country subpopulations may be defined.
• The total population and subpopulations sample must be explic-

itly delineated.
• An international sampling manual is essential.
• The board encourages the appointment of an experienced and ex-

pert sampling consultant to review and approve all country samples be-
fore testing takes place.

• The achieved sample design is usually different from the planned
sample design.

• Advance arrangements with school officials should be arranged to
ensure high participation rates. A maximum acceptable nonresponse rate
should be specified for inclusion of a country’s data in the international
analyses.

• Subnational units that have separate autonomous school systems
may be included in international studies.

The BICSE framework also specifies test administration procedures
to control the measurement error component. These include standardized
procedures over time and across nations, pilot testing in each participat-
ing country, and a meeting with study coordinators between the pilot
study and the full-scale study to review procedures and adjust them if
necessary. The report also recommends (ideally) that “suitably trained
[test administrators] from outside the [school system] be in charge of test
administration” and that “people from different countries . . . supervise
the implementation of the procedures to be followed (previously agreed
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on by the countries involved) by being present on site when the field
work is conducted” (NRC, 1990, p. 9).

The Board framework also requires that “standard errors be calcu-
lated and reported for all reported statistics.” It also encourages the use of
a single recognized expert consultant for this technically complex pro-
cess. The Board also recommends audit and evaluation procedures for all
aspects of the survey, including participation rates, attrition, and absentee
followup.

More recently a technical standards and guidelines document was
published by the International Association for the Evaluation of Educa-
tional Achievement (IEA) (Martin, Rust, & Adams, 1999). These stan-
dards include (among others) standards for drawing a sample, for mini-
mizing burden and nonresponse, for developing sampling weights, and
for reporting sampling and nonsampling errors and reinforcing the prin-
ciples in the BICSE framework. There is a strong emphasis on documenta-
tion of all steps of sampling and data collection and the submission of a
written record for evaluating each survey.

Sample selection guidelines specify that replacements for nonpartici-
pating schools should be identified when the school sample is drawn.
Guidelines for minimizing response burden and nonresponse emphasize
simplicity and reasonable approaches to working with respondents. Mini-
mum acceptable response rates are not specified. Weighting guidelines
require use of base weights based on the selection probability and adjust-
ments for nonresponse. Nonresponse adjustments should be applied at
each stage of sample selection. Procedures for trimming outlier weights
are recommended to control the impact of unusually large weights. The
guidelines require calculation of standard errors, coefficients of variation,
or confidence intervals based on the complexities of the sampling design.
Data files and documentation should permit proper calculation of sam-
pling errors. Participation rates at each sampling stage and across all
stages should be reported as well as other measures that indicate poten-
tial nonsampling error.

This report reviews and comments on selected comparative studies of
international education with a focus on the student component. Many of
the early studies had serious problems in both the process and the ex-
ecution. For some, the easily available documentation was not adequate
to properly evaluate them. The documentation of quality issues (e.g.,
documentation of the Second International Study of Mathematics) led to
the development of guidelines for future studies, including the BICSE
framework. During the 1990s, the processes for conducting international
assessments became much better defined, and the execution has contin-
ued to improve. The remainder of this report includes sections on selected
comparative studies of education completed or planned, a discussion of
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other general appraisals of sampling issues in international comparative
studies, and a section on possible remaining or continuing issues. I will
argue that opportunities exist today to refine the specified processes and
that execution of designs consistent with established guidelines remains a
problem in many countries, including the United States.

REVIEW OF PUBLISHED DESCRIPTIONS AND CRITIQUES

This report section summarizes key points about the sample designs
and their execution for 15 studies or sets of international comparative
studies in education conducted since the early 1960s. The discussion in
this section is mostly descriptive and provides background for the cri-
tiques presented in subsequent sections. A theme of this section is that
improved documentation of the quality (or lack of quality) of surveys is a
prerequisite to achieving any improvement in the quality of future stud-
ies. This period of time also coincides with tremendous advances in com-
putational hardware and software. Early in this era, probability sampling,
simple weighting procedures, and model-based variance estimation were
adequate to define a high-quality sample design by standards of the time.
With development of computing power and specialized software, direct
estimation of survey sampling errors and the ability to routinely monitor
other quality measures, including response rates, became the norm in
survey practice. The availability of computers also fostered the execution
of more complex sampling plans and the development of comparable
sampling approaches through the use of a common set of procedures and
sample selection software.

International Comparative Studies Completed Since the 1960s

Table 4-1 summarizes the participation and timeframe of the major
studies described by BICSE (NRC, 1995), beginning with the First Interna-
tional Mathematics Study (FIMS) conducted in 1964. The Six Subjects
Study was conducted over the period of 1970-71. The general group of
IEA science and mathematics studies includes:

• First International Mathematics Study (FIMS);
• Second International Mathematics Study (SIMS);
• First International Science Study (FISS);
• Second International Science Study (SISS); and
• Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS).

Two international assessments of science and mathematics also were
coordinated by the Educational Testing Service, with sponsorship of the
coordination and U.S. components by the U.S. Department of Education
and the National Science Foundation:
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TABLE 4-1 Selected International Comparative Studies in Education:
Scope and Timing

Year(s)
Sponsor Description Countries  Conducted

IEA First International Mathematics 12 countries 1964
Study (FIMS)

IEA Six Subjects Study: 1970-71
Science 19 systems
Reading comprehension 15 countries
Literature 10 countries
French as a foreign language  8 countries
English as a foreign language 10 countries
Civic Education 10 countries

IEA First International Science Study 19 systems 1970-71
(FISS) (part of Six Subjects Study)

IEA Second International Mathematics 10 countries 1982
Study (SIMS)

IEA Second International Science 19 systems 1983-84
Study (SISS)

ETS First International Assessment of  6 countries 1988
Educational Progress (IAEP-I, (12 systems)
Mathematics and Science)

ETS Second International Assessment 20 countries 1991
of Educational Progress (IAEP-II,
Mathematics and Science)

IEA Reading Literacy (RL) 32 countries 1990-91

IEA Computers in Education 22 countries 1988-89
12 countries 1991-92

Statistics International Adult Literacy  7 countries 1994
Canada Survey (IALS)

IEA Preprimary Project
Phase I 11 countries 1989-91
Phase II 15 countries 1991-93
Phase III (longitudinal followup 15 countries 1994-96
of Phase II sample)

IEA Language Education Study 25 interested 1997
countries

IEA Third International Mathematics
and Science Study (TIMSS)
Phase I 45 countries 1994-95
Phase II (TIMSS-R) About 40 1997-98

IEA Civic Education Study 28 countries 1999

OECD Program for International 32 countries 2000 (reading)
Student Assessment 2003 (mathematics)

2006 (science)
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• First International Assessment of Educational Progress (IAEP-I);
and

• Second International Assessment of Educational Progress (IAEP-
II).

The IAEP studies were designed to take advantage of the established
procedures and instruments from the U.S. National Assessment of Educa-
tional Progress (NAEP).

Most of the studies shown in Table 4-1 address enrolled student popu-
lations. The Reading Literacy study provides an example outside the sci-
ence and mathematics arena. The Adult Literacy study provides an ex-
ample of a study of the general household population, which requires a
household sample design as opposed to a school-based sample design. In
addition, we examine plans for the Organization for Economic Coopera-
tion and Development (OECD) Program for International Student Assess-
ment (PISA) 2000.

In building Table 4-1, the numbers of participating countries some-
times disagreed among sources because some sources are written at the
planning stages and some reflect actual experience; counting of systems,
parts of countries, and whole countries also caused confusion. Where
possible the actual experience is reflected. The table is provided to give an
overview of the wide variety of studies in various stages of completion or
planning. Data are sketchy for the early studies due to passage of time
and, for the most recent studies, due to the author’s inability to locate
completed reports.

Medrich and Griffith (1992) described and evaluated five interna-
tional studies through the late 1980s:

• FIMS;
• FISS;
• SIMS;
• SISS; and
• IAEP-I.

Their work is the primary source used to review sampling issues for three
of these studies. For SIMS, the report by Garden (1987) provides the most
direct source. The discussion of IAEP-I is supplemented by Lapointe,
Mead, and Phillips (1989).

In addition, more recent studies that will be discussed include:

• IAEP-II;
• TIMSS;
• Civic Education Study; and
• PISA.
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First International Mathematics Study

FIMS was conducted in the mid-1960s in 12 countries. Two target
populations were defined:

• Students at the grade level at which the majority of pupils were age
13 (11 educational systems).

• Students in the last year of secondary education (10 educational
systems).

In the United States, these populations corresponded to grades 8 and 12.
Two- or three-stage probability samples were used, with school dis-

tricts (optional stage used in the United States), schools, and students
comprising the sampling stages. Multiple test forms were utilized.
Medrich and Griffith (1992, p. 13) note that data on the sample design
details and response rates were largely unavailable in published sources,
and the total sample was small in some of the countries with the highest
means. Individual country reports may have contained this information.
Peaker’s (1967) discussion on sampling issues makes a persuasive argu-
ment for probability sampling and explains the impact of the intraclass
correlation and cluster size decisions on the equivalent simple random
size (often called effective sample size). Approximation methods are de-
veloped for relating the true variance of estimates to variance estimates
developed under the assumption of simple random sampling. The use of
subsamples to generate a simple measure of sampling error also is dis-
cussed. Peaker presents data on achieved sample sizes by population
studied, but does not present data on school or student response rates.
The concept of an international sampling referee was already in place for
FIMS, and Peaker served in this capacity.

First International Science Study

FISS was conducted in 1970-71 as part of the Six Subjects Study in 19
educational systems; not all of them participated in all target populations
or reported results in the achievement component of the study. Target
populations were:

• Students at age 10.
• Students at age 14.
• Students in the last year of secondary education.

Two test versions were used at ages 10 and 14, and three versions by
subject (biology, chemistry, and physics) were used for the third popula-
tion (Medrich & Griffith, 1992, p. 14).
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Sample designs involved either two or three stages of sampling. An
international referee approved each country’s plan, although no IEA
funds were available to monitor the sampling programs. Medrich and
Griffith noted a few particular problems:

• At least three countries excluded students who were one or more
years behind in grade for their age.

• Two countries excluded states or schools based on language.
• One country excluded students attending vocational schools.
• One country limited the sample to the area around its capital.
• Some countries sampled 10- and 14-year-olds by grade rather than

age because of difficulty or cost.

Countries agreed to limit sampling to students enrolled in school.
Medrich and Griffith note the controversy that arose over the impact of
retention rates on estimates for the “last year of secondary education”
population.

Response rates were reported from most countries. For the age 14
sample, 18 systems reported school response rates ranging from 34 to 100
percent and student response rates ranging from 22 to 98 percent. Ten of
the 18 had school response rates exceeding 85 percent; only six of 18 had
student response rates exceeding 85 percent.1

Second International Mathematics Study

SIMS was conducted in 1982 in 10 countries. Two target populations
were defined for SIMS:

• Population A: Students in the modal grade for 13-year-olds when
age is determined in the middle of the school year.

• Population B: Students in the terminal grade of secondary educa-
tion who are studying mathematics as a substantial part of their academic
program (approximately five hours per week).

Each country had to restate the definition in terms specific to their own
situation and to identify any exclusions. Countries could make some judg-
ments about whether the grade tested identified students who had been
exposed to the mathematics curriculum covered in the test.

Sample designs generally involved a one- or two-stage PPS sample of
schools, with sampling of one or two intact classes per school. Multiple
test forms were used. For Population A, all students completed a core set
of items and one of four other tests. For Population B, each student was
administered two out of a set of eight tests (Medrich & Griffith, 1992,
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p. 16). A cross-sectional sample was required for the international study,
but individual countries had the option to conduct pretests and posttests
during the same school year to measure the impact of the academic pro-
gram.

An excellent evaluation of sampling procedures for SIMS was pre-
pared by Garden (1987) of the New Zealand Department of Education.
Before discussing some of the problems identified in his report, let me
quote some remarks from his conclusions:

Given the administrational challenges involved, both at international
and at national level[s], and the difficulties of communication across
cultures by correspondence the quality of the data collected is extraordi-
narily good. Most National Centers had little funding for the project and
National Research Coordinators in many cases undertook national su-
pervision of the project with minimal resources and with a minimal time
allowance. (p. 138)

This conditional summary, although positive, certainly allows for im-
provement. He also states:

There is no simple answer to the question “Is country X’s sample so
poor that the data cannot be used?” If there was such an answer it would
be “No” for all samples in the study. (p. 138)

He points out that the data must be evaluated in conjunction with infor-
mation about the sample and other aspects of the study.

SIMS had an international sampling manual (copy appended to the
Garden report) and an international sampling committee.

Some examples of situations related to the Population A sample that
occurred in some countries are cited in the Garden (1987) report:

• An unknown number of schools used judgment rather than ran-
dom sampling of classes.

• Simple random sampling of students was used rather than selec-
tion of intact classes. (Note that this would be an acceptable, perhaps
better, alternative, but it does not conform to the international manual.)

• Private schools were excluded.
• Classes were selected directly without an intermediate school

sample; this country had a very high sampling rate, making this feasible.
• Vocational education students were excluded, although they some-

times comprise 20 percent or more of the population.
• Logistic and financial constraints forced reduction of the sample

geographically within the country, with a coverage reduction exceeding
10 percent.

• Small (fewer than 10 students in grade) schools were excluded
(estimated at 2 percent of the population).
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• A followup to a previous study was used as the SIMS sample.
• Because of curriculum matching to the test, the country targeted a

grade that contained about 10 percent of 13-year-olds and had an average
age closer to 15.

• All schools were asked about willingness to participate and about
a third agreed. All but two of these were invited to participate, resulting
in an essentially self-selected school sample.

• Target populations were limited by the language of instruction in
several countries, sometimes amounting to a substantial (but unspecified)
portion of the total.

The Population B definition required considerable judgment by each
country involved. In many cases, the population defined consisted of less
than 10 percent of the age cohort. In many countries, the age cohort cover-
age was not stated. Most coverage problems were defined away by the
population definition.

Garden notes problems in computing response rates. The definition
of response rates was problematic, usually computed as the achieved
sample compared to the executed sample. Although Garden’s summary
shows that 12 of 20 systems achieved response rates exceeding 90 percent
and only two systems were below a 70-percent response rate, his exami-
nation of the country reports leaves some doubt about whether these
reports account for the overall response rate when considering both school
and student nonresponse or whether the executed student sample size
could be determined. In some cases, the achieved sample exceeds the
designed sample and no information is provided on the executed student
sample size. How substitute schools count in the computation of response
rates also is not clear. In the United States, a large sample of districts was
drawn in advance in anticipation of a low response rate; 48 percent of
districts participated. In addition, only 69 percent of schools selected par-
ticipated. Finally, 77 percent of students selected (the executed student
sample) participated. If substitution were used and masked in the rate
computation process, similar results could occur, but be masked in the
rate calculation process.

In an attempt to identify sources of bias, Garden examined student
sample distributions by gender, student age, father’s occupation, teacher
judgment about class rank, and other variables where comparisons with
official statistics were feasible. Occupation was not coded consistently,
and comparisons of fathers of 13-year-olds with all males in the official
statistic were not necessarily comparable. The mean age for the selected
grade was often much higher than 13.5 (16.7 at time of testing in one
country); some increase was expected because the population was de-
fined at midyear and tested late in the year. The use of principal or de-
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partment head judgment for selecting class samples was identified as a
possible source of upward bias for that country.

The tests consisted of a core form plus rotated forms (four for Popula-
tion A and eight for Population B). Ideally, each student would complete
the core form plus two rotated forms, and with an appropriate rotation
scheme, the sample of students would be divided equally across all pos-
sible pairs of rotated forms. This approach allows for estimation of basic
statistics plus the study of relationships among all items (e.g., latent trait
analyses). In two countries, rotation schemes did not conform to the de-
sired pattern, but still permitted estimation of population means.

The SIMS samples were designed to be self-weighting under ideal
execution and perfect school and student response conditions. All but
two countries computed weights for their samples.

Sampling error estimates were computed for the core tests and for
one form for Population A and two forms for Population B. Design effects
and intraclass correlation coefficients also were estimated. Intact class
sampling was thought to contribute to higher than expected intraclass
coefficients (median of about .4); wide differences among schools within
systems also were identified as possible causes.

Suter and Phillips (1989) examined U.S. components of several inter-
national studies, with emphasis on SIMS. They concluded that the “re-
sponse rate to the U.S. SIMS was lower than would be expected for an
important national survey that would be used to draw important policy
conclusions” (p. 23). They also noted some departures from the estimated
distributions by gender, region, and race when compared to other na-
tional estimates. With regard to the estimates, their paper “found no
evidence that the results of the IEA Second International Mathematics
Study would lead to grossly misleading interpretations about the status
of U.S. achievement of eighth grade students when compared with other
countries” (p. 23). They also examined design effects for five studies
(FIMS, SIMS, FISS, SISS, and IAEP-I) and computed intraclass correlation
coefficients, r, at the school level based on equating the design effect to
1 + r(m – 1). These estimates of the intraclass correlation coefficient were
quite high, ranging from about 0.15 to in excess of 0.50.2

Second International Science Study

SISS was conducted in 1983-84 in 17 countries. Target populations
were defined as:

• Population 1: Either all 10-year-old students or all students in the
grade in which most 10-year-olds are enrolled (typically grades four or
five).
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• Population 2: Either all 14-year-old students or all students in the
grade in which most 14-year-olds are enrolled (typically grades eight or
nine).

• Population 3: Students in the last year of secondary education.

Students in the last year of secondary education had additional subpopu-
lations defined as:

• Population 3B: Students studying biology for examination pur-
poses.

• Population 3C: Students studying chemistry for examination pur-
poses.

• Population 3P: Students studying physics for examination pur-
poses.

• Population 3N: Students not studying a science subject in the test
year.

Of 15 countries where Population 1 was tested, six tested at grade four,
eight at grade five, and one at grades four, five, and six. Of 17 countries
where Population 2 was tested, eight tested at grade eight, 10 at grade
nine, one at grades nine and 10, and one at grades eight, nine, and 10. For
Population 3, which was tested in 13 countries, the mean age ranged from
17 years, 3 months to 19 years. The percentage enrolled in school was
reported at between 15 and 90 percent; some of the low-percentage enroll-
ments were associated with students shifting to the vocational track (IEA,
1988).

Populations 1 and 2 received a set of core items plus one of four
randomly assigned sets of items. Population 3 students were tested on
core items plus subject-specific tests.

Two- or three-stage samples were utilized depending on the need for
an initial geographic or district-based stage of sampling in large coun-
tries.

Particular problems cited by Medrich and Griffith (1992) included:

• The Population 3 student sample was extremely difficult to draw,
and only about half the countries were able to provide complete informa-
tion on the sampling steps.

• Subject matter subsamples were often extremely small.
• Population exclusions were significant. Less developed countries

had high levels of exclusion.
• Enrollment in the sciences varied dramatically.
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• The U.S. sample suffered serious nonresponse. A new sample was
drawn in 1986 for development of the official U.S. estimates.

The U.S. sample design incorporated the selection of a first-stage
sample of districts about twice as large as needed to achieve the required
sample. After district nonresponse of about one-half, the target sample
sizes were achieved, but the bias associated with selective response (self-
selection within a large sample) was not resolved.

Response rates were documented for SISS. Seventeen countries re-
ported response rates ranging from 60 to 100 percent for schools and from
53 to 100 percent for students. Twelve countries achieved school response
rates exceeding 85 percent; 11 countries achieved student response rates
exceeding 85 percent.3

Olkin and Searls (1985) also provide a discussion on statistical aspects
of the first two IEA science assessments and note problems with the re-
sponse rates in these early studies. Their focus is on the U.S. component
and their comments on SISS relate to the 1986 U.S. survey.

The more complete documentation of procedures, problems, and
quality outcomes for studies completed in the early 1980s (SIMS and SISS)
identified the need for better definitions of target populations, for more
thorough specification of sampling and other procedures, for consistent
measurement of response rates using accepted definitions, and for im-
proved monitoring procedures.

First International Assessment of Educational Progress

IAEP-I was conducted in February 1988 in six countries (12 educa-
tional systems) and focused on mathematics and science. The U.S. study
was conducted from January through mid-March. This study was mod-
eled on the U.S. NAEP. The study target population was persons born in
1974 (ages 13 years, 1 month to 14 years, 1 month at time of testing). Two
test booklets (one in each subject) were administered.

A two- or three-stage sample design was employed consisting of 50
pairs of schools (100 schools), with a sample of 20 students per school.
Schools were to be selected with probability proportional to estimated
size, and simple random samples of eligible students were selected in
sample schools.

School response rates ranged from 70 to 100 percent; student response
rates ranged from 73 to 97 percent. Eleven out of 12 systems achieved an
85-percent school response rate and eleven achieved an 85-percent stu-
dent response rate for the science test (Lapointe et al., 1989).
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Second International Assessment of Educational Progress

IAEP-II was conducted in 20 countries, focusing primarily on math-
ematics and science. The assessment was conducted in March 1991 in
most of the countries; in three countries whose school year starts in March,
the assessment was conducted in September 1990. Target populations
were defined by age (year of birth):

• Population 1: Nine-year-olds (born in 1981).
• Population 2: Thirteen-year-olds (born in 1977).

The core assessment involved a science booklet and a mathematics
booklet; selected students were administered one or the other. Countries
could supplement the core Population 2 assessment with an additional
block of geography questions and with performance-based assessment of
ability to use equipment and materials to solve mathematics and science
problems.

The sample design called for a representative sample of 3,300 stu-
dents (1,650 per age group) from about 110 schools. Both public and pri-
vate elementary and secondary schools were included. A two-stage strati-
fied probability sampling design was used in most cases, with PPS
sampling of schools and systematic sampling of students.

Manuals and software were provided for sampling. In addition, coun-
tries had the option of having their sample selected by Westat, Inc.; five
countries exercised this option and most of the others used the prescribed
design and software. Alternatives to the prescribed design were required
to be reviewed and approved by Westat. Three-stage sampling was used
in two countries; in one country, students were sampled using classrooms
as sampling units.

Nine assessments were countrywide, with coverage at age 13 ranging
from 93 to 100 percent. Eleven assessments involved parts of countries,
with country coverage ranging from 3 to 96 percent at age 13 (one country
did not report percentage of coverage).

Response rates were reported for all but one of the 20 countries. For
the age 13 sample, the school response rate ranged from 77 to 100 percent,
with 16 out of 20 countries exceeding 85 percent. Student response rates
ranged from 92 to 99 percent for 19 countries reporting. Overall response
rates (which factored in PSU participation in countries using three-stage
designs) ranged from 48 to 99 percent, with 17 of 19 reporting countries
meeting or exceeding a 75-percent response rate.

This study reported on the grade distribution within each age sample.
Of 19 countries reporting these data for Population 2, the modal year of
enrollment was 7 for 4 countries, 8 for 13 countries, and 9 for 2 countries.
The dispersion across years varied considerably among countries.
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Analysis weights were used in reporting. Sampling errors were com-
puted using the jackknife procedure (Lapointe, Askew, & Mead, 1991).

Compliance with the prescribed sample design was fostered with the
provision of sampling software and technical assistance. The use of analy-
sis weights and appropriate design-based variance estimation also was
enhanced by applying the methods of the U.S. NAEP surveys.

Third International Mathematics and Science Study

TIMSS was conducted in 1994-95 in 45 countries. A longitudinal
followup (TIMSS-R) took place in 1997-98 in about 40 countries. The dis-
cussion here is limited to the first phase of TIMSS (1994-95). Three target
populations and two optional subpopulations were defined for TIMSS:

• Population 1: All students enrolled in the two adjacent grades that
contain the largest proportion of 9-year-olds at the time of testing.

• Population 2: All students enrolled in the two adjacent grades that
contain the largest proportion of 13-year-olds at the time of testing.

• Population 3: Students enrolled in their final year of secondary
education.

Optional subpopulations within Population 3 were:

• Students taking advanced courses in mathematics.
• Students taking advanced courses in physics.

Note that the option of defining the study Populations 1 and 2 by age
alone was not offered for TIMSS. Also, the grade coverage was expanded
from one grade (as applied in SIMS) to two grades. The age used to
identify the target grades was the standardizing factor across countries.

Population 3 definitions were refined to avoid possible double count-
ing due to countries having multiple academic tracks or students com-
pleting the final year in more than one track at different times. The Popu-
lation 3 definition was more particularly defined as “students taking the
final year of one track of the secondary system for the first time.” Popula-
tion 3 students would be expected to be between 15 and 19; to assess the
coverage by country, the Population 3 enrollment was to be compared
with official statistics on the total national population aged 15 to 19 in
1995, divided by 5. Note that students taking the final year in one track
(say mathematics) a year later than their final year in the other track (say
physics) would be eligible only for the advanced mathematics form be-
cause they no longer would be eligible for TIMSS in the year that they
complete their final track in physics. This would systematically restrict
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the sample of students taking advanced courses in physics (or mathemat-
ics) to those who include it in their first academic track.

The rules for population exclusions of schools and students within
schools were made more specific. Schools could be excluded if they:

• Are located in geographically remote regions.
• Have very small size (few students in target population).
• Offer a curriculum, or school structure, different from the main-

stream educational system.
• Provide instruction only to students who meet the student exclu-

sion criteria.

The target population enrollments in excluded schools were to be esti-
mated.

Student exclusions within schools were limited to:

• Educable mentally disabled students.
• Functionally disabled students.
• Nonnative language speakers.

These concepts were specified more fully for operational use. The effec-
tive target population was then defined as the defined target population
(1, 2, or 3) less allowable exclusions. A criterion of limiting exclusions to
10 percent or less of the defined target populations was specified.

The sampling manual for TIMSS specifies a two-stage sample (schools
and intact classes), with options for three-stage or four-stage sampling if a
country opts to add geographic primary sampling units prior to selecting
schools and/or if selected classes are to be subsampled. The TIMSS ana-
lytic requirements include estimates at the school and class level, so these
analytic units also must be stages in the sampling process for Populations
1 and 2. The manual specifies standard minimum effective sample sizes
for schools (150 schools) and students (400 students) and provides models
(tables) for deciding on the nominal sample size given planned (mini-
mum) cluster size and an assumed value of the intracluster correlation
coefficient. A value of .3 is to be assumed if no prior data on intracluster
correlation coefficient are available.

Options for stratification, handling of small schools and small classes,
sampling options for designed self-weighting samples, and general detail
are provided in the sample design specifications. Procedures for identify-
ing replacement schools in the context of systematic PPS sampling also
are specified.

Consistent formulas for weighted and unweighted response weights
at the school and student levels are provided. Standards are specified as
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85-percent response for each component and 75-percent response overall
(Foy, Rust, & Schleicher, 1996).

Within-school sampling procedures were specified for each popula-
tion. Populations 1 and 2 were to be sampled by class, with each selected
student matched to his or her mathematics and science teacher. In schools
where some students were assigned to different class groups for science
and mathematics, the mathematics groupings were used for forming the
sampling units and special student-to-teacher matching procedures were
required to identify all teachers involved in teaching science courses to
the selected students. Special tracking forms were used to identify the
teacher-student matches.

Because Population 3 involved a general population of all students in
the final year of secondary education and two subpopulations based on
enrollment in advanced courses in mathematics and science, it was some-
times necessary to partition the eligible students into as many as four
groups:

• Those enrolled in both advanced science and advanced mathemat-
ics courses.

• Those enrolled in advanced mathematics only.
• Those enrolled in advanced science only.
• Those enrolled in neither advanced mathematics nor advanced

science.

Because there was no analytic need to obtain teacher data related to each
Population 3 student, simple random sampling from each of the four
groups was the preferred sample selection procedure (Schleicher &
Siniscalco, 1996).

The survey administration dates for TIMSS were set near the end of
the school year. In the northern hemisphere, the prescribed dates were
February to May 1995. In the southern hemisphere, Populations 1 and 2
were to be tested from September to November 1994 and Population 3 in
August 1995 (Martin, 1996).

One of the major improvements implemented with TIMSS was the
systematic collection of quantitative and descriptive information on the
implementation of the sample design through a standard set of forms and
reporting procedures. Submitted forms were reviewed and archived by
Statistics Canada at the various stages of sample implementation. Foy,
Martin, and Kelly (1996) use these archived data to evaluate the imple-
mentation of TIMSS sampling procedures in the participating countries.
They conclude that the reporting and review process had a positive effect
on the quality of the sampling enterprise and that most participants did
an excellent job of carrying out their sampling tasks. Most countries were
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able to provide all of the requested information or sufficient information
to certify the methods employed. Irregularities and exceptions to speci-
fied procedures were identified in a consistent manner and used to flag
the data when reported.

TIMSS had an international sampling manual as well as optional sam-
pling software. A TIMSS international referee was appointed. Statistics
Canada, working with the TIMSS Technical Advisory Committee and the
TIMSS sampling referee, provided advice and support in sampling to
participating countries.

Forty-two countries participated in the Population 2 TIMSS. A few
comments noted in defining the target Population 2 were:

• Target grades varied by state (one country).
• Students in selected grades were older than expected (four coun-

tries).
• Total exclusions exceeded the 10-percent criterion (one country).
• Only one target grade was selected (two countries).

Partial or incomplete reports were obtained from eight countries.
All participants provided data on the design structure and stratifica-

tion, but 29 countries had partial or incomplete data on at least one item
for Population 2. Comments related to sampling Population 2 were:

• Sampled science classrooms (mathematics classrooms were the
default).

• Used a school sample for upper grade vocational track.
• Included all schools in the sample (four countries).
• Used stratified simple random sampling of schools (PPS sampling

was specified for self-weighting design) (three countries).
• Sampled students rather than classrooms.
• Selected classrooms with PPS (two countries).
• Employed a preliminary sampling stage (two countries).

Most of these items do not invalidate the sample for most purposes, but
may create more problems for development of weights or for some spe-
cial analyses on a comparable basis.

With regard to within-school sample execution, 24 countries provided
complete information and all provided some information. Some com-
ments noted included:

• Unapproved school sampling procedures.
• Unapproved classroom sampling procedures (four countries).
• School sampling frame not available.
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• Inadequate documentation to compute sampling weights.
• Nonparticipating students not recorded.

Countries reported on their coverage of the international desired popu-
lation. Failure to cover the desired international population involved geo-
graphic exclusions (three countries) and exclusion of school systems by
language spoken in the schools (three countries). These redefined target
populations were called the national desired populations. Additional exclu-
sions occurred by school and by students within school. For Population 2,
school exclusions ranged as high as 9.6 percent; student exclusions within
schools ranged as high as 2.9 percent; and overall exclusions exceeded 10
percent in only one country, at 11.3 percent.

Thirty-one of 42 countries defined their Population 2 in terms of the
seventh and eighth years of formal schooling. Two countries used only
one grade; the remaining countries had split policies by region or system
or other variations (higher or lower years of formal schooling).

All but three countries reported on their target grade coverage of 13-
year-olds. Of the remaining 39 countries, 10 had fewer 13-year-olds in the
lower grade and 29 had fewer 12-year-olds in the upper grade. The com-
bined coverage of 13-year-olds over the two grades was reported at be-
tween 45 and 100 percent of all 13-year-olds, with most countries at the
high end of the range.

School participation rates (usually weighted) were reported before
and after school replacement. For the upper grade schools in Population
2, before-school replacement rates ranged from 24 to 100 percent; after
replacement they ranged from 46 to 100 percent. Most countries were able
to increase their participating school sample by using replacements, par-
ticularly those with low initial school response rates; one country with a
low initial school response rate only increased school participation by one
school after replacement sampling.

From the selected student samples, reductions were made to account
for students withdrawn from the school or class and those excluded by
the student exclusion rules. Weighted participation rates were then com-
puted based on weighted ratios of students assessed to eligible students
selected. For the upper grade students in Population 2, weighted student
participation rates were generally high, ranging from 83 to 100 percent.

Overall weighted participation rates also were computed for each
country. Looking at the upper grade for Population 2 only, 30 out of 42
countries had overall participation rates exceeding 75 percent before re-
placement of any nonresponding schools. Five additional countries
moved above 75 percent after allowing replacements. In the remaining
seven countries, overall weighted participation rates remained below 75
percent even after replacement of nonresponding schools.
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For reporting purposes, countries were classified into three catego-
ries, as shown in Table 4-2. Note that based on the overall response rates
alone for the upper grade of Population 2, most countries were in Cat-
egory 1. This approach allows data to be reported for all participating
countries with a warning to users about the quality of the data reported.

The use of standardized forms to record the steps of the sampling
process and to provide data on eligibility and response helped to identify
additional potential problems. Without this information given freely with
no fear of retribution, there would be no basis for future improvement.
The information gathered as part of the process of selecting the sample
and conducting each country’s assessment also helps to identify those
issues that need to be resolved in future studies in order to improve
comparability. The formal documentation provided for both school and
student exclusions is an example of collecting important data for future
planning.

Program for International Student Assessment

PISA was conducted in 2000 for reading, and is planned for 2003 for
mathematics, and 2006 for science. The study is sponsored by OECD and

TABLE 4-2 Reporting Categories Based on Response Rates

Criteria Designation
No. Description (Abbreviated and Approximate) in Reports

1 Acceptable sampling Before replacement of schools: Appear without
participation rates School and student response rates notation and may
without replacement each exceed 85 percent, or the be ordered by
schools combined rate exceeds 75 percent achievement as

appropriate

2 Acceptable sampling Not in Category 1 before Annotated with a
participation rates replacement, but weighted school dagger in tables
only with response rate before replacement and figures and
replacement schools exceeds 50 percent and after may be ordered

replacement the response rates by achievement
meet the Category 1 requirements as appropriate

3 Unacceptable Not in Category 1 or 2 Appear in
sampling separate section
participation rates of reports ordered
even with alphabetically
replacement schools
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will focus on measuring the “cumulative yield of education systems at an
age where schooling is still largely universal.” Because of this focus, the
target population is defined as 15-year-olds enrolled in both school-based
and work-based educational programs. Between 4,500 and 10,000 stu-
dents will be assessed in each country (OECD, 1999a, p. 9).

The author reviewed Version 1 of the sampling manual (OECD,
1999b). Comments here are limited to the planned approach outlined in
that version; the PISA consortium plans to elaborate on or adjust some of
the approaches in subsequent versions of the manual. Each country will
have a National Project Manager responsible for the following areas:

• Establishing age definitions.
• Defining exclusions, documenting them, and keeping them to a

minimum.
• Developing the school sampling frame.
• Identifying suitable stratification variables.
• Determining school and student sample sizes consistent with PISA

requirements.
• Selecting the school sample (or providing the sampling frame to

Westat, which will select the sample).
• Maintaining records on school participation and the use of replace-

ments.

The PISA consortium (in particular, Westat) will be responsible for re-
viewing all sampling procedures and providing assistance.

The target population is defined more fully as 15-year-olds in a
country’s education system, including:

• Part-time students.
• Students in vocational training.
• Students in foreign schools within the country.

Residents who attend school in a foreign country are not included.
The assessment is to be scheduled over a one-month period, not

within the first three months of the academic year. Within reason, the age
group should be defined in terms of birth dates so that students are be-
tween 15 years, 3 months and 16 years, 2 months at the beginning of the
testing period. This facilitates defining 15-year-olds in terms of a calendar
year cohort. Forms based on TIMSS and TIMSS-R experience will be used
to record the target population definition and to document decisions about
testing periods and birth year cohort definitions.

Guidelines are provided for minimizing and justifying all exclusions.
School exclusions to control costs (geographically inaccessible, extremely
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small size, or other nonfeasibility of PISA assessment) are permitted, but
limited to .5 percent of enrolled 15-year-olds. Schools enrolling only stu-
dents who qualify as student exclusions also may be excluded. Student
exclusions are limited to educable mentally retarded students, function-
ally disabled students, and nonnative language speakers. Guidelines for
defining these categories are provided. The estimated size of the total
excluded population is to be documented and should not exceed 5 per-
cent of the national desired population.

The sampling manual provides specific guidelines for selecting a two-
or three-stage sample with at least 150 schools and at least 35 students per
school. After allowing for student nonresponse, this should yield in ex-
cess of 4,500 students. The estimated or approximated intraclass correla-
tion coefficient and its impact on effective sample may be used to adjust
the sample size requirements. If classrooms are used for sampling, allow-
ances for a higher intraclass correlation coefficient are required.

Guidelines and forms for documenting participation at all levels are
provided. Decision guidelines for scheduling makeup sessions needed to
maintain acceptable student response are provided in a separate manual.
Minimum levels of participation at the national level are prescribed as 85
percent for schools and 80 percent for students. Plans are to annotate
results of countries that do not meet these minimums.

The PISA sampling manual clearly demonstrates the movement to-
ward more specificity in definitions and procedures as well as some tight-
ening of standards, such as limiting total exclusions.

SOME GENERAL APPRAISALS

This section summarizes some of the critiques provided by other au-
thors. It is helpful to note the date of each critique and to relate it to three
broad periods defined as before 1980, the 1980s, and 1990 and later. I
believe major shifts occurred in the ways international comparative stud-
ies could be and were conducted over these three time periods. Rigor in
sample design and execution was a stated goal over the entire period. The
collection of detailed information about real or potential problems in
sample design and execution began in the early 1980s and helped provide
a basis for the BICSE framework and principles document published in
1990. One focus of this framework was the recognition of the need for
even more data to help understand and clarify differences across school
systems in different countries. The comments of reviewers presented in
this section need to be placed in the timeframe of studies completed at the
time of each reviewer’s comments. Later in this chapter, I present some of
my own conclusions, with a focus on current (2000) status of sample
design and execution in international comparative studies in education.
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Olkin and Searls (1985), in a paper prepared for a National Academy
of Sciences conference in October 1985, address the issue of standards
related to nonresponse rates. They state:

We believe that standards need to be set not so much in terms of abso-
lute acceptable non-response rates as on procedures for dealing with
non-response—initial approaches, follow-up procedures, analytical ap-
proaches for adjusting or weighting the data, and the possible use of
adjustments made on the basis of effort required to secure cooperation.
(p. 4)

They also note the problem of nonretention in school and the variation
among countries. They speculate (p. 4) that “average achievement would
appear relatively worse than it would if a smaller proportion of the age
group were retained.”4

The summary report of the conference (NRC, 1985) includes several
statements relating to sampling, survey design, and, particularly, response
rates. On coordination of survey design, measurement design, and analy-
sis, it states:

It was recognized that progress toward better statistical standards for
international assessments will necessarily involve a more thorough un-
derstanding of the interrelationships between the educational measure-
ment aspects of instrument design and testing and of survey sampling
design and implementation issues, together with a recognition of the
need to make explicit the analytic framework within which the data
from the assessments are ultimately to be used. (p. 5)

This comment remains true and, perhaps, provides the opportunity for
further improvement in the process. With regard to the age versus grade
definition of target population, it states that “consideration should be
given in future studies to taking national probability samples of age co-
horts of children or of a mixture of such sampling and class level sam-
pling” (p. 11). On improving the overall quality of studies, it states that
based on recent experience in science and mathematics studies, “higher
quality results are attainable by directing more resources to pre-imple-
mentation planning and field arrangements and to vigorous follow up of
non-respondents even at the cost of overall sample size” (p. 11). This is a
continuing theme from many of the critiques and postsurvey discussions.

It is my understanding that the 1985 National Academy of Sciences
conference was instrumental in the establishment of the Board on Interna-
tional Comparative Studies in Education.

The BICSE framework (NRC, 1990) provides general guidelines on
sampling and access to schools, as discussed in the introduction.

Horvitz (1992) identifies a broad set of issues in improving the quality
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of international education surveys and suggests the Deming philosophy
for quality improvement, along with cooperative methodological experi-
ments built into ongoing cross-national surveys as a means to determine
effective ways of reducing all types of survey error.

Medrich and Griffith (1992) discuss completed mathematics and sci-
ence studies sponsored by IEA and IAEP. They note:

The surveys have not achieved the high degrees of statistical reliability
across age groups sampled and among all of the participating countries.
Thus, from a statistical point of view, there is considerable uncertainty
as to the magnitude of measured differences in achievement. Inconsis-
tencies in sample design and sampling procedures, the nature of the
samples and their outcomes, and other problems have undermined data
quality. (p. viii)

Nevertheless, they believe that these surveys have value and that the
challenge is to improve their quality in the future. TIMSS shows improve-
ment in consistent definition of comparable groups across countries, but
as documented earlier in this chapter, a small minority of the 42 countries
involved in TIMSS still took exception to recommended target population
definitions, and some countries provided only partial information.

Goldstein (1995) reviews sampling and other issues in the IEA and
IAEP studies conducted prior to TIMSS. He advocates consideration of
longitudinal studies beyond those conducted as an option within a single
academic year in some countries’ science and mathematics studies. He
believes that age cohorts might provide a better study definition for lon-
gitudinal followup purposes. He also sees age definition as a possible
solution to defining a target population near the final year of secondary
education among students attending different types of educational insti-
tutions. Although sampling procedures for these studies involved stan-
dard applications of sample survey methodology, he notes the difficulty
of ensuring uniformity across countries. He also notes problems associ-
ated with restricted sampling frames and general nonresponse, which
both exhibit considerable variation across countries in the studies re-
viewed. He advocates obtaining characteristics of nonresponding schools
and students, and publishing comparisons of these characteristics for re-
spondents and nonrespondents. He discusses the impacts of length of
time in school, age, and grade and how they jointly influence achieve-
ment under different systems of education due to promotion policies or
other factors; he notes that little effort has been devoted to age and grade
standardization of results prior to publication.

Postlethwaite (1999) presents an excellent discussion of sampling is-
sues relating to international studies of educational achievement. He re-
views population definition issues from both policy and methodological
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viewpoints, paying particular attention to age versus grade definitions.
He also addresses guidelines for setting precision requirements, the
sample selection methodology, weighting of data and adjustment for
nonresponse, standards for accepting or flagging low-quality surveys,
and a general checklist for evaluating the sample design and the resulting
data. He also points out that the issue of defining the populations to be
tested is an “educational and political” decision. From a sample design
perspective, we can leave the question to the education experts and policy
makers. Their decisions, however, do impact the sampling and data col-
lection operations. In some countries, students of the same age can be
spread across several grades. Postlethwaite cites U.S. data showing 13-
year-olds spread across grades 2 through 11, with most in grade eight and
nearly 89 percent of enrolled students in grade eight or grade nine; this
has serious implications for complete population coverage in the sam-
pling frame when selecting samples defined by age. The grade by age
distribution creates a more serious problem for test developers.

Quite specific standards and guidelines are provided by Martin et al.
(1999) for IEA studies discussed in the introduction of this chapter. Their
heavy focus on documentation is particularly noted because this sets the
stage for improvement of current procedures.

REMAINING ISSUES

It is a challenge to add to the critiques already presented and to add
any new thoughts. It is also true that lessons learned in the early studies
have been applied to the design of more recent studies. Information about
what actually occurred is more consistently organized and (currently)
accessible for recent studies, particularly SIMS and TIMSS. An under-
standing of what has happened in prior studies is a fundamental require-
ment for improving future studies. The documentation and reporting
procedures used in TIMSS and planned for PISA are excellent, but still
leave room for new ideas. The BICSE framework (NRC, 1990) and the IEA
technical standards (Martin et al., 1999) now provide guidance for sample
design and survey implementation. What more can be done? Certainly
we need to make practice more consistent with plans. In addition, as we
get better compliance with the prescribed sampling process, we need to
examine the prescribed process itself in light of achievable current prac-
tices. I will address issues in the following areas:

• Population definitions.
• Sampling frame completeness.
• Designing the sample.
• Executing the sample design.
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• Response rates.
• Other nonsampling errors.
• Annotation of published results.

Population Definitions

The issue of age versus grade definition has been discussed thor-
oughly by other authors, but remains an issue in recent studies. TIMSS
used a two-grade span to define populations close to age nine or age 13
for its Populations 1 and 2, and the final year of secondary education to
define Population 3. The plans for PISA call for using age 15 rather than a
grade concept to define persons near the end of secondary schooling, but
at an age where schooling is still largely universal. So different approaches
to the same concept continue to be applied. The plans for PISA are much
more thorough in describing what is meant by a person still in the
country’s education system by including part-time students, students in
vocational training, and students in foreign schools within the country as
well as students in full-time academic study programs. This is not a
sample design decision (as noted by Postlethwaite, 1999), but it has seri-
ous implications for defining the sampling frame and selecting the stu-
dent sample.

The population also can be defined in the time dimension. Allow-
ances have been made for testing at different times in the southern and
northern hemispheres in recognition of different starting times for the
normal academic year. Recent trends, at least in the United States, include
moves to year-round schooling and home schooling. The timing of an
assessment during a short period of time could arbitrarily exclude a sig-
nificant portion of students enrolled in year-round schools who have a
break at a nontraditional period. Students schooled at home may be con-
sidered in the educational system because they must obtain some exemp-
tion from required attendance in a formal school, but no known effort is
made to test such students. At a minimum, countries (including the United
States) need to quantify the extent of these alternate practices so that the
exclusions from the target population defined in two dimensions (type of
school enrollment and time of testing) can be better understood. Some
allowance for alternate testing times could be effective in covering stu-
dents in year-round schools; covering students participating in home
schooling would be more challenging.

The population definition also includes the definition of exclusions
for disability, language, or other reasons. Excellent guidelines have been
developed for exclusions of both schools and students within schools and
for documenting these exclusions in international studies. Some countries
have continued to exclude geographic groups or major language of in-
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struction groups for cost or political reasons. When cost is the only issue,
stratification and sampling at a lower rate in the high-cost stratum might
provide an alternative to arbitrary exclusion.

Recent U.S. experience in state NAEP has identified potentially seri-
ous problems in implementing comparable exclusion rates across states
with the development of new guidelines for accommodation (Mazzeo,
Carlson, Voelkl, & Lutkus, 2000). The international standards discussed
do not address accommodation for disability or language; we might an-
ticipate additional complications in international assessments if similar
accommodation policies are more broadly implemented in other coun-
tries or applied to the international assessment samples in the United
States.

Sampling Frame Completeness

Sampling frame completeness can only be evaluated relative to the
target population definition. Exclusion of schools for inappropriate rea-
sons could be viewed as either a population definition issue or a sampling
frame incompleteness issue, depending on the intended population of
inference for the analysis.

School sampling frames often are developed several months before
the actual survey implementation. To the extent that population is de-
fined as of the survey date, procedures may be required to update the
sampling frame for newly opened schools or other additions to the eli-
gible school population (changes in grade range taught) occurring since
the school sample had been selected. It is not clear that this has been
attempted in any of the international studies reviewed. False positives in
the sampling frame (schools thought to be eligible at the time of sampling
who turn out not to be eligible) can be handled analytically by treating the
eligible schools as a subpopulation and are less of a problem. When the
target population of schools includes both public and private schools as
well as vocational education schools, the development of a complete
school frame may become more difficult. Quality controls could be incor-
porated into advance data collection activities or into the survey process
itself to check the completeness of the school sampling frame on a sub-
sample basis, perhaps defined geographically. When sampling by age
group, all schools that potentially could have students in the defined age
range should be included in the sampling frame. If any arbitrary cutoffs
are used to avoid schools with projected very low enrollments for an age
group, these also should be checked for excluded schools on at least a
sample basis. The feasibility of using arbitrary cutoffs to possibly exclude
a small proportion of age-eligible students depends on the dispersion of
age-eligible students across grades.
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The recent guidelines for developing student sampling frames differ
depending on whether the population is defined by grade or age. Age-
defined population sampling requires listing all students in the school
that meet the age (or birthdate range) definition; generally, the sample is
then drawn as a sample of students using simple random sampling. For
populations defined by grade, the sampling frame often is developed
based on a “complete” list of classrooms. When the focus is on a particu-
lar subject (e.g., mathematics or science), classrooms may be limited to the
subject matter being studied. There is a potential problem with the class-
room approach of excluding students not currently enrolled in the target
subject matter class at all or enrolled in a subject matter class at a different
grade level. We may need to be more specific in defining what is meant by
grade; that is, is it defined based on overall academic progress or only on
progress in the subject being tested? After the grade definition is resolved,
the ideal approach would be to list all grade-eligible students (just as we
list all age-eligible students). Then if direct student sampling is prescribed,
a simple random sample of grade-eligible students could be selected. If
for logistical reasons a classroom sample is preferred, the list could be
partitioned into classrooms and a sample of classrooms would then be
selected. Any student not clearly associated with the type of classroom
defined for administration purposes could be arbitrarily assigned to one
of the classrooms before the classroom sample is selected, then tested
with that classroom if it is selected.

Designing the Sample

Other than technical details in constructing complete sampling
frames, the sample should be designed to provide the required precision
for a minimum cost. Optimizing a sample design to meet precision re-
quirements requires a reasonable model of the variance as function of
controllable sample design parameters (typically, the number of schools
and the number of students per school). The variance models used in the
guidance documents for TIMSS and PISA incorporate the clustering effect
into the variance model in terms of an assumed intracluster correlation
coefficient. Empirical studies show wide variation in this population pa-
rameter; it is correctly noted that a large clustering effect is more likely
with classroom sampling than with direct student sampling. Other popu-
lation and sample characteristics also should be incorporated into the
variance model, including stratification effects, unequal weighting effects,
and expected cluster size variability. Stratification can be highly effective
in reducing the school component of variance; intraclass correlation coef-
ficients computed within strata are likely to be much smaller than those
computed ignoring the strata. More data analysis may be required to
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develop estimates of these values based on prior experience. The correct
specification of the variance model is essential to the development of cost-
effective sample designs that satisfy the study’s precision requirements.

As pointed out by Olkin and Searls (1985), the sample design needs to
be consistent with the intended analysis. If two subjects are being as-
sessed in two different samples of students within each school and sepa-
rate estimates are to be made for each subject, then the average cluster
size in the variance model should be based on school-subject sample size
and not on total school sample size; the same principle might apply to
subtest scores. Procedures that simultaneously control modeled variances
for several different estimates for the same defined population also can be
implemented.

This is another area where data need to be accumulated in a system-
atic manner across countries. The availability of microdata with the
sample structure for strata, schools, classrooms, and students clearly la-
beled would make possible the estimation of the required sample design
parameters in a consistent manner. These microdata sets also would pro-
vide a valuable resource for studying effective sample design consistent
with different analytic objectives.

Executing the Sample Design

With development of procedures that include guidance from a re-
spected national statistical organization and the resolution of particular
issues by a similarly respected sampling referee, the execution of the
sample design has not been and should not be a serious problem. The
documentation of procedures following TIMSS or PISA guidelines and
forms also helps guarantee correct implementation. These procedures may
have room for improvement based on further experience, but must be
viewed as quite excellent.

Two areas of the sample design execution relate to dealing with initial
nonresponse at the school and student levels. Substitution for non-
responding schools has been a practice allowed in most of the interna-
tional assessments. Although substitution does not eliminate bias due to
nonresponse, it does maintain the sample size required to control sam-
pling error. If used with careful matching to the nonrespondent schools,
the substitution method also can limit the extent of the potential bias
introduced by nonresponding schools. A draft of the PISA sampling
manual (OECD, 1999b) provides a reasonable way to implement the sub-
stitution by identifying two schools in the ordered school sampling frame
as potential replacements for each nonresponding school: the schools im-
mediately preceding and immediately following the selected school (if
they are not also selected schools). If the list is ordered by administrative
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structure of the school system (e.g., by districts), it is likely that near
neighbors in the list also might be nonrespondents; close matching or
ordering on other school characteristics, however, may be quite effective
in supplying replacements with similar characteristics who are not preju-
diced by their neighbor’s unwillingness to respond.

The practice of selection of substitutes for nonresponding schools
needs further review. Different approaches are favored by different ap-
plied statisticians. Clearly, no method can totally eliminate the bias due to
nonresponse, and all methods just try to maintain the respondent sample
size. If possible, empirical studies of alternative approaches should be
developed, conducted, and reviewed by a panel of survey experts to de-
termine if current substitution practices are the most appropriate ones for
international comparative studies. The empirical research simply might
be based on simulation of nonresponse from completed studies in one or
more countries.

The practice of routinely scheduling followup sessions for absent or
unavailable students whenever response rates fall below set but relatively
high levels within schools should be continued and formalized.5

Response Rates

The TIMSS response criteria specified 85 percent for schools and stu-
dents or a combined rate exceeding 75 percent. These criteria were used
for flagging the results. The draft PISA sampling manual specified 85-
percent response for schools and 80 percent for students. Are these crite-
ria generally achievable?

School response rates appear to be the more serious problem, particu-
larly in the United States. The 1996 main NAEP did not achieve the 85-
percent school participation rate for all session types for grades four and
eight and did not achieve an 80-percent school participation rate for any
session type for grade 12 (Wallace & Rust, 1999). The NAEP survey would
be expected to be exemplary among studies undertaken in the United
States.

Setting standards is not the solution to the problem of school non-
response. Studies need to be undertaken in the United States and other
countries to better understand why the problem exists. Data on this topic
most likely exist, but need to organized and reviewed to formulate better
approaches. In the United States, many different surveys compete for
testing-schedule time in the schools; assessments are carried out at na-
tional, state, and local levels. International assessments just add to the
burden. When studies are planned independently and samples are drawn
independently, the chance of overburdening some schools is predictable
and may contribute to poor participation in all of the studies. Most large
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school districts are asked to participate in all of these studies. Once we
better understand the school perspective in survey participation, we can
develop strategies, including possible coordination among studies, to en-
courage participation while simultaneously limiting the burden on any
particular school. Nevertheless, these strategies should be considered as
possible options for improving the precision of estimates.

The other theme that has been relatively constant across all the cri-
tiques reviewed has been the lack of resources for really thorough study
execution. Proper planning and the scheduling of advance contacts re-
quired to obtain good study participation from schools require both time
and adequate funding. These additional resources should be applied in-
telligently based on what is learned about the reasons for school non-
response.

The methods of adjusting analytic weights for nonresponse also
should be reviewed. Many noneducation surveys standardize their esti-
mates or poststratify to known population distributions (e.g., age, race,
and gender) or to distributions estimated from larger surveys. This is
particularly difficult to do with the population of students enrolled in a
country’s educational system because the population is constantly chang-
ing and good enrollment data for the time of testing are difficult to obtain
from other sources. If multiple forms are used or if more than one subject
is assessed in a given year, the combined sample might provide a better
estimate for standardizing the individual estimates developed by subject
or by objective within subject. These types of methods add complexity to
the weight development process and must be applied with good judgment.

Other Nonsampling Errors

Frame errors and response errors have been discussed. This leaves
measurement error. The conditions present at testing, the correlated er-
rors induced by the behavior of test administrators, data processing, and
other factors all can contribute to measurement error. Sample and survey
design can help control such errors, but monitoring to identify and mea-
sure such sources of error is essential in deciding whether the cost of
revised procedures is necessary or justified. As noted by Horvitz (1992),
cooperative methodological experiments could be extremely valuable in
identifying and reducing measurement error.

Annotation of Published Results

As data users become more sophisticated, they expect to be informed
about the strengths and weaknesses of the statistical results. The flagging
of results depending on participation rates employed by TIMSS is a good
example of a way to warn users about data quality based on something
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other than sampling error. The development of technical reports address-
ing quality control can be of use to the data professional (e.g., SIMS and
TIMSS reports) and is strongly endorsed.

CONCLUSIONS

The sampling and survey design and execution of recent and planned
international comparative studies have benefited greatly from the analy-
sis of the results of earlier studies. Challenges remain. We should antici-
pate that the cutting edge technology of today will not necessarily be
viewed favorably 10, 15, or 20 years from now. Our views today about the
studies completed prior to 1980 might seem unfair to those who con-
ducted those studies using the cutting edge approaches of those times.

Just as the BICSE guidelines suggest focused studies to interpret dif-
ferences in educational achievement, we need focused studies to under-
stand and interpret the differences in the background conditions and the
feasible survey methodologies that apply to different countries. This ap-
plies particularly to the conditions in the educational system and how
they should influence the definition of the desired target populations. The
concept of final year of secondary education remains vague, especially in
countries with alternative academic tracks; procedures designed to avoid
double counting in the final year of secondary education population may
be creating undercoverage of populations defined by subject matter spe-
cialization. These types of problems have solutions that begin with a clear
understanding of the study requirements.

Longitudinal studies have not been a major focus of the studies re-
viewed, but have been a country option in some of them. The value of
longitudinal measurements versus repeated cross-sectional measurements
needs to be evaluated in terms of educational objectives and the types of
country comparisons that are useful in evaluating the achievement of
those objectives.

Finally, the focus on meeting tough standards for coverage and re-
sponse rates should not lead us to solve the problem by defining it away.
As an example, there is always a temptation to simply rule that an ex-
cluded portion of a study population is not really part of the population
of interest. This ruling immediately increases coverage measures in all
participating countries, but may totally destroy the comparability of re-
sults across countries. It would be better to relax the standards somewhat
(and continue to monitor them) than to essentially ignore them by defin-
ing them away.
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NOTES

1. Table A.7 (p. 55) of Medrich and Griffith (1992), based on data from Peaker (1975).
2. Smaller values might have been obtained if the effects of stratification and unequal

weighting had been removed before calculating the intraclass correlation; design effects
would remain the same because these factors would need to be put back into the model
for total variance.

3. Medrich and Griffith cite data obtained from IEA (1988).
4. The focus here is on populations defined by age group. Retaining fewer students in

school leads to excluding the poor performers, which then leads to higher average
scores for those remaining in school.

5. For PISA, these procedures are available in the National Project Managers Manual, but
they were not reviewed for this chapter.
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CULTURAL-COGNITIVE ISSUES IN ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT:
TOWARD AN UNDERSTANDING

OF CROSS-NATIONAL DIFFERENCES

The past quarter century has seen a burgeoning interest in cross-
national comparisons of student achievement. The fascination with
achievement in different nations has been fueled by rapid technological
advances that have changed the face of the global economy. Increasingly,
nation states are expressing concern with their ability to compete in a
world that is becoming ever smaller. Major cross-national investigations
of academic achievement have been undertaken systematically by the
International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement
(IEA) of which the Third International Mathematics and Science Study
(TIMSS) and TIMSS-Repeat (TIMSS-R) are the most recent (Beaton et al.,
1996; Husen, 1967; McKnight et al., 1987).

In addition to these IEA investigations, a large body of research has
compared the achievement outcomes of American students with their
peers in other nations. The research programs of Stevenson and Hess are
particularly notable in this regard (Hess & Azuma, 1991; Hess, Chih-Miei,
& McDevitt, 1987; Stevenson, Chen, & Lee, 1993; Stevenson & Stigler,
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1992). The interpretations brought to the results of this body of research
have tended to conclude that American students perform poorly in all
aspects of mathematics and science, relative to their peers in other indus-
trialized nations. What can we do with this knowledge? And, having an
established database of computational achievement across many nations,
what are the next steps that researchers can take to expand our current
understanding?

The purpose of this chapter is to take a constructively critical view of
what we know about the achievement of children and youth across na-
tions, and to suggest fruitful directions for the next steps in cross-national
research. We have organized this chapter around two core themes—cul-
ture and methodology—through which we will examine two central do-
mains of study:

• Social cognitive factors in learning. In addition to observing and docu-
menting the range of cognitive goals that cultures have for members of
their group, it is critical to understand the social and cultural beliefs about
learning that give rise to these values. Beliefs and attitudes about learning
and achievement form the core of achievement motivation research to-
day. There is a very important benefit to studying how students are moti-
vated. Motivation research has established that achievement beliefs (e.g.,
implicit beliefs about effort and ability) are critical to school success
(Nicholls, 1989). Indeed, in many cases, achievement beliefs appear to be
better predictors of school performance than are IQ or achievement tests
(see Dweck & Bempechat, 1983). By anchoring our review in achievement
motivation theory, we will show the ways in which this body of knowl-
edge can help fill gaps apparent in current cross-national research on
achievement.

• Cognitive psychology. The assessment focus in cross-national inves-
tigations has been on computational skills. However, cognitive psycholo-
gists and mathematics educators have been arguing that in order for stu-
dents to become technologically competent, they need to engage in
learning that fosters a deep conceptual understanding of mathematics
and science. This argument raises important questions for cross-national
investigations—questions that we will explore in this chapter. We will
examine the extent to which the available cross-national data shed light
on how students come to a deep conceptual understanding of mathemat-
ics and science. We will ask: Does this understanding mean the same
thing in different countries? Indeed, there may be different pathways to
deep conceptual understanding within and between countries. Having
considered these issues, we will propose directions that cross-national
studies can take to investigate these questions.
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Why Study Academic Achievement Across Cultures?

The accumulated work on cross-national achievement generally has
been praised for bringing attention to the state of underachievement in
the United States, especially as it relates to technical knowledge
(Bempechat & Drago-Severson, 1999). The existing research has led edu-
cators to take a closer look at factors that may be contributing to the
underachievement of American students, such as pedagogical practices
(Stigler & Hiebert, 1999), students’ and parents’ beliefs about learning
(Bempechat, 1998), and school structure (Beaton et al., 1996). This kind of
comparative self-examination gives us a clearer picture of our own ap-
proaches to education. Indeed, examining how other cultures educate
their children challenges us to look at our own system with a more critical
eye. There is a way in which our own familiar pedagogical beliefs and
practices become unfamiliar when set beside those of other nations (Spiro,
1993).

Cross-national research on mathematics and science also has the po-
tential to reveal the rich and varied ways in which students, teachers, and
parents conceptualize the meaning and value of learning. In this way, it
can help us to understand the cognitive goals that each culture has for its
students. Seen in this light, cross-national research on achievement can
reveal much more than a simple rank ordering of nations according to
technological competence. Comparative studies of achievement provide
us with a window through which we can view culture in action. Inas-
much as culture serves as a guide for the socialization of children, cross-
national research allows us to see how culture guides the socialization of
achievement.

In addition, cross-national studies of achievement give us some in-
sight into how the logic of individuals’ beliefs influences their behavior.
For example, Stigler and Perry (1988) note that teachers in Asian cultures
(Japan and Taiwan) routinely ask students to display their answers to
mathematics problems with which they are experiencing difficulty. In
contrast, mistakes and difficulty more often are experienced privately in
American classrooms. Indeed, many American teachers and parents
would view this Japanese practice as humiliating and cruel. Stigler and
Perry (1988) attribute this differential view of a particular pedagogical
practice to a cultural difference in beliefs about the nature of mathematics
intelligence. On average, Japanese mothers and teachers are less likely
than their American counterparts to believe that mathematics ability is
innate. Therefore, with the appropriate amount of effort, all children can
solve a problem. In this context, mistakes are not something to be ashamed
of, but something to work through. The general European-American view
of mathematics ability as innate contributes to the notion that mathemat-
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ics errors are the consequence of low ability, over which students have no
control. To send students to the board, then, is to ask them to admit
publicly that they have low ability. In the U.S. context, this practice might
foster concerns about the potential to erode students’ self-esteem.

Theoretical Tensions

One can readily see that each strategy for dealing with struggle may
be appropriate, given the social and cultural context in which it has arisen.
Herein lies the key to expanding our knowledge and understanding of
cross-national differences in achievement—in realizing that we, as a re-
search community, can move forward only if we situate culture and con-
text at the center of our investigations. At the same time, however, we
need to remain cautious about making assumptions about entire nations
without considering the variation in beliefs and practices that exist in all
cultures. For example, there may very well be a great many students in
Japan who do experience the public display of their mistakes as humiliat-
ing. Similarly, there may be many U.S. students who would experience
such a practice as educational and helpful. Yet many of us who study
cultural influences in social cognition tend to rely on cultural models that
speak of nations as if they were monolithic, when, in fact, there is a great
deal of variation in a given society’s cultural models.

Shore (1996) has discussed the tension between cultural anthropology
and cultural psychology, noting that both disciplines view the construc-
tion of meaning as an ongoing, active process that is influenced by cul-
ture. He has encouraged scholars to view culture not as one “cultural
narrative,” but rather as a collection of cultural models which present
competing views and interpretations about a society. Shore has argued
for the integration of cultural psychology and cognition through his no-
tion of an “ethnographic conception of mind,” in which cultural knowl-
edge would be viewed as rich and diverse and shared through various
cultural models.

While cultural psychologists do indeed endorse this view, much of
the work we discuss in this chapter tends to characterize nations as being
at one or the other end of a dichotomy. In this regard, Japan and the
United States have come to epitomize the comparisons that are made
between “Eastern” and “Western” societies. Japan has been characterized
as a culture that fosters interdependence, while U.S. culture fosters inde-
pendence (White, 1987). Japanese people are said to be oriented around
collectivist concerns, in which group loyalty and harmony lead individu-
als to subjugate their individual needs to those of the group, for the sake
of the group’s well-being (Mouer & Sugimoto, 1990). In contrast, Ameri-
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cans are characterized as individualistic and concerned with fostering
personal goals (Greenfield, 1994).

We view this tension between the disciplines as representing differ-
ent layers of inquiry. A line of research may reasonably begin with a
large-scale survey, through which one might uncover interesting, general
differences between groups of individuals. These differences might then
be examined in increasingly detailed fashion, through multiple methods,
including experiments, targeted questionnaires, indepth interviews, and
ethnography. It is thus that research becomes more nuanced and reveals
the varied and complex ways in which cultural beliefs are contested in a
society.

Social-Cognitive Factors in Learning

As Bruner (1990) argues in Acts of Meaning, it is no longer sufficient to
explain what children do. It has become imperative to study what chil-
dren “think they are doing and what their reasons are for doing it” (p. 49).
Studying children’s achievement beliefs has opened a window into why
students engage in behaviors that either promote or inhibit their aca-
demic achievement. Any study that measures achievement without con-
currently examining the context in which this achievement occurs will
yield results that may be limited in their use. The integration of achieve-
ment motivation theory with social cognition has resulted in a much
deeper understanding of the motivational factors that underlie academic
achievement. We have gone from viewing academic achievement as origi-
nating from an innate need or drive to the realization that achievement
cognitions, such as attitudes, expectancies, and beliefs about ability, me-
diate the relationship between achievement behavior and achievement
outcomes (Bempechat, 1998; Dweck, 1999; Eccles, 1993; Nicholls, Cobb,
Wood, Yackel, & Patachnick, 1990; Weiner, Russell, & Lerman, 1979). For
example, research has established that students who believe their intelli-
gence is relatively stable (entity theorists) tend to avoid challenging tasks,
and have been shown to sacrifice opportunities to learn new material in
order to show that they are “smart” (Dweck & Bempechat, 1983). These
students tend to succumb to learned helplessness when faced with a dif-
ficult task. In contrast, students who believe that intelligence is a mal-
leable quality (incremental theorists) prefer challenging over nonchal-
lenging tasks and tend to display mastery-oriented behavior in the face of
difficulty or challenge.

Achievement beliefs include students’ attributions for success and
failure, their beliefs about the malleability of intelligence, their confidence,
expectations and standards for performance, and affect in the face of
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difficulty or challenge (Ames & Archer, 1987; Bempechat, Graham, &
Jimenez, 1999; Eccles, 1993; Marsh & Shavelson, 1985; Nicholls, Cheung,
Lauer, & Patachnick, 1989). These motivational factors have been shown
to be critical elements in students’ achievement-related behavior. For ex-
ample, Weiner and his colleagues have carefully documented that chil-
dren and young adults tend to attribute success and failure to three basic
categories of attribution—effort, ability, and external factors, such as luck
or task ease/difficulty. Individuals interpret these attributions along three
primary causal dimensions—locus (internal/external), stability, and con-
trollability. Weiner has painstakingly shown that each attribution is linked
to an emotion (e.g., lack of effort is linked to feelings of embarrassment),
and it is the emotion that predicts future achievement behavior (Weiner et
al., 1979). In other words, through a process of implicit self-evaluation, a
student may decide that he failed a mathematics test because he is not
smart (lack of ability). According to Weiner’s theory, ability is perceived
by the vast majority of students as internal, stable, and uncontrollable. Given
that there is little remedy for lack of ability, the student would probably
feel ashamed, and this feeling would likely predict maladaptive achieve-
ment behavior, such as little or no preparation for the next test.

Weiner’s theory views ability as a stable entity that does not change.
However, Nicholls (1978, 1989) and Dweck (Bempechat, London, &
Dweck, 1991) have demonstrated that under certain circumstances, chil-
dren can be influenced to perceive intelligence as a malleable quality that
changes as a result of disciplined effort. For example, classrooms that are
oriented around cooperative learning rather than competition tend to
minimize students’ concerns about their abilities and foster a greater ten-
dency to take academic risks (Nicholls, 1989). This view of ability as mas-
tery through effort focuses children’s attentions on the process of learning.
However, as Covington has shown, the view of ability as capacity fosters
the conundrum of effort as the “double-edged sword” (Covington &
Omelich, 1979). Many students come to believe that if they have to try
hard, they must be “dumb.” In short, effort becomes an implicit condem-
nation of ability (Nicholls, 1978).

The Origins of Achievement Beliefs

Students’ beliefs about learning do not develop in a vacuum. They are
very much influenced by the achievement beliefs of their parents, peers,
and teachers, as well as the social and cultural environment in which they
are growing (Ames & Archer, 1987; Ogbu, 1986; Peak, 1991). In the con-
text of cross-national comparisons of academic achievement, the issue
becomes one of integrating the sociocultural contexts of education with
social-cognitive aspects of learning. Although the majority of the research
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on beliefs about learning has been done at the individual level, these
beliefs are indeed culturally and socially constructed, and therefore con-
tribute to a nation’s mindset about education (Bruner, 1990; Schurmans &
Dasen, 1992). How, then, can we compare the academic achievement of
students from different cultures when those cultures differ in their peda-
gogical goals? The fact that culture guides socialization implies that im-
portant influences in academic achievement, such as parent attitudes
about learning, teacher expectations, and cultural construals of schooling,
will differentially dictate how students understand their educational ex-
periences.

Cross-National Studies of Achievement

Indeed, international studies of achievement are measuring much
more than what students have learned (Holloway & Minami, 1996;
LeVine, 1977; Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Munroe & Munroe, 1997). In a
sense, they are measuring a nation’s pedagogical goals. The early IEA
cross-national investigations (Husen, 1967; McKnight et al., 1987) were
focused primarily on performance and provided us with rank orderings
of achievement outcomes in the various domains of mathematics and
science. Explanations for these differential outcomes tended to focus on
aspects of curriculum, teacher preparation, and system structure, such as
the number of days in each nation’s school year. Although these factors
clearly play a role in student outcomes, these studies left the research
community with a gap in our understanding of the extent to which social-
cognitive factors may have influenced the academic outcomes that were
documented.

The latest investigation, TIMSS (Beaton et al., 1996), represents a ma-
jor advance in how we study and interpret academic achievement across
nations. Through case studies and classroom observations, rich portraits
were painted of school systems within countries (Germany, Japan, and
the United States). For example, students were asked in individual inter-
views to speak about the relationship between effort and ability in aca-
demic achievement, giving us deeper insights into how they conceptual-
ize achievement within the context of their own cultures. However, less
attention was paid to variation within culture. The result is that we know
little about how these students’ beliefs may differentially influence their
achievement.

Achievement Beliefs and Culture

To consider culture in education means that we have to study educa-
tion in the cultural context in which it takes place (Bruner, 1996). As
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Bruner and others have argued, all of us, including teachers, have implicit
theories, or “folk theories,” of how children’s minds work. These folk
theories are embedded in cultural construals of what it means to be an
educated person; how one understands the role of innate ability, effort, or
luck in learning; and the like. Therefore, we need to have a very strong
understanding of what these folk theories are as we continue to conduct
large-scale cross-cultural comparisons of academic achievement.

Following Bruner, we believe we need to examine what nations think
they are doing and what their reasons are for doing it. In other words, folk
pedagogies drive educational policy and practice, and we need to under-
stand these if we are to be able to draw reasonable and pragmatic conclu-
sions from cross-national comparisons of academic achievement. Indeed,
a culture’s socialization goals shape its pedagogy. What a culture defines
and requires of its citizens shapes what they are taught and the ways in
which they are taught (Cole & Scribner, 1973; Spiro, 1993).

Indeed, Bruner (1990) has eloquently argued that we must place cul-
ture in a central role in the study of human development. Because each of
us develops in a culture, we cannot hope to understand the human psy-
chology at the individual level. Each of us is an active participant in our
culture, through which our understandings evolve. In addition, meaning
making is negotiated in culture—“By virtue of participation in culture,
meaning is rendered public and shared” (p. 12). Finally, a folk theory of
mind is a very powerful influence on individual and collective meaning
making.

In Japan, for example, some parents identify the ability to endure hard-
ship as a quality they wish to foster in their children as they grow (Lee,
1987). The ability to endure hardship is discussed in the national school
policy in the following way: “[I]t is desirable that, in the lower grades, one
should learn to bear hardship, and in the middle grades, to persist to the
end with patience, and in the upper grades, to be steadfast and accom-
plish goals undaunted by obstacles or failures” (White, 1987, p. 17). This
concern with the development of resiliency is ongoing. For example, col-
lege entrance requirements in Japan are grueling and arduous. Yet those
who succeed are not said to be the “smartest”; they are believed to have
the strongest will and character.

According to White and LeVine (1987), a major goal of child rearing
in Japan is to encourage children to be “committed to and positively
engaged in disciplined effort” (p. 59). The child-rearing beliefs of many
Japanese parents illustrate a commitment to fostering strengths of charac-
ter that are essential for school success. For example, Japanese parents
believe that character is molded by ki—the will to live; tamashi—the deter-
mination to overcome obstacles; and seishin—the mental attitude that
helps a person to embark on a task. Parents also believe that character is
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shaped by experiences of hardship, endurance, effort, and sustained
struggle.

In contrast, the United States is a nation committed to the individual’s
right to pursue happiness, as stated in the Constitution. Many parents
and educators have become concerned with ensuring that children have
high self-esteem (Elkind, 1988). Generally speaking, our “ego-ideal” is of
a child who is intelligent, athletic, social, musical, and creative—in short,
we value the child who is “well-rounded” (Elkind, 1994; Kagan, 1989).
The response of many educators and psychologists to the societal and
economic upheavals that marked the past three decades has been to place
children’s salvation in high self-esteem. Rich or poor, the new thinking is
that if we can get youngsters to feel better about themselves, we can chip
away at the problems that threaten their development into healthy and
productive citizens. Many parents want their children to develop their
skills in many domains, including those outside of school (Bempechat,
2000).

These are but two examples of contrasting cultural models that are by
no means characteristic of all parents in Japan and the United States.
Indeed, these notions of enduring hardship and fostering self-esteem are
contested within each society. Further, we cannot know the extent to
which these models play any role in the achievement differences observed
between Japanese and American students. At the same time, however,
these different models illustrate how culture can guide pedagogical be-
liefs and goals.

The Differential Meanings of Achievement Beliefs

As mentioned earlier, cultural psychologists and psychological an-
thropologists agree that culture guides socialization practices, including
those related to education (Roopnarine & Carter, 1992; Serpell & Hatano,
1997). An enduring concern for cross-cultural researchers is the differen-
tial meaning that students, parents, and teachers bring to the same or
similar educational concepts. For example, much has been made of Japa-
nese students’ adherence to effort as a means to ensure school success,
and American students’ beliefs in innate ability as the driving force be-
hind achievement (Stevenson et al., 1993). We do not know, however,
what these concepts mean to the Japanese and U.S. students who have
been studied. Nor do we know how these students, within their own
cultural group, may vary in the meanings they bring to achievement cog-
nitions such as effort and ability. We have argued elsewhere that this lack
of attention to meaning making between and within cultures has led some
researchers to draw generalizations about nations’ performances in cross-
national assessments (Bempechat & Drago-Severson, 1999).
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Therefore, the cross-cultural study of academic achievement must
begin to integrate both individual meaning making and the social and
cultural contexts in which this meaning making takes place. As Sternberg
(1990, p. 144) has stated, “To understand perceptions of competence, then,
we need to understand the implicit theories that underlie them, where
these theories come from, and how they interface with explicit theories of
intelligence, intellectual style, and motivation.” The implication for cross-
national comparisons of achievement is that we need to expand the pa-
rameters of the understandings that we bring to the interpretation of
cross-national achievement data. In the following section, we discuss
models of development in social and cultural contexts.

Sociocultural Models of Development

Kitayama (Kitayama, Markus, Matsumoto, & Noraskkunkit, 1997) has
argued that the development of cultural beliefs and practices that are
commonly shared and understood takes place at two levels. The first is
historical, in the sense that some situations develop over time and are
sustained through general consensus. These become retained as part of
cultural consciousness. The second level is immediate, in the sense that
individuals react on a spontaneous basis to these cultural conventions.

For example, in studying how the behavior of parents is shaped by
the culture in which they live, Harkness and Super (1992) have proposed
the notion of the “developmental niche, a theoretical framework for un-
derstanding the cultural regulation of the child’s micro-environment,”
which they define as the child’s physical and social settings, customs of
child rearing and child care that are governed by culture, and the psychol-
ogy of children’s caregivers. According to Harkness and Super, these
three components operate or function together as a system to mediate
children’s individual experiences in the larger culture. They believe that
developmental trends in day-to-day sociocultural activities are reflective
of parents’ developmental goals, and that child-care customs are repre-
sentative of parental ethnotheories (Harkness & Super, 1992). Harkness
and Super stress the importance of minimizing the tendency to general-
ize. They caution that findings should not be assumed to apply to chil-
dren (or communities) other than those who were the subject of investiga-
tion.

The Construction of the Self

More recently, Markus, Kitayama, and their colleagues have at-
tempted to situate the differential psychosocial tendencies of Japanese
and American students in cultural context (Kitayama, 2000; Kitayama et
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al., 1997; Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Markus, Mullally, & Kitayama, 1997).
They have proposed a collective constructionist theory of the self, in which
psychological tendencies that have to do with the self are constructed
collectively in society. For example, these researchers suggest that the
tendency towards self-enhancement is common to the United States, while
the tendency towards self-criticism is common in Japan. They then argue
that these different tendencies enable individuals to function in and adapt
to their cultural contexts.

This line of inquiry research has examined the tendency toward self-
enhancement in the United States and self-criticism in Japan. In placing
the origins of these tendencies in independence and collectivism, respec-
tively, these researchers have proposed that self-enhancement is adaptive
in a culture that socializes its members to focus on individual develop-
ment. In contrast, self-criticism is adaptive in a culture that emphasizes
the importance of belonging to a social group and maintaining positive
relationships. In other words, self-criticism would not be seen as poten-
tially harmful to self-esteem. In the Japanese cultural context, it would
serve to provide feedback for self-improvement, which ultimately rein-
forces the sense of belonging to the group.

To test this notion, the authors designed experimental situations rel-
evant to self-evaluation. They asked Japanese and American college stu-
dents to generate situations that they believed would both enhance and
decrease their self-esteem (jison-shin, or self-respect, in Japanese). A total
of 400 scenarios were generated, and the students were asked to indicate
whether each one could affect their self-esteem, negatively or positively,
and to what extent, on a four-point scale. Results supported the collective
constructivist theory of self, in that strong evidence was found for self-
enhancement tendencies in the United States and self-critical tendencies
in Japan. Specifically, American students reported that their self-esteem
would increase more in success situations than it would decrease in fail-
ure situations, suggesting that social situations are interpreted in favor of
self-enhancement. In contrast, the Japanese students identified more fail-
ure than success situations as being important to their self-esteem, and as
having an influence on their self-esteem, indicating a bias toward self-
criticism.

The researchers argue that, for Japanese students, self-criticism is part
and parcel of a cultural context in which interdependence fosters the
importance of self-improvement as a way to fit into one’s important social
units (i.e., family, classroom, workplace). This is captured in the word
hansei, which means reflection. In Japanese culture, it is considered very
important to reflect on one’s behavior in order to improve it. Seen in this
light, positive self-esteem may not be as important to Japanese individu-
als, whose engagement in self-criticism is an adaptive means to maintain-
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ing self-regard (jison-shin). In other words, self-esteem may be more im-
portant to sustaining the self in some cultures than others.

Taking this theory further, Markus, Mullally, and Kitayama have pro-
posed that selfways, which are typical ways of being and behaving in one’s
cultural context, are “culturally constructed patterns” (Markus et al., 1997,
p. 16). Selfways include critical cultural notions and beliefs, including a
shared understanding of what it means to be a good or moral person in
the culture in question. The process of selving is qualitatively different in
different cultures. Selfways are similar to what Kagan (1989) has called
the “ego-ideal” of a culture, and socialization operates in every culture to
foster beliefs and attitudes that are conducive to adaptation in that cul-
ture—adaptation to events and situations that are common and occur on
a regular basis (Kitayama, 2000; Kitayama et al., 1997). In the European-
American context, such a person is an independent individual who can
see herself in a positive way as having unique qualities or attributes,
separate from others. As we have noted, this tendency toward self-en-
hancement can be seen as adaptive in a culture that socializes its members
to focus on individual development (Kitayama, 2000; Kitayama et al.,
1997).

In Japan, in contrast, a good person is one who establishes, maintains,
and repairs interdependent relationships with others. In this cultural con-
text, socialization operates to foster mutual relations with others and a
sense of belonging. To grow and evolve in this society means that indi-
viduals will “develop a characteristic set of psychological tendencies—a
sense of their connectedness, need to fit in, and tendency to harmonize
with others” (Markus et al., 1997, p. 21). Markus and her colleagues argue
that the shared nature of understanding characterized by selfways leads
to certain cultural universals in members of the same society (Markus et
al., 1997).

In its entirety, this work underscores the centrality of culture in self-
concept. This, of course, has implications for methods of inquiry. Markus
et al. (1997) note that, in cross-cultural research, it has been very common
to administer the Twenty Statements Test (TST), in which one is asked to
describe oneself by answering the question “Who am I?” This method,
designed from a Western perspective where the notion of the self as stable
is paramount, is uniquely suited to study the self-conceptions of indi-
viduals from Western cultures. In a different cultural context, where self-
concepts are perceived as malleable, a method such as the TST is inappro-
priate because participation in a different culture requires qualitatively
different ways of being.

Furthermore, the individualist/collectivist dichotomy does not rep-
resent the range of cultural selfways. For example, selfways in the African
context can be characterized as neither one or the other. Rather, they are
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culturally defined in terms of the relationship of the self to others, both
living and dead—there is no self without others (Markus et al., 1997). A
“good” person must fulfill social obligations not only to those in their
group, but especially to elders and ancestors. This is believed to keep one
connected to the past. Indeed, an adult is not a “person” without having
become a parent. The arrival of children bestows personhood on adults
because children represent an important way of becoming connected to
the future. In addition, African selfways are distinguished by a belief in
the permeability of mind and body. Individuals will not have their pic-
tures taken, or step on another’s shadow, because these actions are per-
ceived to threaten or diminish the life of another (Markus et al., 1997).

Again, we recognize that these cultural models are very general, and
do not address the ways in which they may vary or be differentially
interpreted by members of a society. Fruitful avenues for future research
should include the study of how these “selfways” differ as a function of
ethnicity or social class. Tudge’s recent work addresses the need for cross-
cultural studies to consider the heterogeneity that exists within a culture
(Tudge, Hogan, Snezhkova, Kulakova, & Etz, 2000). He and his colleagues
surveyed the parenting beliefs of middle and working class mothers and
fathers in Russia and the United States. Mirroring previous research in
this area, they found that middle class parents in both cultures shared the
view that parents should foster self-direction and that children should
experience a relative amount of freedom at home. In contrast, working
class parents in both societies were more focused on ensuring that their
children adhered to rules.

Tudge’s work dovetails nicely with Markus and Kitayama’s, in that it
highlights the extent to which pathways of development differ, not only
between, but within cultures. The overarching message is that, regardless
of one’s theoretical approach, researchers should not assume universality
in beliefs or behaviors. Such an assumption has proved somewhat prob-
lematic for a series of cross-national studies on achievement and motiva-
tion, which we discuss below.

Applying European-American Concepts to Other Cultures:
An Illustration

Much of the literature on student achievement across nations has
been devoid of the cultural contexts in which learning takes place. Many
researchers have employed methods and constructs drawn from the
American research context in order to understand why American stu-
dents underachieve relative to their peers in other nations. Three prob-
lems attach to this approach. The first relates to the assumption of univer-
sality, which we have raised. Words, concepts, and phrases commonly
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used in European-American context have been “exported to study stu-
dents’ conceptions of learning in other cultures.” These include concepts
such as intelligence, and words such as effort, ability, and luck. We cannot
assume that European-American conceptions of learning will be under-
stood in the same or similar ways by students educated in other cultures.
The second problem is that, in most studies of achievement motivation,
these words and phrases have not been articulated by students them-
selves, but rather have been imposed from the outside by educational
researchers. This approach, which is etic in nature, has failed to consider
the ways in which students might speak differentially about and under-
stand the meanings of learning, achievement, and motivation in the con-
text of their own educational experiences, an issue we will raise.

Third, this approach assumes that the constructs that American re-
searchers have focused on are the only constructs that are relevant, and
fails to leave room for others that are common and important in different
cultures. These would be constructs that American researchers would not
think to measure, because they have no meaning in European-American
culture. For example, Li (in press) has noted that the expression “achieve-
ment motivation” has no parallel translation in the Chinese language.
Instead, Chinese college students speak about the importance of having
“the heart and mind for wanting to learn,” and the reality that learning is
a lifelong process, regardless of whether one is engaged in formal learn-
ing. This research highlights the degree to which any interpretations
brought to findings are bound to be inherently flawed, and lead educa-
tors to conclusions that may not be well founded.

An example of this problem is found in the cross-national investiga-
tions undertaken by Stevenson and his colleagues, the results of which
emerged in the early 1980s (Stevenson et al., 1993; Stevenson & Lee, 1990;
Stevenson, Lee, & Stigler, 1986; Stevenson & Stigler, 1992; Stigler &
Hiebert, 1999). In collaboration with Japanese and Taiwanese colleagues,
Stevenson found compelling evidence that by the fifth grade, American
children lagged well behind their Asian peers (Stevenson et al., 1986). For
example, he showed that American, Japanese, and Taiwanese first grad-
ers did not differ in their mathematics proficiency. At the fifth-grade level,
however, Stevenson found that the achievement gap had grown, to where
there was virtually no overlap between the mathematics achievement of
American children and their Asian peers. Foreshadowing findings of two
decades of research yet to come, Stevenson documented that the Japanese
first graders showed greater mathematics proficiency than the American
fifth graders. In later work, the Stevenson team showed that these achieve-
ment differences were persistent ten years following the publication of
their first investigation (Stevenson et al., 1993; Stevenson & Stigler, 1992).
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The Stevenson team drew on attribution theory (Weiner, 1984, 1985)
in their attempts to understand the reasons underlying the striking
achievement differences they were documenting. As we discussed earlier
in this chapter, Weiner (1972) has argued that the “spring of action” that
motivates students’ achievement behavior is the need to understand the
reasons that underlie success and failure.

One can readily see the problems inherent in applying a U.S.-based
theory to study motivation in Asian students. In a seminal paper, Hol-
loway (1988) showed that effort is a construct that is socially constructed
around the notion of obligation to oneself, one’s family, and one’s com-
munity. This is consistent with the notion of selfway raised by Markus,
Mullally, and Kitayama, who showed that the process of selving in the
Japanese context is closely tied to one’s social relationships (Markus et al.,
1997). Holloway has demonstrated that effort does not mean simply “try-
ing hard,” as it does in the American context. Effort is a multilayered
construct in which the performance of students is said to reflect on them-
selves, their parents, their families, and the communities in which they
are being raised. In short, effort is socially oriented, whereas in the United
States it is perceived as individually driven.

Ability is a construct that is similarly multifaceted. In adhering strictly
to Weiner’s theory, Stevenson’s work has adhered to its one definition of
ability as an internal, stable, and uncontrollable trait. As we discussed
earlier, much evidence has accumulated to show that, even in the U.S.
context, many students perceive ability as a malleable quality that can
grow as a function of effort (Bempechat et al., 1991; Nicholls et al., 1989).
We do not know how Japanese and Chinese students vary in their beliefs
about the nature of ability. The literature has largely portrayed their views
of ability as malleable and unlimited (Stevenson & Stigler, 1992; White,
1987).

Despite the considerable importance of cultural variation in the mean-
ings of words, the Stevenson team presented a compelling, yet incom-
plete explanation for the high achievement of Asian as compared to Amer-
ican students (Bempechat & Drago-Severson, 1999). Using rank orderings
of attributions and Likert-style rankings, Stevenson found that in some,
but not all cases, Japanese and Chinese students demonstrate stronger
beliefs in the value of effort over innate ability in school performance
(Stevenson et al., 1986). He concluded that Asian students outperform
American students because they believe more in the value of effort than do
their U.S. counterparts.

This conclusion is problematic for researchers because correlational
data have not been offered for scrutiny. Even with such data in hand, it is
well understood that correlation does not imply causality. Furthermore,
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the apparent link between beliefs and academic outcomes arises from
surveys and questionnaires. Student interviews were not quoted in Ste-
venson’s major reports of his cross-cultural investigations. We know noth-
ing, therefore, about the differential meanings that students in these dif-
ferent cultures bring to these achievement-related constructs. The latter
have been externally imposed by researchers, with little attention paid to
culture and individual meaning making within culture. It behooves us,
therefore, to make a concerted effort to understand the meanings that
students, parents, and teachers bring to their educational experiences. In
other words, we need to develop a deeper understanding of what it means
in different nations to be an educated person. A more complete theory of
cognitive development should include the broad range of cognitive goals
valued across cultures.

Meaning Making in Culture and Context:
The Importance of Emic Research

In our more recent work, we have argued that research practices in
the field of achievement motivation need to become more integrated with
those in psychological anthropology (Bempechat & Drago-Severson, 1999;
Quihuis, Bempechat, Jimenez, & Boulay, in press). It is striking that so
much research on the motivational underpinnings of academic achieve-
ment has taken place without being fully informed by how major players
in education think about the enterprise and their experiences within
schools. In other words, surveys and experimental procedures abound,
but few researchers have taken the time to actually speak to students,
parents, or teachers. What would we learn if we began to spend more
time seeking the views of those who learn and those who educate? In
other words, how can qualitative research advance our understanding of
academic achievement across cultures?

To begin, qualitative methods that seek emic perspectives—idiosyn-
cratic and contextualized beliefs—are bound to reveal conceptions of
learning, achievement, and motivation that are authentic. Instead of iden-
tifying categories that we, as researchers, may believe are important in
individuals’ academic experiences, we allow individuals themselves to
set the parameters about which they choose to speak (see Schurmans &
Dasen, 1992).

Where cross-national research is concerned, the search for emic per-
spectives maximizes our chances of uncovering sociocultural beliefs that
are unique to a particular culture’s common views of being (Markus et al.,
1997)—beliefs that we would not have been able to anticipate, because
they would hold no meaning for us. In addition, an emic focus allows the
variation in beliefs to emerge, thus revealing multiple cultural models of
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learning and achievement (Shore, 1996). It also minimizes the possibility
that we would inappropriately misinterpret educational mores and prac-
tices or confer particular cultural beliefs where none exist. Furthermore,
the rich and varied understandings that comprise emic beliefs provide us
with a context within which we can better understand survey and ques-
tionnaire findings. Importantly, insights gleaned from qualitative research
have the potential to inform the design of future surveys (see Miller,
1996).

Nicholls et al. (1990) argue that our understanding of children’s moti-
vation for learning would be better served if we examined the meanings
that students see in their work. For example, he stated that the common
research tendency to ask children to rate their ability obscured more tell-
ing information that could be gleaned from asking them what is ability
(Nicholls & Hazzard, 1993).

This example resonates with Shweder’s (1990) assertion that:

[T]he mind . . . is content-driven, domain-specific, and constructively
stimulus-bound; and it cannot be extracted from the historically variable
and cross-culturally diverse intentional worlds in which it plays a co-
constituting part. . . . It is the aim of cultural psychology to understand
the organization and evocative power of all that stuff, to study the major
varieties of it, and to seek mind where it is mindful [italics added], indisso-
ciably embedded in the meaning and resources that are its product, yet
also make it up. (p. 13)

We do not advocate that quantitative methods of inquiry should be
abandoned altogether. On the contrary, the judicious integration of both
methodologies is essential to our continuing efforts to deepen our knowl-
edge and understanding of the social, psychological, and cultural factors
that influence approaches to teaching and learning. In this regard, in-
depth qualitative studies and ethnographies can provide the rich and
contextualized information that we need in order to understand the mean-
ings of particular educational beliefs and attitudes in cultural context,
defined by criteria from within the culture in question (Schurmans &
Dasen, 1992).

To advance our knowledge, qualitative studies need to be (1) derived
from existing theory and research, and (2) designed to build grounded
theory. As to the first, interview protocols can be developed around those
motivational and cultural constructs that make sense in each nation. For
example, in the U.S. context, previous research has demonstrated that
classroom structure has a profound influence on the extent to which stu-
dents become focused on the process as opposed to the products of learning
(Nicholls, 1989). When compared to students in cooperative classrooms,
those in competitively oriented classrooms tend to be far more preoccu-
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pied about their intellectual ability, worried about making mistakes, and
concerned about their performance relative to their peers (Ames, Ames, &
Felker, 1977). It makes sense, then, to design an in-depth interview that
would probe students’ beliefs about ability as being stable, malleable, or
some combination of those beliefs. Such an interview would reveal varia-
tions in students’ understanding of what it takes to do well in their class-
room.

In comparison, theory and research on Japanese schooling has high-
lighted the central role that mutual interdependence plays in the social-
ization of academic achievement (White & LeVine, 1987). Doing well in
school is but one way that children can uphold their family’s honor
(White, 1987). In this context, we would want to know how students
perceive the role that obligation to parents plays in their achievement
behavior. Again, in-depth interviews would put us in a position to glean
variations in children’s understanding of what obligation means to them.

Elliott, Hufton, and their colleagues found a number of paradoxes
emerging from their use of quantitative methods in cross-national studies
of achievement motivation in England, Russia, and the United States
(Elliott, Hufton, Illushin, & Willis, 2001; Elliott, Hufton, Hildreth, &
Illushin, 1999) . For example, although U.S. students appeared to empha-
size effort over ability in explaining achievement, their actual levels of
engagement appeared far less than that of Russian students, who tended
to emphasize ability.  Additionally, it has proven difficult to document a
relationship within a particular society between an effort orientation and
achievement.  In Japan, for example, mothers and their children tend to
place more emphasis than do their American counterparts on effort as a
cause of low achievement in mathematics, but their relative weighting of
effort appears unrelated to the studentsí grades in school (Holloway,
Kashiwagi, Hess, & Azuma, 1986).   Elliott and Hufton found that under-
standing the complexities behind these and several other such puzzles
could best be achieved by means of a combination of classroom observa-
tions, in-depth interviews and an analysis of the broader sociocultural
context (Elliott et al., 2001; Elliott et al., 1999; Hufton, Elliott, & Illushin, in
press; Hufton & Elliott, 2000).

As educational researchers we need to examine our own beliefs about
achievement and situate them in our own definitions about effort, ability,
and intelligence. Notions about intelligence and “intelligent” behavior
vary from one cultural context to another, and it is important to explore
such notions to better understand different beliefs about intelligence and
achievement. Tobin and his colleagues’ comparative study of Japanese,
Chinese, and U.S. preschools illustrates important cultural differences
related to definitions and attitudes toward intelligence (Tobin, Wu, &
Davidson, 1989). Among the Japanese, for example, intelligence is not
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simply a mastery of the content knowledge, but is tied in with notions of
character and behavior (Tobin et al., 1989). Unlike Americans’ notions of
intelligence, the Japanese stress that children’s behaviors, such as helping
out in the classroom, which in the U.S. context might never be associated
with ability, indeed would be associated with being smart. Japanese teach-
ers, like American teachers, do acknowledge that different children may
exhibit different abilities upon entering formal schooling. However, effort
and character shape Japanese teachers’ definitions of intelligence more
than inborn ability, which is in contrast to notions of intelligence among
Americans, who see intelligence as a value-free trait (White & LeVine,
1987).

Similarly, Latino parents have expressed a parallel belief regarding
notions of intelligence (Reese, Balzano, Gallimore, & Goldenberg, 1995).
The concept of being bien educado, which directly translates to being well
educated, carries very different meanings in the U.S. and Latino contexts.
Like the Japanese, a person who is bien educado is seen first and foremost
as behaving morally and acting appropriately in social situations. Innate
ability is of less concern. Furthermore, it is possible that a child is bien
educado in that she is courteous, respectful, and acomedido (helps out with-
out being asked), and displays effort without necessarily displaying in-
nate ability. For Japanese and Latino teachers and parents, respectively,
the purpose of formal schooling, then, is not simply to highlight unequal
abilities and mastery of content material, but to socialize children toward
morality and appropriate social behavior that would have a positive in-
fluence on the development of their character.

Unlike Americans, the Japanese reluctance to elevate innate ability to
high status is tied to the culture’s beliefs about equality (Tobin et al.,
1989). Japanese teachers believe that acknowledging different abilities or
children with more innate ability might lead to a disproportionate alloca-
tion of resources, opportunities, and effort. Teachers are then charged
with the responsibility of “leveling out the playing field,” or evening out
children with different abilities so that a classroom is more homogeneous
than heterogeneous with respect to intelligence. In this regard, Japanese
pedagogy places an emphasis on working amicably and productively in
large and small mixed-ability classrooms so that children do not necessar-
ily highlight their individual skills above others. Unlike American cul-
tural notions that emphasize individual effort and reward individuals for
displaying unique characteristics, the Japanese socialize children toward
a collective society where members will be sensitive to each others’ needs
and where they will gain “a sense of security that comes from being a
member of a seemingly homogeneous group” (Tobin et al., 1989, p. 26).

It is important to note, however, that research on the motivational
underpinnings of achievement in Japan tends to view its curricula, teach-
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ers, and pedagogical practices in particularly positive terms. In fact, the
conflict and tension around educational policy in Japan is given little
attention in much of the cross-national work (Mouer & Sugimoto, 1986).
Mouer and Sugimoto (1986) argue that viewing Japanese society as mono-
lithic, through what they term a “holistic” cultural model (“nihonjinron”)
(see also Holloway, 2000), clouds existing educational conflicts, such as
those between the Ministry of Education and the Japanese Teachers
Union. For example, the latter has been pushing for more child-directed
learning, while the former continues to support teacher-led instruction. A
more complete and realistic understanding of Japanese education needs
to consider those aspects of learning which are contested within the
society.

Building Grounded Theory

Building a grounded theory implies that students’, parents’, and
teachers’ own meanings—their emic concepts—emerge in interviews and
provide insights that have not been described in research that is based on
theory and previous findings. The challenge for researchers is to approach
interviewees with no preconceived notions of what might constitute their
understanding of their educational experiences. According to Shweder
(1997), the rich knowledge that results from qualitative research cannot be
attained without the “process of discovery” that is inherent in ethno-
graphic research. In building grounded theory, the primary question be-
comes how do individuals construct meaning about learning and achieve-
ment in different cultures and contexts, and how do these meanings vary
within culture and context. The use of an unstructured questionnaire to
examine this question can be particularly useful in revealing the nuances
that exist in any individual’s personal construction of meaning. At the
same time, unexpected findings can emerge that serve to challenge cur-
rent theory.

For example, in a mixed-methods study, Quihuis and her colleagues
(in press) asked high school students to complete a questionnaire about
their theories of intelligence, and then interviewed a subset of students
about their beliefs. According to Dweck’s theory, students who endorsed
an “entity” theory of intelligence were expected to speak about their abili-
ties as being limited, and to express low confidence. Instead, while ac-
knowledging that they had difficulty in some subjects, they spoke with
optimism about the ways in which they could improve their performance.
In other words, they articulated mastery-oriented beliefs ordinarily asso-
ciated with “incremental” theorists, who believe that intelligence is un-
limited. Both “types” of theorists highlighted notions of effort, importance,
and finding the right help. It could well be that the maladaptive motiva-
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tional tendencies of entity theorists, such as learned helplessness, may not
manifest themselves in the classroom when students are confronted with
real assignments that must be completed. It also could be that they do
manifest themselves, but in different ways for different students. These
are possibilities we are currently studying.

Cross-National Achievement: What Would Cognitive Psychologists
Want to Know?

All psychological functions begin, and to a larger extent remain, cultur-
ally, historically, and institutionally situated and context specific. (Cole,
1996, p. 252)

For researchers to attempt to understand development without consid-
ering everyday activities and skills in the context of cultural goals would
be like attempting to learn a language without trying to understand the
meaning it expresses. (Rogoff, 1990, p. 114)

If cognitive psychologists were setting out to study the mathematical
knowledge of students in various countries and cultures, they would
likely design a series of investigations that would bear little resemblance
to TIMSS. This is because cognitive psychologists, heavily influenced by
theorists Piaget and Vygotsky, have placed cultures and contexts at the
center of their investigations on cognition. The eminent researchers of our
day, including Rogoff, Lave, Haste, Cole, and Scribner, are perhaps best
described as comparative cognitive researchers, working in the domains
of cultural psychology or cognitive anthropology.

Vygotsky’s assertion that knowledge is co-constructed with culture
played a major part in his theory of cognitive development (Cole &
Wertsch, 1996). According to Vygotsky, we all have a need to mediate our
actions through tools, or “artifacts,” that are culturally based, including
language, symbols, works of art, writings, and the like (Vygotsky, 1978).
He argued that the relationship between individuals and their social envi-
ronment was dynamic and malleable. Such artifacts, seen in their entirety
as having been accumulated and having evolved over generations, form
the basis of culture. In short, culture is the medium through which human
beings develop (Cole, 1996). Furthermore, in order to gain a meaningful
understanding of human behavior, one must examine the daily activities
in which individuals take part. This emphasis on practical, everyday be-
havior is a central tenet of cultural psychology.

Rogoff has added that a culture’s institutions, such as its schools,
serve not only to shape thinking, but to communicate shared values for
thinking (Rogoff, 1990). According to Rogoff, development is a process in
which our social and environmental contexts guide cognition. Therefore,
they are integral in the development of meaning making. In her interpre-
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tation of Vygotsky’s theory, Haste (1994) proposed that meaning making
takes place at three levels: “(1) the intrapersonal, which is the personal
cognitive process of constructing, reflecting, and consolidating; (2) the
interpersonal, which is an area where the individual participates in social
interaction and negotiates meaning; and (3) the social-historical or cul-
tural, where the individual encounters cultural norms and culturally de-
fined expectations, which have a long social history” (Bempechat &
Abrahams, 1999, p. 845). Meaning is negotiated and mutually influenced
at all levels.

Vygotsky’s influential notion of the zone of proximal development
(ZPD) arises from the mutual and dynamic relationship between children
and adults. The ZPD represents a skill that is just beyond the reach of
what a child can complete on her own. Over time, in mutual interactions
with an adult, the child gradually learns to complete the task on her own.
In other words, knowledge is transferred from expert to novice through
the scaffolding of information (Rogoff, 1990).

Investigating Situated Learning

If contemporary cognitive psychologists were asked to contribute to
the next international study of mathematics and science, what would they
choose to study and how would they go about designing their research?
Although there would be variation in areas of focus, all would examine
cognition in context, or what has come to be called “mind in action”
(Scribner, 1983/1992), “situated learning” (Lave, 1988; Rogoff, 1990), or
“distributed cognition” (Cole, 1988; Cole & Wertsch, 1996). Lave’s well-
known work on Liberian tailors is illustrative of situated learning (Lave,
1977). She studied the influence of apprenticeship training and formal
(Western) schooling on the mathematical skills of tailors. After spending
time observing their work in shops, Lave devised several tasks that ranged
from the familiar (problems derived from their daily work) to the unfa-
miliar (problems derived from school tasks). She found that years of tai-
loring experience were more influential to the solution of familiar prob-
lems, while formal schooling was more helpful in the solution of
school-related problems.

How can this work be applied to cross-national studies in mathemat-
ics learning? One goal of large cross-national studies should be to broaden
our understanding of cognitive development in cultural context, and to
document the varied cognitive outcomes and teaching methods valued in
different cultures. Comparative cognitive psychologists would consider
studying the tasks that children do on a daily basis—tasks that require
mathematical/spatial thinking. By definition, however, these would have
to be culturally bound and context specific. They would have to represent
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goals of development that are valued in different cultures, as well as the
varied means used to attain them. For example, it is a common occurrence
in some, but not all, cultures for children to accompany an adult to a
grocery store, assist in the selection of items from a list, and help put
purchases away in cupboards. Such a task emphasizes sorting and cat-
egorizing skills and reveals how adults teach children to do an essential
household task. It would be inappropriate, however, to conduct this kind
of ethnographic study in different nations, given that sorting and catego-
rizing skills may not be scaffolded universally via a grocery shopping trip.

While it is the case that cultural models of learning and achievement
are affected by the global adoption of certain structures, such as mass
education (Meyer, Ramirez, & Soysal, 1992), implicit in Rogoff’s argu-
ment is that a culture would not promote a cognitive outcome that had no
use in that culture. Just as “necessity is the mother of invention,” we train
our youth toward the cognitive skills they will need to survive in their
culture. Thus, if we continue to focus on only a small portion of the range
of cognitive goals for which people around the world strive, we will have
an incomplete theory of human cognitive development. Therefore, cogni-
tive psychologists are quite interested in observing both the goals of de-
velopment and the strategies we use to help children reach those goals.
Only then will we have a more complete sense of the cognitive skills we
are capable of, and the myriad of ways for attaining proficiency in those
skills.

Relatedly, cultural psychologists would want to know how students
transfer knowledge of mathematics acquired formally through schooling
to contexts in which they have to apply their knowledge. They would also
want to understand the extent to which students can be flexible in their
application of mathematical principles. In a certain way, this echoes the
concern of mathematics educators, who have been distressed over the
enduring tendency of many students to view mathematics as a domain
that requires no creativity and in which success can be gained through
rote memorization (see Cobb et al., 1991). The result is that many students
are uncomfortable with mathematics problems when they diverge even
slightly from problems they have previously encountered. Researchers in
the field have argued that students need to be able to develop a “deep
conceptual understanding” of mathematics in order to become comfort-
ably numerate (Lampert, 1990). One way to do this is to teach in ways that
foster a more constructive view of the domain (Pirie & Kieren, 1992).

In sum, comparative cognitive psychologists would seek a greater
understanding of learning in culture and context than is currently avail-
able in cross-national studies, such as TIMSS. We realize this involves
conducting a series of smaller ethnographic studies of situated learning in
many nations, a task that is formidable indeed. Yet we need to bear in
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mind that the overall goal in this work is to gain a deeper understanding
of thought in action. It is important, therefore, to complement large-scale
surveys of mathematics achievement with smaller case-based studies of
the practical applications of knowledge in everyday life. This may con-
cern survey researchers, who are accustomed to generating large enough
samples for statistical generalizability. Yet, as Robin Alexander, the noted
scholar of comparative pedagogy has argued, there is an important dis-
tinction between statistical and “cultural” generalizability.

Statistical Versus Cultural Generalizability

Alexander (2000) recently argued that it is possible to derive valid
and reliable “cultural” generalizations about national educational
thought, practice, and outcomes from qualitative field studies centered in
a small number of sites of educational practice. Alexander has contrasted
“statistical” and “cultural” generalization, and views the claim for “cul-
tural generalizability” as resting on two conditions. First, he argues that
researchers need to accept the “proposition that the culture in which the
schools in a country, state or region are located, and which teachers and
pupils share, is as powerful a determinant of the character of school and
classroom life as are the unique institutional “dynamics, local circum-
stances and interpersonal chemistries which make one school, or class-
room different from another.” Alexander adds, “the research methods
used [must be] sufficiently searching and sensitive to probe beyond the
observable moves and counter-moves of pedagogy to the values and mean-
ings which these embody.” (Alexander, 2000, p. 266, italics added).

Cross-national research can indeed yield cultural generalizations by
adhering to guidelines Alexander has posited. First, investigators can
operate under the working assumption that the beliefs, commitments,
and practices of those we are researching are influenced by extra-personal
systems of belief, commitment, and action with which they are acquainted.
Second, mixed methods of inquiry can allow researchers to become famil-
iar with the potentially influential wider systems of beliefs, commitment,
and normative practices with which our participants may be familiar.
Third, fine-grained qualitative field work can be used to uncover the
beliefs, norms, and commitments and understand the rationale of prac-
tices amongst the participants. Fourth, researchers can consider relations
between potentially influential wider systems of beliefs and commitment
and normative practices and any system found in the beliefs, commit-
ments and rationales of practice amongst those they are researching.
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Learning More from the Current Cross-National Data

One of the misuses of cross-national comparisons that has emerged
since large-scale cross-national comparisons were first conducted in the
early 1960s has been the rank ordering of countries. The value of cross-
national comparisons lies not in the ranking of nations to see which edu-
cational systems are superior to others, but rather to investigate why
some countries differ in their achievement levels. The IEA, established in
1959, strongly emphasized that “horse race” analyses that rank ordered
countries were just first and necessary steps toward understanding cross-
national differences (Keeves, 1995).

The move from educational tourism (pre-1960), where visitors from one
country formally observed the educational systems of foreign countries
and offered rich descriptions of teaching practices, students’ behavior
and learning opportunities, and school structures, to large-scale interna-
tional comparisons (post-1960) was only feasible because sophisticated
methods of inquiry were developed. Prior to the 1960s, educational re-
searchers did not have the tools to make such cross-national comparisons,
but improved methods in survey design and statistical analyses such as
inference statistics and sampling, coupled with technological advances in
the use of computers for data analyses, opened the door for cross-national
comparative research. Interestingly enough, cross-national data, in one
form or another, moved from detailed ethnographic accounts across coun-
tries and the use of qualitative inquiry to a somewhat sole reliance on
quantitative methods, given the introduction of internationally valid stan-
dards of such inquiry by the IEA. Although quantitative methods al-
lowed cross-national data to be compared on equivalent measures, such
large-scale inquiry must be coupled with qualitative methods, as Husen
(1967) has argued, in order to give us a rich portrait of the factors associ-
ated with educational achievements. Cross-national comparisons offer an
awareness to nations that they “cannot borrow wholesale from each other
[but rather] by looking at the other systems one can get a perspective that
provides insights into how one could go about improving one’s own
system” (Keeves, 1995, p. 169).

The purpose of cross-national data should not solely be to list factors
that are related to educational achievement. Such research also should be
focused on the processes, in addition to the products, involved in educa-
tional systems in order to develop a greater understanding of how educa-
tional systems work. For example, how do teachers, students, parents,
administrators, and others in the educational system make meaning of
their experiences, and how does this influence issues of learning and
teaching? The goal of cross-national research should not only be to con-
struct models of teaching and learning processes in school, but it should
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also include the testing of these models against observed data in order to
confirm or reject model structures.

Furthermore, we, like others (Husen, 1967; Keeves, 1995), firmly be-
lieve that the time is long overdue for an integration of more sophisti-
cated statistical methods, such as multilevel analyses along with qualita-
tive methods for in-depth inquiry and analyses of how individuals make
meaning of their experiences within educational systems. In all likeli-
hood, there is probably more variation within nations than between na-
tions. When we focus exclusively on between-nation differences, we fail
to detect the rich variation that exists within a nation of learners. Al-
though it is interesting to look cross-nationally at achievement, it is diffi-
cult to simply look at the average achievement of a nation. Comparing
averages can begin to give us a sense of the variation in achievement
between nations, but it will not reveal whether there is substantial varia-
tion within a nation. This question can be easily addressed using current
data collected by such cross-national examinations as TIMSS. The data
gathered by TIMSS can be conceptualized as hierarchical in nature—stu-
dents were sampled within countries. The question then becomes, given
that there is variation in test scores overall, how much of this variation is
attributable to differences between countries (Level 2) and how much is
attributable to differences in students (Level 1). Intraclass correlations
(calculated by fitting a multilevel model with no predictors) would help
address this question. Although it is interesting to know that Country X
has higher test scores, and that students in Country X spend more time in
class, it also would be interesting to show that there is a correlation be-
tween these variables across countries. Although neither correlation nor
regression can establish causal relationships (e.g., more time in class
causes higher test scores), they would at least allow us to begin to deter-
mine if and where these variables covary. IEA has begun to conduct such
multilevel analyses of cross-national data (Keeves, 1995) due to the ex-
pansion of statistical methods that allow for hierarchical linear modeling,
for example, and there is a call for more of the same in future cross-
national comparisons.

The Future of Cross-National Research

I have no objection in principle to creating better measuring instruments
in order to find out how well our students are doing in science, in math-
ematics, in literature, in reading. . . . Of course we need standards and
resources to make our schools work well in solving the myriad tasks
they face. But resources and standards alone will not work. We need a
surer sense of what to teach to whom and how to go about teaching it in
such a way that it will make those taught more effective, less alienated,
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and better human beings. . . . What we need is a school reform move-
ment with a better sense of where we are going, with deeper convictions
about what kind of people we want to be. (Bruner, 1996, pp. 117-118)

As Bruner points out, we need to go beyond cataloging the different
ways in which education is delivered and move toward a deeper sense of
the purposes of education. We believe that the current data on cross-
national achievement and school systems are insufficient for us to make
informed recommendations about how to improve our own educational
system. We, and others, have argued that we cannot simply adopt the
educational methods of those nations whose students are performing well.
We need to understand how education is viewed, valued, and under-
stood by the citizens of the culture whose outcomes we admire. If we are
to adopt some of their methods, we must do so in a culturally sensitive
way. Without information about the meaning of education, we cannot
begin to translate any of the methods used by other nations in a culturally
sensitive way—the exercise would be akin to translating a text without
knowing the language in which it has been written.

Integrating Survey and Qualitative Methods of Inquiry

Cross-national survey research can lead us to pertinent qualitative
research questions. Qualitative inquiries, in turn, can shape the questions
we attend to in future large-scale quantitative surveys. We believe that it
is time for qualitative methods of inquiry to once again be present in
cross-national data, as they were in the pre-1960s era. When integrated
with surveys, the more sophisticated methods of qualitative inquiry that
are now at our disposal can better serve our purposes of taking an in-
depth look at other countries’ educational systems so that we may gain
insights about improving our own system.

A promising approach is found in Li’s (2000) comparison of Chinese
and U.S. conceptions of learning using prototype research methods. In
general, prototype research methods require that the researcher interview
individuals to elicit words and phrases that are used to describe the do-
main in question. This elegant method uses emic concepts, yet employs
sophisticated quantitative analyses to understand the data. In this case, Li
obtained a cultural prototype of “intelligence through a five-step process
in which she asked increasingly larger groups of American and Chinese
students to relate any words or phrases related to learning. This culmi-
nated in a hierarchical cluster analysis of groups of ideas that represented
the students’ conceptions of learning.

Li found little conceptual overlap between Chinese and American
conceptions of learning. American conceptions of learning did not in-
clude any words or phrases related to actual achievement. For the U.S.
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students, the major focus is on thinking, which can be considered a hyper-
cognized domain, one that is well developed in U.S. society (Levy, 1973).
In contrast, Chinese students used words and phrases that related achieve-
ment as representing breadth and depth of knowledge, extraordinary
ability, and the unity of moral development and knowledge. In short,
American students appear to be hypercognized for the process of learn-
ing while the Chinese students appear to be hypercognized about atti-
tudes for learning.

Li’s contribution to our sociocultural understanding of achievement
and motivation is significant, because she rises to the call for combined
methods (e.g., Shweder, 1997). Yet Li goes one step further, in the sense
that her sophisticated analyses of data were derived entirely from emic or
qualitative understandings of learning in each culture.

A second positive approach is found in Stigler and Hiebert’s (1999)
use of qualitative methods to analyze the TIMSS video study, which in-
cluded data on classroom learning and teaching. One of the most interest-
ing findings that emerged from this analysis is that teaching, and not
teachers, is a critical factor in the teaching and learning of mathematics
when comparing Japan and the United States. American mathematics
teaching tends to focus on procedural skills rather than conceptual under-
standings.

A second finding is that among U.S. and Japanese schooling pro-
cesses, there are large differences in teaching between cultures, but not
within cultures. That is, in comparison to the within-culture variation in
teaching, there are much larger gaps between different countries in terms
of teaching processes. Along this vein, Stigler and Hiebert took advantage
of qualitative data to observe and document that teaching is very much a
cultural activity that has embedded in it notions of learning that stem
from cultural beliefs and practices. In their analyses, they state that teach-
ing is very difficult to change given the cultural underpinnings. Such
insights would have been very difficult, nearly impossible, to arrive at if
qualitative methods were not used for such inquiry.

Conclusion

We believe that researchers conducting cross-national investigations
need to be aware of their own culture and context and the extent to which
it influences both their investigations and their interpretations of their
findings. As Sir Michael Sadler stated in a now famous lecture delivered
in Guildford:

In studying foreign systems of education, we should not forget that the
things outside the schools matter even more than the things inside the
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schools, and govern and interpret the things inside. We cannot wander
at pleasure among the educational systems of the world, like a child
strolling through a garden, and pick off a flower from one bush and
some leaves from another, and then expect that if we stick what we have
gathered into the soil at home, we shall have a living plant. (Sadler,
1979, p. 49)
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In all societies, the family plays a crucial role in shaping the educa-
tional experiences and achievement of children and the transmission of
status from one generation to the next. Throughout the world, children of
high-status parents are more likely to get ahead in school. Three interre-
lated processes—the transmission of financial capital, the transmission of
cultural resources, and the transmission of social capital from parents to
children—are most often called on to explain this phenomenon. But only
fairly recently have studies begun to incorporate all three processes into
empirical investigations of family background in determining children’s
educational status. In this chapter, I review the measurement of family
background, tracing its increasingly complex conceptualization and ex-
amining the methods used to assess the impact of family background on
educational outcomes in international and comparative research. Then I
assess the quality and content of family background items of past large-
scale international surveys in detail. Specifically, I focus on several sur-
veys conducted by the International Association for the Evaluation of
Educational Achievement (IEA): the Six Subject Study, the First and Sec-
ond International Mathematics Studies, the Second International Science
Study, and the Third International Mathematics and Science Study. I also
discuss the Program for International Student Assessment, a current in-
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ternational survey of student skill and knowledge being organized by the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).

Examining how large-scale international surveys have dealt with the
challenge of measuring family background in a wide range of societies is
a valuable exercise; they constitute an impressive foundation of knowl-
edge on what works and what does not. Based on an assessment of these
surveys, I offer recommendations for future international studies of edu-
cational achievement to consider in the conceptualization and measure-
ment of family background. These include ways to replicate the successes
and avoid the pitfalls of prior conceptualizations of family background,
as well as ways to expand the measurement of family background to
better account for the multidimensional influences and processes of fami-
lies that have been found to be related directly to children’s academic
success.

WHY MEASURE FAMILY BACKGROUND?

Why is it important to measure family background well in interna-
tional comparative studies of education? There are many good answers to
this question, but the most pressing for policy makers relate to the follow-
ing factors:

(1) The importance of controlling for family influences in investiga-
tions of the impact of schools on children’s learning and achievement, so
that we can examine school effects net of family background effects. As
Coleman (1975, p. 359) stated more than twenty years ago: “In the attempt
to discover effects of school factors on achievement, perhaps the principal
villain is the fact that student populations in different schools differ at the
outset, and because of this difference, it is not possible merely to judge the
quality of a school by the achievements of the students leaving it. It is
necessary to control in some way for the variations in student input with
which the teachers and staff of the school are confronted.” It is crucial to
know how students in a population are distributed on a wide range of
family factors that are themselves important predictors of achievement;
only then can we assess the role of the school in achieving its social and
economic objectives, most notably its efficacy in providing greater equal-
ity of educational opportunity.

(2) The necessity to improve our knowledge of the ways that the
family, as an institution, affects children’s ability and motivation to learn
as well as academic achievement. A better understanding of how family
background and home environment relate to student learning can help
societies formulate policies that may serve to intervene in detrimental
family processes or enhance beneficial ones. We are constantly looking
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for ways to alter educational institutions to improve children’s lives. The
same thinking should be applied to the family institution, especially in
this era of rapidly changing family life.

(3) The importance of controlling for family influences in compara-
tive research on educational achievement. If, in addition to mean levels of
achievement, we want to compare the distribution of educational achieve-
ment across societies, we need to measure the social conditions across
which achievement (or any other educational outcome) is distributed.
Family background is one of the most important social conditions to con-
sider when trying to compare populations cross-nationally. This point
can be demonstrated with a simple hypothetical two-country compari-
son. If Country A greatly outperforms Country B on some measure of
achievement, it may be tempting to attribute this difference to the quality
of education in the two countries. But if upon further investigation we
discover that background characteristics of the two comparison popula-
tions are very different—Country A has an ethnically and culturally ho-
mogeneous population and relatively low income inequality; Country B
is culturally and ethnically diverse, is marked by great income inequality,
and has experienced a rapid influx of first-generation immigrants from
poor countries—then it becomes clear that the differences in achievement
scores may say more about the differences of the student populations
than about the quality of education in the two countries. The broad distri-
bution of background influences may well be related to a wider distribu-
tion of achievement scores in that context. Moreover, the goals and chal-
lenges facing the educational system in Country B are likely quite different
from those in Country A. Some would use such examples to argue that
comparing societies with their attendant cultural, social, and educational
differences is a futile exercise. I believe such comparisons can cumulate in
new knowledge on learning processes and school effectiveness if we strive
to measure and account for these variations in social conditions in com-
parative research on educational achievement.

One or more of these goals have guided much of the international
research on the relationship between family influences and educational
outcomes. The following section reviews this literature and its contribu-
tions to these longstanding issues.

FAMILY BACKGROUND AND EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES:
WHAT DO WE KNOW?

Although socioeconomic status has always been at the core of the
concept of family background, over time, the concept has expanded to
include other aspects of families—such as family structure, parental in-
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volvement with children’s schooling, and cultural and educational re-
sources—in order to reflect the complex, multidimensional ways in which
family background and home environment influence individual educa-
tional outcomes. Here I focus on how the concept of family background
has grown from the initial specification of socioeconomic standing of the
family of origin, to include family structure and other demographic char-
acteristics, as well as family social and cultural capital.

Socioeconomic Status

Three components—parent’s education, parent’s occupation, and
family income—typically comprise the measure of family socioeconomic
status (SES). Status attainment research begun by sociologists in the
United States more than three decades ago laid the foundation for this
conceptualization of socioeconomic status and a methodology—usually
path analysis and multiple regression techniques with large survey data
sets—to investigate the intergenerational transmission of status. In the
classic study, The American Occupational Structure, Blau and Duncan (1967)
present a basic model of the stratification process in which father’s educa-
tion and occupational status explain son’s educational attainment, and all
three variables, in turn, explain son’s occupational attainment. Around
the same time, Sewell and colleagues at the University of Wisconsin be-
gan publishing papers that addressed questions regarding the relative
impacts of family background and schooling on subsequent educational
and occupational attainments (Sewell, Haller, & Portes, 1969; Sewell &
Hauser, 1975). A notable aspect of the “Wisconsin model” of status attain-
ment was its focus on social-psychological factors, such as aspirations and
motivation, in conjunction with family socioeconomic status in determin-
ing student achievement. In this regard, the Wisconsin model attempted
to specify the mediating mechanisms by which family origins influenced
individual educational and occupational outcomes. While Blau and
Duncan specified father’s occupation and education as separate influ-
ences, the Wisconsin researchers usually combined these measures, along
with mother’s education and family income, into a single measure of
socioeconomic status (Haller & Portes, 1973, p. 63). Despite these mea-
surement differences, both models concluded that socioeconomic status
strongly determined educational attainment.

These classic works established a framework for the study of family
background on educational attainment in a wide range of contexts. By the
early 1980s, more than 500 papers had attempted to replicate or extend
their basic findings (Campbell, 1983). Some researchers applied these con-
structs to nationally representative samples in the United States (Jencks,
1972); others examined their generalizability to very different countries
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and contexts (Gerber & Hout, 1995; Hansen & Haller, 1973; Smith &
Cheung, 1986). Human capital models in economics, in which family back-
ground and schooling decisions determined education and earnings out-
comes (Becker & Tomes, 1979), also contributed to this growing field.

A thorough review of the burgeoning research on the relationship
between family SES and educational outcomes could easily fill a book;
instead Table 6-1 provides a reasonably representative sample of the in-
ternational research on the relationship between socioeconomic status
and educational attainment and achievement published since 1970. For
each study, the table includes the country of focus, the definition and
measurement of SES, the educational outcome studied, and key findings
regarding the impact of SES on attainment or achievement. By focusing
solely on family background and its relationship to educational outcomes,
this summary necessarily neglects other information,1 but permits an as-
sessment of the conceptualization and measurement of socioeconomic
status in international studies of educational outcomes.

The table reflects several interesting aspects of the field in general.
First, most studies utilized survey data and statistical methods to examine
the relationship between family SES and educational outcomes. Some
early studies only reported correlations or used analysis of covariance to
investigate these relationships, but the bulk of research in this field has
relied on multivariate modeling strategies such as regression analysis.

Second, the research on educational attainment and the research on
achievement have developed along somewhat distinct lines, with the
former often the purview of sociologists, economists, and demographers,
and the latter more often studied by educational researchers and policy
analysts. Table 6-1 reflects this development by listing studies of attain-
ment (or in some cases, enrollment) in Panel A, and studies of achieve-
ment in Panel B. This distinction should not be overstated; certainly soci-
ologists such as Coleman and others made significant contributions to the
early study of educational achievement. Nonetheless, it draws attention
to some differences in the scope and interests of these two domains of
research. For example, although the impact of family background factors
is often a central concern in the research on educational attainment, much
of the research on educational achievement is concerned with the effects
of school factors, curriculum, or pedagogy; family background receives
secondary consideration or is treated merely as a control variable. This is
partly due to a longstanding preoccupation with finding “school effects”
in response to early studies, such as the Coleman Report (Coleman et al.,
1966), which seemed to suggest that school-level differences had little
impact on variation among individual children in terms of their academic
success.

Third, there is more international and comparative research on the
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determinants of attainment than on the determinants of achievement,
largely because achievement data are more difficult to acquire. National
population censuses and surveys on diverse topics frequently contain
data on the educational histories of all household members that can be
used to construct measures of educational attainment. But achievement
data must be gathered through the administration of cognitive tests or, in
the case of grade-point average or national exam scores, the acquisition of
students’ school records, both of which are time-consuming research strat-
egies. The fact that so many of the studies of achievement in Table 6-1
utilize IEA data underscores the importance of these large-scale interna-
tional surveys as major data sources for research on  educational achieve-
ment. Here I briefly discuss the major methods and findings of these two
interrelated lines of work: research on educational attainment and re-
search on educational achievement.

Research on Educational Attainment

Building on the foundation laid by status attainment research in the
United States, much research has examined the role of social origins in
determining educational and occupational status and mobility in a range
of countries. Some researchers have examined how this relationship
changes over time with large societal changes, such as the expansion of
formal schooling, the industrialization of society, or the transition from
socialism to capitalism. Regardless of their larger agendas, studies in this
realm have contributed greatly to our understanding of how family so-
cioeconomic status shapes educational attainment in a wide range of
contexts.

Family background has been treated more systematically in research
on educational attainment than in research on achievement. The influence
of the Blau-Duncan and Wisconsin models is clearly evident; most studies
in Panel A conceptualize socioeconomic status as either father’s educa-
tion and occupation or a composite measure of these and other family
background factors. Some researchers have had to alter this approach due
to data limitations or considerations of the local context, but still, the
systematic approach to the measurement of family background is striking.

Occupational status typically is measured via scales that have been
developed to generalize the prestige associated with occupations across a
wide range of societies. The earliest of these was the Socioeconomic Index
(SEI) scale formulated by Duncan (1961) for the United States and subse-
quently modified by other researchers for other countries. Many of the
studies in Panel A use a modified Duncan SEI scale for father’s occupa-
tional status. Also building on Duncan’s scale, comparative stratification
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TABLE 6-1 International Studies of the Relationship Between Family
Socioeconomic Status and Educational Outcomes

Panel A: Attainment

Study Country Measures of Family Socioeconomic Status Outcome

Hansen & Haller, Costa Rica Occupational status, consumption status Attainmen
1973 (index of parental education, house

construction, and household possessions)

Kerckhoff, 1974 Great Britain Father’s education, father’s occupational Attainmen
status

Currie, 1977 Uganda Father’s education, father’s occupational Attainmen
status

Cochrane & Thailand Father’s education, mother’s education, Enrollmen
Jamison, 1982 land ownership Attainmen

Simkus & Hungary Father’s occupation Attainmen
Andorka, 1982

Behrman & Nicaragua Father’s education, mother’s education, Attainmen
Wolfe, 1984 number of siblings, mother present

Mukweso, Zaire Father’s education, father’s occupational Attainmen
Papagiannis, status, index of consumption goods
& Milton, 1984

Whyte & Parrish, China Father’s education, father’s occupational Attainmen
1984 status

Robinson & France Father’s education, father’s class Attainmen
Garnier, 1985

Smith & Cheung, Philippines Father’s education, father’s occupational Attainmen
1986 status

Jamison & Nepal Father’s education, father’s literacy, father’s Enrollmen
Lockheed, 1987 modernity, caste, household landholdings

King & Lillard, Malaysia Father’s education, mother’s education Attainmen
1987

Pong & Post, Hong Kong Father’s occupational status, mother’s Attainmen
1991 education

Lin & Bian, 1991 China Father’s education, father’s occupational Attainmen
status

Paterson, 1991 Scotland Father’s occupation, mother’s education., Attainmen
household composition

Shavit & Pierce, Israel Mother’s education, father’s education, Attainmen
1991 father’s occupational status

Stevenson & Japan Father’s education, mother’s education, University
Baker, 1992 family income
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continues

atus Outcome Results

tatus Attainment Indirect (through aspirations) on attainment
se
essions)

ional Attainment Positive effects on attainment

ional Attainment Positive effects on attainment

ion, Enrollment Education vars positive on enrollment
Attainment Indirect (through aspirations) on attainment

Attainmenta Positive effect on attainment

ion, Attainment Positive effects on attainment; stronger effect of
nt mother’s ed. than father’s ed. on all children

ional Attainment Positive effects on attainment
ds

ional Attainment Positive effects on attainment

Attainment Positive effects on attainment

ional Attainment Positive effects on attainment

father’s Enrollment Positive effects on attainment
ldings

ion Attainment Positive effects on attainment; larger effects of
mother’s ed. on daughters’ attainment

r’s Attainment Positive effects on attainment

ional Attainment Positive effects on attainment

tion., Attainment Positive effects on attainment

on, Attainment Positive effects on attainment

ion, University enrollment Positive effects on university enrollment
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TABLE 6-1 Continued

Study Country Measures of Family Socioeconomic Status Outcome

Hout, Raftery, United States Father’s education, father’s occupational Attainmen
& Bell, 1993 status, mother’s education

Blossfeld, 1993 Germany Father’s education, father’s occupational Attainmen
status

De Graaf & Netherlands Father’s education, father’s occupational Attainmen
Ganzeboom, status
1993

Jonsson, 1993 Sweden Father’s education, father’s occupational Attainmen
status

Kerckhoff & England Father’s education, father’s occupational Attainmen
Trott, 1993 Wales status

Cobalti & Italy Father’s education, father’s occupational Attainmen
Schizzerotto, status
1993

Buchmann, Switzerland Father’s education, father’s occupational Attainmen
Charles, & status
Sacchi, 1993

Tsai & Chiu, Taiwan Father’s education, father’s occupational Attainmen
1993 status, mother’s education

Treiman & Japan Father’s education, father’s occupational Attainmen
Yamaguchi, status
1993

Mateju, 1993 Czechoslovakia Father’s education, father’s occupational Attainmen
status

Szelenyi & Hungary Father’s education, father’s occupational Attainmen
Aschaffenburg, status
1993

Heyns & Poland Father’s education, father’s occupational Attainmen
Bialecki, 1993 status

Shavit, 1993 Israel Father’s education, father’s occupational Attainmen
status

Lillard & Willis, Malaysia Father’s education, father’s earnings, Attainmen
1994 mother’s education

Fuller, Singer, & Botswana Mother’s education, mother’s employment Enrollmen
Keiley, 1995 status, senior male’s employment status,

household quality and possessions

Gerber & Hout, Soviet Russia Parents’ education, occupational status of Attainmen
1995 main income earner in household
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ional Attainmenta Positive effects on attainment

ional Attainmenta Positive effects on attainment

ional Attainmenta Positive effects on attainment

ional Attainmenta Positive effects on attainment

ional Attainmenta Positive effects on attainment

ional Attainmenta Positive effects on attainment
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oyment Enrollment (drop out) Mother’s education significantly related to dropout;
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TABLE 6-1 Continued

Study Country Measures of Family Socioeconomic Status Outcome

Pong, 1996 Malaysia Household head’s earned income, mother’s Enrollmen
education

Tansel, 1997 Cote D’Ivoire Father’s education, mother’s education Enrollmen
Ghana Total household expenditure Attainmen

Zhou, Moen, & China Father’s education, father’s occupational Entry to 3
Tuma, 1998 status

Wong, 1998 Czechoslovakia Father’s education, household possessions Attainmen

Buchmann, 2000 Kenya Parent’s education, household financial status Enrollmen

Panel B: Achievement

IEA Measures of
Study Data Country Family Socioeconomic Status Outcome

Comber & FISS 19 countries Home background (index) Science ac
Keeves, 1973

Rosier, 1974 FISS Australia Home circumstances (index) Science ac

Shukla, 1974 FISS India Father’s occupation, father’s Hindi and
education, mother’s education, use achieve
of dictionary, number of books in the hom
the home, family size

Pollock, 1974 FISS Scotland Father’s occupation, number of books Science ac
in the home, family size

Heyneman, 1976 Uganda Parents’ occupation, parents’ National e
education, household possessions perform

Lanzas & Zaire Education of relative with greatest English ac
Kingston, 1981 influence on student’s life (e.g.,

mother, father, uncle, grandparent)

Cooksey, 1981 Cameroon Mother’s and father’s education, National e
mother’s and father’s occupation, perform
home amenities (running water,
electricity, toilet, refrigerator,
cooker)

Niles, 1981 Sri Lanka Family SES (index of father’s Achievem
occupation, father’s education,
mother’s education, family income)

Heyneman & SISS 29 countries Father’s occupation, father’s Science ac
Loxley, 1983 education, mother’s education,

books in home, dictionary or other
measure of consumption in home
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continues

atus Outcome Results

mother’s Enrollment Positive effects on enrollment

ion Enrollment, Positive effects of father’s and mother’s education;
Attainment mother’s education stronger for daughters in Ghana

ional Entry to 3 levels of schooling Positive effects on entry at all levels

essions Attainment Positive effects on attainment

cial status Enrollment Positive effects on enrollment

Outcome Results

Science achievement Positive effect

Science achievement Positive effect

Hindi and science Positive effect of father’s occ. and books
ion, use achievement in

ooks in the home

of books Science achievement Positive effect of father’s occ.

National exam Positive effect
essions performance

eatest English achievement Modest positive effect for students living with parents; no
(e.g., effect for those living with relatives
dparent)

ion, National exam Positive effect on on performance
pation, performance

water,
or,

Achievement Positive effect
ion,
income)

Science achievement Positive effect, but smaller than school effects, especially in
tion, poorer countries
or other

n home
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TABLE 6-1 Continued

IEA Measures of
Study Data Country Family Socioeconomic Status Outcome

Heyneman, Philippines Parent’s education Science, m
Jamison, & Filipino a
Montenegro,
1984

Lockheed, Vail, SIMS Thailand Father’s occupation, mother’s Math achi
& Fuller, 1986 education, home language

Lockheed, Fuller, SIMS Thailand Mother’s education, father’s Math achi
& Nyirongo, occupation
1989 Malawi Mother’s education, father’s Math and

occupation, electricity in home, (math a
radio in home languag

Riddell, 1989 Zimbabwe Father’s occupation, father’s English an
education, electricity in the home achieve

Jimenez & SIMS Thailand Father’s occupation, mother’s Math achi
Lockheed, 1989 education, home language

Holloway, Fuller, Japan Father’s occupation, father’s Education
Hess et al., United States education, mother’s education achieve
1990

Lee & Lockheed, SIMS Nigeria Father’s occupation (professional Math achi
1990 versus non-professional)

Katsillis & Greece Family SES (index of father’s Achievem
Rubinson, 1990 education, father’s occupation, (GPA)

mother’s education, family income),
father’s class status

Lockheed & SIMS Thailand Father’s occupation, mother’s Math achi
Longford, 1991 education, home use of four-

function calculator, home language

Zuzovsky & SISS Israel Family SES (index of father’s Science ac
Aitkin, 1991 occupation, mother’s education,

household composition)

Gamoran, 1991 SIMS United States Parent’s education Math achi

Baker, Riordan, SIMS Belgium Father’s occupation, mother’s Math achi
& Schaub, 1995 New Zealand education, home language

Thailand
Japan

aAttainment measured in terms of transitions following Mare (1981).
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Outcome Results

Science, math Positive effect net of textbooks
Filipino achievement

s Math achievement Positive effect on math pretest; negligible effect on math
posttest, net of pretest

Math achievement Positive effect

Math and language No effect of ed. or occ.; positive effect of housing measures
ome, (math and

language)

English and math Positive effect
e home achievement

s Math achievement Father’s occupation positive on achievement gains for males
in single-sex schools, mother’s ed. for females

Educational Positive effects
tion achievement

onal Math achievement Positive effects, net of school type

Achievement Positive effects of family SES on achievement; no effect of
ion, (GPA) father’s class status
income),

s Math achievement Positive effects
ur-
anguage

Science achievement Positive effect but varies by school
ation,

Math achievement Positive effect

s Math achievement Used as a control to model effect of mixed versus single-sex
schools
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researchers have devoted considerable effort to developing internationally
comparative scales of occupational prestige and testing their reliability
cross-culturally. Two of these scales, the Standard International Occupa-
tional Prestige (SIOP) scale (Treiman, 1977) and the International Socio-
economic Index (ISEI) of occupational status (Ganzeboom, DeGraaf, &
Treiman, 1992), have been used extensively in international research. More
recently, Ganzeboom and Treiman (1996) have developed a prestige and
status scale for the 1988 International Standard Classification of Occupa-
tions (ISCO) of the International Labor Office that will likely be used
extensively in future research. Although most prior research has relied on
paternal occupational status in constructing this measure, recent empiri-
cal evidence indicates that mother’s occupational status has a strong
impact on educational achievement (Dronkers, 1989) and attainment
(Kalmijn, 1994), independent of father’s education and occupational sta-
tus. Such findings, combined with the increasing prevalence of women’s
full-time labor force participation throughout the world, suggest that
mother’s occupational status should be included as a measure of family
background in future research.

The inclusion of mother’s education has been more common, perhaps
because early status attainment research indicated that mother’s educa-
tion had positive effects on children’s schooling, net of father’s education
and occupational status (Mare, 1981; Sewell & Hauser, 1975). In many
cases, maternal and paternal education are highly correlated and research-
ers use one or the other as a measure of parental education. In contexts
where mothers spend more time with their children or where males typi-
cally are absent from the household, it is reasonable to expect that
mother’s education should have a stronger impact than father’s educa-
tion, and researchers have used mother’s education as the measure for
parental education (see Fuller, Singer, & Keiley, 1995, for the case of
Botswana). Another strategy has been to use the sum of both parents’
schooling.

As in the case of occupational status, scales have been developed for
measuring educational attainment with the goal of ensuring compara-
bility cross-nationally. CASMIN and ISCED are two such scales. The In-
ternational Standard Classification of Education (ISCED) was originally
developed by UNESCO and is regularly used by UNESCO and other
international organizations for reporting national education statistics. The
CASMIN categories were developed as part of a project known as “Com-
parative Analysis of Social Mobility in Industrial Nations.” Mueller and
colleagues at the University of Mannheim, Germany  developed CASMIN
with the express purpose of facilitating comparative research on social
stratification and mobility. Table 6-2 presents the details of both of these
classification schemes.
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ISCED and CASMIN are similar in that they focus on the levels of
education completed—elementary, secondary, and tertiary education—
and specify some subdivisions at each level. The CASMIN scale goes a
step further to distinguish general or academic credentials from voca-
tional credentials. Though they are not without problems (see Kerckhoff,
Ezell, & Brown, 2002), these scales have facilitated international compari-
sons of educational systems and educational stratification.

Developing reliable measures of family wealth or income in studies
of educational attainment has been more complicated than developing
measures of parental education or occupational status because it is very
difficult to get high response rates on income questions, and the accuracy
of responses is often suspect. Capturing good comparative measures of
wealth in international research is even more problematic, because in-
come and wealth categories seldom are comparable across societies with
different income distributions and levels of economic development. These
and other challenges with collecting income data have led many research-
ers to use other measures as proxies for family wealth, such as indices of
home possessions and/or home structural characteristics. Some research-

TABLE 6-2 ISCED and CASMIN Educational Classification Schemes

ISCED (International Standard Classification of Education-1997)

0. Preprimary level of education
1. Primary level of education (first stage of basic education)
2. Lower secondary level of education (second stage of basic education)
3. Upper secondary level of education
4. Postsecondary, nontertiary education
5. First stage of tertiary education (not leading directly to an advanced research

qualification)
6. Second stage of tertiary education (leading to an advanced research

qualification)

CASMIN (Comparative Analysis of Social Mobility in Industrial Nations)

1a. Less than compulsory level; no formal certificate
1b. Minimum, compulsory general elementary certificate
1c. Minimum, compulsory general education plus basic vocational qualification
2a. Advanced vocational qualification or intermediate general education plus

vocational qualification
2b. Intermediate academic or general qualification
2c. Full maturity secondary certificate (Abitur, A-level)
3a. Lower tertiary certificate (usually vocational)
3b. Higher tertiary certificate (university degree or above)

SOURCES: UNESCO (1997); Mueller & Karle (1993).
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ers argue that such indices are even better approximations of long-term
wealth, because they reflect earnings over a lifetime or the purchasing
power of families, while income measures only reflect a particular time
point (Filmer & Pritchett, 1999; Liebowitz, 1974; Wong, 1998).

Although generalizations about the large body of research on family
background and educational outcomes gloss over the rich details from
specific studies, they are nonetheless useful for tracing the progress of
this research. First, as the last column of Table 6-1 shows, virtually all
studies find that socioeconomic status has a substantial impact on educa-
tional attainment across a wide range of contexts. Second, father’s educa-
tion usually is found to be a stronger determinant than occupational sta-
tus or mother’s education, although the latter measures are also usually
important. Finally, family socioeconomic status tends to have a larger
impact on educational attainment and achievement in the earlier stages of
the student’s life course than in later ones. But even in later stages—
especially in societies where higher education involves substantial cost—
family effects are still evident (Steelman & Powell, 1989).

Research on Educational Achievement

In the past three decades, a great deal of research has focused on the
role of family background and school effects on educational achievement.
The stimuli for much of this research were two major projects, the Cole-
man Report (Coleman et al., 1966) in the United States and the Plowden
Report in Great Britain (Peaker, 1971), which generally concluded that
family background was more important than school factors in determin-
ing children’s educational achievement. These studies sparked a great
deal of interest in assessing the determinants of educational attainment
and achievement and set off a lively debate regarding the roles of family
and school factors in this process.

This debate was limited largely to industrialized countries, primarily
the United States and Great Britain, until Heyneman (1976) published the
results of his “Coleman Report for a developing country”. In his study of
seventh-grade students from 67 primary schools in Uganda, Heyneman
replicated the design of the Coleman Report and found significant effects
of school facilities and weak effects of family background on academic
achievement. He believed these results to be due to the greater variance in
physical facilities of schools and the smaller variance of social class in
Uganda.

In subsequent research with IEA data, Heyneman and Loxley (1983)
generalized these findings to other developing countries and found that
the portion of the variance in achievement attributable to family back-
ground was generally much smaller, and that attributable to school qual-
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ity generally much larger, in developing versus industrialized countries.
They concluded that “the poorer the country, the greater the impact of
school and teacher quality on achievement” (p. 1180). By the mid-1990s,
more than 100 studies of school effects had been conducted in a wide
range of developing countries, the majority of which found significant
effects of school factors, net of family background, on achievement (see
Fuller, 1987, and Fuller & Clarke, 1994, for reviews). Most of these studies
utilized the production function approach2 and regression analysis to
identify the specific determinants of achievement and make inferences
about the relative importance of the various inputs to student perfor-
mance.

From these studies, some general cross-national patterns regarding
school effects on student achievement have emerged. Although U.S.-based
research suggests that student-teacher ratios and teacher salaries are most
important school inputs for student achievement (Card and Krueger, 1992;
Hedges, Laine, & Greenwald, 1994), studies in developing countries have
found that more basic material inputs such as textbooks, libraries, and
teacher training strongly determine achievement (Behrman & Birdsall,
1983; Heyneman & Jamison, 1980; Heyneman & Loxley, 1983; Lockheed,
Vail, & Fuller, 1986). Expensive inputs, such as science laboratories, in-
creased teachers’ salaries, and reduced class size, appear to have little
effect (Cohn & Rossmiller, 1987). The general conclusion is that basic
material inputs are most important in contexts that have inadequate or
highly variable educational resources (developing countries), but are less
important in contexts where a minimum level of basic resources has been
achieved (industrialized countries).

The school effects literature, however, has been critiqued extensively
on various fronts and some have questioned the validity of claims regard-
ing cross-national variations in the patterns of school effects. Some critics
have questioned the adequacy of the measurement of family background
in studies of achievement, which generally has been less systematic than
that in research on educational attainment. Specifically, numerous school
effects studies have used inadequate or inappropriate controls for family
background. Fuller and Clarke comment astutely on this problem:

The aggregate influence of schooling in developing countries has proba-
bly been overstated due to the underspecification of student background
factors. . . . The greatest weakness here is the lack of social class mea-
sures that are culturally relevant to the particular society or community
being studied. If imprecise SES indicators from the West are simply im-
ported and error terms contain unmeasured elements of family back-
ground that are highly correlated with school quality, achievement ef-
fects will be mistakenly attributed to school factors. Evidence from
Indonesia, Malawi, Thailand, and Zimbabwe shows that, when multi-
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ple, situationally relevant indicators of class and ethnicity are utilized,
the remaining proportion of achievement variance that can possibly be
related to school factors diminishes (Lockheed, Fuller, & Nyirongo, 1989;
Ross & Postlethwaite, 1989, 1992). In Indonesia, Ross and Postlethwaite
included 11 modern possessions and 10 types of livestock to validly
discriminate families’ levels of wealth and social class; together, over
half of the total variance explained was attributable to these factors, for
achievement in Bahasa, math, and science. (Fuller & Clarke, 1994, p. 136)

Of course, as with all international comparative research, the challenge is
to walk the fine line between sensitivity to local context and the concern
for comparability across multiple contexts. Although researchers should
gauge the appropriateness of “Western-based” measures in non-Western
contexts and alter them accordingly, they must also remember that the
use of widely divergent measures or concepts leads to results that are less
comparable than when similar measures and models are used.

Others have criticized school effects studies on methodological
grounds, specifically their reliance on OLS regression analysis and the use
of the R-squared measure to determine the impact of family and school
effects on student achievement. As Riddell (1989, p. 487) notes, “[C]riti-
cism of such arbitrary use of the proportion of variance as a measure of
importance is at least as old as the criticism of the Plowden report. Yet
such criticism does not seem to have prevented its continued misuse.”
Another methodological caveat of the school effects research involves the
“misapplication of a single-level model to a reality that is clearly hierar-
chical” (Riddell, 1989, p. 484). This problem was likely exacerbated by the
use of aggregate data, which inflate estimated effects of family back-
ground relative to classroom and school effects (Bidwell & Kasarda, 1980).

In the late 1980s, a new generation of “effective school” research in
the United States revisited longstanding questions regarding school and
family effects on achievement with multilevel modeling techniques
(Aitkin & Longford, 1986; Raudenbush & Bryk, 1986). These analytical
strategies allow researchers to take account of the hierarchical nature of
most educational data, thereby addressing some of the methodological
shortcomings of prior work. Only a few studies have utilized multilevel
models to examine school effects in international research, and their re-
sults are quite interesting. In contrast to previous research utilizing the
production function approach, these studies find greater effects of family
background than school factors on educational achievement in Zimba-
bwe (Riddell, 1989) and Thailand (Lockheed & Longford, 1991). For ex-
ample, in their analysis of Thai data, Lockheed and Longford find that
school-level differences contributed 32 percent of the explained variance
in student mathematics achievement, while family and individual factors
contributed 68 percent of the explained variance. These studies raise ques-
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tions about past generalizations regarding the differential effects of fam-
ily background and school factors in developing versus developed coun-
tries. Moreover, they have reinvigorated discussions over the proper way
to measure and study school effects (for a recent exchange, see Hanushek,
1995; Kremer, 1995). Clearly, the long debate regarding school effects is
far from resolved, and more research is needed before definitive conclu-
sions can be established.

Beyond Socioeconomic Status: Other Measures of Family Background

As important as it is, family socioeconomic status captures only one
aspect of family background in determining individuals’ educational out-
comes. Over time the definition of family background has grown increas-
ingly complex, as substantial research has found that family structure,
parental involvement, educational resources in the home, and family so-
cial and cultural capital often have independent influences, net of socio-
economic status, on children’s educational outcomes.

Family Structure

Substantial research demonstrates that features of family structure,
such as the number of children or the presence of one versus two parents
in the household, have ramifications for educational outcomes. Studies of
industrialized countries consistently document an inverse relationship
between family size and educational performance that persists net of pa-
rental education and family income (Blake, 1989; Downey, 1995; Steelman
& Powell, 1989). A prominent explanation for this relationship is the “re-
source dilution hypothesis,” which stresses that material resources and
parental attention are diluted with additional children in the household.
Negative associations between sibship size and educational outcomes
have been replicated in some developing countries, including Thailand
(Knodel, Havanon, & Sittitrai, 1990), Malaysia (Parish & Willis, 1993; Pong,
1997), the Dominican Republic, and the Philippines (Montgomery &
Lloyd, 1997). Similarly, there are well-documented negative effects of
single parenthood on children’s educational outcomes in the United States
and other industrialized countries. These range from a greater probability
of school dropout to lower achievement, and have been attributed in part
to economic stress associated with female headship and in part to the lack
of human or social capital in the household (McLanahan & Sandefur,
1994; see Seltzer, 1994, for a review).

Importantly, recent research in developing countries suggests that
cross-cultural differences may mitigate the disadvantages of large family
size or single parenthood on children’s schooling. In some societies, ex-
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tended family systems and a more collectivist cultural orientation may
offset the otherwise detrimental impacts of these family features. For ex-
ample, Lloyd and Blanc (1996) found that extended family networks in
sub-Saharan Africa enable children with academic promise to move to
households of “patron” family members, who help them gain access to
higher quality schools. In Malaysia, Pong (1996) found that children of
divorced mothers, but not of widowed mothers, have lower school par-
ticipation rates than children of two-parent families. These results are
likely due to the buffering role of large kinship systems in Malaysia,
whereby widows receive more material support from family members
than do divorced mothers (p. 248).

These studies remind researchers to be cognizant of important socio-
cultural variations as they design questions on family background, and
specifically family structure, in cross-national surveys. If such questions
are designed carefully, they could be immensely useful to researchers
trying to map cross-cultural variations in the relationship between family
structure and educational outcomes. Although single-country studies
such as those already mentioned point to possible sociocultural patterns
in this relationship, the lack of comparable international data on family
structure and schooling to date has hindered comparative cross-national
research on this topic.

Family Social and Cultural Capital

In addition to human capital (parental education, occupational sta-
tus) and financial capital (wealth), families may possess social capital,
which exists in the relations among persons (Coleman, 1988), and cultural
capital, or knowledge of socially valued cultural cues (Bourdieu & Pas-
seron, 1977; DiMaggio, 1982; Lareau, 1989). Both of these concepts have
become very popular among social scientists and policy makers as em-
pirical evidence of the importance of social and cultural capital as predic-
tors of children’s school success expands rapidly.

Coleman, one of the early and most influential proponents of social
capital, defined the term as a social structural asset for the individual
that facilitates certain beneficial actions and outcomes for those who oc-
cupy a given social structure. “Trust, obligations and expectations,
norms, relations of authority, and shared information are all examples of
social capital because they are resources that arise from the social rela-
tionships of individuals who share membership in a common social
structure” (Carbonaro, 1998, p. 296). Social capital exists both within the
family and between the family and external others (Coleman, 1988,
pp. S109-116). Within the family, social capital relates to parent-child ties
such as the attention parents devote to their children and their children’s
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education. Outside the family it pertains to social relationships among
parents and parents’ relationships with the institutions (e.g., schools) in
the community.

Families also vary in the degree to which they possess cultural capi-
tal, or “widely shared, high-status cultural signals (attitudes, preferences,
formal knowledge, behaviors) used for social and cultural exclusion”
(Lamont & Lareau, 1988, p. 156). The concept is typically operationalized
as participation in high-brow cultural activities, such as reading litera-
ture, attending concerts, and visiting art museums as well as the presence
of cultural objects (books, music) in the home (Teachman, 1987). Several
studies have found that cultural capital, measured as student or parental
participation in and preferences for such activities, has significant posi-
tive effects on educational attainment (De Graaf, 1986; DiMaggio 1982).

Of course, the cultural codes that are considered valuable should vary
from society to society (De Graaf, De Graaf, & Kraaykamp, 2000, p. 93).
Because societies differ in the institutionalization of high culture, it is
important to consider how cultural capital is determined by national dif-
ferences in educational structures and other societal characteristics. For
example, it appears that Bourdieu’s original conception of cultural capital
is more appropriate for the case of his home country, France, than for the
United States or Great Britain. In fact, some researchers have argued that
an emphasis on high-brow cultural activities misses other aspects of cul-
tural capital that should be more relevant to educational success for some
groups and in some societies (Buchmann, 2002; De Graaf et al., 2000;
Farkas, 1996). Among low-status or poor populations, a conceptualization
of cultural capital that focuses on the reading habits and linguistics skills of
parents may be more relevant. Parents can transmit linguistic and cogni-
tive skills to children through their own reading behaviors and by helping
children become familiar with reading. Research has found parental read-
ing habits to be beneficial to children’s educational performance (Farkas,
1996). In the Netherlands, parental reading habits were more important for
children from low social origins than for children from high socioeconomic
backgrounds (De Graaf et al., 2000). Finally, research on immigrant popu-
lations finds that the ability to speak the language of school instruction is
a valuable form of cultural capital that promotes students’ aspirations and
achievement (Stanton-Salazar & Dornbush, 1995).

Compared to the research on other aspects of family background, the
study of social and cultural capital as it relates to children’s schooling is
still in its early stages, and the concepts of social and cultural capital
continue to be refined. As in the case of research on family structure, there
has been relatively little comparative research on this topic, thus we do
not yet understand how these forms of capital and their impact on educa-
tional outcomes vary across societies.
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In sum, our knowledge of the relationship between family back-
ground and educational outcomes has expanded greatly in recent de-
cades. Indeed, substantial evidence from virtually every society in the
world demonstrates that individuals’ social origins impact their educa-
tional experiences. In addition to identifying this fundamental relation-
ship, research has detailed some of the nuances and variations in this
relationship across societies. Moreover, significant progress has been
made in understanding how family background matters, how family
structure intervenes in the relationship between SES and educational out-
comes, and the mechanisms by which parents are able to transmit social
status to their children via social and cultural capital. Much work remains
to be done in terms of further specifying the multidimensional impacts of
family environment on children’s schooling, finding ways to improve
schools in order to raise the achievements of children from all social back-
grounds, and minimizing the impact of such inequalities to the greatest
extent possible.

Large-scale international surveys have played a central role in pro-
ducing the knowledge just discussed and will likely play a greater role in
the future. Because they are a major source of standardized and compara-
tive data on the issues of concern to educational researchers and policy
makers, they can be especially valuable for comparative cross-national
research. But for these surveys to be most useful for addressing central
empirical and policy-oriented questions, they must be responsive to the
knowledge amassed from the large field of research discussed. The de-
sign of these surveys, and their instrumentation regarding family back-
ground in particular, will determine the kinds of research questions that
can be handled with such survey data, whether specific knowledge gaps
can be rectified, and the kinds of answers that might be possible.

FAMILY BACKGROUND MEASURES IN LARGE-SCALE
INTERNATIONAL SURVEYS OF EDUCATION

To some degree, large-scale international assessments of educational
achievement have followed a similar trajectory to that of the empirical
literature discussed, in that the conceptualization and measurement of
family background in such surveys has grown more complex and, with
some exceptions, extensive over time. But these surveys also have been
criticized for their approaches to measuring family background. In an
early critique, Inkeles (1979) faults IEA for, among other things, under-
analyzing “the relation between school achievement and separate social
groups (social class, race, religious or ethnic groups)” (cited in Noah,
1987, p. 144; see also Theisen, Achola, & Boakari, 1983). More recently,
Goldstein (1995, p. 12) summarized these studies’ measurement of family
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background in this way: “With some exceptions, such as the IEA second
mathematics study, there is little reliable background extra-institutional
information about the characteristics of students’ parents, home ameni-
ties, etc. This limits the kinds of causal explanations which can be of-
fered.”

Are such criticisms valid? How well have large-scale international
surveys of educational achievement measured the central components of
family background? How could these measures be improved in future
studies? To address these questions, I review and assess the family back-
ground measures from five major surveys conducted by IEA in the past
30 years. I also discuss a major study of the OECD currently in progress,
the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA), that undoubt-
edly will be a major source of international data for researchers in the near
future.3

IEA and PISA Surveys

According to Postlethwaite, executive director of IEA from 1962 to
1972, the main purpose of the IEA survey research has been “to study the
relationship between relevant input factors in the social, economic, and
pedagogic realms and outputs as measured by performance on interna-
tional tests . . . the main multivariate analyses of the data [have] attempted
to discover the major input and process variables accounting for variation
in a given population between students within countries and schools
within countries” (Postlethwaite, 1974, p. 158).

The First International Mathematics Study (FIMS) was conducted be-
tween 1962 and 1965 in twelve countries, with the goal of examining
differences among various educational systems and the relationship be-
tween these differences and variations in academic achievement. Major
results of the study were published by Husen (1967). The Six Subject
Survey, which included what has since become known as the First Inter-
national Science Study (FISS), began in 1966 with the goal of assessing
student achievement in the areas of science, reading comprehension, lit-
erature, French as a foreign language, English as a foreign language, and
civic education. Major results of the study were published by Comber and
Keeves (1973). The Second International Mathematics Study (SIMS) was
administered in 20 educational systems between 1980 and 1982, and IEA
published a report on the results in 1987. The Second International Sci-
ence Study (SISS) began in 1981 with the goal of providing an overview of
science education in 26 educational systems for three target populations:
students at the 10-year-old level, at the 14-year-old level, and in the final
year of secondary school. SISS results were published in 1987.

The Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) is
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the most recent and perhaps the most ambitious of the IEA surveys. The
study was conducted in 1995 for three populations of students (primary
school, middle school, and late secondary school) in 42 countries. Of these,
26 countries (along with 12 additional countries that were not involved in
the 1995 survey) participated in TIMSS-R, a followup survey of eighth-
grade students in 1999. A third assessment is scheduled for 2003. In addi-
tion to the major reports and publications of results by IEA, the survey
data have been and will continue to be used extensively by researchers
interested in a variety of topics related to education.

Finally, the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA)
has been organized by OECD as a major assessment of skills and knowl-
edge in the domains of “reading literacy, mathematical literacy, and sci-
entific literacy” as well as the general problem-solving skills of 15-year
olds in 32 countries (OECD, 2000). A summary of results from the 2000
survey focusing primarily on reading literacy was published (OECD,
2001); second and third assessments are to be administered in 2003 and
2005, focusing on mathematics and scientific literacy, respectively.4

To investigate the conceptualization and measurement of family back-
ground in each of these international studies, I consulted the student
background section of each questionnaire, as well as additional documen-
tation for each survey. Table 6-3 provides an overview of the five IEA
studies and PISA and their coverage of family background in three broad
domains: family socioeconomic status, family structure, and family social
and cultural capital. The social and cultural capital domain is further
subdivided into educational resources, parental involvement, cultural
capital, and minority and residential status.

From the table it is clear that the number of questions has expanded
and the conceptualization of features of family life has grown increas-
ingly complex over time. FIMS contained only the most basic questions
regarding family socioeconomic status. FISS, SIMS, and SISS included
questions in four of the six domains of family background covered in
Table 6-3. TIMSS covered five domains and PISA will cover all six do-
mains to some degree.

Measuring Socioeconomic Status

Although all studies include items for parents’ education and all but
TIMSS include measures of occupational status, the actual measurement
of these factors has varied from survey to survey. Over time, measure-
ment flaws made in earlier surveys were corrected with an eye toward
improving the validity and comparability of measures. For example, in
FIMS parental education was measured as years of schooling. But the
measurement of years of schooling is not comparable across different
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educational systems; twelve years of education in the United States is
generally equivalent to the completion of secondary school, but in other
educational systems secondary school may consist of fewer or more years.
Perhaps in response to this problem, FISS and SISS used the level of
education completed, but assigned arbitrary years of education to each
level, such that response options consisted of grade 10 or less, grade 11,
and grade 12 and 0, 1-2, 3-4, or 4+ years of postsecondary education. This
scheme created a new problem in that it could not account for variations
in educational level for parents with fewer years of school. In countries
where the majority of adults did not complete at least ten years of school,
substantial differences in educational attainment were entirely masked. It
is surprising that the problem was not found in the analysis of FISS data
and that SISS replicated this coding scheme.

Measurement of parental education was improved in SIMS and
TIMSS; in each case, general levels of schooling were used. It is unclear
why ISCED educational categories were not used, because ISCED is the
most common internationally standardized classification scheme for edu-
cational attainment. Nor can ISCED categories be derived from the classi-
fication schemes used in these surveys because they are not as specific as
those in ISCED (see Table 6-2). ISCED distinguishes between the comple-
tion of lower and upper secondary school, and the completion of a first
university degree and additional degrees at the tertiary level (e.g., M.A.
and Ph.D.). Although the consequences of this coding decision likely are
not severe, it means that researchers cannot easily link the data from these
surveys to the other abundant sources of information that use ISCED
categories. Fortunately, TIMSS allowed countries to alter the response
categories to fit their educational systems. This option seems to provide
comparability between countries while capturing country-specific fea-
tures of educational systems. It also is possible that ISCED categories can
be derived from the country-specific educational classifications for some
countries. PISA does use ISCED categories for the coding of parents’ edu-
cational attainment, thus ensuring that researchers will be able to use
PISA data in conjunction with other UNESCO and OECD data.

In terms of occupational status, early studies focused on father’s oc-
cupation in a format that asked for job title and activities. In the First
International Mathematics Study, these responses were coded according
to a common occupational classification scale for all countries (Husen,
1967, Vol. 1, pp. 138-144). The First International Science Study asked
each country to use the occupational classification that was generally
employed in social science research in that country; in the Second Interna-
tional Science Study, this format was followed again, but classifications
were then collapsed into a four-category scale consisting of: (1) profes-
sional and managerial workers, (2) clerical workers, (3) skilled workers,
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TABLE 6-3 Family Background Measures in Large-Scale International
Assessments of Educational Achievement

Social and

Family Educational
Study Socioeconomic Status Structure Resources Parental In

First Father’s educationa

International Mother’s educationa

Mathematics Father’s occupationf

Study (IEA 1967) Mother’s employment
statush

First Father’s educationb Number of Dictionary Help with
International Mother’s educationb siblings Books Check spe
Science Study Father’s occupationb Student’s Daily newspaper Encourage
(IEA 1973) birth order Ask about

Second Father’s educationc Abacus Help with
International Mother’s educationc Slide rule Parental p
Mathematics Father’s occupationg Four-function math
Study (IEA 1985) Mother’s occupationi calculator

Scientific calculator
Programmable

calculator
Computer

Second Father’s educationb Number of Dictionary
International Mother’s educationb siblings Books
Science Study Father’s occupationg Student’s
(IEA 1987) Mother’s occupationj birth order

Third Father’s educationd Who lives at Dictionary
International Mother’s educationd home with Books
Mathematics Home possessions you? Calculator
and Science Total people Computer
Study (IEA 1995) in home Desk
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continues

tional

Social and Cultural Capital

l Minority and
Parental Involvement Cultural Capital Residential Status

Help with homework
Check spelling

paper Encourage reading
Ask about school

Help with homework Home language
Parental perceptions of

on math
r
alculator
able
r

Country of birth (student,
mother, father)

Home language
Number of years in

country

How often: read a book, Born in country? (student,
visit museum, mother, father)
attend concert, If no, student’s age at
go to theatre, migration to country
go to movies, Home language
watch educational TV.
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TABLE 6-3 Continued

Social and

Family Educational
Study Socioeconomic Status Structure Resources Parental In

Programme for Father’s educatione Number of Dictionary Help with
International Mother’s educatione siblings Books Parental i
Student Father’s occupationk Student’s Calculator Time talki
Assessment Mother’s occupationk birth order Textbooks eating ma
(OECD 2000) Home possessions Who lives at Desk discussing

home with Quiet place to study and cultu
you? Internet

Educational software
Computer
Musical instrument

Coding Schemes
Education:
aGrade completed 1-17+.
bGrade completed 10 or less, 11, 12, 0, 1-2, 3-4, 4+ years of postsecondary education.
c Less than primary, finished primary, less than secondary, finished secondary, trade
certificate, attended college, finished college.

dFinished primary, some secondary, finished secondary, some vocational/technical,
some university, finished university. Countries were allowed to alter this coding
scheme.

e ISCED categories.

and (4) semiskilled/unskilled workers (Keeves & Saha, 1992). Using SISS
data, Keeves and Saha analyzed several alternative occupation scales,
including the four-category scale, a two-category (white-collar/blue-col-
lar) scale, and the Treiman SIOP scale. They found that both the four-
category scale and the Treiman scale were most appropriate across a range
of countries, and that the Treiman scale was better able to discriminate
among higher occupational status categories.

The surveys also varied in their consideration of mother’s occupa-
tional status. FIMS asked a question on mother’s employment status (no
job, part-time, full-time), but did not provide an option for recording her
occupational status, if employed. SIMS was the first study to record both
mother’s and father’s occupational status, and used wording that allowed
the student to answer the question for either mother/father or female/
male guardian.

TIMSS differed markedly from prior studies in that it did not include
questions on parental occupation. TIMSS organizers believed the prob-
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Occupation:
f Title and job activities of father.
gTitle and job activitities of father/guardian.
hNo job, part-time, full-time employment status of mother.
i No job, part-time, full-time, if employed, title and job activities of mother/female
guardian.

j Title and job activities of mother.
kTitle, job activities, and occupational status (measured through ISEI) of father/
mother.

lems in gathering parental occupational status noted in prior IEA surveys
raised questions about the feasibility of gathering reliable and usable data
on parental occupation in TIMSS (Larry Suter, personal communication,
September 11, 2000). Indeed the challenges of collecting wealth and occu-
pational status are well known. As Keeves and Saha (1992, p. 166) ex-
plain:

[A]ny direct measure of the financial resources of the economic charac-
teristics of the home cannot be collected in studies of educational
achievement where the data are obtained from students in schools and
classrooms. Even to ask questions about father’s occupation is problem-
atic in some countries. IEA has always encountered sensitivities in ob-
taining data for this indicator of social status, which have intensified
with the increasing awareness of issues associated with confidentiality
of information that is gathered from surveys and stored within comput-
er systems. The usefulness of such information in establishing relation-
ships between home background and achievement outcomes has been
widely recognized and appropriate questions have generally been in-

Social and Cultural Capital

l Minority and
Parental Involvement Cultural Capital Residential Status

Help with homework How often in past year: Born in country? (student,
Parental involvement visit museum, mother, father)
Time talking; attend concert, Home language
eating main meal together; go to theatre,
discussing social, political, go to movies,

e to study and cultural issues go to sporting events.

l software

strument
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cluded in questionnaires. Nevertheless, in some countries, the amount
of missing data as a consequence of non-response has commonly been
substantial.

Such concerns, along with knowledge that several participating countries
would not allow questions on parental occupation and wealth, likely led
to the decision to exclude questions regarding parental occupational sta-
tus from TIMSS. Thus the measurement of socioeconomic status was lim-
ited to two components: parental education and home possessions. To
measure home possessions, countries were invited to add up to twelve
items on home possessions beyond the educational resources listed in
Table 6-3 that were standard for all countries. The final list of home pos-
sessions varied substantially across countries.

In the ongoing search to solve the problem of developing standard,
internationally comparable measures of wealth in the absence of income
data, household possessions have been the focus of much recent atten-
tion, especially in the fields of development economics and health. The
measurement of household possessions usually is applied to examining
wealth differences as they relate to health outcomes, such as immuniza-
tion coverage, child mortality (Hammer, 1999), or nutrition (Rutstein,
1999), but is readily applicable to the study of educational outcomes. As
noted, some researchers believe household assets capture wealth better
than income, because income can fluctuate greatly over time and assets
may reflect a more stable and continuous source of wealth.

Current research should be of considerable value to the designers of
future large-scale surveys in this regard. Using Demographic and Health
Surveys (DHS) in 35 developing countries, economists Filmer and
Pritchett (1999) created an “asset index” from survey questions on house-
hold possessions (e.g., radio, television, bicycle) and housing characteris-
tics (presence of electricity, the type of construction materials used). There
was substantial overlap in the questions asked in different countries, but
the precise list of variables derived from the questions varied from 9 in
some countries to 21 in others. The variables were aggregated into an
index using principal components analysis5 (p. 88). The asset index was
calculated separately for each country. Within each country, individuals
or households were sorted and assigned to wealth groups (poor, middle,
rich) on the bases of their values for the asset index (p. 89). Filmer and
Pritchett are careful to point out that the levels of the asset index are not
directly comparable across countries (e.g., poor households in Brazil do
not have the same standard of living as the poor in Turkey) and the gap
between rich and poor likely varies between countries (e.g., the gap be-
tween poor and rich households in Brazil could be larger than the gap
between poor and rich households in Turkey). But the asset index per-
forms as well as more traditional measures of wealth, and has the addi-
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tional advantage of being comparable across countries. Thus, the real
value of such an asset index is that it can be used to evaluate the distribu-
tion of educational outcomes across different socioeconomic status groups
within countries. By applying such strategies to the study of educational
achievement, we can begin to ask questions like, “How do the poorest 30
percent of students in Country A compare to the poorest 30 percent of
students in Country B in terms of math achievement, both absolutely and
relative to the rich in each country?” This is not a trivial question, because
it helps to focus attention on the subpopulations for which high rates of
achievement are most often elusive.

The inclusion of household possession questions also may help ad-
dress problems of missing and inaccurate data on family background. All
surveys that collect data on family background from students themselves
have problems with nonresponse or inaccuracies. For example, an analy-
sis of data from the U.S. High School and Beyond Survey, which asked
questions of students and parents, found low correlations between stu-
dent and parent responses for some family background factors: .21 for the
presence of a specific place to study, .35 for the presence of an encyclope-
dia, .44 for mother’s occupation, and .87 for father’s education (Koretz,
1992). Such discrepancies between student and parent responses raise
serious questions about the accuracy of these data. It also appears that
nonresponse regarding parents’ education questions for TIMSS and
TIMSS-R is quite high. In the U.S. sample for TIMSS-R, roughly 25 percent
of students did not complete the question on father’s education and 19
percent did not complete it for mother’s education; nonresponse for the
item on number of books in the home was much lower, around 2 percent
(Larry Suter, personal communication, October 18, 2000). A recent study
that used TIMSS data to examine the influences of educational achieve-
ment in ten European countries reports that missing data on parents’
education was too high in all countries (more than 20 percent) to allow
some kind of imputation to replace missing values (Bos & Kuiper, 1999).
Instead, the researchers used the “number of books in the home” measure
as a proxy variable; as in the United States, this variable apparently had a
much lower rate of nonresponse in European countries.

Researchers Boe and May at the University of Pennsylvania are work-
ing to develop an index for socioeconomic status using TIMSS data on
household possessions. One challenge, however, is the current lack of
standardization across countries on a core group of household posses-
sions. Thus, although the addition of household assets measures in TIMSS
was clearly an improvement over prior surveys, future surveys should
try to ensure some level of comparability across countries on a core set of
possession measures. A careful assessment of the reliability and validity
of home possessions as a measure of SES within countries and as a con-
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struct that holds cross-nationally may determine that home possessions
data can provide better and more comparable measures of socioeconomic
status than parental education and occupation.

Measuring Family Structure

FISS was ahead of its time in measuring both birth order and number
of siblings, and SISS used the same format. Some studies did not include
any measures of family structure, and worse yet, TIMSS included ques-
tions on household configuration in such a way that the elements of fam-
ily structure likely most important for educational outcomes cannot be
definitively determined. Students were asked to indicate (yes/no)
whether the following people lived at home with them most or all of the
time: mother, father, one or more brothers, one or more sisters, step-
mother, stepfather, one or more grandparents, other relatives, other non-
relatives. Finally, they were asked to supply the total number of people
living in their home. The best that researchers can do with these data is to
distinguish children living with both biological parents from children
living with single parents. But the potential wealth of information on
other aspects of family structure is compromised by the question format.
There is no way to deduce the total number of siblings, the child’s birth
order, or the actual structure of the family (i.e., total number of adults in
the household). Also, in its focus on living arrangements rather than fam-
ily configuration, the survey provides no data on family structure for
children who do not live at home (a common situation in some countries).
In the measurement of family structure, then, TIMSS did a poorer job than
surveys that preceded it. PISA follows a similar format but has the advan-
tage of asking an additional question about the total number of older and
younger brothers and sisters so that the sibship size and birth order of
each student can be determined. This is a notable improvement over the
TIMSS format.

Measuring Social and Cultural Capital

Designers of the early IEA studies appear to have recognized the
importance of educational resources in the home as a measure of cultural
capital that can facilitate educational success. With the exception of FIMS,
all studies include some measures of educational resources that are ex-
pected to be related to student achievement. Over time the types of re-
sources included reflect technological changes in educational resources
themselves. FISS and SISS asked only about reading materials (dictionary,
books, daily newspaper). SIMS included a question on the presence of a
computer in the home, even at a time before home computers were com-
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mon in many countries. PISA is most specific in this regard and asks
about computer-related resources, such as educational software and ac-
cess to the Internet, to appropriately reflect the rapid changes in computer
usage for educational activities in recent years.

Other measures of cultural capital are relatively recent additions to
large-scale international surveys. Only TIMSS and PISA include ques-
tions regarding parent’s/children’s participation in cultural activities.
Given recent research findings on the importance of other forms of cul-
tural capital, especially parent’s reading habits, future surveys should
consider adding one or two questions to address this aspect as well. Fi-
nally, the more recent surveys ask questions regarding immigrant status
and the language spoken in the home. Thus, they provide researchers
with a valuable source of data to examine the role of immigrant status and
home language in children’s educational achievement cross-nationally.

Parental involvement, a primary indicator of social capital within the
family, is measured less systematically. Early studies included questions
about parent’s help with homework and involvement in children’s school-
ing more generally, but neither SIMS nor TIMSS included questions on
this topic. PISA asks several interesting questions on parental involve-
ment, including whether parents and children eat a main meal together
and how much time they spend talking to each other, in addition to
whether parents assist children with homework.

Assessment

In sum, in order to assess the progress in the measurement of family
background in these surveys over the past decades, it may be useful to
revisit the main reasons for measuring family background stated at the
outset of this paper, because the adequacy of family background mea-
sures may vary according to the goals toward which they are applied. In
terms of the first goal of controlling for family influences in order to
examine school effects net of family effects, substantial progress has been
made in the more than thirty years since the first IEA survey was con-
ducted. Many of the flaws, such as those in the measurement of parental
education and occupation, were addressed and improved in subsequent
surveys. Recent surveys have been more cognizant of the multidimen-
sional influences of family life and, in contrast to prior surveys, have
incorporated questions regarding family cultural capital, home language,
and immigrant status.

In terms of the second goal of studying family background as a deter-
minant of educational achievement in its own right, the measurement of
family background also has improved. Growing awareness of the central
importance of family background in determining educational achieve-
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ment is reflected in reports based on data from international achievement
surveys. Early reports, such as those based on FISS data, paid little atten-
tion to socioeconomic status or other aspects of family background. Home
background influences were aggregated into a single construct and used
primarily as a control variable in analyses of the impact of school factors
on educational achievement (Comber & Keeves, 1973). Analyses of SISS
data treated family background in somewhat greater detail and not just as
a control variable. For example, Postlethwaite and Wiley (1992, pp. 125-
128) presented a complex path analysis in which family SES was hypoth-
esized to influence students’ views regarding science, their liking of
school, and their science achievement (see also Keeves, 1992). Published
reports based on TIMSS data provide the most detailed summaries of
family background influences on academic achievement. Each of the five
reports published thus far (Beaton et al., 1996a, 1996b; Mullis et al., 1997a,
1997b, 1998) devotes a chapter to family factors and provides summary
statistics for various measures of family background as they relate to
achievement in each country. For example, Beaton et al. (1996a, 1996b)
report mean achievement scores for each response category for questions
relating to the number of books in the home, highest level of education for
either parent, and the presence of study desk, dictionary, and computer in
the home. Even this relatively simple presentation of bivariate relation-
ships improves on past reports and underscores the strong correlations
between aspects of family background and educational achievement.
Thus, although the primary focus of international assessments of educa-
tional achievement remains on school factors and processes, the attention
devoted to family background factors in both the design of the surveys
and the reports of the data is greater today than ever.

Although the general picture is one of progress, in hindsight it is also
apparent that some inconsistencies in data collection might have been
avoided. Most notably, these are the lack of parents’ occupational status
and the weaknesses of the family structure data in the TIMSS survey. The
implications of these weaknesses are becoming apparent as researchers
begin to utilize the TIMSS data. The American Institutes for Research
recently “polled” researchers conducting secondary analyses using TIMSS
data on the perceived advantages and disadvantages of TIMSS. In the
report of their findings to the TIMSS-R Technical Review Panel, they
summarized researcher’s opinions in the following way: “[T]he over-
whelming consensus was that TIMSS was the richest, most comprehen-
sive set of truly comparable cross-national data ever collected.” On the
downside, among other things, researchers “wished there was more back-
ground information on family socioeconomic status” (American Insti-
tutes for Research, Memorandum to Members of the TIMSS-R Technical
Review Panel, 2000, p. 4). The limitations of the family background data
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in TIMSS are further reflected in current research projects attempting to
study the impact of family background on educational outcomes or con-
trol for family background in assessments of school factors. Most of these
studies use only one measure of family background, either parental edu-
cation (e.g., Schiller, Khmelkov, & Wang, 2000) or number of books in the
home (e.g., Boe, Turner, Leow, & Barkanic, 1999; Bos & Kuiper, 1999);
they acknowledge that these are incomplete measures of family back-
ground, but that TIMSS offers few alternatives. Thus, for the explicit pur-
pose of examining the relationship between family background and edu-
cational outcomes across nations, further improvements are necessary in
the measurement of family background in cross-national surveys of edu-
cational achievement.

Finally, it appears that the data from IEA studies have been under-
utilized in terms of the third goal of comparing the distribution of educa-
tional achievement within and across societies. Much more energy has
been devoted to comparing nations in terms of average achievement than
to comparing nations in terms of the dispersion of math and science
achievement scores or other educational outcomes. This is unfortunate
for two reasons. First, as mentioned previously, awareness of variations
in terms of family background and other factors of student populations
provides crucial context for comparing average performance across na-
tions; without such contextual qualifications, differences in achievement
scores may reveal very little about the effectiveness of educational sys-
tems being compared. Second, investigations of the achievement gaps
between students from poor versus rich (single-parent versus two-parent,
educated versus uneducated) families could yield valuable information
regarding how the distribution of achievement scores relate to other in-
equalities within societies. Cross-national comparisons of such achieve-
ment gaps would go far beyond the usual comparison of average achieve-
ment scores across countries. For example, if such analyses revealed that
some countries have comparatively small achievement gaps between rich
and poor students, these cases could be informative for countries strug-
gling with large performance gaps by socioeconomic status. Focused in-
vestigation on the achievement of poorest students and those attending
resource-impoverished schools across societies also might be illuminat-
ing. Some countries with relatively high average achievement scores
might look quite different when examined from this perspective.

Recently, Berliner similarly emphasized the necessity to look at the
extremes in addition to the averages in the case of the results of TIMSS-R
for the United States:

The U.S. average masks the scores of students from terrific public schools
and hides the scores of students attending shamefully inadequate
schools. . . . Average scores mislead completely in a country as heteroge-
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neous as ours. We have many excellent public schools, and many that
are not nearly as good. Those who want to undermine our public schools
often condemn the whole system rather than face the inequities within
it. They should focus their attention instead on rescuing the under-fund-
ed and ill-equipped schools that are failing children in our poorest neigh-
borhoods. (The Washington Post, January 28, 2001, p. B3)

Indeed, focused analyses of factors related to low achievement of stu-
dents from low-SES or otherwise impoverished backgrounds in the United
States and other countries could shed considerable light on the reasons
for their underperformance and suggest remedies targeted to student
populations in great need of assistance.

As first step in this direction, a recent report by the U.S. Department
of Education (2000) makes a concerted effort to examine the distribution
of student achievement across subpopulations of U.S. students (by eco-
nomic circumstances, family configuration, parental education, etc.) and
to compare the averages of these subpopulations to the average achieve-
ment scores of other nations (see Figure 6-1). These comparisons are re-
vealing and generally demonstrate that students from low socioeconomic
circumstances (as indicated by the home possessions measure) perform
substantially worse than the international average, while average achieve-
ment scores for students of middle and upper socioeconomic status is
equal to or above the international average. As this example demonstrates,
investigations of the distribution of achievement scores within and be-
tween societies can provide valuable information. The accurate examina-
tion of the distribution of educational outcomes requires that we measure
the social conditions, especially family background, across which such
outcomes are distributed.

Undoubtedly, large-scale international surveys have contributed
much to understanding the effects of family background on educational
outcomes, the impact of school effects net of family effects on educational
achievement, and the determinants of unequal educational opportunities
and outcomes within and across societies. The fact that so many of the
studies in Panel B of Table 6-1 utilize IEA data is further testimony to the
great value of these surveys. To ensure that future surveys continue to
make such contributions and improve on knowledge gleaned from prior
research, they should take advantage of the solid foundation that prior
surveys contribute to the conceptualization and measurement of family
background. Toward that goal, I offer several recommendations for con-
sideration. The first relates to the treatment of prior survey data; the
remaining recommendations relate to the development of future surveys.
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Significantly higher than 
international mean

Significantly lower than 
international mean 

Country mean significantly higher 
than U.S. population group mean

Country mean not significantly different 
from U.S. population group mean

Country mean significantly lower 
than U.S. population group mean

Nation Mean LOW Q2 Q3 HIGH

Singapore 607
Czech Republic 574
Japan 571
Korea 565
Bulgaria 565
Netherlands 560
Slovenia 560
Austria 558 555
Hungary 554
England 552
Belgium (Fl) 550 549
Australia 545
Slovak Republic 544
Russian Federation 538
Ireland 538
Sweden 535
UNITED STATES 534
Germany 531 532
Canada 531
Norway 527
New Zealand 525
Thailand 525
Israel 524
Hong Kong 522
Switzerland 522
Scotland 517
Spain 517
France 498
Greece 497
Iceland 494
Romania 486 492
Latvia (LSS) 485
Portugal 480
Denmark 478
Lithuania 476
Belgium (Fr) 471
Iran, Islamic Republic 470
Cyprus 463
Kuwait 430
Colombia 411
South Africa 326

Population Group Mean 492 532 549 555
Comparison to international mean of 516:

*Population Group Identification:  LOW=1st quartile; Q2= 2nd quartile; Q3= 3rd quartile; HIGH= 4th quartile

� �

�

� �

�

National Averages U.S. Population groups*

Key

FIGURE 6-1 Family wealth and science achievement: Science total scores; upper
grade, Population 2; 1995.
NOTES: Nations not meeting international sampling guidelines shown in italics.
Unshaded areas indicate 95 percent confidence interval of population group mean.
Population group mean scores are shown in unshaded area in approximate position.
The French-speaking (Belgium-Fr) and the Flemish-speaking (Belgium-Fl) populations of
Belgium were sampled separately. The placement of Sweden may appear out of place;
however, statistically the placement is correct. Latvia (LSS) indicates only Latvian-speaking
schools were sampled.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education (2000, p. 77).
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. One of the great benefits of TIMSS has been the ease of use of the
data files for secondary analysis, especially the ability for researchers to
download them from the TIMSS Web site. If prior surveys, especially
SIMS and SISS, could be made similarly accessible via the Internet, it is
likely that more researchers would utilize these valuable sources of inter-
national data to address questions related to family background and edu-
cational outcomes. Moreover, researchers might be encouraged to con-
sider comparing the results of these surveys over time if they had easy
access to all three data sources. This is one relatively straightforward way
to further the productive synergies between the researchers conducting
secondary analyses of the survey data and the survey organizers.

2. Measures of parental education and occupational status are core
components of family background that should be incorporated, when
possible, into future surveys. Although the problems of missing data and
concerns regarding reliability are likely to continue, the value of data
gathered on these core concepts often will outweigh these caveats. In
some cases, such as with young student populations who might not pro-
vide accurate answers or in countries where collecting such information
is forbidden by law, incorporating these measures is not feasible. In other
cases, as with older student populations, such data can provide valuable
information on family background. Survey designers should weigh the
advantages and disadvantages of obtaining information on parents’ edu-
cation and occupation and collect it where possible.

3. Future studies should follow the examples set by TIMSS and PISA
and include questions on home possessions as a proxy for wealth. Follow-
ing the methods of Filmer and Pritchett and other researchers, effort
should be devoted to devising a common core of possessions that would
allow for cross-national comparisons, but also allow for additional com-
ponents of this construct to capture variations in home possessions that
are of particular interest within nations. Recent and ongoing research on
the construction of indices using home possession measures should pro-
vide a valuable source of information as survey designers consider how
to best measure socioeconomic status with measures of home posses-
sions. Until a definitive conclusion is drawn, however, surveys should
strive to include multiple measures of socioeconomic status, namely par-
ents’ education, parents’ occupation, and home possessions.

4. Relatedly, a careful assessment of prior IEA survey data should be
conducted to determine the extent of problems related to nonresponse,
validity, and reliability of various measures of family SES. Such an assess-
ment could reveal how these problems vary by country or question for-
mat and could offer clear recommendations on which types of questions
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are likely to yield the most robust and valid information on family socio-
economic status.

5. Large-scale international surveys are the best source of compara-
tive data available to study the relationship between family background
and educational outcomes across a wide range of societies. Although the
investigation of this relationship has not always been the primary concern
of survey designers, these surveys do have the (perhaps unenviable) bur-
den to provide researchers with the best family background data possible.
Thus in the areas where knowledge is weakest, namely the mapping of
cross-cultural variations in the impact of family structure and social/
cultural capital on educational outcomes, these surveys have an espe-
cially large contribution to make. Therefore, family structure and social/
cultural capital should be incorporated consistently as aspects of family
background. The questions on family structure must be formulated care-
fully, so that the most important elements of family structure, namely
number of brothers and sisters and headship of the household (e.g., single
parent versus two biological parents versus stepparent) can be deter-
mined. Surveys should include the multiple dimensions of family social
and cultural capital, including parental involvement, and parent’s/chil-
dren’s participation in cultural activities. Surveys organizers should at-
tend to the ongoing research in these areas; as the concepts of social and
cultural capital continue to be refined, survey questions may need revi-
sion.

6. More generally, a strategy of standardization on core components
of a concept, combined with options for nations to include variations,
could be an efficient and fruitful way to measure the multiple dimensions
of family background and simultaneously fill the need for comparative,
yet context-sensitive measures. Researchers interested primarily in inter-
national comparisons could utilize the core standardized components,
and researchers interested in examining questions of particular concern
within a country could take advantage of the context-sensitive measures.

7. The conceptualization of “the family” varies from society to soci-
ety. Problems regarding different definitions of “family” and “household”
could be minimized by explicitly supplying respondents the definition
they should use when answering survey questions. For example, before
asking about parents’ educational and occupational status, the PISA ques-
tionnaire clarifies its definition of “parent” for the respondent in the fol-
lowing way:

Some of the following questions are about your mother and father (or
those person[s] who are like a mother or father to you—for example,
guardians, step-parents, foster parents, etc.). If you share your time with
more than one set of parents or guardians, please answer the following
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questions for those parents/step-parents/guardians you spend the most
time with. (OECD, 2000, p. 6).

Such clarifications help assure that respondents use the same definition of
family or family members as that intended by the survey.

It is important to remember that family background is only one of the
many topics covered in international studies of educational achievement.
Considering their scope, both in terms of content and geographic cover-
age, the accomplishments of these studies are extremely impressive.
Large-scale international surveys have been a valuable source of data for
researchers and policy makers concerned with understanding the deter-
minants of educational outcomes. As Husen (1987, p. 33) notes,

Cross-national comparisons of student achievements and attitudes pro-
vide a unique opportunity for disentangling the relative effect of the
factors that the child brings to school. These are the social influences at
large and home background in particular, on the one hand, and the key
factors operating in the school situation on the other hand.

Careful consideration and measurement of family background factors can
help to ensure that future surveys continue to provide detailed and com-
prehensive data with which to address longstanding questions regarding
children’s learning processes and educational achievement throughout
the world.

NOTES

1. For example, most of the studies listed in the table consider other independent or de-
pendent variables (especially occupational status). Some studies employ cross-sectional
data; others use longitudinal data. This information, as well as the broader goals of each
research project, cannot be gleaned from Table 6-1; the studies should be consulted
directly (see References).

2. This approach focuses on the relationship between measurable educational inputs and
school outcomes and is derived from the notion that the output of the educational
process, namely individual student achievement, is related directly to a series of inputs
(Hanushek, 1995, pp. 228-229). Family inputs commonly are measured by parental edu-
cation, income, wealth, and family size. School inputs typically are conceptualized as
teachers’ characteristics, school organization, and community factors.

3. I do not discuss other major surveys such as the International Assessment of Educa-
tional Progress (IAEP) or International Adult Literacy Survey because their question-
naires did not include major sections on the family background of respondents.

4. An additional survey project worthy of note is the Southern Africa Consortium for
Monitoring Educational Quality (SACMEQ). In the past decade, this project conducted
two assessments (SACMEQ I and II) of conditions of schooling and the quality of pri-
mary education in 15 countries in Eastern and Southern Africa. Like the IEA surveys,
SACMEQ surveys gathered data on students, teachers, and school administrators, but
they also contain family background questions appropriate for developing country con-
texts. For example, family wealth is assessed with questions on livestock holdings,
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household possessions, and structural conditions of the home. Interestingly, the ques-
tions on home possessions in TIMSS and PISA were modeled after the SACMEQ survey
(I am grateful to an anonymous reviewer for this information). Further information
about SACMEQ can be obtained from Kenneth N. Ross, International Institute for Edu-
cational Planning (IIEP), UNESCO, Paris, France.

5. As Filmer and Pritchett (1999, p. 88) explain, principal components analysis is a tech-
nique closely related to factor analysis that is used for “summarizing the information
contained in a large number of variables to a smaller number by creating a set of mutu-
ally uncorrelated components of the data.” For a detailed discussion of this procedure,
see Filmer and Pritchett (1998).
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7

Advancements in Conceptualizing
and Analyzing Cultural Effects

in Cross-National Studies of
Educational Achievement1

Gerald K. LeTendre*

[T]hose who have conducted the [International Association for the Eval-
uation of Educational Achievement] IEA studies have been well aware
that educational systems, like other aspects of a culture, have character-
istics that are unique to a given culture. In order to understand why
students in a particular system of education perform as they do, one
must often reach deep into the cultural and educational history of that
system of education (Purves, 1987, p. 104).

The problem of “culture” has engaged researchers of cross-national
trends in education and schooling for decades and continues to invigorate
a lively theoretical and methodological debate today. Scholars interested
in comparative studies of education can still find themselves in a quan-
dary as there is, to date, no single definition of culture or method of
cultural analysis that is agreed on by all researchers. Researchers in the
field still debate questions such as “How can an understanding of differ-
ences in cultures help us to better understand international differences in
student achievement?” “How can an analysis of culture help us to under-
stand what are and are not possible lessons to be learned for the U.S. in
terms of improving student achievement?” or “When is culture an impor-
tant factor and when is it not?”

Nonetheless, there have been significant advances in how culture has
been conceptualized in cross-national studies of educational achievement.

*Gerald LeTendre is Chair of the Comparative and International Education Committee
and the Harry and Marion Eberly Faculty Fellow at the Pennsylvania State University.
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Both theoretically and methodologically, the study of educational achieve-
ment has been advanced by borrowing from cross-national work in the
subfields of sociology of education, anthropology of education, cultural
psychology, and qualitative studies in education. The traditional “na-
tional case study” model—in which idealized models of the nation’s edu-
cation system were developed and analyzed—commonly used in the ear-
liest days of the IEA has given way to studies which take into account
national and regional diversity as well as studies that try to account for
cross-national factors that can affect a range of nations. At both the micro-
and macrosocial levels, an analysis of cultural effects has been advanced
by better theory, research designs, and data sets and powerful software
capable of analyzing huge data sets. The development of iterative, multi-
method research designs has allowed researchers to overcome major epis-
temological problems that previously separated qualitative and quan-
titative researchers, allowing cultural analyses to inform cross-national
studies at all stages of the research.

In this chapter, I will review the advances that have been made in
conceptualizing and studying culture in cross-national or comparative
studies of schools and educational systems. I will show how models of
cultural dynamics can be integrated with quantitative data in studies of
educational achievement and cultural effects. Already, many researchers
in the subfields of anthropology of education, sociology of education, and
comparative education now routinely use mixed method designs to ac-
count for cultural effects (see Caracelli & Green, 1993; Tashakkori &
Teddlie, 1998). I will summarize the most important methodological ad-
vances in modeling cultural effects on student achievement in two large
recent IEA studies, and propose new models of multimethod research
design that can integrate cultural analyses and quantitative analyses in
the same study. Finally, I will discuss the problems inherent in trying to
create large, qualitative, public databases: the kind of databases that fur-
ther the integration of cultural analysis in studying many aspects of edu-
cational achievement.

HOW TO DEFINE “CULTURE”?

Virtually every aspect of education can be described as “culture,”
depending on how the writer uses the term. In the quote cited at the
beginning of this chapter, Purves states that the entire educational system
is part of the national culture. Defining just what culture is has been an
elusive task (see Hoffman, 1999, for an essay on the various definitions of
culture used in comparative education studies). Using the broadest defi-
nition, even the most basic patterns of instructional practice are seen as
the result of culture. Taking this stance, basic concepts such as “academic
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achievement” are regarded as socially constructed or “cultural” phenom-
ena by the researcher (see Goldman & McDermott, 1987; Grant & Sleeter,
1996). From this perspective, it is useless to argue what may or may not be
a cultural effect because culture permeates and affects all social interac-
tions.

The idea that culture or cultural effects can be reduced to a set of
variables has, as Hoffman (1999, pp. 472-474) notes, led to a dead end in
comparative education. This kind of epistemological impasse has long
kept qualitative and quantitative researchers from uniting in a common
study of the cross-national causes and correlates of educational achieve-
ment. Invested in one mode of investigation, both quantitative and quali-
tative researchers find themselves bogged down in fruitless epistemo-
logical debates, missing a way to bridge qualitative and quantitative
approaches to research: incorporating both methods in a larger research
project designed to identify and test patterns of causality. While quantita-
tive analysts tend to assume that a universal causal model with discrete
variables can be readily identified and implemented in cross-national re-
search, qualitative analysts tend to assume that the first problem to over-
come in a cross-national study is how to model causation.

Early comparativists frequently used textual descriptions or statisti-
cal summaries of nations or national systems of education as the basis for
a comparative methodology (Bereday, 1964). This approach was limited
because it assumes a pervasive, ill-defined cultural effect. In searching for
what Jones termed “a scientific methodology” (Jones, 1971, p. 83) com-
parativists employed models in which nations as a whole were identified
as culturally homogeneous units, that is, the “national case study” (see
Passow, 1984).2 This led the field of comparative and international educa-
tion to be dominated largely by “area experts” who studied the educa-
tional system of specific nations or regions. Content analyses of “com-
parative” studies of education printed in major academic journals reveal a
predominant focus on only one country (Ramirez & Meyer, 1981) and a
lack of comparative research design (see also Baker, 1994).

Rust, Soumare, Pescador, and Shibuya (1999, p. 107) aptly demon-
strate that over the past 20 years, few studies appearing in the major
comparative journals cite the major theorists of the field of comparative
education, and that “Very little attention has been given to data collection
and data analysis strategies.” However, outside of the comparative edu-
cation journals, there has been significant debate about how to improve
data collection and data analysis strategies. The basic strategy of combin-
ing cross-national achievement and survey data, widely employed in IEA
studies, provoked lively debates, particularly around the Second Interna-
tional Mathematics Study (Baker, 1993; Bradburn, Haertel, Schwille, &
Torney-Purta, 1991; Rotberg, 1990; Westbury, 1992, 1993). However, these
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debates did not address the basic concept of culture.3 The authors gener-
ally accepted an implicit model of culture as a historically static set of
values (or language) specific to, and homogeneous among, a particular
nation that could be readily modeled using discrete variables and linear
equations.

The problem with attempting to measure culture as a set of discrete
variables that function in the same way across nations can be demon-
strated by reference to attempts to understand what constitutes effective
teaching within any given nation. The creation of ever more detailed
national-level data sets has reached a dead end in IEA studies. For ex-
ample, in 1984, Passow (p. 477) identified “quality of teachers” as one
possible “teacher variable” to consider. In the IEA classroom study
(Anderson, Ryan, & Shapiro, 1989), “quality of teachers” was measured in
many different ways with sets of variables addressing specific areas—
including knowledge of the field, instructional practice, and belief sys-
tems—any number of which could be construed as “cultural.” In the Third
International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS), a host of variables
measured a wide range of teacher behaviors, beliefs, and backgrounds.
Table 7-1 provides a partial list of variables related to teacher quality in
the TIMSS Population 2 teacher questionnaire that many qualitative ana-
lysts would consider to measure cultural effects.4

Faced with such an alarming number of variables, researchers have
turned to qualitative studies to help orient research and guide analysis
and interpretation. The work of cross-cultural psychologists, such as
Stevenson and Stigler, attempted to understand how teacher quality af-
fects student achievement by incorporating theories that specific beliefs
about teaching and learning were “cultural” and drove more effective
instructional practice (see Stevenson & Stigler, 1992; Stigler & Hiebert,
1998). Both Stevenson and Stigler argue that Japanese teachers’ emphasis
on persistence rather than innate ability led them to believe they could
increase the achievement of all students, thus providing motivation to
work harder to ensure that all students make academic progress.

The idea that what makes a “good” teacher (or a good classroom)
depends on the culturally influenced expectations of students, parents,
and the teachers themselves has been expanded by the work of anthro-
pologists and educational researchers (see, e.g., Anderson-Levitt, 1987,
2001; Crossley & Vulliamy, 1997; Daniels & Garner, 1999; Flinn, 1992;
LeTendre, 2000; Shimahara, 1998). Scholars in subfields such as anthro-
pology of education or sociology of education who engage in cross-na-
tional work now tend to employ a model of culture as a dynamic system.
Rather than attempt to create more and more numerous sets of variables,
these researchers emphasize the respondent’s perceptions of the social
world, individual-level interactions, variation in cultural norms within
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nations and sources of conflict (e.g., historical, regional, linguistic, racial,
etc.) around key concepts, roles, and institutions.

As early as 1976, IEA scholars called for increased attention to alter-
native ways to model cultural effects:

The most interesting, and perhaps the most useful, approach to cross-
national research proceeds not in terms of existing country-wide units,
but on the basis of sub-national units. This means that it may be more
interesting (for comparative work) to inquire about the correlates of
achievement with, say, metropolitan areas across several countries, or
among the children of the poor, or among girls, each group taken to-
gether across nations, than it is to regard individual countries as the
logical, or only, units of analysis. (Passow, Noah, Eckstein, & Mallea,
1976, p. 293)

TABLE 7-1 Teacher Variables in TIMSS, Population 2

Time on Task in Classroom Time Outside of Classroom Implementation

Time teaching textbook Preparing/grading exams Ability tracked or
detracked

Time spent on topics Planning lessons Use of calculators
(20 main topics)

Time on introduction of Updating student records Use of review
topic

Time on review Reading/grading student Use of quizzes
work

Frequency of computer Professional study Small-group activities
use

Frequency of use of Meetings with other Paper-pencil exercises
graphs or charts teachers/students/

parents

Time on small-group Hands-on lab
activities

Time on topic Assign homework
development

Frequency of teacher/ Oral recitation/drill
student interaction

Ask students to explain
reasoning

Type of homework
assigned

SOURCE: TIMSS Population 2 Mathematics/Science Questionnaire.
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Many scholars now recognize that the static, national case study ap-
proach ultimately masks more important findings regarding the range of
cultural variation within national subunits; conflicting educational expec-
tations held by religious, linguistic or ethnic groups; and the degree to
which cultural change affects the nation in question. For example,
Shimahara (1998, pp. 3-4) squarely places his recent volume as a contribu-
tion to cross-national studies of education in that it brings to bear a con-
textual (i.e., cultural dynamic) perspective on classroom management:

Yet the majority of international comparisons tend to be sketchy and
cursory, paying scant attention to the national and cultural context of
schooling. Such a problem is glaring in a broad array of writings. . . .
Even The Handbook of Research on Teaching, presumably the most author-
itative project on teaching of the American Educational Research Asso-
ciation, suffers from the same shortcomings. Authors refer to teaching
practices in other countries without offering contextual interpretations.

Shimahara, in this and previous works, has attempted to bring an-
thropological theory and qualitative methods to cross-national studies of
education and achievement in the last ten years. The importance of “cul-
ture” in explaining the schooling process, or more basically, in identifying
the boundaries of school as an institution, has played an increasing role in
the IEA’s studies.

ADVANCES IN MODELING CULTURE

Researchers engaged in cross-national studies of educational systems
have begun to use models of culture where culture is seen as a pervasive
set of values, habits, and ideals that permeate every social institution and,
in fact, construct the boundaries of acceptable or even imaginable behav-
ior (see Douglas, 1986 for a theoretical synthesis), but do not assume that
culture is historically static or homogeneous within national boundaries.
Researchers conducting comparative studies that use a cultural dynamic
approach to study educational achievement, for example, first document
the range and variation in respondent’s definitions and knowledge of key
concepts (e.g. achievement), social roles (e.g. teacher), and institutions
(e.g. school). They then proceed to analyze patterns of consensus or con-
flict around such concepts, at the same time comparing recorded belief
statements with observed behaviors. The same process is carried out in a
second country and the patterns of consensus or conflict within each
nation are then compared (see Anderson-Levitt, 2001; LeTendre, 2000;
Shimahara and Sakai, 1995; Spindler, 1987).

Two recent major IEA studies—Civic Education and TIMSS—both
attempted to incorporate more dynamic models of culture and made sig-
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nificant methodological and theoretical advances over previous studies
as they incorporated extensive qualitative components. The decision to
combine qualitative and quantitative data collection in different research
components of the same study indicates an understanding that a com-
bined qualitative/quantitative approach will maximize understanding of
educational processes cross-nationally. In the TIMSS-Repeat (TIMSS-R),
an expanded video component has been retained with the explicit intent
of providing the opportunity for holistic analysis that incorporates a more
dynamic model of culture. The intended coding procedures of the TIMSS-
R video data will include both inductive and deductive components. The
researchers stated they will:

Develop a holistic interpretive framework for each country to which
specific teaching codes can be linked. We refer to this as “conserving”
for each country the context or meaning of a given analytic code, for
example the meaning of the use of chalkboards and overhead projectors.
(TIMSS-R Video Study Web site at www.lessonlab.com/timss-r/video
coding.htm)

These advances in integrating qualitative and quantitative methods
in cross-national studies of academic achievement parallel the areas of
experimentation by scholars in many fields. In demography, family stud-
ies, and other fields, whole journal issues recently have been devoted to
investigation of qualitative methods. For example, Asay and Hennon
(1999) suggest innovations in interviewing for international family re-
search derived from qualitative educational studies. An entire issue of
The Professional Geographer is dedicated to qualitative methods, including
“Use of Storytelling” and “The Utility of In-Depth Interviews” (The Profes-
sional Geographer, Vol. 51, No. 2). Essentially, several fields are converging
on a combined analytic strategy that mixes quantitative and qualitative
data in order to answer distinct but related questions about a given phe-
nomenon.

HOW CULTURAL ANALYSES IMPROVE
OUR UNDERSTANDING OF ACHIEVEMENT

How can an understanding of differences in national cultural dynam-
ics help us to better understand international differences in student
achievement? How can an analysis of culture help us to understand what
are and are not possible lessons to be learned for the United States in
terms of improving student achievement? The answer lies in the richness
of details—the “thick description”—that high quality qualitative studies
provide. This kind of data allows researchers to address three major prob-
lems in current social science research: how to capture daily life, how to
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improve interpretation, and how to model dynamic systems. More accu-
rate data on daily life form the basis for more accurate comparisons of
national cultural dynamics and improve our knowledge of the implica-
tions and problems that need to be faced if programs or reforms are to be
transferred from one nation to another.

Capturing Daily Life

Researchers in a variety of fields are drawn to qualitative methods as
a way of more accurately documenting and portraying the social experi-
ences of groups of interest. As Asay and Hennon (1999, p. 409) write:
“Qualitative methodologies are often chosen for family research because
of their ability in gaining ‘real life’ and more contextualized understand-
ing of the phenomenon of interest.” Researchers from several fields ap-
pear to see qualitative methods as a way to capture more accurate por-
trayals of the social world. Epistemologically, these researchers believe
that an analysis of system dynamics will produce results distinct from an
analysis of the causal relationships between parts of the system. Stigler
and Hiebert (1999) noted that in studying the videotapes of teachers in
three nations, it was more important to see how the lessons formed a
whole than to count frequencies of coded categories. Simply put, qualita-
tive analyses provide insight into how the cultural dynamic is working at
the time of the study.

On another level, although surveys, structured interviews, or obser-
vation instruments can capture a myriad of codeable behaviors or charac-
teristics (such as the desire to go to college), they largely fail to capture the
assumed meanings that people make in every social interaction. For ex-
ample, in my own work, I found that all adolescents said they wanted to
go on to college (LeTendre, 2000). Yet what was meant by college differed
dramatically. One young U.S. adolescent boy said to me: “I’d like to go to
college, like an electrician’s program like my uncle went to, but if not that
I’d like to be a lawyer.” Survey questions about future academic aspira-
tions generally fail to capture the complexity, and confusion, that charac-
terizes adolescent educational decision making (see LeTendre, 1996;
Okano, 1995). This student (and many others I interviewed) saw all forms
of post-high school training as “college.”

The fact that an adolescent thinks there is essentially no difference
between the kind of training needed to be a journeyman electrician and a
lawyer suggests that his or her educational trajectory will be affected
adversely by a lack of knowledge of the basic educational opportunity
structure (see also Gambetta, 1987; Gamoran & Mare, 1989; Hallinan, 1992;
Kilgore, 1991; Lareau, 1989). Similarly, Stigler and Hiebert (1999) note
that in studying teacher practice in classrooms, coding and analyzing
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discrete variables fails to accurately model the effect of specific actions in
context. Such contextualized knowledge opens new lines of inquiry for
the researcher, and presents the possibility of identifying what features of
the system are likely to be linked with areas of interest and what are not.
That is, holistic analysis of the dynamic system can highlight pertinent
cultural features or subsystems that can be targeted for more intense
study. Qualitative data allow researchers to document the extent to which
behaviors vary and to which disagreement is raised, and the kinds of
behaviors about which people argue. This kind of highly detailed, de-
scriptive data allows for a more accurate interpretation of the entire body
of data we have about a given country.

Improving Interpretation

By analyzing culture as a dynamic system, researchers increase the
accuracy of interpretation of the results of qualitative or combined quali-
tative/quantitative studies in terms of bringing them closer to how the
respondents themselves see things. This was made dramatically clear to
me in my own work. I found that certain academically competent Japa-
nese students were highly worried and concerned about the upcoming
high school examination—a fact that would not be predicted from either
a conflict or sponsorship model of educational selection (LeTendre, 1996).
A reanalysis of field notes and interview transcriptions, however, revealed
the role that strong emotions played in the decision-making process and
suggested a new theoretical interpretation: Students who have high test
scores are perceived by their teachers to need less counseling about high
school placement, but this lack of counseling makes the students feel that
their choices are less “safe” or “good” than lower achieving students who
receive more counseling. High-achieving Japanese students were not able
to reassure themselves emotionally, via contact with teachers, that their
choices were sound choices, creating anxiety.

Too often, highly statistical analyses of educational achievement fail
to record accurately how teachers, students, parents, and administrators
interpret the world around them, thus preventing accurate causal model-
ing of the social system in question. For example, one could theorize that
a culture of competition in Japan (Dore, 1976) drives high-stakes testing
and the large cram-school system (see also Rohlen, 1980; Zeng, 1996). Yet
ethnographic studies of U.S. schooling (Eckert, 1989; Goldman &
McDermott, 1987; Grant & Sleeter, 1996) also document a culture of com-
petition, yet there has been little high-stakes testing or cram-school devel-
opment in the United States. The expression of academic competition is
affected by patterns of relationships between key concepts, roles, and
institutions, and these patterns differ between the United States and Japan.
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In the United States, competition pervades all aspects of student life
in schools, particularly social life, and adolescents spend considerable
energy in vying for social popularity or athletic supremacy. In U.S.
schools, there are distinct and separate social status hierarchies that split
arenas of competition, “jocks” opposed to “nerds” (see Eckert, 1989). In
Japan, there is less differentiation of social status hierarchies, and all so-
cial status hierarchies are affected by academic performance (Fukuzawa
& LeTendre, 2001). Even in working-class high schools, there is a com-
parative lack of a strong countercultural movement (compare Kinney,
1994; Okano, 1993; Trelfa, 1994, with Grant & Sleeter, 1996; Jenkins, 1983;
or MacLeod, 1987). Without understanding the cultural context of compe-
tition—the ways in which adolescents (and teachers) make sense of aca-
demic competition and how it affects their lives—we could not model
accurately the role of academic competition in either the United States or
Japan, much less conduct a systematic comparison of the effect of compe-
tition on student achievement and socialization. Nonetheless, ethno-
graphic studies by themselves provide limited data for national policy
decisions. National survey and testing data are needed if researchers wish
to formulate and test hypotheses at a national level.

A combination of qualitative and quantitative data has gained wide
support as a way to increase accuracy of interpretation. In summarizing
the future strategy of IEA basic school subjects, Plomp (1990, p. 9) writes,
“[I]ncreased attention will be paid to ways of combining quantitative and
‘narrative’ methodologies in order to provide potential for rich interpre-
tations for the statistical data, and in this way providing decision makers
which [sic] more comprehensive information.” Plomp (then IEA chair-
man), like researchers in other fields, believed that some form of qualita-
tive data was needed to accurately interpret survey results.

Modeling Dynamic Systems

Attempts to model cultural effects by using an increasingly large ar-
ray of variables in cross-national studies failed because the potential num-
ber of variables that can be considered cultural is so large. Identifying
what a cultural variable is (as well as measuring its impact) tends to
devolve into arguments about how to define culture. This strategy also
has another limitation.

Defining cultural variables assumes that any given variable will have
the same effect across time and place: that the cultural dynamic will func-
tion in the same way over time and across regions. The prevailing under-
standing of cultures is that they are systems in flux that cannot be studied
in some state of equilibrium or against some initial steady state. There are
no steady states or states of equilibrium for nations. The cultural dynamic
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is essentially a “moving target” that constantly changes and does not
have a readily identifiable trajectory. Grand cultural theories of early an-
thropology (regarding progressive evolution from sociocultural states of
savagery through barbarism to civilization) have been abandoned and
criticized for their inherent racial and/or cultural prejudice. Scholars of
national educational systems and cross-national education studies must
try to understand the workings of a system with limited knowledge of
what states the system has passed through (i.e., historical context) and no
knowledge of what states the system is likely to go through (developmen-
tal trajectory).

Modeling culture as a dynamic system offers a way to understand the
overall patterns of interactions that occur in the culture at the time it is
observed. Modeling culture as a dynamic system shifts the analytic focus
from identifying discrete, quantifiable cultural variables (and their statis-
tical relation to other variables) to a focus on recording and documenting
participants’ understandings and social interactions. Modeling culture as
a dynamic system also implies that individuals are trying to make sense
out of their world, and that there will be significant individual variation
in terms of what kinds of classes of things or people affect individual
perceptions and behavior.

Modeling culture as a dynamic system generates sets of questions
about the overall functioning of the system. In discussing the limitations
of observational instruments to capture classroom environments Ander-
son and colleagues (1989, p. 299) noted that “Differences among studies
appear to exist in the categories of questions that are formed (whether a
priori or post hoc). Furthermore, and both as expected and as appropriate,
the categories formed seemed to depend on the purpose or purposes of
the study.” An analysis of cultural effects, in which culture is modeled as
a dynamic system, is designed to ask different questions from studies that
try to identify causal relationships (defined a priori) between specific vari-
ables in the system.

Integrating Qualitative Analyses

Some combination of qualitative and quantitative data is necessary if
we are to understand, model, and compare national educational systems.
The problem remains in determining what the best way is to integrate an
analysis of cultural effects or qualitative studies with quantitative studies
in order to improve cross-national studies of achievement. Because the
basic research designs and rationales of qualitative and quantitative stud-
ies “ask very different questions of the data,” an overarching strategy of
combined analysis seems most appropriate (see Tashakkori & Teddlie,
1998). Qualitative studies, on their own, offer ways to capture daily life,
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improve interpretation, and model dynamic systems but suffer some sig-
nificant limitations. See Goldthorpe (1997, pp. 3-17) for a critique of such
methods in comparative social science research.

In the next section, I compare the relative strengths and weaknesses
of two large cross-national studies of achievement, TIMSS and the IEA
Civic Education Study. Both studies represented advances in modeling
culture in terms of large, cross-national studies, yet they represented very
different approaches to integrating qualitative and quantitative compo-
nents. This point is crucial because, as I will show in the case of TIMSS,
simply conducting simultaneous quantitative and qualitative studies does
not address the problem of creating an overarching framework for analy-
sis. It is this framework that allows the results of the different research
components to be used in ways that increase the overall analytic strength
of the study. Thus, although the Civic Education Study gathered far less
culturally nuanced data (from the standpoint of a qualitative researcher),
the data were better integrated into the overall study than in TIMSS.

An analysis of these two studies shows that (1) qualitative studies
intended to improve conceptualizing and analyzing of cultural effects
must be open ended or flexible enough to capture essential national varia-
tion and provide an understanding of how key concepts, roles, and insti-
tutions (e.g., civics or academic achievement) are perceived by different
groups of actors within the nation; and (2) larger studies must have an
iterative, componential design in order to successfully integrate the analy-
sis of qualitative and quantitative data.

COMPARISON OF TIMSS AND
THE IEA CIVIC EDUCATION STUDY

All IEA studies follow a rigorous research design process that in-
cludes extensive planning and review phases. TIMSS and the IEA Civic
Education Study are of particular interest in that the designers explicitly
tried to incorporate qualitative components into the research design in
order to investigate cultural effects. In many cross-national studies, na-
tional differences or “culture” were studied using an exploratory/confir-
matory combination of quantitative components. Both the IEA Computer
Study and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) International Adult Literacy Survey employed this methodol-
ogy. TIMSS, in particular, represented a major methodological advance-
ment over previous IEA studies by generating two large qualitative data-
bases—the results of the video and case study components.

Both TIMSS (see Schmidt, McKnight, & Raizen, 1997; Stevenson &
Nerison-Low, 2000; Stigler & Hiebert, 1998) and the IEA Civic Education
Study (Torney-Purta, Schwille, & Amadeo, 1999; Torney-Purta, Lehmann,
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Oswald, & Schultz, 2001) generated large amounts of qualitative data in
the form of national case studies as well as massive amounts of quantita-
tive data from surveys and assessment instruments. Both studies provide
insights into how we can integrate more effectively an analysis of culture
into cross-national studies of achievement. Important differences between
the two studies—in terms of the number of separate study components,
the sequencing of the components, and the overall strategy for analyzing
the components—make these two studies an ideal methodological case
study. In this section, I will compare how cultural effects were modeled
and studied, contrast the research designs in terms of component models,
and identify the research design strengths that improve the integration of
qualitative and quantitative data.

In discussing TIMSS and the Civic Education Study, I will limit my
discussion to the qualitative components and their role in providing an
analysis of cultural effects. Given my familiarity with the TIMSS case
study component, I will devote more discussion to it than to the video
study. Those interested in learning more about the case studies can con-
sult the following: Office of Educational Research and Improvement (1998,
1999a, 1999b) and Stevenson and Nerison-Low (2000). Those interested in
the video studies can consult Stigler & Hiebert (1998, 1999). In addition,
links to major TIMSS documents can be found at the National Center for
Education Statistics Web site.

The TIMSS Case Study: Collision of Two Methodologies

The TIMSS study components (achievement, curriculum, survey, case
study, and video) all were carried out simultaneously, but the emphasis
given to each component was different. The most emphasis (in terms of
data collection and analysis) was placed on the achievement tests, the
surveys, and the curriculum analysis (see Figure 7-1). Although this type
of diagramming represents the complexity of the TIMSS research design
in a simplistic manner, it highlights important features of the overall re-
search design (compare with Figure 7-2). The sequential process of data
collection and analysis in the IEA Civic Education Study allowed the
qualitative data to have a far greater impact on the overall analysis than in
TIMSS.

The overall analytic strategy for TIMSS was to identify models of
causal relationships between discrete variables. Contrast this approach
with the mixed methods design in Brewer and Hunter (1989), Morgan
(1998), or Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998). TIMSS also differed from other
IEA studies in that multiple topics were studied (e.g., student achieve-
ment, instructional practices, K-12 policy issues), whereas in many IEA
studies there is typically one topic, such as computer use. Each compo-
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nent of TIMSS (e.g., the case study, the video study) was tailored to study
a particular subject in a specialized way: questionnaires addressed in-
structional practice and opportunity to learn (OTL); interviews and obser-
vations addressed overall perceptions of the educational system. This
specialization in each component led to problems in coordinated analysis
that I will address in more detail.

In addition, the size of each component was much larger than in most
studies that employ mixed methods. Within the TIMSS each component
produced large amounts of data—larger than many single studies con-
ducted by the average educational researcher. More than 40 countries
participated in TIMSS, with at least three nations participating in each
component. Several of the components, such as the achievement tests,
surveys, curriculum study, and case studies, measured multiple age
ranges, a fact that further complicated the analysis needed to adequately
assess the results of any one component.

Topic 1:
Student
achievement

Achievement tests for 
three populations

Performance assessment

Topic 4:
Curriculum

Topic 3:
Classroom
practices

Topic 2: Policy
and cultural
factors

School, teacher, and
student surveys

Textbook/curriculum study

Case studies in 
three countries

Video studies in three
countries

FIGURE 7-1 Schematic of TIMSS research design. See also NRC (1999, p. 3).

National 
case study

Develop 
assessment 
measures

Initial 
planning 
and review

Review of 
case studies

Analysis of 
preliminary data

FIGURE 7-2 Schematic of IEA Civic Education Study research design (mixed
iterative).
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This simple fact of “data overload” meant that the potential insight to
be gained by comparing the databases has not yet been achieved, as re-
searchers have devoted their energies to concentrating on only one or two
components. Data overload has been a problem in using TIMSS to inform
educational policy. Some policy initiatives were trapped in debates in-
formed by premature or incomplete analysis (LeTendre, Baker, Akiba, &
Wiseman, 2001). “However, the very richness and complexity of the study
has been a source of dissonance between the research and policy commu-
nities,” notes BICSE (National Research Council, 1999, p. 2).

The case study component of TIMSS was an ambitious attempt to
integrate then state-of-the-art qualitative methods in a cross-national
study of educational achievement. Methodologically, the case study com-
ponent was influenced by the Whitings’ groundbreaking six-culture study
(Whiting & Whiting, 1975)5 and the rationale and methods for the case
study component were developed in a context distinct from the typical
IEA study. The “Study Plan for the Case Studies” (Stevenson & Lee, n.d.)
makes passing reference to the “Second IEA International Studies,” but
does not cite or quote extensively from either IEA studies or from major
figures publishing qualitative work in the field of comparative and in-
ternational education (e.g. Altbach & Kelly, 1986). In a draft of the “Justi-
fication for the Case Studies (undated, p. 2),” the authors note: “To our
knowledge, there have been no detailed qualitative studies that compare
everyday practices at home and at school that might contribute to differ-
ences in students’ level of academic achievement in science and math-
ematics. This is the major goal of the case studies.”

The implementation of the case study component, in retrospect, was
weakened by a lack of a preliminary synthesis of methodological issues
relating to cross-national or cross-cultural studies of schooling. In both
the anthropological literature and the comparative/international litera-
ture, there were numerous studies that dealt precisely with the issue of
how “everyday practices at home and at school” influence student
achievement, although these studies did not have the cross-national scope
of TIMSS.6 This lack of a multidisciplinary integration of qualitative meth-
ods meant that the case study team itself had to work through method-
ological issues during the study (e.g., how to deal with analysis of data in
the field) rather than focus on integrating the case study data with other
TIMSS components.

A second design problem was the placement of the case studies in the
overall TIMSS research design and the overall timeline of TIMSS. Al-
though attempts were made to coordinate the efforts of the TIMSS survey
team and the case study team, by the time both teams met in late August
1994, the questions and procedures for the survey component of the main
study and the case study already had been set. This meant that the quan-
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titative (achievement tests, main study surveys, curriculum analysis) and
qualitative (case studies, video studies) studies were carried out largely in
isolation from each other.

The original intent of the overall TIMSS design was integrative. The
initial focus on why there are differences in test scores, classroom prac-
tices, and teaching standards all suggested that the case studies were to
follow a methodological approach similar to that used in qualitative stud-
ies of education; the case studies would be analyzed and contrasted with
the data from the video and main survey and achievement study. This
kind of integrated analysis never occurred because of time constraints,
the amount of data collected, and the lack of a comprehensive analysis
plan that could bridge epistemological differences between the study com-
ponents.

The main problem was time. In traditional ethnographic fieldwork,
data analysis begins as soon as the fieldworker enters the field. All “data”
collected (e.g., interview transcripts, observations, records of informal
conversations) are understood to be affected by the researcher’s biases,
status in the field, and the contextual situation in which data were gener-
ated. The analysis of data begins with outlining how researchers make
meaning out of what they are told or saw, how valid these interpretations
are compared to subsequent interpretations based on more experience,
and how these interpretations lead to more finely developed questions
about the field (see Goetz & LeCompte, 1984). Such analysis typically
leads researchers to highlight conflicting points of view, to call attention
to the hidden or implicit assumptions research participants are making,
and to infer, for the naïve reader, the meanings participants intended
when the researchers write up the study (see Wolcott, 1994). Inference
and inductive thinking are incorporated as part of the analytic strategy in
most branches of qualitative inquiry (see Glaser & Strauss, 1967;
Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983; Lincoln & Guba, 1985).

To use such analysis to inform quantitative research designs requires
early integration. The kind of analysis generated in the TIMSS case stud-
ies is most useful in the early stages of survey or instrument design, when
important questions about meaning in specific linguistic or cultural con-
texts are being assessed. As Ercikan (1998, p. 545) noted, “In the case of
international assessments, multidimensional abilities can differ from one
country to another due to cultural, language, and curriculum differences.
Cultural difference can influence intrinsic interest and familiarity of the
content of items.” Because of the TIMSS timeline, the case study data were
unavailable to the designers of the survey and test instruments, leaving
researchers and reviewers to try to integrate the results of the components
as “finished products.”
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The IEA Civic Education Study: Mixed Methods

The IEA Civic Education Study, like TIMSS, used both quantitative
and qualitative methods. However, the research design of the Civic Edu-
cation Study incorporated quantitative and qualitative data in a mixed-
methods approach wherein experts moved back and forth between two
sets of data and where the findings of the qualitative data could be used
to alter the collection of quantitative data. The organizing committee for
the Civic Education Study began by calling on the expertise of national
experts and the IEA general assembly to support a study of civic educa-
tion. Although the study, like previous IEA studies, used an implicit
model of nation as the “case” or unit of analysis, the committee members
evinced a belief that “civics” as a topic was likely to be strongly linked
with national cultures and values in a way that studies of previous IEA
topics were not.

The committee proposed a series of national case studies, but ones
that emphasized a cultural conflict model or social construction of reality
perspective. The most common case study format in IEA studies is the
summative case study (see also Stake, 1995; Yin, 1994). Summative case
studies are designed to provide the qualitative equivalent of a descriptive
statistics report in a statistical study. Apparently what some reviewers
expected (or hoped) the TIMSS case studies would provide. Although the
TIMSS case studies were clearly “ethnographic” (see Merriam, 1988) stud-
ies, the Civic Education case studies were mixtures of historical and eth-
nographic case studies. Both studies, then, have features that place them
in the ethnographic tradition where the implicit model of culture used is
a dynamic or conflict model. In both studies, the case study components
provided a “thick description” of culture that would allow significant
questioning of how phenomena (e.g., ideals of citizenship and beliefs
about learning mathematics) were culturally formed and acted out in the
schools of participating nations.

The research design of the Civic Education cases diverged signifi-
cantly from TIMSS in that the people doing the case study were not re-
quired to have ethnographic or qualitative training. There was no attempt
to follow a model like the Whitings’ six-culture study, wherein the prob-
lem of cultural translation was made explicit. Rather, following a more
traditional IEA model, country representatives were picked from a pool
of qualified scholars in each nation to compile the case study. Further-
more, the fieldwork for the Civic Education case studies was much less in
comparison to TIMSS and the historical or document analysis work was
greater.

Nonetheless, the Civic Education Study encountered problems simi-
lar to those faced in TIMSS. In the early stages, an organizing committee
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created overarching questions much in the way that the four TIMSS case
study topic areas were created. However, rather than let the country rep-
resentatives then create their own set of core questions, the Civic Educa-
tion committee created an initial set of 15 questions that all country repre-
sentatives were required to answer. These 15 questions were revised and
a set of 18 new questions, more focused on contested or conflicting views,
was created.

The creation of the case study proceeded as an interchange among the
national representatives, panels of experts in each nation, and the Civic
Education organizing committee. In the Civic Education Study, panels of
experts in each nation played a major role in crafting the case study itself,
although most of the work in creating the final study was the work of the
national representative. This created tensions among the representatives,
some of whom wanted to significantly amend the original 18 questions,
and the organizing committee members, who wanted to keep the ques-
tions standard for all participating countries.

This dissatisfaction led to sustained dialogue about the research pro-
cess and the inclusion of ideas from national representatives in the ongo-
ing conduct of the research to a far greater extent than was possible in
TIMSS. Although the TIMSS components collected data simultaneously,
the Civic Education team collected and reflected on data sequentially,
allowing the research process to move along lines more in keeping with
the ideals of mixed methods research. The exchanges between representa-
tives and the committee allowed new questions and interpretations that
“arose from the data” to guide how subsequent data would be collected
and interpreted (see Glaser & Strauss, 1967).

The overall research design of the IEA Civic Education study is sum-
marized in Figure 7-2. This design follows the integrated process sug-
gested by Morgan (1998), but I emphasize the iterative nature of the analy-
sis because simply linking qualitative and quantitative data collection
sequentially does not provide the analytic power generated in the Civic
Education Study. There the analytic power of each kind of data was maxi-
mized because as it was being analyzed, the second stage of research was
being formed. Major findings (and limitations) at each stage were incor-
porated into the beginning of the next stage maximizing the analytic po-
tential of the study.

IDENTIFYING RESEARCH DESIGN STRENGTHS

Over time the IEA and other cross-national studies have shifted from
summative national to case studies that incorporate more historical and
cultural material, identifying within-country variation, subpopulations,
economic inequality, and other factors. The Civic Education case studies
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were more of a mixture of ethnographic and historical material than has
been typical in the past, but it was the TIMSS Case Study that truly repre-
sents a methodological advancement in conceptualizing and analyzing
cultural effects in cross-national studies.

This point is crucial. Although the TIMSS Case Study project gener-
ated truly ethnographic case studies, their potential went untapped. The
IEA Civic Education case studies were far more limited in terms of the
data generated, but their placement in the overall research design al-
lowed the more limited data to be used in a far more efficient manner. The
scholars responsible for compiling the Civic Education case studies were
integrated into a meta-discussion of larger research design issues in a way
that the TIMSS case study (and even video study) personnel were not.
This integration allowed the “strength” of qualitative studies—to gener-
ate high-quality hypotheses grounded in empirical reality—to be incor-
porated into the overall research process.

The fact that the Civic Education case studies were more limited in
focus (addressing only civic education and concentrating on the mid-teen
years) allowed them to be used in a more effective way and points out a
simple, yet daunting problem in effectively using studies of cultural dy-
namics: data overload. The TIMSS case study component generated a rich
database of interviews with, and observations of, students, teachers, par-
ents, and administrators that span the K-12 system in all three countries.
But the amount of data makes the database hard to use. The initial clean-
ing and ordering of the files took well over a year for the University of
Michigan team and another six months was required to import the data
into NUD*IST and provide basic case-level codes.7 Simply preparing the
case study database for analysis presented a major time commitment.

The integration of qualitative studies, that model culture as a dy-
namic system, with other studies requires careful research design strat-
egy. In dealing with national systems of education, issues of regional
variation, the presence of subcultures, and variation in teacher practices
over the course of schooling and a host of other issues mean that to achieve
an integrated use of different forms of analysis, the study must have an
extended time frame.

INTEGRATING A CULTURAL ANALYSIS: AN ITERATIVE,
MULTIMETHOD APPROACH

The Civic Education Study demonstrates that an integration of cul-
tural analysis and quantitative analysis can be achieved in cross-national
studies through careful research design. If research is designed to maxi-
mize the interaction of the components over the course of the research
project, then such study can document the reality of day-to-day living,
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identify pertinent cultural factors, improve accuracy of interpretation,
and integrate macrosocial and microsocial perspectives. On the other
hand, if the research design does not allow such integration, the overall
analysis may suffer from data overload, temporal disjunctures, or other
factors that decrease the overall effectiveness of the research. Future re-
search designs must systematically integrate the knowledge derived from
one database with the knowledge from other databases in an iterative
analytic process.

The results of TIMSS and the IEA Civic Education Study provide
insights into how to organize such research. The use of an iterative multi-
method model appears most likely to maximize the analytic capacity of
individual components in multilevel, multisite approaches and is espe-
cially crucial in integrating qualitative components aimed at providing a
holistic analysis of phenomena of interest. The IEA Civic Education Study
employed an iterative model in which qualitative studies were used to
generate ideas for further quantification, but several variations of such a
model are feasible. The analytic power of the research design to identify
and explain the impact of cultural effects can be maximized by paying
attention to the analytic strengths of different kinds of data collected in
the component studies, by controlling the temporal relationship of com-
ponents to each other, by controlling the relative emphasis given to each
component, and by using an overall integrated data analysis and instru-
ment generation strategy.

Choosing Components to Maximize Analytic Strength

Research designs that incorporate mixed methods maximize the re-
searcher’s ability to compare the knowledge derived from one component
with that derived from another. For example, the fact that Japanese teach-
ers assign less homework in seventh and eighth grades than U.S. teachers
(variables in the student and teacher surveys) can be combined with inter-
view and observation data from the case studies that reveal “no home-
work” policies in some Japanese elementary schools and the role of cram
schools in remediation. Such comparison of the databases generally has
been assigned to one of two categories by methodologists: triangulation
or complementarity (Greene, Caracelli, & Graham, 1989, p. 259; Tashak-
kori & Teddlie, 1998, p. 43).

Triangulation

The term triangulation is used in several ways in qualitative studies
in education, but here I mean using multiple measures to assess a specific
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phenomenon. For example, teacher surveys, teacher logs, structured ob-
servations, and videos of classroom practice all can be used to measure
instructional practice such as the assignment of homework. Each method
will record the instructional practice in slightly different ways, but these
measures can be related to one another to provide a more accurate assess-
ment of homework assignment. Triangulation also provides researchers
with the opportunity to revise their instruments and fine tune their over-
all research design (see U.S. Department of Education, 1999).

Such triangulation can occur between study components or within
components if the component is large enough. For example, in the TIMSS-
R video study (which sampled about 100 schools in eight nations), the
videotape data were complemented by a student questionnaire, a teacher
questionnaire, samples of student work, samples of materials used in the
lesson, and samples of tests given (http://www.lessonlab.com/timss-r/
instruments.htm). These multiple measures of classroom practices can be
used to enhance the measurement of instructional practices deemed of
interest.

Triangulation is costly both in terms of time and analytic effort. In
very large projects like TIMSS, future research designs would do well to
identify a specific phenomenon or areas of related phenomena (e.g., how
teachers achieve equity of opportunity to learn within classrooms) and
design components to allow triangulation of measures around these phe-
nomena of interest. When the study includes a wide range of grade levels,
like TIMSS, it is important to take into account the fact that there may be
different organizational environments and/or cultural expectations for
different levels of schooling in a given nation. For example, widespread
“no homework” policies at the elementary level in Japan give way to
significant homework assignment in the middle school years. Triangula-
tion of measures would need to be performed on more than one age level
in multilevel studies, increasing the risk of data overload.

The TIMSS data offer the possibility of triangulation among teacher
surveys, student surveys, case study observations, and the video studies
at the Population 2 level for three nations. However, to engage in exten-
sive triangulation of measures even at this level has been daunting. To
use triangulation at every level of a multigrade level study like TIMSS
likely would be cost prohibitive in terms of collection and unlikely to
result in data that could be used by researchers in a timely manner. Rather
than triangulating methods at each level, maximizing complementarity of
components in early stages of the research would be a more effective way
to identify the cultural aspects of a phenomenon (such as opportunity to
learn) in different nations and/or regions, providing a path for more
specific and limited triangulation of measures in subsequent components.
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Complementarity

Survey studies, case studies, and other field-based observational stud-
ies can be used either in a confirmatory or exploratory way (Tashakkori &
Teddlie, 1998, p. 37). However, survey research typically is used in a con-
firmatory manner (i.e., to test formal hypotheses), while case studies and
other field-based observational studies generally are used to explore given
social situations in depth. In multiage level, multinational studies like
TIMSS, survey questionnaires offer the potential to generate data that can
be used to test hypotheses about the impacts of belief structures on a
cross-national level. The TIMSS survey data at the student, teacher, and
school levels can be combined with the achievement data to allow re-
searchers to test what factors, cross-nationally, are associated with aca-
demic achievement, although they do not allow causal modeling.

Cross-sectional survey data of the kind presented in TIMSS are less
useful to the overall analysis process than longitudinal survey data, espe-
cially surveys that have been developed with input from ongoing qualita-
tive research. In TIMSS, the case study data complement the survey data
(in three nations) by providing researchers with highly detailed descrip-
tions ideal for exploratory (i.e., hypothesis generating) work. These case
studies also provide a global description of the public educational sys-
tems in these three nations that allows researchers to see how different
organizations (i.e., Japanese cram schools and public schools) or groups
(e.g., teachers and parents) interact at different levels. However, if survey
questions had been derived with input from analysis of the case study
data, it is likely that such questions would have provided more insight
into how intranational variation in belief structures compared with inter-
national variation (for a preliminary attempt to achieve this comparison,
see LeTendre, Baker, Akiba, Goesling, and Wiseman, 2001).

To maximize the complementarity within the overall research design,
however, more interaction between the exploratory components (case
studies or other field studies) and the development of survey instruments
is needed. One of the problems in trying to use both the TIMSS case study
and survey databases is that sometimes there is good overlap (e.g., in the
coverage of homework) and sometimes poor overlap (e.g., in the coverage
of family background) between the two components. Initiating explor-
atory, qualitative components first, and overlapping the analysis of these
components with the development of survey, test, or observation instru-
ments, would maximize the overall complementarity of the components.

Finally, as Adam Gamoran pointed out in a review of this paper, a
more sophisticated overarching analysis design might have improved the
purely quantitative components of TIMSS. A pretest/posttest design com-
bined with longitudinal or time-series surveys of practices and beliefs
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would have allowed analysts of TIMSS to test more complex causal mod-
els. In planning such large cross-national studies, the temporal relation-
ship of key components is crucial to the overarching design.

Temporal Relationship of Components

The IEA Civic Education project provides a good model for the ideal
temporal relationship of components: researchers involved in each stage
of research should be integrated into the planning and initial analysis of
subsequent stages (an analytic “pass the baton” metaphor, if you will). In
this way, important knowledge about the problems and limitations of
each component is conserved. Such temporal sequencing also increases
the complementarity of the components, as key questions that arise in
early stages of the research can then drive the development of research
focus and instrument creation in subsequent stages.

In large projects such as TIMSS, temporal sequencing may create sub-
stantial costs if all components are given equal weight. In most multi-
method research designs, not all components are given the same empha-
sis or have the same analytic weight as other components. In smaller
studies with only two components (a survey and a case study), research-
ers may place more emphasis on data collection and analysis on one
component versus another. In cross-national studies like TIMSS, the com-
plexity of the research design suggests that temporal sequencing and
relative emphasis on components must be manipulated as part of the
overall research design.

Relative Emphasis of Components

Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998), for example, note that most multi-
method research designs assign more or less emphasis to the component
studies. The use of a small, “pilot” qualitative study with a subsequent
“main” quantitative study is common in much social science research. A
small pilot study, perhaps involving focus groups and some limited open-
ended interviews, typically is used to generate a first draft of a survey.
Future cross-national studies, which must address multiple levels of
schooling, could benefit from a research design that systematically ma-
nipulates both the emphasis and temporal sequence of the components.

For example, a study using multiple components with three stages of
data collection might be conducted on the quality of teacher classroom
practice. Simultaneous observational or video studies of a limited number
of classrooms could be conducted along with a study based on teacher
records or journals. Analysis of these data might highlight one aspect of
classroom practice (such as classroom management styles) as being a key
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factor affecting instructional quality. This material then could be used to
generate a survey or an observation instrument that would be pilot tested.
This pilot study would be likely to raise further questions or reveal other
areas of interest that then would be incorporated into the final research
design, where revised quantitative instruments and more focused quali-
tative study (perhaps a case study) would be used to gather the main
body of data.

AN INTEGRATED ANALYSIS STRATEGY FOR COMPONENTS

Finally, in very large studies like TIMSS, more than one line of re-
search could occur simultaneously, with links across lines increasing the
analytic power of each component. Qualitative and quantitative compo-
nents should be organized in iterative stages, culminating in a final data-
base that could be collected on a larger scale.

For example, in a study of student academic achievement, compo-
nents such as video studies of classrooms, like those conducted in TIMSS
and TIMSS-R, could be integrated by having fewer classrooms, but re-
cording each classroom for longer periods of time. Ideally, the beginning,
middle, and end of similar units (such as electricity) should be taped at
the same grade level to provide information about patterns of unit flow.
In addition, keeping teacher and student logs in videotaped classrooms
would provide more accurate assessment (U.S. Department of Education,
1999). The videotapes and logs would be collected in the first stage of
research and used as stimuli for focus groups of teachers or parents in
subsequent qualitative components designed to highlight cultural effects
on teaching.8 The results of these focus group interviews, along with the
original videos and/or logs, would serve as the basis for creating instru-
ments or video strategies for the final phase that would address identified
patterns. That is, more attention might be directed at comparing veteran
and novice teachers, area specialists and nonspecialists, classes of hetero-
geneous ability, and classes of homogeneous ability if these groups or
interactions appear to be especially relevant in the nations in question.

DATA RELEASE AND ANALYSIS

The timely release of data and the incorporation of a large group of
secondary analysts also should be considered as part of the overall re-
search strategy. The release of TIMSS data via the World Wide Web by the
Boston University team was a major breakthrough in the dissemination of
cross-national data. The high quality of the technical reports and data
packaging has allowed scholars around the world to use the TIMSS sur-
vey and achievement data to engage in significant debates about effects
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and methods and what areas need future studies. Largely because of
confidentiality issues, neither the TIMSS case study nor the video study
data have been released or analyzed in the way that the survey and
achievement data have. Future studies should consider ways to dissemi-
nate qualitative data that would allow a larger pool of researchers to
access the data and link the analysis of qualitative data with the analysis
of quantitative data.

Several strategies for data release are possible. First, to address the
issue of maintaining subject confidentiality, transcripts of the classroom
dialogue in video studies could be edited to delete identifying informa-
tion and be released along with the corresponding surveys and coded
observations. Although this kind of qualitative data would not provide
the rich analytic possibilities of the visual data, it would allow access to
the data by a larger range of scholars, increasing the possibility of new
insights. Researchers who use such textual data might then seek to work
with the original video data, following protocols for maintaining confi-
dentiality that the National Center for Education Statistics already has in
place.

With case study data, the problem of maintaining confidentiality is
slightly different. In the TIMSS case study, even after deleting distin-
guishing remarks and inserting pseudonyms, reviewers familiar with the
school systems studied could readily identify field sites. The power of
qualitative data to capture the gestalt or cultural dynamic of a given place
means that it is impossible to protect subject anonymity without substan-
tially lessening the analytic capacity of the data. However, releasing por-
tions of the data collected might be feasible. Logs or diaries kept by teach-
ers could be edited to delete identifying remarks, then released. Verbatim
transcripts, with identifying text deleted, also might be released. Scholars
who analyzed these initial data sets then might seek to work with the
original data under specified guidelines.

CONCLUSION: PROBLEMS THAT REQUIRE
FURTHER ATTENTION AND EXPERIMENTATION

The major challenge in incorporating cultural analyses in studies of
student achievement is that most research in either qualitative sociology
or cultural anthropology is exploratory and is thus designed specifically
to raise questions, not test hypotheses formally derived from an existing
body of theory. For some researchers trained in quantitative methods, the
basic techniques of qualitative research violate what they perceive as the
basic requirements of “good science.” For example, using snowball sam-
pling, where informants lead the research on to other informants, is a
classic technique in qualitative research, especially among “hidden” (e.g.,
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drug users, runaways, gay teenagers in schools) populations. Yet many
quantitative researchers regard a “random sample” as the sine qua non of
good research. Framing qualitative research as a type of “pilot study”
does not readily work to bridge this gap as it reduces the qualitative
research to such an extent as to make it worthless to pursue and quantita-
tive researchers are likely to voice the same objections to the quality of the
pilot study.

Cultural analyses should be incorporated as methodologically dis-
tinct, but integrated, components in cross-national studies of schooling so
that the effects of beliefs, values, ideological conflicts, or habitual prac-
tices can be incorporated into the analysis. Patterns, both within nations
and across nations, can be compared and contrasted to improve our un-
derstanding of what values, beliefs, or practices are accentuated, legiti-
mized, or even institutionalized. Such analyses, when joined with various
types of national quantitative assessments, would more clearly identify
the overall similarity or dissimilarity of basic cultural patterns around
schooling and would increase understanding of what kinds of reforms or
innovations would or would not transfer from one nation to another.

Documenting the range of cultural variation within nation states is
perhaps the most important role for cultural analysis in cross-national
studies of educational achievement. A wide range of scholars (both quan-
titative and qualitative) have argued that the unit of the nation state is an
inadequate analytic unit because it misses crucial regional variation as
well as variation in subpopulations (such as racial, ethnic, linguistic, reli-
gious, or other minority groups). Detailed description of cultural varia-
tion with regard to core beliefs would greatly inform both quantitative
research and policy creation. Documenting cultural change is crucial to
understanding how current beliefs or values may or may not hold for the
future and thus may or may not be relevant in subsequent assessments or
policy recommendations.

Large cross-national studies of educational achievement that attempt
to incorporate significant qualitative components in order to analyze cul-
tural effects on learning are a relatively new type of study. TIMSS, with its
large number of components and enormous databases, was a ground-
breaking study and offers future researchers important lessons. The study
of mixed methods is itself relatively new in social sciences, and promises
to yield substantial breakthroughs in the future. Advances in computer or
software technology (such as programs that allow visual and textual data
to be analyzed simultaneously) have radically changed the nature of quali-
tative research and likely will continue to affect possibilities for research.
Within qualitative research, specific forms of research (e.g., case studies
or focus group research) have seen substantial methodological debate
and evolution in the past 15 years.
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In summary, my assessment of the current state of research is that we,
as a community of scholars, have only begun to investigate ways to col-
lect, analyze, and apply (to policy formation) these rich data sets. Further
methodological improvements are certain to occur.

We are currently in a period where many possibilities exist for com-
bining data and creating new methods for analyzing data. Some prob-
lems, like data overload, remain but such problems are not new—histori-
ans have dealt with them for centuries. New analytic tools promise the
ability to analyze larger data sets with more consistency.

Effectively utilizing large qualitative data sets will require continued
support for innovation and experimentation in analysis. Funding specifi-
cally for research on how to analyze these large data sets would increase
the ability of the academic community in general to access the potential of
the data. Just as hierarchical linear model (HLM) analysis has transformed
research on school effects, so too, do new programs or strategies for inte-
grating large qualitative and quantitative databases offer the potential to
transform cross-national research. Such innovation will require time,
money, and patience as dead ends and temporary failures are inevitable
in any scientific undertaking, but the potential advances make this area
one that deserves continued support and emphasis within the broader
scientific community.

NOTES

1. I would like to thank Lynn Paine, Andy Porter, and Adam Gamoran for their insightful
feedback and comments on previous drafts of this chapter.

2. Within the past 15 years, the major journals in the field of comparative education have
seen more and more articles that draw on critical or postmodern theories to analyze the
“culture” of schooling (Taylor, 1996). The 1998 theme of the Comparative and Interna-
tional Education Society (CIES) was “Bringing Culture Back In.” Clearly, many scholars
who would identify themselves as comparativists are interested in issues of culture, yet
the fact that the CIES organizers agreed that culture was something that needed to be
“brought back in” suggests that significant problems remain in integrating studies that
focus on a cultural analysis with more traditional “national case studies” of education
and educational achievement.

3. Even studies of the global spread of institutional forms of schooling—which tend to be
highly influenced by a social construction of meaning perspective—often focus on soci-
ety-level variables and ignore the cultural implications of institutional theory (e.g., Boli
& Ramirez, 1992; Meyer, Ramirez, & Soysal, 1992).

4. Some readers initially may review this list and question why “time on small group
activities” might be related to culture. In the case of Japan, previous research has shown
that small groups are associated with cultural ideals and play a special role in Japanese
education (Hendry, 1986; Lewis, 1995; Peak, 1991; Tobin, Wu, & Davidson, 1989). Small
groups play a key role in Japanese society, and teacher beliefs and attitudes about
group functioning have been linked to a shared set of beliefs (culture) that drive stu-
dent-teacher interactions (Fujita, 1989).
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5. The director, Dr. Harold Stevenson, was a leading expert in cross-cultural studies in
psychology and had conducted numerous cross-national psychological studies of the
effects of schooling (Stevenson, Azuma, & Hakuta, 1986; Stevenson, Lummis, Lee, &
Stigler, 1990; Stevenson, Parker, Wilkinson, Bonnevaux, & Gonzalez, 1978). Also, one of
the more influential advisors on the case study component, Dr. Robert Levine, had
worked on the original six-culture study.

6. The edited series of ethnographic case studies produced by Waveland Press has many
volumes dealing explicitly with cultural impacts on education (e.g., Rosenfeld, 1971;
Wolcott, 1967).

7. NUD*IST is one of several qualitative data analysis packages used by qualitative re-
searchers. These packages allow the researcher to create coding schema and index large
textual databases. See Miles and Huberman (1994).

8. This method has been used by Tobin, Wu, and Davidson (1989) as well as Fujita and
Sano (1988) to generate powerful insights into how implicit (i.e., cultural) expectations
for classroom practices affect teacher work roles and child development.
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The Measurement of
Opportunity to Learn1

Robert E. Floden*

231

Sometimes it seems as though, in the United States at least, the atten-
tion to student opportunity to learn (OTL) is even greater than the atten-
tion to achievement results. For the Third International Mathematics and
Science Study (TIMSS), the finding that the U.S. curriculum is “a mile
wide and an inch deep” may be better remembered than whether U.S.
students performed relatively better on fourth-grade mathematics or on
eighth-grade science. To be sure, the interest in what students have a
chance to learn is motivated by a presumed link to achievement, but it is
nonetheless striking how prominent OTL has become. As McDonnell says,
OTL is one of a small set of generative concepts that “has changed how
researchers, educators, and policy makers think about the determinants
of student learning” (McDonnell, 1995, p. 305).

Over more than three decades of international comparative studies,
OTL has come to occupy a greater part of data collection, analysis, and
reporting, at least in studies of mathematics and science learning. The
weight of evidence in those studies has shown positive association be-
tween OTL and student achievement, adding to interest in ways to use
OTL data to deepen understanding of the relationships between school-
ing and student learning. In the broader realm of education research, its
use has been extended to frame questions about the learning opportuni-
ties for others in education systems, including teachers, administrators,

*Robert Floden is professor of teacher education, and of measurement and quantitative
methods, in the College of Education at Michigan State University.
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and policy makers. In education policy, the concept is used to frame
questions about quality of schooling, equal treatment, and fairness of
high-stakes accountability. It seems certain to play a continuing part in
international studies, with a shift toward use as an analytic tool now that
the general facts of connections to achievement and large between-coun-
try variations have been repeatedly documented.

Given its importance, it is worth considering what hopes have been
attached to OTL, how it has been measured, how it has actually been
used, and what might be done to improve its measurement and produc-
tive use. This chapter will address these several areas by looking at the
role of OTL in international comparative studies and at its use in selected
U.S. studies of teaching, learning, and education policy. Most attention
will fall on studies of mathematics and science learning because those are
the content areas where the use of OTL has been most prominent, in part
because it has seemed easier to conceptualize and measure OTL in those
subject areas.

WHAT IS OTL?

The most quoted definition of OTL comes from Husen’s report of the
First International Mathematics Study (FIMS): “whether or not . . . stu-
dents have had the opportunity to study a particular topic or learn how to
solve a particular type of problem presented by the test” (Husen, 1967a,
pp. 162-163, cited in Burstein, 1993). (The formulation, with its mention of
both “topic” and “problem presented by the test,” hints at some of the
ambiguity found both in definition and in measurement of OTL.) Husen
notes that OTL is one of the factors that may influence test performance,
asserting that “If they have not had such an opportunity, they might in
some cases transfer learning from related topics to produce a solution, but
certainly their chance of responding correctly to the test item would be
reduced” (Husen, 1967a, pp. 162-163, cited in Burstein, 1993).

The conviction that opportunity to learn is an important determinant
of learning was incorporated in Carroll’s (1963) seminal model of school
learning, which also extended the idea of opportunity from a simple
“whether or not” dichotomy to a continuum, expressed as amount of time
allowed for learning. By treating other key factors, including aptitude and
ability as well as opportunity to learn, as variables expressed in the metric
of time, Carroll’s model created a new platform for the study of learning.
One important consequence was that the question became no longer
“What can this student learn?” but “How long will it take this student to
learn?” Questions of instructional improvement have, as a result, been
reshaped to give greater prominence to how much time each student is
given to work on topics to be mastered. In the United States, this new
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view of aptitude contributed to the shift from identifying which students
could learn advanced content to working from the premise that all stu-
dents could, given sufficient time, learn such content. That shift supports
the interest in opportunity to learn as a potentially modifiable characteris-
tic of school that could significantly affect student learning.

Carroll posits that the degree of student learning is a function of five
factors:

1. Aptitude—the amount of time an individual needs to learn a given
task under optimal instructional conditions.

2. Ability—[a multiplicative factor representing the student’s ability]
to understand instruction.

3. Perseverance—the amount of time the individual is willing to en-
gage actively in learning.

4. Opportunity to learn—the time allowed for learning.
5. Quality of instruction—the degree to which instruction is presented

so as not to require additional time for mastery beyond that required by
the aptitude of the learner.
(Model as presented in Borg, 1980, pp. 34-35)

Of these factors, the first three are characteristics of the student; the last
two are external to the child, under direct control of the teacher, but
potentially influenced by other aspects of the education system. The model
specifies the functional form of the relationship, starting with the general
formulation that the degree of learning is a function of the ratio between
time spent learning and time needed to learn:

Degree of learning = f Time spent learning
Time needed to learn

The model elaborates on this function, expressing “time spent learning”
as the product of “opportunity to learn” and “perseverance,” and “time
needed to learn” as a product of “aptitude,” “quality of instruction,” and
“ability to understand instruction” (see Figure 8-1). (The last three vari-
ables are scaled counterintuitively, so that a low numerical value is asso-
ciated with what one would typically think of as “high” aptitude or “high”
quality of instruction.)

Carroll’s model, with its general emphasis on the importance of in-
structional time, was elaborated by Bloom (1976) and Wiley and
Harnischfeger (1974). The concept of OTL has been differentiated so that
it involves more than a simple time metric. One set of distinctions has
separated the intentions for what students will study from the degree to
which students actually encounter the content to be mastered. Imagine a
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progression that starts at a distance from the student—say with a national
policy maker—and goes through successive steps, nearer and nearer to
the student, ending with content to which the student actually attends. At
each step in this chain, a form of OTL exists if the content is present to
some degree and does not exist if the content is absent.

Studies could attempt to measure the degree of any of these types of
OTL: To what extent is the topic emphasized in the national curriculum?
In the state curriculum? In the district curriculum? In the school curricu-
lum? How much time does the teacher plan to spend teaching the content
to this class? How much time does the teacher actually spend teaching the
topic? How much of that time is the student present? To what degree does
the student engage in the corresponding instructional activities? (In
Carroll’s model, the latter may be part of “perserverance.”) For each level,
common sense and, in some cases, empirical evidence suggest that OTL
will be related to whether or how well students learn the content.

International comparative studies, and the International Association
for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) studies in particu-
lar, have divided this chain of opportunities into two segments, or “faces”
of the curriculum: the intended curriculum and the implemented curricu-
lum. (A third “face” of the curriculum, the “attained curriculum,” is what
students learned. That represents learning itself, rather than an opportu-
nity to learn.) For each link in this chain, a study could measure opportu-
nity to learn as a simple presence or absence or as having some degree of
emphasis, usually measured by an amount of time intended to be, or

Opportunity
to learn

or
Time allocated

for learning

Perseverance
or

Percentage of time
actually spent

engaged in
learning

X

Aptitude
or

Time actually
needed to learn

X Quality of 
Instruction

X
Ability to
understand
instruction

Degree of
learning =     ƒ

FIGURE 8-1 The Carroll model.
SOURCE: Berliner (1990). Reprinted with permission of Teachers College Press.
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actually, devoted to the topic. At the level of national goals, for example,
one could record whether or not a topic was included, or could record
some measure of the relative emphasis given to a topic by noting how
many other topics are mentioned at the same level of generality, by exam-
ining how many items on a national assessment are devoted to the topic,
or by constructing some other measure of relative importance. For the
implemented curriculum, emphasis on a topic could be measured by the
amount of time spent on the topic (probably the most common measure),
by counting the number of textbook pages read on the topic, by asking the
teacher about emphasis given to the topic, and so on.

Early studies that used time metrics for opportunity to learn2 looked
at several ways of deciding what time to count. These studies looked for
formulations that would be highly predictive of student achievement and
that could be used to make recommendations for changes in teaching
policy and practice. Wiley and Harnischfeger (1974) began by looking at
rough measures of the amount of time allocated in the school day, finding
a strong relationship between the number of hours scheduled in a school
year and student achievement. The Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study
(BTES) (Berliner, Fisher, Filby, & Marliave, 1978) also found that allocated
time, in this case the time allocated by individual teachers, was related to
student achievement. To obtain an even stronger connection to student
achievement, the investigators refined the conception of opportunity to
learn, adding information about student engagement in instructional tasks
and about the content and difficulty of the instructional tasks to their
measurement instruments.

Following the work of Bloom (1976), Berliner and his colleagues ar-
gued that student achievement would be more accurately predicted by
shifting from allocated time to “engaged” time. That is, students are more
likely to learn if they not only have time that is supposed to be devoted to
learning content, but also are paying attention during that time, if they are
“engaged.” Pushing the conception even further, they argued that the
student should not only be engaged, but should be engaged in some task
that is relevant to the content to be learned. That is, the opportunity that
counts is one in which the student is paying attention, and paying atten-
tion to material related to the intended learning. Finally, the research
group studied what level of difficulty was most related to student learn-
ing, asking whether it was more productive for students to work on tasks
where the chance of successfully completing the task was high, moderate,
or low. They found that student achievement was most highly associated
with high success rate.3 Therefore, the version of opportunity to learn that
they found to be tied most closely to student learning is what they dubbed
“Academic Learning Time” (ALT), defined as “the amount of time a stu-
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dent spends engaged in an academic task [related to the intended learn-
ing] that s/he can perform with high success” (Fisher et al., 1980, p. 8).

Measuring this succession of conceptions of OTL—allocated time,
engaged time, time on task, Academic Learning Time—requires increas-
ing amounts of data collection. Allocated time can be measured by asking
teachers to report their intentions, through interview, questionnaire, or
log. Measuring engaged time requires an estimate of the proportion of
allocated time that students were actually paying attention.4 Measuring
time on task requires a judgment about the topical relevance of what is
capturing the students’ attention. Measuring Academic Learning Time
requires an estimate of the degree to which students are completing the
tasks successfully.

In their study of the influence of schooling on learning to read, Barr
and Dreeben (1983) supplemented data on amount of time spent with
data on the number of vocabulary words and phonics concepts students
studied. Building on their own analysis of the literature growing out of
Carroll’s model, they investigated how the social organization of schools,
especially the placement of students into reading groups, worked to in-
fluence learning, both directly and through the mediating factor of con-
tent coverage by instructional groups. They argue that Carroll’s model is
a model for individual learning, rather than school learning, in the sense
that it describes learning as a function of factors as they influence the
student, without reference to how those factors are produced within the
social settings of the school or classroom.

For large-scale international comparative studies, these conceptions
of OTL suggest a continuum of tradeoffs in study design. Each conception
of OTL has shown some connection to student achievement. The progres-
sion of conceptions from system intension to individual time spent on a
topic moves successively closer to the experiences that seem most likely
to influence student learning. But the problems of cost and feasibility also
increase with the progression. The model of learning suggests that the
link will be stronger if OTL is measured closer to the student; policy
makers, however, are more likely to have control of the opportunities
more distant from students.

Questionnaires have been used in international studies to gather in-
formation on allocated time, tied to specific content. Such questionnaires
give information on time allocation and the nature of the task, but shed
little light on student engagement in the tasks, or on students’ success
rate. Ball and her colleagues’ pilot study of teacher logs (Ball, Camburn,
Correnti, Phelps, & Wallace, 1999) raises questions about teachers’ ability
to estimate the degree of student engagement. (Nearly a century ago,
Dewey [1904/1965] claimed that it is difficult for anyone to determine
when a student is paying attention. The difficulty probably increases with
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the age of students.) Teachers might be able to report on the students’
success rate at a task, but that success rate probably varies across tasks,
suggesting that measurement at a single time (e.g., with a questionnaire)
would be unlikely to capture difficulty for the school year as a whole.
Given the ambiguity about whether engagement is a part of OTL or of a
student’s perseverance, it is probably best for large-scale international
studies to leave student engagement out of the measurement of OTL.

It should be clear the OTL is a concept that can have a variety of
specific interpretations, each consistent with the general conception of
students having had the opportunity to study or learn the topic or type of
problem. Past international studies have chosen to include measurements
of more than one of these conceptions, which may be associated with one
another, yet remain conceptually distinct.

WHY IS OTL IMPORTANT?

For international comparative work, OTL is significant in two ways:
as an explanation of differences in achievement and as a cross-national
variable of interest in its own right. In the first case, scholars and policy
makers wish to take OTL into account or “adjust” for it in interpreting
differences in achievement, within or across countries. If a country’s low
performance on a subarea of geometry, for example, is associated with
little opportunity for students to learn the content of that subarea, there is
no need to hunt for an explanation of the low score in teaching technique
or poorly designed curriculum materials: The students did not know the
content because they had never been taught it. In the second case, schol-
ars and policy makers take an interest in which topics are included in a
country’s curriculum (as implemented at a particular grade level, with a
particular population) and which are excluded or given minimal atten-
tion. Policy makers in a country might, for example, be interested to see
that some countries have included algebra content for all students in
middle school, contrary to a belief in their own country that such content
is appropriate for only a select group, or only for older students.

The language of the FIMS reports suggests that the reason for asking
whether students had an opportunity to learn content was to determine
whether the tests used would be “appropriate” for the students: “Teach-
ers assisting in the IEA investigation were asked to indicate to what ex-
tent the test items were appropriate for their students. This information is
based on the perception of the teacher as to the appropriateness of the
items” (Husen, 1967b, p. 163). The implication suggested is that if a stu-
dent had not had the opportunity to learn material, testing the student on
the material would be inappropriate, in the sense that the student could
not be expected to answer the questions. At the level of a country, taking
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results for content that students had not had the opportunity to learn at
face value also would be inappropriate. Information about OTL has value
because it gives a way of deciding whether it is appropriate to look at
national achievement results for particular content.

In the same spirit, reports on the Second International Mathematics
Study (SIMS) warn against comparing the performance of two countries
unless both countries had given students the opportunity to learn the
content.

It is interesting to note that students in Belgium (Flemish), France, and
Luxembourg were among those who had their poorest performance on
the geometry subtest. In those three systems, the study of geometry con-
stitutes a significant portion of the mathematics curriculum, and these
results are an indication of the lack-of-fit between the geometry curricu-
lum in those systems and geometry as defined by the set of items used
in this study. These findings underscore the importance of interpreting
these achievement results cautiously. They are a valid basis for drawing
comparisons only insofar as the items which defined the subtests are
equally appropriate to the curricula of the countries being compared.
(Robitaille & Garden, 1989, p. 123)

Although some scholars deny that comparative studies should be taken
as some sort of “cognitive Olympics,” many news reports treat them as
such.5 Information on OTL provides a basis for deciding whether a
country’s poor performance should be attributed to a decision not to
compete.

Adjustments for OTL are also of interest for those scholars who see
comparative research as a search for insights into processes of teaching
and learning, rather than a way to determine winners and losers. Because
of the variation in national education systems, information on the achieve-
ment in other countries can be a source of ideas for how teaching pro-
cesses, school organization, and other aspects of the education system
affect student achievement. Comparative research can help countries learn
from the experiences of others. To the extent that research is able to un-
tangle the various influences on student achievement, it can help in devel-
oping models of teaching and learning that can be drawn on in various
national contexts, avoiding some of the pitfalls that come from simply
trying to copy the education practices of countries with high student
achievement.

The issue . . . is not borrowing versus understanding. Borrowing is like-
ly to take place. The question is whether it will take place with or with-
out understanding. . . . Understanding . . . is a prerequisite to borrowing
with satisfactory results. (Schwille & Burstein, 1987, p. 607)
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OTL can be an important determinant of student achievement. If OTL is
not taken into account, its effects may be mistakenly attributed to some
other attribute of the education system. A general rule in developing and
testing models of schooling is that misspecification of the model, such as
omitting an important variable like OTL, can lead to mistaken estimates
of the effects of other factors.

In addition to its uses for understanding achievement results and
their links to education systems, OTL is of interest in its own right. One of
the insights from early comparative studies was a picture of the common-
alities and differences in what students in varying countries had the op-
portunity to learn. As one of the SIMS reports puts it: “A major finding of
this volume is that while there is a common body of mathematics that
comprises a significant part of the school curriculum for the two SIMS
target populations . . . , there is substantial variation from system to sys-
tem in the mathematics content of the curriculum” (Travers & Westbury,
1989, p. 203). An understanding of similarities and differences across
countries gives each nation a context for considering the learning oppor-
tunities it offers. A look at the within-country variation in OTL also pro-
vides a basis for considering current practice and possible alternatives.
What variation in OTL occurs across geographic regions in a country?
Across social classes? Between boys and girls? The variation found in
other countries is a basis for reflecting on the variation in one’s own
country.

HOW HAS OTL BEEN MEASURED
IN INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS?

I will focus on FIMS, SIMS, and TIMSS, the three international com-
parative studies in which OTL has played the most significant role. The
First International Mathematics Study (Husen, 1967a, 1967b) included the
definition of OTL quoted earlier, as “whether or not . . . students have had
the opportunity to study a particular topic or learn how to solve a particu-
lar type of problem presented by the test.” The FIMS report describes the
questions asked about OTL as “based on the perception of the teacher as
to the appropriateness of the items” (Husen, 1967a, p. 163). The choice of
the word “appropriate” suggests that the intent in measuring OTL was to
prevent interpreting low scores due to lack of OTL as indicative of some
deficiency in teachers or students. If the item was not taught to students,
then it would be “inappropriate” for those students.

The actual question put to teachers to measure OTL was as follows:

To have information available concerning the appropriateness of each
item for your students, you are now asked to rate the questions as to
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whether or not the topic any particular question deals with has been
covered by the students to whom you teach mathematics and who are taking
this set of tests. Even if you are not sure, please make an estimate accord-
ing to the scale given below.

Please examine each question in turn and indicate in the way described
below, whether, in your opinion

A. All or most (at least 75 percent) of this group of students have had an
opportunity to learn this type of problem.

B. Some (25–75 percent) of this group of students have had an opportu-
nity to learn this type of problem.

C. Few or none (under 25 percent) of this group of students have had an
opportunity to learn this type of problem.

The FIMS investigators used the responses to these questions to cre-
ate an OTL scale score for each item, assigning the center of the percent-
age interval in the response as the numeric value for the scale:

These ratings were scaled by assigning the value 87.5 (midway between
75 and 100) to rating A, 50 to rating B, and 12.5 to rating C. The ratings
given by a teacher to each of the items in the tests taken by his students
were averaged, unrated items being excluded from the calculations. For
each teacher there was thus a mean rating and the mean score made by
his pupils on the tests rated. (Husen, 1967a, pp. 167-168)

A criticism of this approach to measuring OTL is that it left unclear
whether an opportunity to learn “this type of problem” referred to the
topic that the item was intended to represent or something specific about
the way the problem was formulated. Teachers might be interpreting the
question as asking whether they expected students to be able to get the
problem right, rather than whether they had worked on the corresponding
topic.

For SIMS, the single question was replaced by a pair of questions, in
an attempt to disentangle OTL from teacher judgments about students’
likelihood for being able to solve a particular problem. Thus, teachers
were asked both about whether the mathematics related to the test item
has been taught or reviewed (the OTL question) and about the percentage
of students in the class who would get the problem correct.

Specifically, teachers responded to the following pair of questions for
each item on the SIMS test:

1. What percentage of the students from the target class do you esti-
mate will get the item correct without guessing?

2. During this school year, did you teach or review the mathematics
needed to answer the item correctly? (Flanders, 1994, p. 66)
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Asking this pair of questions allows the teacher to indicate that students
had studied the topic independently of whether they learned it well
enough to answer the test item correctly. OTL might not lead to success
because they had not studied the topic in the particular formulation used
in the test item or they had not put enough effort into learning the topic. In
at least some SIMS analyses, the two items were simply combined into a
single scale, which seems difficult to interpret, at least in terms of appropri-
ateness. Is it inappropriate to give a difficult test item on a topic that
students did study? Does the teachers’ prediction that students would
have a difficult time answering the item correctly (given that they had the
opportunity to learn it) mean that teaching had disappointing success, or
that the item is somehow not really a test of the topic, perhaps because it
seems “tricky” or tangential to the topic? This aspect of OTL measurement
was changed again in TIMSS (to using multiple items to illustrate a topic),
suggesting that researchers were not satisfied with combining opportunity
to learn with predicted student success on the item.

The FIMS approach to the OTL question also leaves unspecified when
students had the opportunity to learn the type of problem. That omission
reduces information about the country’s mathematics curriculum. It also
might be important, for the appropriateness of the item for the test, to
know whether the content was studied recently or some time further in
the past.6

For SIMS, teachers also were asked OTL questions for each item.
Unlike FIMS, the presumption was that OTL was the same for all students
in the class: All either had or had not received the opportunity to learn
how to answer the item. For content covered, teachers were asked whether
the content was covered during the year of the study or earlier. For con-
tent not covered, teachers were asked whether students would learn the
content later, or not at all. (In either case, the item would be “inappropri-
ate” for these students.) Teachers also predicted what proportion of their
students would get the item right.

This SIMS approach still confounds opportunity to learn the math-
ematical topic with information about students’ familiarity with specific
features of the test item that are either irrelevant or tangential to the
mathematics topic. The measurement of OTL in TIMSS gets more separa-
tion between topic and item by naming a topic, giving more than one item
to illustrate the topic, then asking the teacher about opportunity to learn
how to “complete similar exercises that address this topic.” Thus teachers
are encouraged to think about OTL at a topic, rather than specific item,
level. Having multiple illustrations of a topic should clarify what is the
core of a topic and what is peripheral. (Information on each illustrative
item is collected by asking the teachers to indicate, for each item, whether
it is “appropriate” for a test on this topic.)
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The SIMS questions about when a topic is taught are expanded from
the FIMS questions. For topics taught during the year of the study, the
teacher is asked to specify whether the topics already have been taught,
are currently being taught, or will be taught later in the year. For topics
not taught during the year of the study, TIMSS added two new options to
those included in SIMS. The new possibilities are: “Although the topic is
in the curriculum for THIS grade, I will not cover it,” and “I DO NOT
KNOW whether this topic is covered in any other grade.”

TIMSS also asked teachers whether they think “students are likely to
encounter this topic outside of school this year.” This question could shed
some light on items where students performed well despite lack of oppor-
tunity to learn in school. If students were likely to encounter the topic
outside school, the item might be considered inappropriate as an indica-
tor of the success of the education system because mastery of topic should
be credited to either institutions or experiences outside the system. No
question is asked about whether students might study the topic else-
where in school (e.g., in science), which would give further understand-
ing of student success despite lack of opportunity to learn in the target
class. In this case, the item still might be appropriate if the intent was to
understand the performance of the education system as a whole.

OTHER APPROACHES TO MEASURING OTL

Measurement of OTL has not been restricted to international com-
parisons. As noted, the conceptualization of OTL used in international
studies drew on studies of U.S. education, and vice versa. Just as methods
of measuring OTL have been changing in international studies, U.S. do-
mestic research has included changing approaches to measurement,
which can be drawn on in planning for future measurement of OTL in
international comparisons.

Using Teacher Logs to Gather Information on Instruction

One line of OTL work in the United States was initiated by Porter and
his colleagues at Michigan State University in the Content Determinants
Project (Porter, Floden, Freeman, Schmidt, & Schwille, 1988). As part of
the instrumentation for a study of teachers’ decisions about what to teach,
the project developed a system for classifying elementary school math-
ematics content. Classification began with analysis of tests and textbooks.
The classification served as the basis for a system in which teachers re-
ported on the content of their mathematics instruction, either through a
questionnaire or through logs completed over the course of the school
year. Like the TIMSS OTL questions, teachers were asked to list the topics
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they covered, rather than to say something about how well their students
would do in responding to particular test items. This teacher log ap-
proach has been adapted by other researchers, including Knapp (Knapp
& Associates, 1995; Knapp & Marder, 1992) and Ball (Ball et al., 1999), as
well as being used in Porter’s subsequent research.7

In a recent study of mathematics courses taken in the first year of high
school, Gamoran, Porter, Smithson, and White (1997) compared several
approaches to the measurement of OTL, looking for the representation
that would have the highest association with differences in student
achievement. They found the largest correlation with an index that repre-
sented content at a fine level of detail and included information both
about the amount of time (actually, proportion of class time) spent on
tested material and the distribution of that time across the topics tested.
The highest correlations came when emphasis was distributed in a pat-
tern similar to the distribution of content coverage on the achievement
test.

This research team used teacher questionnaires to gather information
on the content coverage in high school mathematics courses intended to
provide a bridge between elementary and college preparatory mathemat-
ics. The questionnaires focused specifically on the content on which stu-
dents would be tested in this study. They asked both about which math-
ematics topics were covered (from among 93 topics that might be covered
in such mathematics courses) and what sort of “cognitive demand” the
instruction made on students. Cognitive demand

was defined according to six levels: (1) memorize facts, (2) understand
concepts, (3) perform procedures/solve equations, (4) collect/interpret
data, (5) solve word problems, and (6) solve novel problems. (Gamoran
et al., 1997, p. 329)

Content was classified according to both topic and cognitive demand,
yielding 558 different topic/demand possibilities. Teachers used this
scheme to record the content they taught; test items were classified using
the same scheme. Gamoran and his colleagues (1997) found that correla-
tions with achievement were highest when the analysis used the combi-
nation of topics and cognitive demand, rather than looking only at topic
or demand. Using the intersection, the correlations were 0.451 with class
gains and 0.259 with student gains. “Using topics only, the correlations
with student achievement gains were –0.205 at the class level and 0.103 at
the student level. For cognitive demand only, the correlations were 0.112
at the class level and 0.069 at the student level” (p. 331).

Gamoran also tried different approaches to using the information on
coverage. He looked at both the proportion of instructional time spent on
the tested topics and at how the pattern of time spent on tested topics
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matched the distribution of topic coverage on the test. He labeled the first
“level of coverage,” and computed it by dividing the total amount of time
teachers reported spending on the 19 topics covered on the test by the
total amount of time spent in these mathematics classes. Because the test
covered only 19 of the 558 possible mathematics topics, values of this
index are small, with averages across different types of mathematics
classes ranging from 0.046 to 0.086.

Gamoran labels the match of distribution to the pattern of topics on
the test “configuration of coverage.” The configuration is a measure of the
match between the relative time spent on each tested topic and the num-
ber of test items on that topic. The index of configuration would be re-
duced, for example, if a large proportion of time were spent on one tested
topic, at the expense of time on other tested topics. The index used is
created so that 1.0 represents a perfect match in configuration, with lower
values occurring as the pattern of time departs from that perfect match.

Gamoran and colleagues tried several different ways and found that
the effect on achievement of these two indicators—level and configura-
tion of coverage—was most stable when they were combined as a prod-
uct, rather than added together or used as two separate variables. Based
on these results, they use a model that assumes that

level and configuration are ineffective alone and matter only in combi-
nation. This assumption seems reasonable: Great range with shallow
depth and great depth in a narrow range of coverage both seem unlikely
to result in substantial achievement. (Gamoran et al., 1997, p. 331)8

Elsewhere, Porter characterizes the correlations obtained by this com-
bination of level and configuration, using content recorded as the inter-
section of topic and cognitive demand, as indicating that the connection
between content of instruction and student achievement is high: “From
these results, it is possible to conclude that the content of instruction may
be the single most powerful predictor of gains in student achievement
under the direct control of schools” (Porter, 1998, p. 129).

The high correlations with student achievement gains make it appeal-
ing to use a similar approach to measurement of OTL in future interna-
tional comparisons. The fact that the measure has a strong empirical rela-
tionship to achievement gains is strong evidence that the measure has
adequate reliability and predictive validity. Two factors raise questions
about the adoption of this approach, however.

The first is a practical concern. The level of detail found to be most
highly correlated with student outcomes goes beyond information col-
lected in international studies. TIMSS asked OTL questions at a detailed
level of content, but when the study asked teachers to report on the
amount of time spent on different topics, the content categories were
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collapsed into a smaller set. Would the burden on teachers of having to
report such specific content, with the amount of time (e.g., number of
class periods) spent on the content, be tolerable for a large-scale study?
(Gamoran’s study collected information on 56 classrooms in 7 schools.)
To date, the burden of international assessments has not led to problems
with data collection, but the question deserves attention.

A second concern is a question about the interpretation of an ap-
proach to measuring content coverage that gives credit for a pattern of
content emphasis, among tested topics, that most closely matched the
distribution of emphasis on the achievement test used. Gamoran found
that using this information gives a higher correlation with student
achievement gains. But what does that match with the pattern of topics
included on the test mean for students’ opportunity to learn? Somehow it
seems strange to have OTL depend on the relative emphasis of topics on
the test; on the other hand, if the purpose of measuring OTL is to take
account of the effects of OTL when trying to understand educational
processes, perhaps it is best to use the representation that yields the stron-
gest link to learning.

Perhaps the key to thinking about whether to adjust OTL information
according to emphasis on the test is to ask whether the distribution of
items on the test represents an ideal or standard. As the standards move-
ment in the United States has evolved, assessments sometimes match
adopted curriculum standards, but at other times the different schedules
for development of standards and assessments results in a misalignment.
If the pattern of topic coverage on the test represents agreement about
relative value, then it seems sensible to adjust aggregate indices of OTL
according to the distribution of test items. If the pattern of coverage does
not represent such agreement, that creates a problem for interpreting any
aggregate score.9

Web-Based Approaches to Teacher Logs

Ball and her colleagues have been pilot testing the use of Web-based
technology to gather detailed information from teachers about their class-
room instruction. They have been exploring this approach because they
also have concerns about the feasibility of trying to collect detailed infor-
mation on instructional content and processes. They focused on elemen-
tary school mathematics and reading. The scope of desired information
includes length of lesson, grouping of students, nature of student activity,
topics and materials used, and level of student engagement. In their pilot
test (Ball et al., 1999), they were able to get teachers to use the logs regu-
larly, but they report that further work is needed to gather trustworthy
data about the topics and other characteristics of instruction. Still, their
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work is suggestive of an approach that might, in the future, increase the
feasibility of collecting more detailed information about students’ oppor-
tunity to learn.

As part of the pilot test for this data collection, researchers observed
24 lessons for which the teacher also entered a report on the instruction. A
comparison of teacher and researcher reports on these lessons gave infor-
mation on the validity of the teacher reports. For reports of length of
lesson, the reports differed by an average of more than eight minutes per
lesson, where lessons averaged around a total of 50 minutes. For ques-
tions about student activity, teachers chose from about six options (in
both reading and mathematics), with the possibility of multiple options
chosen in one lesson. The options included “students read trade books,”
“worked in textbooks,” “worksheets,” and “teacher-led activity.” Agree-
ment between researchers and teacher reports was about 75 percent for
both reading and mathematics.

Ball indicated that the pilot test results were encouraging for the abil-
ity of the Web-based instrument to capture number and duration of les-
sons, but that more work was needed to get valid information about topic,
instructional task, student and teacher activity, and student engagement.
She saw validity problems arising from ambiguity of the meanings of the
topic and activity descriptions. She also suggested that teachers may have
difficulty remembering details of the lesson between the time the lesson is
finished and the time, later in the same day, when teachers would record
it. Note that she is concerned by a gap of a few hours, raising even more
serious questions about surveys that ask teachers to report on instruction
for an entire year.

We need to have confidence about what the items mean to teachers.
Central here is understanding how teachers interpret items and how
they represent their teaching through their responses in the log. Thus,
there are threats to validity that deal with teachers’ understanding of the
log’s questions, language, and conceptualization of instruction. Other
researchers have found that the validity of items related to instruction is
weaker with respect to instructional practices most associated with cur-
rent reforms (e.g., everyone is likely to report that they hold discussions
in class, engage children in literature, or teach problem solving). Anoth-
er potential problem entails teachers’ ability to recall details of a lesson
many hours after that lesson occurred. (Ball et al., 1999, p. 31)

Ball and her colleagues have decided not to use the Web-based ap-
proach because of the concerns about teachers’ access to the necessary
computer equipment (Ball, personal communication, February 2001). Such
concerns seem likely to be even more salient in any international studies
conducted in the near future.
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Measuring Content Coverage in Reading Instruction

Barr and Dreeben (1983) conceptualized the content of early reading
instruction as the vocabulary words and phonics elements that students
encountered. Because the teachers in their study taught reading by hav-
ing students work sequentially through basal reading materials, the in-
vestigators were able to use progress through the materials to determine
the amount of content covered. The first-grade teachers in the study were
asked during the year and at the end of the year to indicate how far each
of the reading groups had made it through the materials. An analysis of
those materials was used to determine how many basal vocabulary words
and how many phonics concepts would be covered at each location in the
basal. This use of progress through the curriculum as a way to measure
content coverage places low demands on the teacher’s memory of what
has or has not been taught, but it will only be appropriate when teachers
stick closely to the curriculum materials, without omitting or reordering
sections.

Concerns About the Reliability and Validity
of Teacher Logs and Surveys

Mayer (1999) recently has argued that little is known about the reli-
ability and validity of teacher surveys used to collect information about
instructional practice. His particular focus is on the use of “reform” prac-
tices, such as those recommended in the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics (NCTM) teaching standards. He identifies two pieces of
prior research: Smithson and Porter’s (1994) look at the instruments used
in Reform Up Close (1994) and Burstein and colleagues’ investigation
(Burstein et al., 1995) of instruments used to study secondary school math-
ematics.

Smithson and Porter asked teachers to keep logs over the course of a
school year, recording information both on content and on instructional
practices. They also asked the teachers to complete a survey, asking for
similar information about either the prior half-year or the half-year to
come. A comparison between the survey and the logs was used to under-
stand how much information would be lost by using only a survey, which
is a less expensive data collection strategy, but one that might suffer from
difficulty in recalling what happened many weeks ago, or in predicting
how the year is going to run. According to Mayer’s summary, the correla-
tions between teacher practices reported on the survey and those reported
on the logs ranged from 0.21 (for “write report/paper”) to 0.65 (for “lab or
field report”). Smithson and Porter found these correlations encouraging,
but Mayer takes them as evidence of the unreliability of survey reports of
such practices.
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Burstein also compared teacher logs and surveys, but his research
added a second administration of the survey, allowing for a look at the
consistency in survey responses over time, as well as comparison of sur-
vey results to reports on logs. The comparison of surveys to logs found
agreement of 60 percent or less for all types of instructional activities, a
result that both Burstein and Mayer view as discouraging. The readminis-
tration of the survey yielded perfect agreement for 60 percent of all re-
sponses. Again, Mayer views this degree of agreement as low, concluding
that “surveys and logs do not appear to overlap enough to prove with any
degree of confidence that the surveys are reliable” (Mayer, 1999, p. 33).

Mayer makes an additional contribution by conducting a study of
Algebra I teachers that compares teacher survey reports to classroom
observations. The categories of practice for the study were chosen to per-
mit a contrast between “traditional” teaching practices (e.g., lecturing)
and the types of practices advocated in the NCTM teaching standards
(National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1991). The traditional ap-
proaches were ones in which students

• listen to lectures,
• work from a textbook,
• take computational tests, or
• practice computational skills.

The NCTM approaches were ones in which students

• use calculators,
• work in small groups,
• use manipulatives,
• make conjectures,
• engage in teacher-led discussion,
• engage in student-led discussion,
• work on group investigations,
• write about problems,
• solve problems with more than one correct answer,
• work on individual projects,
• orally explain problems,
• use computers, or
• discuss different ways to solve problems.

Results are based on 19 teachers in one school district who vary consider-
ably in instructional practice. Each teacher was asked to complete a sur-
vey at the beginning and end of a four-month period, and was observed
three times during this period. The survey asked teachers to say how
often they used each practice (“never,” “a few times a year,” “once or
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twice a month,” “once or twice a week,” “nearly every day,” or “daily”)
and how much time was spent in the practice on days they did use it
(“none,” “a few minutes in the period,” “less than half,” “about half,”
“more than half,” or “almost all of the period”). These two pieces of
information were converted to numbers of days per year and minutes per
day respectively.10 The product of the two numbers was then an estimate
of the number of minutes spent using the practice during the year.

Mayer found that the correlation of the time estimates between the
responses on the two survey administrations (four months apart) ranged
from 0.66 to a negative 0.09. Although Mayer found these results consis-
tent with his earlier conclusion that surveys give unreliable reports of
instructional practice, he also reported that aggregating the reports to
form a composite index of NCTM practice produced a measure with “en-
couraging” reliability (0.69). Comparison of this composite index with the
classroom observations showed that teachers had some tendency to re-
port more use of NCTM practices than were observed. But he also found
that correlation between the composite index from the survey and the
observations was strong (0.85). His overall conclusion is that existing sur-
vey instruments give unreliable information on individual instructional
practices (e.g., amount of time spent listening to lectures), but that accept-
able reliability can be obtained by forming composites, or perhaps by
refining the questions teachers are asked.

Mayer’s results suggest that logs could be used to measure instruc-
tional practices at a fairly high level of generality (e.g., NCTM-like prac-
tice versus traditional practice). That is a caution worth attending to, but
it does not have direct consequences for the measurement of OTL. The
measures Mayer studied asked teachers to describe their practices, rather
than asking them to report on the topics they covered. Mayer’s study
does, however, stand as a reminder that the reliability of teacher reports,
whether in logs or in surveys, is an issue that deserves attention when
developing OTL measures. Achievement tests are developed over several
iterations, taking care that the measures used for research have high reli-
ability. Measures of OTL require a similar process of development to
attain levels of reliability that will allow for fruitful uses of the measure.
As noted already, when measures have shown high associations with
student achievement and achievement gains, those associations are them-
selves strong evidence of the reliability of the measures, because un-
reliability attenuates the observed relationship with other variables.

Timing of the Measurement of OTL

Over the sequence of international science and mathematics studies,
the amount of information collected about when students had opportunity
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to learn content has increased. As noted previously, FIMS did not ask for
any information about when students had the opportunity; SIMS asked,
for topics taught during the year of the study, whether the topic already
has been taught, is currently being taught, or will be taught later in the
year; TIMSS added the possibilities that the topic is a part of the curricu-
lum that the teacher will omit and that the teacher does not know whether
the topic is taught at another grade.

What are the possible advantages of gathering information about OTL
at various points in time? How feasible is measurement at different points
in time? For the purpose of describing OTL (the second of the two major
purposes discussed early in this paper), the most accurate description
would come from asking teachers what students have an opportunity to
learn at the grade they teach. Information gathered cross-sectionally (e.g.,
by asking sixth-grade teachers what they cover, as information for what
opportunities eighth graders have had) would be useful if the curriculum
has been stable for several years; that information would be less useful in
times of curriculum change. Asking teachers to report about opportuni-
ties to learn at other grades would reduce the number of teachers who
would have to give information, but the information would likely be less
accurate.

What about the timing of OTL measures when the purpose is to ad-
just for differences in OTL in interpreting achievement results or in un-
derstanding relationships within the education system? Accurate infor-
mation about opportunities prior to the test could be used much as
information about opportunities during the tested year: Low achieve-
ment on topics students had never been taught should not be taken as an
indication of poor instruction or poor student motivation; low achieve-
ment on topics that were taught in prior years suggests either that stu-
dents do not review material often enough to retain it or that the material
was not mastered initially.

Information about opportunities to learn at a later time do not call for
a shift in thinking about what the achievement results indicate about the
school system’s effectiveness in teaching the topic. Data on later teaching
of the topic would, however, affect the overall picture of a country’s math-
ematics instruction. It would help to distinguish, for example, between
countries that teach a topic later in the curriculum (perhaps because of
judgments about difficulty for younger students) and countries that have
decided not to include the topic in their curriculum.

The difficulties of determining what content students have studied in
prior years would be avoided if studies included information about
achievement in the previous year, that is, if data were available on achieve-
ment gains, rather than merely on achievement attained. It would be un-
necessary to adjust for opportunities to learn in prior years if gains, rather
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than attainment, were the learning outcome under consideration, because
the effects of the prior opportunities to learn would be represented in the
initial achievement measure.

HOW HAS OTL BEEN USED?

In the series of international comparative studies of mathematics and
science, the OTL data have been used in both the intended ways de-
scribed at the beginning of this chapter: as a basis for “appropriately”
interpreting the achievement results and as a description of the curricula
actually implemented within and across the participating countries. Data
on OTL have been presented alongside achievement data, as well as being
presented on their own. For the most part, the use of the data in the
comparative reports has been as commentary on patterns of performance
on particular topic areas, rather than attempting any overall adjustment
of achievement in light of OTL. That is probably wise, given imprecision
of the OTL measures and the inevitable debates that would ensue about
the technical details of any adjustment procedure.

Burstein’s analysis of the SIMS longitudinal study (Burstein, 1993) is
an exception that could serve as a starting point for developing this ap-
proach to adjustment. For the eight education systems that participated in
the longitudinal study, Burstein looked at the effect of adjusting the re-
sults by creating subtests of items based on OTL data. Data from the
question about teaching or reviewing the topic were combined with data
from the question asking whether the topic had been taught previously to
create an index of whether a teacher reported “teaching, reviewing, or
assuming [because it had been taught earlier] the content necessary to
answer the test item had been taught” (p. xxxvi). Burstein created subtests
by selecting those items that 80 percent of the teachers reported “teaching,
reviewing, or assuming.” For each of the resulting eight subtests (one for
each education system), he then computed the achievement results for all
eight systems. The result was a series of tables, each representing the
items that students had the opportunity to learn in a particular system.
Each table presented, for that subtest, the pretest, posttest, and gain re-
sults for each country, plus the corresponding OTL data—the number of
items on the subtest that at least 80 percent of the country’s teachers
reported teaching, reviewing, or assuming.

These tables showed both the broad range of OTL across systems and
the effects on absolute and comparative performance of varying the test
to match the OTL for system. Of the 157 test items common to all these
eight systems, the number of items reaching the 80 percent OTL threshold
ranged from 48 to 103. In this analysis, the general result was that systems
tended to have higher pretest, posttest, and gain scores on their own
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system-specific test. The between-system rankings remained about the
same, though there were some differences in the magnitude of differ-
ences. This analysis demonstrates the possibility for using OTL data to
make overall adjustments, which go some way toward making compari-
sons more plausible. The study also demonstrates the possibility and
value of looking at gain scores, rather than simply examining attained
achievement. Burstein notes, however, that overall rankings are still prob-
lematic in SIMS because the overall item pool did not capture the cur-
ricula of all countries, and because the mix of items in the overall pool
unevenly represented the various system curricula.

The OTL data also have been used as a basis for noting that a conclu-
sion of comparative research is that OTL is related to achievement, a
finding that should no longer be news, but somehow continues to be
striking. In the following paragraphs, I will look more closely at the OTL-
based conclusions drawn in the series of mathematics and science assess-
ments, with particular attention to Westbury and Baker’s exchange about
how looking at OTL shapes interpretation of differences in TIMSS be-
tween Japanese and U.S. achievement.

Husen’s report on FIMS (1967b) noted that OTL was correlated with
achievement, with modest results within countries (because of little
within-country OTL variation) but substantial correlations between coun-
tries.

Within countries the correlations between achievement scores and teach-
ers’ perceptions of students’ opportunities to learn the mathematics in-
volved in the test items were always positive and usually substantial.
Between countries they were large (0.62 and 0.90 for 1 a and 3 a). The
conclusion is that a considerable amount of the variation between coun-
tries in mathematics scores can be attributed to the difference between
students’ opportunities to learn the material tested. (p. 195)

Husen’s report (1967b) treats this attribution of difference as a ratio-
nale for looking at countries’ achievement in light of how “appropriate”
the tests were for what was taught in the country. The report seems to
consider the differences in OTL as a given context, rather than a basis for
possible shifts in national curriculum policy. In the report, these large
correlations were not listed among the findings about relations between
mathematics achievement and curriculum variables. OTL is apparently
seen as a control variable, not a curriculum variable. The report states:

One of the most striking features of the results is the paucity of general
. . . relationships between mathematics achievement and curriculum
variables investigated. The correlations between achievement scores and
these curriculum variables, when based on the pooled data from all
countries, were usually quite low. The weakness of many of the relation-
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ships that were found limits their usefulness in curriculum planning.
(p. 197)

It seems from this statement that, for FIMS, OTL was not seen as a cur-
riculum variable and did not seem to be considered useful in curriculum
planning.

In interpretation of the SIMS results, however, OTL began to be seen
as a policy relevant curriculum variable. The OTL data continued to be
used as a basis for interpreting achievement data, giving a basis for decid-
ing whether test items were appropriate for particular countries, but com-
mentators also began to argue that a country’s pattern of OTL was an
appropriate topic for policy discussion, rather than a given part of the
context. That is, the discussions began to suggest that the conclusion that
might be drawn from seeing low achievement on an item with low OTL
was that the country should consider giving students more opportunities
to learn how to solve the item, rather than that the low achievement was
simply the result of use of an item inappropriate for that country.

To be sure, the OTL results in SIMS continued to be used as a basis for
pointing out that some tests results reflected the fact that a set of items
was inappropriate for a country. In the main report of SIMS (Robitaille,
1989), achievement results were presented in great detail, with graphic
displays that combined each country’s achievement results with its OTL
results, and with commentary on specific items that pointed out that some
low results reflected a mismatch between what was taught in a country
and the items used on the SIMS test.

But SIMS reporting also began to shift discussion to questions about
whether a country’s combined pattern of achievement and OTL might
suggest that policies should seek to change OTL, rather than treating it as
a given. In an exchange published in Educational Researcher, Westbury and
Baker (Baker, 1993a, 1993b; Westbury, 1992, 1993) debated how to inter-
pret the U.S.-Japanese difference on SIMS mathematics achievement. They
agreed that OTL needs to be taken into account in interpreting the achieve-
ment differences. In the analysis that opens the exchange, Westbury uses
different course types as a way to describe curricular differences. For
example, Westbury notes that the U.S. eighth graders may be in any of
four course types: remedial, typical, enriched, or algebra, while Japanese
students at that age are all in the single course type. Westbury uses OTL
data to describe differences among the U.S. course types, noting that “it is
only the U.S. algebra course type that has a profile similar to Japan’s
course” (Westbury, 1992, p. 20). He then compares achievement for that
course type to the Japanese achievement, trying to equate for OTL. He
finds that the achievement difference disappears, even in a further analy-
sis that tries to account for any selectivity of the U.S. algebra courses.
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Baker responds with an analysis that uses OTL data to restrict analysis,
class by class, to the material teachers report they taught during the year,
finding that Japanese students learned 60 percent of the content taught, as
contrasted with only 40 percent for the U.S. students. In his rejoinder,
Westbury contends that he was trying to ground the comparison in “a
notion of intentional curricula,” which includes a wider range of factors,
for which looking at courses as a whole was more appropriate.

The debate illustrates some of the detailed analytic choices that can be
made about how the OTL data are used in interpreting achievement data.
Perhaps more important is that the debate illustrates the shift in the dis-
cussion from seeing OTL as a background variable to seeing the connec-
tions between OTL and achievement as the grounds for national recon-
sideration of curricular coverage. Westbury’s argument is that the ways
in which OTL information shifts interpretation are grounds for changing
the opportunities. Rather than seeing the SIMS results as a reason for
emulating Japanese schooling practices, the results are a reason for mak-
ing different decisions about what students should have a chance to learn.
Westbury’s initial argument (modified somewhat in light of Baker’s re-
sponse) is that the differences in achievement are explained entirely by
differences in curriculum coverage. Thus OTL data are used as a basis for
shifting discussions about how to make U.S. education more effective
from organizational and teaching variables to curricular choices.

In the TIMSS reporting, particularly reporting about curriculum and
OTL in the United States, the emphasis has shifted even further toward
the problems with existing patterns of OTL. The implemented curriculum
in the United States is no longer a given part of the context; it has become
the problem to be faced. The stress to be put on differences in learning
opportunities was foreshadowed in the extensive cross-national curricu-
lum analysis done as an early part of TIMSS (Schmidt, McKnight, &
Raizen, 1997; Schmidt, McKnight, Valverde, Houang, & Wiley, 1997). The
description of the U.S. curriculum as “a mile wide and an inch deep” may
be the TIMSS result that has been most widely repeated.

The importance assigned to OTL in interpretation of the achievement
data can be readily seen in the chapter titles of Facing the Consequences
(Schmidt, McKnight, Cogan, Jakwerth, & Houang, 1999): “Curriculum
does matter” and “Access to curriculum matters.” The argument in these
chapters follows those made in earlier studies by identifying topic areas
within a subject area and comparing relative performance in those areas
to corresponding data on OTL.

One of the assumptions in this argument is that transfer of learning
across topics is limited, so that additional time spent on measurement, for
example, will not be of much help in learning how to work problems on
relations of fractions. That is, opportunity to learn is important for each
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topic area, not just for mathematics or science as a whole. If mathematics
or science learning were simply increasing mastery of a single skill, then it
would not matter what topics were studied. Students who learned more
mathematics would do better on all topics. A look at the relative perfor-
mance of different countries on different topics reveals that students dif-
fer in their knowledge of mathematics across topics. U.S. eighth graders,
for example, do relatively well at rounding, but are at the bottom of the
pack in measurement units. So test performance is, to some extent, topic
specific.

The next step in the OTL analysis would be comparing the results by
topic area to the differences in OTL for those topic areas. In Facing the
Consequences, however, OTL information was only included as part of
general claims about the diffuse nature of the U.S. curriculum, in com-
parison to the curricula from other countries.11 That diffuseness is given
as an explanation of the moderate gains in U.S. student learning between
adjoining years. The degree to which OTL differences explain the varying
topic-level performance in the United States (or any other country) will
need to be determined from OTL analyses like those of Westbury and
Baker. That earlier exchange illustrates both that the effects found could
be substantial (as when Westbury’s analysis erased the differences in
achievement) and that more than one strategy for analysis may be used,
and may yield substantially different interpretations. Analyses like these
should be pursued in future studies, as OTL data are used as part of the
process of modeling the determinants of student achievement.

SOCIAL SUPPORTS AS OTL

Adding to the possibilities for analysis and interpretation, opportu-
nity to learn could be construed more broadly to include factors beyond
classroom instructional time, however defined. Students, for example,
might have a better opportunity to learn instructional content because
they receive help outside of school. Such help might be participation in
formal educational programs, such as the often-mentioned Japanese tu-
toring programs, or they might be experiences that look less like school-
away-from-school, perhaps help with homework from a parent, or even
practice with a skill in a work or recreational activity. Students who are
encouraged to read at home, for example, have more opportunity to learn
the skills of reading than students who read only during class time.

Differences in this more broadly defined OTL are substantial, both
within countries and across countries. In acquisition of written literacy,
for example, children with literate parents have out-of-school opportuni-
ties to learn that are not available to illiterate parents. Thus what appears
as an effect of schooling may sometimes come from out-of-school learn-
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ing, but the importance of out-of-school learning will vary by content area
and by country.

In most industrialized countries the path to early literacy begins in the
home and continues through formal instruction in school. There is an
interdependence between the two sources, since formal instruction gains
its full effectiveness on the foundation established and maintained by
parents and family members. In many developing countries, however,
high rates of parental illiteracy make it impossible for parents to enter
directly into the process of helping their children learn how to read. In
these societies, instruction in reading depends primarily on what the
child encounters in school. (Stevenson, Lee, & Schweingruber, 1999,
p. 251)

Such differences in family-based opportunities to learn may account
for some of the well-documented associations between family background
(including social class, income, levels of mother’s and father’s education)
and achievement. Such associations have been found within countries, in
the United States most famously in the Coleman report (Coleman et al.,
1966). Effects of family background on achievement also have been found
in cross-national studies such as SIMS. “Just like its IEA predecessors, the
SIMS results of the analyses of the effects of background characteristics on
achievement (status) at either pretest or posttest occasions showed the
strong relationships of such variables as the pupil’s mother’s education,
father’s education, mother’s occupation, and father’s occupation with cog-
nitive outcomes,” note Kifer and Burstein (1992, p. 329). “The immediate
evidence and external evidence agree in attributing more variation in
student achievement to the family background than to school factors. The
reason is not far to seek. It is that parents vary much more than schools,”
adds Peaker (1975, p. 22).12

Such family background variables are like OTL in that they may pro-
vide an explanation for achievement differences that otherwise might be
attributed to differences in the education system. To understand the con-
nections between schooling and achievement, some of the effects of fam-
ily background can be statistically “controlled,” either by including mea-
sures of the background variables in statistical models used to estimate
links between schooling and achievement or by including measures of
prior achievement, which would themselves be highly associated with
family background.

SIMS investigators concluded that including prior achievement was a
necessary approach for controlling both the effects of experiences prior to
the school year and the effects of differences in curriculum based on those
prior experiences (Schmidt & Burstein, 1992). They also found that in-
cluding prior achievement in the analysis—looking at learning across the
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year rather than merely at achievement—greatly reduced the influence of
such background variables. “The background characteristics of students
are not strongly related to growth because the pretest removes an un-
known but large portion of the relationship between those characteristics
and the posttest,” note Kifer and Burstein (1992, p. 340, emphasis added).

The strategy of focusing on achievement gains as a way of controlling
for differences in background factors seems implicit in the arguments for
importance of curriculum in the TIMSS publication, Facing the Conse-
quences (Schmidt et al., 1999). Using items that appear on tests at more
than one level, and taking advantage of the fact that tested populations
include students at more than one grade level, Schmidt and his colleagues
are able to estimate gains in achievement across grades. While acknowl-
edging that gains across grades could be due in part to “life experience”
(i.e., opportunities to learn outside school), they argue that the associa-
tions of the gains with curriculum content at the corresponding grade
levels indicate that curriculum, that is, OTL within schools, is an impor-
tant factor in learning the content of these items.

The general purport of all specific items discussed above is that, while
developmental and life experience factors may be involved in account-
ing for achievement changes, curricular factors undoubtedly are. . . . The
main evidentiary value of examining these link items is that their differ-
ences rule out explanations based on factors such as maturation, life
experience, or some general measure of mathematics or science achieve-
ment. (Schmidt et al., 1999, pp. 158-159)

In summary, connections between OTL and student achievement typi-
cally are conceived as within-school phenomena. Students do, however,
sometimes have other opportunities to learn outside the classroom, op-
portunities that are often linked to differences in family background. The
significance of these outside opportunities will vary by content area: Fami-
lies differ substantially in the opportunities young children have to ac-
quire basic literacy; families likely will vary much less in the opportuni-
ties they provide for learning how to compute the perimeter of a rectangle
(because such knowledge is less likely to be part of the ordinary lives of
any families). Thus, evidence about the connection between OTL and
student achievement may be easier to interpret for topics that are more
“academic,” that is, more distinctively school knowledge. Although dif-
ferences in how “academic” that content is will vary by school subject
(e.g., chemistry is more academic than reading), looking at individual
items can make it easier to identify content that is unlikely to be learned
outside school. Looking at measures of gain, rather than status, is another
way to simplify interpretation of the effects of school OTL.
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WHAT HAS RESEARCH SHOWN ABOUT
THE STRENGTH OF OTL EFFECTS?

Empirical support for the influence of time spent engaged in learning
on student achievement was provided by the Beginning Teacher Evalua-
tion Study (BTES), which used a combination of teacher logs and class-
room observations to record how much time a sample of elementary
school teachers “allocated to reading and mathematics curriculum con-
tent categories (e.g., decoding consonant blends, inferential comprehen-
sion, addition and subtraction with no regrouping, mathematics speed
tests, etc.)” (Fisher et al., 1980). (Classroom observations also were used to
estimate the fraction of allocated time that students actually engaged in
the learning opportunities.) BTES found substantial differences in the time
teachers allocated (i.e., in OTL) and found statistically significant associa-
tions between time allocated and student achievement. These are samples
of the early empirical evidence that if students spend more time working
on a topic, they will learn more about the topic. Or, conversely, and per-
haps more important in the context of international comparative studies,
if students spend little or no time working on a topic, they will learn little
about it. As the quote from Husen (p. 232) suggests, the exceptions come
either when the student is able to transfer learning from another topic or
when the student spends time outside of school on the topic (e.g., learning
from parents or independent reading, even though the topic is not stud-
ied as part of formal education).

The BTES research found positive associations between student
achievement and each of these measures of OTL. For the full set of Aca-
demic Learning Time variables, the effects on student achievement were
statistically significant for some, but not all, of the specific content areas
tested in grades two and five reading and mathematics. Overall, about a
third of the statistical tests were significant at the 0.10 level. The magni-
tudes of the effects are indicated by the residual variance explained by the
ALT variables, after the effect of prior achievement has been taken into
account. Those residual effects ranged in magnitude from 0.01 to 0.30,
with an average on the order of 0.10 (Borg, 1980, p. 67).

Barr and Dreeben (1983) found a high correlation (0.93) between the
number of basal vocabulary words covered and a test of vocabulary
knowledge, accounting for 86 percent of the variance on that test. The
correlation was also high with a broader test of reading at the end of first
grade (0.75) and even with a reading test given a year later (0.71). For
phonics, the correlations with content coverage were somewhat lower,
0.62 with a test of phonics knowledge, 0.57 with first-grade achievement,
and 0.51 with second-grade achievement.

Barr and Dreeben’s attention to the social organization of schooling
led them to examine whether the correlation between coverage and
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achievement comes because students with higher aptitude cover more
content. They found that groups with higher mean aptitude do cover
more content, but that the correlation between individual student apti-
tude and achievement was close to zero. Thus the investigators conclude
that student aptitude affects how much content they cover through affect-
ing assignment to group, but, given assignment to group, it is content
coverage, not aptitude, that is the major determinant of learning, espe-
cially for vocabulary.

In FIMS, the within-country relationship between OTL and achieve-
ment was positive, but varied. As Husen (1967a, pp. 167-168) wrote,
“There was a small but statistically significant positive correlation be-
tween the scores and the teachers’ ratings of opportunity to learn the
topics. There was, however, much variation between countries and be-
tween population within countries in the size of these coefficients.” The
small magnitude of the relationship in some countries may have been due
to limited variation in OTL within those countries, that is, in the unifor-
mity of curriculum in those countries. The between-country association
between OTL and student achievement, however, was substantial, with
correlations of 0.4 to 0.8 for the different populations. “In other words,
students have scored higher marks in countries where the tests have been
considered by the teachers to be more appropriate to the experience of
their students” (p. 168).

For SIMS, the Westbury-Baker exchange mentioned earlier shows that
the relationship between OTL and achievement was, at least in Westbury’s
initial analysis, strong enough to explain all of the Japan-U.S. differences
in achievement. Thus OTL can be a powerful explanatory variable when
looking at particular, fairly narrow comparisons.

The more general analysis of OTL data for SIMS, however, did not
yield results that were striking enough to be given attention in general
conclusions of the study. An overall OTL variable was included in a
broader search for patterns in the data (Schmidt & Kifer, 1989). The within-
country analysis used a hierarchical model with predictive variables that
included student gender, language of the home, family help, hours of
mathematics homework, proportion of class in top one-third nationally,
class size, school size, and teacher’s age. The model was estimated for
each country by achievement topic area (i.e., arithmetic, algebra, geom-
etry, measurement, statistics, total). The frequency of the importance of
each variable was reported in a table of the number of statistically signifi-
cant betas for each topic area over the 20 countries. What is striking about
the table (Schmidt & Kifer, 1989, p. 217) is that none of the between-class
or between-school variables has more than 4 (out of a possible 20) signifi-
cant betas for any topic area. The OTL variable has one significant beta
over countries for each of the five subtests and one for the total test.
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Among the between-class or between-school variables, that puts it below
class size, proportion of class in top third nationally, class hours of math-
ematics per week, and about the same as teacher age. This is, at best, a
modest effect within countries. That is consistent with the FIMS results,
where within-country associations between OTL and achievement were
positive, but weak to modest. Perhaps these modest associations were
due, as in the case of FIMS, to relatively small within-country variation in
OTL in most countries. (The United States is unusual in the extent of
within-country OTL variation.) For FIMS, between-country associations
were substantial. Beyond the Westbury-Baker exchange, I did not locate
any reports of the between-country OTL-achievement associations from
SIMS.

As noted, the TIMSS reports document the cross-country variation in
the content of curricular materials, but I did not locate reports on the
variation in teachers’ reported OTL.13 Given the important role the differ-
ences in national curriculum differences have played in policy discus-
sions, the TIMSS curriculum analysis deserves further attention by schol-
ars within and outside the community that has carried out the TIMSS
studies.

CONCLUSION

The sequence of international comparative studies of mathematics
and science has given increasing attention to variation in OTL, both in
data collection and in reporting. OTL information has obvious impor-
tance for the interpretation of achievement differences within and across
countries. OTL’s link to curricular intentions has become a major spur for
discussions about an individual country’s curriculum, at least in the
United States. The positive association between OTL and student learning
has been documented in a number of studies, although the measured
association between OTL and achievement or achievement gains has been
quite varied. Some analyses show a weak connection; Westbury’s analy-
sis produced a dramatic effect of taking OTL into account. Some of the
variation in strength of association can be attributed to the amount of
variation in OTL; some can be attributed to reliance on teachers’ memo-
ries of content coverage; some may be due to learning outside school or to
transfer of learning from one topic to another.

The number of reports making extensive use of the currently col-
lected OTL data seems small. The complexities of analysis are likely daunt-
ing. The dramatic results in Westbury and Baker should make further
analyses attractive. Their focus on a single pair of countries undoubtedly
contributed to their ability to find clear (though somewhat contradictory)
results.
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What does this review suggest for future comparative studies? The
importance of continuing to collect some OTL information is evident.
Now, as before, interpretation of achievement or learning comparisons
requires some understanding of what learning was intended and how
much these intentions were realized, by nations and by teachers. Looking
at specific topics, rather than general content areas, is more likely to yield
measurable differences in OTL and stronger relationships to achievement.
But finer grained work also places greater burdens on respondents and
analysts.

Choices about what sort of OTL data to collect, and how, must be
considered in light of the questions to be answered. Surely no further
evidence is needed to support the conclusion that OTL has some positive
effect on achievement. Attention now should turn to understanding the
processes of teaching and learning, using information on OTL to help
construct analytic models that can do a better job of identifying the sepa-
rate, though perhaps interacting, effects of student aptitude, persever-
ance, quality of instruction, and opportunity to learn.

The work done to date with OTL suggests several principles that
should be used in continuing to refine measures:

• The questions asked should allow for analyses that separate OTL
from related variables, such as teachers’ judgments about whether stu-
dents have learned (as opposed to having the opportunity to learn) and
student perseverance in working on a topic.

• Questions should also allow for separation of information about
classroom processes from information about content coverage. The Carroll
model separates OTL from quality of instruction. Keeping these distinct is
important for building more accurate models of the influences on student
learning. Moreover, methodological studies suggest that teachers are less
reliable in giving retrospective information about time spent using differ-
ent methods of instruction than they are in giving information about time
spent on specific topics.

• Information about opportunities to learn in grades other than those
tested is important for understanding a system’s curriculum and for un-
derstanding connections between school practices and student learning.
Information can be collected from teachers in the tested grades, but their
reports may contain inaccuracies because of lack of communication within
the system or because of changes in the curriculum over time. Informa-
tion about student achievement in the prior year can give a better indica-
tion of prior learning. In past studies, some countries have seen such
longitudinal designs as difficult to implement, but the added information
they provide strongly suggests that they should be considered.
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• Information also should be gathered about opportunities to learn
topics outside the classrooms in the tested subject. The interpretation of
achievement results will be influenced by whether students had opportu-
nities to learn content outside school or in other subject areas (e.g., learn-
ing how to write reports in social studies classes or learning about mea-
surement in science classes).

• Development of measures of OTL deserves the same care given to
development of cognitive achievement measures. The reliability of OTL
measures can be used as the basis for successive refinements, just as it is
in selection and revision of test items. Ambiguous wordings of content
descriptions should be detected and eliminated. In mathematics, the
wording and organization of topic categories have benefited from de-
cades of research; topic categories in other subject areas would benefit
from similar cycles of testing and revision. Studies of the associations
between student learning and various OTL variables can be used to deter-
mine what combinations and functional forms have the greatest predic-
tive validity. Further work could be done to investigate the construct
validity of OTL measures.

In short, researchers and policy makers have come to agree that OTL
should be an important part of international comparative studies of
achievement, in large part because OTL has been shown to have a link to
student learning. In future studies, attention should shift from producing
further evidence to support the existence of that link, toward using mea-
sures of OTL to build better models of the sources of student learning.
Such models should give insight into the reasons students receive differ-
ing opportunities to learn and the reasons that student learning varies,
given the same opportunities to learn. To make that shift, investments
should be made, as they have begun to be in mathematics, into improving
OTL measures so that they can better support fruitful research. Carroll’s
model of school learning remains a helpful general framework for such
research, but should be supplemented to include the factors—system poli-
cies, classroom organization, teacher knowledge—that influence the op-
portunity to learn and the quality of instruction students experience.

NOTES

1. This paper has benefited substantially from comments on an earlier draft by Andy
Porter, by other members of BICSE, and by Jack Schwille.

2. The word “early” is not quite accurate. Studies of time allocations in schools go back at
least to the early 1900s. Although these studies did not use the language of “opportu-
nity to learn,” they were motivated by the thought that allocations of time were a
determinant of student achievement. For a sketch of this distant history, see Borg (1980)
or Berliner (1990).
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3. The idea that student achievement will be highest when academic tasks are relatively
easy for students (i.e., that students have a high success rate with them) seems sensible
in some respects, but may depend on the subject matter involved and the focus of the
achievement test. Berliner and his colleagues were looking at effects on the learning of
basic skills. For higher level content, easy academic tasks might be less productive.
Recent discussions of standards often use the phrase “challenging content,” which
seems inconsistent with the assignment of easy tasks. A basic principle in the Japanese
mathematics lessons, captured in the TIMSS videotapes, seems to be that lessons should
be structured around difficult problems.

4. “Engaged time” also may be seen as a part of Carroll’s “perseverance,” rather than
OTL. How this should be treated in a research study depends on the purpose of the
analysis. Engagement might be thought of as a function of individual student character-
istics, or as another aspect of instruction that the educational system, through the
teacher, might affect.

5. Schwille and Burstein (1987, p. 606) describe tensions within the research community
itself between seeing international studies as between-country comparisons and seeing
them as a set of within-country studies. They note, however, that IEA researchers often
have denied interest in the “cognitive Olympics,” given the difficulties of analysis that
must take into account so many differences among countries, differences that are argu-
ably important as control or explanatory variables.

6. In the first science study, the OTL questions were asked collectively of all teachers at
the tested grade level in a school. That obscured any differences in OTL among teachers
within a school. That problem was corrected in the mathematics studies.

7. Porter and his colleagues have combined an instrument for measuring instructional
practices with one measuring instructional content in mathematics and science into a
package they call the Surveys of Enacted Curriculum (SEC) (Porter & Smithson, 2001).
This package is being used in several large-scale studies (Blank, Kim, & Smithson, 2000;
Council of Chief State School Officers, 2000; Ware, Richardson, & Kim, 2000). The per-
formance of this package in these studies should be useful in deciding how this pack-
age might be adapted and refined for future research.

8. This empirical result appears to be at odds with interpretations of TIMSS results that
suggest that Japanese teachers’ treatment of a small number of mathematics and science
topics in great depth leads to high overall levels of achievement.

9. Porter and Smithson (2001) offer a useful discussion of the role of studies of alignment
between standards and assessments in studying the effects of policies on student learn-
ing.

10. For the “how often” question, the conversion was: never = 0 days; a few times a year =
5 days; once or twice a month = 14 days; once or twice a week = 55 days; nearly every
day = 129 days; daily = 184 days. For the “for how many minutes” question, the conver-
sion was: none = 0; a few minutes in the period = 5 minutes; less than half = 15 minutes;
about half = 25 minutes; more than half = 37.5 minutes; almost all of the period = 50
minutes.

11. TIMSS staff told me that the OTL information will be an important part of more de-
tailed analyses presented in reports in preparation at the time this chapter was going to
press.

12. Jack Schwille has pointed out to me that Peaker’s attribution of more variance to family
background than to schools is based on analyses that enter all family background vari-
ables first. When, as is often the case, family background variables are correlated with
school variables, it is difficult to determine how the shared variance should be appor-
tioned. In any case, the effects of differences in family background on achievement
consistently have been shown to be substantial.
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13. These may appear in TIMSS reports that were in preparation at the time this paper
went to press.
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International comparisons of educational achievement have become
influential in debates over school reform in the United States and other
countries. Such studies provide evidence on how countries compare at a
given time with respect to various cognitive skills; on how the average
achievement in a society is changing over time; on the magnitude of
inequalities in skill levels between subgroups within a society; and on
differences in such inequalities between societies. Policy makers in coun-
tries that rank low in achievement can cite these data in urgent calls for
reform. Researchers use such findings to develop explanations for why
certain countries outperform other countries, why certain countries seem
to be improving over time faster than others, and why inequality in out-
comes appears more egregious in some societies than others. By motivat-
ing reform and generating new reform strategies, international compara-
tive studies provoke public concern, heated controversy, and new lines of
research.

This chapter considers statistical issues that arise in drawing conclu-
sions from international studies of achievement. It is organized around
two distinct but related uses of the data these studies yield.

The first use involves description and comparison: description of the
average level of achievement within a society and comparison of such
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achievement averages across societies; description of changes in achieve-
ment over time for each society and the comparison of such change trends
across societies; description of inequality within a society and comparison
of inequality between societies. Such description and comparison require
statistical inferences and lead inevitably to substantive interpretations.
This chapter will consider the statistical issues underlying the validity of
such inferences and interpretations.

The second use of international comparative data involves causal ex-
planation. Although such nonexperimental data cannot justify causal in-
ference (Mislevy, 1995), the data are highly relevant to the development
of causal explanations. When combined with collateral information on
cross-national differences in curriculum and instruction and when viewed
in light of the expert judgment of researchers and educators, comparative
achievement data can help generate promising new explanations for why
children are learning more in one nation than another (Schmidt,
McKnight, & Raizen, 1997). Such explanations are central to policy forma-
tion and to the design of new research. Promising new explanations tend
to be based on statistical inferences about associations among several
variables. This chapter will consider the statistical issues underlying the
validity of inferences about such multivariate associations.

The Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) pro-
vides a prominent and useful example. That study aimed to describe the
intended curriculum, the implemented curriculum, and the attained cur-
riculum (that is, student achievement) in each of about 50 countries. Each
of these three tasks involves description, but the aim is obviously to gen-
erate explanations for how curriculum, instructional practice, and student
achievement are connected. Indeed, some coherent explanations for the
connections between these three domains have emerged and now serve
as a focus for new research and debate.

TIMSS is not alone in this regard. The International Adult Literacy
Study (IALS) describes the social origins (e.g., parental education) of
adults in each of many societies as well as those adults’ educational at-
tainment, level of literacy in each of several domains, current occupa-
tional status, and income. One purpose of that study is to describe levels of
adult literacy in each country and to compare countries on their levels of
adult literacy. But the design of the study points toward explanation of
how social origins, education, and, especially, adult literacy are linked to
economic outcomes. The rationale for such a design relies on a strong
hypothesis that cognitive skill is ever more important to economic success
in a global economy and that cross-national differences in literacy are
highly salient to cross-national differences in economic success. The goal
of causal explanation at least implicitly underlies the design of IALS even
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though IALS, as a cross-sectional survey, can never strongly test the many
empirical connections implied by any theory for how social origins, edu-
cation, and literacy are connected to individual and national economic
outcomes. Hence this chapter will consider statistical issues underlying
valid descriptions while also considering how statistical analysis can best
contribute to the larger goal of causal explanation.

The problem of making valid comparisons across societies is multi-
faceted. Any comparison is founded on the assumption that the outcome
variables have the same meaning in every society and that the items
designed to measure these variables relate similarly in each society
(Mislevy, 1995). The task of translation of the tests into many languages—
and of back translation to ensure that the translations are functionally
equivalent—is daunting. The task of statistically equating the tests to en-
sure that they have equal difficulty across countries is also enormous. Yet
these challenges are well beyond the scope of this chapter. We shall as-
sume that the outcome variables are measured equivalently in every soci-
ety in order to focus on the statistical issues of central interest. Of course,
any shortcomings in outcome measurement and scaling will amplify the
statistical problems discussed here.

We shall also assume that the sampling designs in each study are
adequate to ensure that a sample that fits the specifications of the design
will represent the intended population. This requires, for example, that
sample design weights are available that adjust adequately for unequal
probabilities of selection of persons in the target population.

This chapter also assumes that demographic variables and other ex-
planatory variables (such as gender, ethnicity, parental education, books
in the home) are sensibly measured within each society. But we cannot
avoid a problem that inevitably arises in cross-national research: that some
of these explanatory variables will have different meanings in different
countries. For example, ethnic and language minority groups that appear
in some societies are not present in others, and parental educational at-
tainment is conceived and assessed differently in different countries.

With these constraints in mind, this chapter begins with the problem
of description and comparison of national differences. It then turns to the
role that statistical analyses of comparative data might play in causal
explanations.

DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON OF NATIONAL OUTCOMES

Accurate description of a nation’s outcomes is a necessary but not
sufficient condition for meaningful comparison. We consider three kinds
of description as well as the comparison each informs: cross-sectional
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description for one cohort, between-cohort descriptions, and descriptions
of change over time. Throughout this chapter we define a cohort as a birth
cohort, that is, persons born during a given interval of time.

Cross-Sectional Description and Comparison

A valid description should be no more complex than is necessary to
capture the key features of the data. It should apply to a well-defined
population, and it should be estimated from a sample that represents that
population well. We now consider the complexity of a description, the
target population being described, and the realized sample as a basis for
cross-sectional description.

Complexity of Description

A description is a summary of evidence. Such a summary must be
complex enough to capture the essential features of the evidence, but it
should be as simple as is justifiable to avoid fastening attention on irrel-
evancies. A one-number summary, typically the mean, is likely to provide
an inadequate basis for comparison. If the nations being compared vary
in dispersion, presenting means alone will omit important information
about how the countries compare. Two nations with the same mean and
varying dispersion would vary in the number of students who are espe-
cially low or high. If the outcome displays a skewed distribution, present-
ing the mean alone will mislead: Presenting the median may add useful
information.

Interpreting national means is difficult without knowing how much
of the variation in the outcome lies within countries. Outcomes such as
achievement and literacy typically are measured on an arbitrary scale.
Mean differences between nations might look big, but there is no way of
assessing their magnitude without knowing how much variation lies
within societies. Thus, for example, figures 1 through 3 of Pursuing Excel-
lence (Takahira, Gonzales, Frase, & Salganik, 1998) give national means on
mathematic achievement for “Population 1” (roughly, fourth graders ac-
cording to the U.S. definition). These numbers seem to vary a lot:
Singapore’s mean is about 100 points higher than the international aver-
age. But without knowing something about the scale of this variable, we
cannot discern whether this difference represents a big or small difference
in mathematics proficiency. Figure 4 displays, for each country, the per-
centage of students who are above the 10th percentile internationally.
This conveys some sense of how big the national differences are (e.g., 39
percent of Singapore’s students score above the international 90th percen-
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tile). However, it conveys the size of national differences only for the
upper end of the distribution.

One-number summaries fail to convey information about uncertainty.
Figure 2 of Pursuing Excellence shows a U.S. mean of 565 on science
achievement, while the mean for Japan is 574. This information alone
does not help us decide whether the nations really differ. However, the
figure also puts the nations in “blocks” according to whether they are
“significantly different” from the United States. Japan is in the same block
as the United States, so these two nations are not significantly different. In
contrast, England, which scored 551, is significantly lower than the United
States. This dichotomous approach encourages us to conclude that the
United States and Japan, which differ by nine points, are similar, but the
United States and England, which differ by 14 points, are different. Dis-
playing confidence intervals is more informative because it allows the
reader to gauge how much weight to put on an observed mean difference.

Mean differences will be misleading when statistical interactions are
present. In the comparative context, an interaction occurs when the mag-
nitude of the difference between countries depends on some background
characteristic of the population (rural versus urban or male versus fe-
male). Two nations that look similar on average, for example, could differ
dramatically if subgroups were compared. For example, to say that a
given nation is at the international mean would convey no useful infor-
mation by itself if boys in that nation were doing very well and girls were
doing very poorly.

Mean differences also will be misleading in the presence of confound-
ing. A confounding variable is a background characteristic that is related
to achievement but is more prevalent in one country than another. To
ignore such variables can lead to an error known as “Simpson’s paradox.”
It is possible, in principle, that Nation A can have a higher mean than
Nation B even though every subgroup in Nation A does worse than the
corresponding subgroup in Nation B! This can occur when the more
advantaged subgroups have larger relative frequency in the lower per-
forming nation.

A salient confounding variable in the TIMSS design is student age.
Much of the controversy around Population 3 (defined as students in
their final year of secondary school or, for short, “school leavers,” includ-
ing U.S. seniors) focuses on national differences in age. However, even in
the less controversial studies of Populations 1 and 2, age as a confounding
variable becomes a potential concern. Population 1 includes, in each na-
tion, the pair of adjacent school grades that contain the most nine-year-
olds. This rule defines Population 1 as third and fourth graders in the
United States, but this definition yields different grade sets in different
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countries. Yet TIMSS publications refer to Population 1 as “fourth grad-
ers.” Now age is likely to be quite strongly related to achievement. If
nations also differ with respect to the mean age of their samples, then age
is a confounding variable. Although these national differences in age are
likely to be small, one must keep in mind that most national differences in
achievement also may be small (relative to differences within nations).
Small differences in age might then contribute to nontrivial distortion in
between-country comparisons. Moreover, as we shall see in the following
example, grade-level comparisons between countries may be subject to
misinterpretation as a result of selection bias.

By using TIMSS as an example, we do not mean to imply that TIMSS
analyses are incorrect, that TIMSS reports are flawed, or that one should
never report mean differences. Rather, our intent is to emphasize that
analysts working on international comparative studies have several sub-
stantial responsibilities: (a) to explore aspects of the distribution of
achievement other than the mean; (b) to report mean differences (or me-
dian differences) in the context of within-country variation; (c) to associ-
ate mean differences with confidence intervals; (d) to study interactions
and report those that are especially salient; and (e) to study confounding
variables and take necessary precautions that readers not misinterpret
mean differences.

Just how much complexity must be reported must be decided on a
case-by-case basis. A useful preliminary step is a graphical display that
compares the cumulative distributions of an outcome between two coun-
tries. This leads to a pair of “S” curves. If the distance between these
curves is essentially invariant and approximately equal to the mean dif-
ference, then the data lend some support to the reporting of mean differ-
ences as a partial summary of evidence. But if these S curves are nonpar-
allel, the mean difference by itself is misleading. Such a display will not,
of course, detect interactions or confounding. We will illustrate this idea
in an example.

Defining the Target Population

Statistical inference requires a precise definition of the target popula-
tion. Subtle differences between studies in this definition can lead to spu-
rious differences in findings. International comparative research poses
special challenges in this regard.

We have already referred to the cross-national differences in school-
ing systems that may lead to differences in mean age between societies,
thus distorting comparisons between countries. TIMSS Population 3 en-
tails a much more serious conceptual problem. Population 3 is defined as
the population of those about to leave secondary school. Such a definition
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leaves great doubt about the meaning of the population in a given coun-
try and, hence, about the meaning of any comparisons between countries.
First, many students will leave school before the time designated as the
“school-leaving” time. In the United States, about 3–5 percent of all stu-
dents drop out of school before 10th grade (Rumberger, 1995), and a
larger number leave prior to high school graduation. Those students are
not part of the TIMSS definition of Population 3. This is problematic. If
such dropout rates vary by country, comparisons between countries will
be biased, such that countries with the highest dropout rates will experi-
ence positive biases in their means. Even more problematic, distinctions
between secondary and postsecondary school historically have become
blurred. In the United States, persons failing to obtain a high school di-
ploma may show up later in community colleges, where many will obtain
GEDs (high school equivalency diplomas); some of these will go on to
obtain bachelor’s degrees. In reality, the designation of 12th grade as the
“school-leaving age” has become quite arbitrary. Similar ambiguities will
arise in other societies. For example, in some societies, students leave
formal school earlier and obtain significant education in on-the-job-train-
ing programs.

In the ideal world, our international studies would define a popula-
tion as all members of a fairly wide age interval (e.g., all persons between
the ages of 5 and 25). We might then obtain a household sample of this
age group, assess each participant, and estimate, for each society (and
each subgroup), an age-outcome curve. Such a design would create an
equated age metric and would include in the sampling frame persons
who are dropouts and dropins and who receive various kinds of formal
and informal schooling. Although such an ideal may be impossible to
obtain, it would be worthwhile to explore better approximations to it. The
designation of a population of “school leavers” or students in the final
year of secondary school appears to produce serious and insoluble ana-
lytic problems.

Similar concerns arise in other studies. In IALS, adult earnings be-
comes an important outcome variable. It can be quite misleading to in-
clude young adults, say from 18 to 25, in such analyses because many of
these young adults are in postsecondary school. Indeed, university stu-
dents, who have high potential earnings, will have low earnings at these
ages. Similarly, one does not wish to include retirees in the population
definition when adult earnings is the outcome. One strategy is to include
in the analysis only those adults between ages 25 and 59. However, the
age at which postsecondary schooling terminates—and the age of retire-
ment—may vary significantly from country to country. In a society with
an early age of completion of a bachelor’s-level education, 25 year olds
will have more work experience than will those in a society where school-
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ing takes longer. These differences may produce between-country differ-
ences in the outcomes that are misinterpreted.

The Realized Sample

No matter how well a survey is designed and administered, response
rates will be less than 100 percent and they will vary from country to
country. Nonresponse can therefore bias description for a given country
and bias comparisons between countries. Three conditions are possible:
nonresponse leading to data missing completely at random (MCAR),
missing at random (MAR), or nonignorable missingness. Little and Rubin
(1987) and Schafer (1997) describe strategies for minimizing bias that arises
from nonresponse.

Example:
U.S. and Japanese Science and Mathematics Achievement in

Population 2

We use data from TIMSS to illustrate some key points raised in the
previous discussion.

Comparing Distributions

Consider first the problem of using a single number to summarize
national differences. Some have objected to this practice, arguing, for ex-
ample, that students at the top of the U.S. distribution achieve similarly to
students at the top of the Japanese distribution, while students at the
bottom of the two distributions achieve very differently (c.f., Westbury,
1993). If so, the differences between the two distributions would not be
captured by a single number such as an overall mean difference. As a first
check on such an assertion, we compare the cumulative distributions of
the two countries. Figure 9-1a does so for science achievement. The verti-
cal axis is the percentile, and the horizontal axis is the overall science
achievement score. In general, the Japanese distribution (curve furthest to
the right) is higher on the achievement scale than is the U.S. distribution.
However, the mean difference between the two societies is much larger at
low percentiles than at higher percentiles. Indeed, the two countries ap-
pear to differ very little at the highest percentiles. Clearly, to summarize
the differences between the two countries with a single number such as a
mean difference would be misleading in this case. Of course, these na-
tional differences may not achieve statistical significance at any percen-
tile, so more investigation is required.

When we turn to mathematics achievement (Figure 9-1b), the story
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FIGURE 9-1b Comparison of distributions (mathematics outcome). TIMSS Pop-
ulation 2 samples.

FIGURE 9-1a Comparison of distributions (science outcome). TIMSS Popula-
tion 2 samples.
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changes. The large mean difference between the two distributions ap-
pears roughly invariant across the percentiles (if anything, the differences
are smallest at the lowest percentiles). Here a single mean difference does
appear to capture the key feature of the difference in distributions. (Of
course, we would go further to characterize the uncertainty about this
mean difference by a confidence interval.) Note that Figure 9-1 does not
provide a confidence interval for differences between the countries at any
given percentile and is therefore appropriate only as a first check on how
the distributions differ.

Age and Grade Effects

As mentioned earlier, country comparisons may be confounded by
age even after controlling for grade. Even more perplexing, grade may be
viewed as an outcome variable as well as a predictor of achievement
because substantial numbers of students who fare poorly are likely to be
retained in grade in some societies. This policy of grade retention may
distort cross-national comparisons.

Figures 9-2a and 9-2b illustrate these difficulties. The figures provide
scatterplots that display overall mathematics achievement (vertical axis)
as a function of age (horizontal axis) for Population 2 (seventh and eighth
graders). Figure 9-2a displays this association for Japan and Figure 9-2b
does so for the United States. The figures reveal considerably more vari-
ability in age for the United States than for Japan. Moreover, the associa-
tion between age and achievement differs in the two countries. Age and
achievement are positively associated, as one might expect, in Japan. In
contrast, the association between age and achievement in the United
States, although curvilinear, is on average negative. Technically, there is
an interaction effect between country and age. Thus, country compari-
sons will differ at different ages. What accounts for this interaction?1

This U.S. scatterplot seems to suggest that grade retention in the
United States is affecting both the distribution of age and the age-out-
come association. U.S. students who are older than expected, given their
grade, plausibly have been retained in grade, and achieve at lower levels
than their grade-level peers.2

The issue of confounding variables often arises in discussion of causal
inference, and the reader may wonder whether we are criticizing TIMSS
here for not supporting a causal inference. Indeed, the presence of con-
founding variables would certainly challenge the validity of causal in-
ferences regarding national education systems as causes of national
achievement differences. But our concern here simply involves accurate
interpretation of descriptive statistics, not causal inference. The implied
purpose of cross-national comparisons controlling for grade, as all TIMSS
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comparisons do, is to examine how students who are similar in exposure
to schooling compare on outcomes. However, U.S. students who have
been retained in grade have had more exposure to schooling than their
younger, same-grade peers. This creates ambiguity about the meaning of
cross-national comparisons and suggests that the mean differences be-
tween Japan and the United States, holding constant exposure to school-
ing, is larger than suggested by grade-specific comparisons.

The statistical problems of confounding (different age distribution in
the two societies) and interaction (positive age effects in Japan, negative
age effects in the United States) combine to raise questions about the
conception of the target population. Students in the same grade in the two
countries appear to vary in exposure to schooling as a function of grade
retention, casting doubt on the meaning of country comparisons for Popu-
lation 2, even after adjusting for age.3 One might argue that the mean
differences between the United States and Japan in mathematics are large
in any case for Population 2, but comparisons between the United States
and other countries may be quite sensitive to the differential selection of
students into seventh and eighth grades.

Describing Differences Between Cohorts
and Comparing Those Differences

Analysts will often wish to describe cohort differences within societ-
ies and compare societies with respect to those differences. For example,
in TIMSS, the mean difference between Populations 1 and 2 is of interest.
Some analysts have interpreted this mean difference as the average gain
students make between the ages of nine and 13 (Schmidt & McKnight,
1998). The aim is then to compare countries with respect to their gain
scores and to view national differences in gains as evidence of national
differences in the effectiveness of the educational system operating for
those between ages nine and 13. In interpreting such cohort differences as
gains, the concerns mentioned are relevant and new concerns arise.

Applying our Framework for Sound Description

Using the framework developed earlier, it is clear that a comparison
between cohorts within a society depends on principles of sound descrip-
tion. Thus, a description of cohort differences must be appropriately com-
plex: Reporting a mean difference alone may omit important cohort differ-
ences in dispersion; reporting uncertainty (confidence intervals) associated
with cohort differences is essential; statistical interactions between cohort
and student background may be relevant; and certain confounding vari-
ables may give rise to misleading comparisons. A potentially confound-
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ing variable in TIMSS is, once again, student age. If, for any cohort, na-
tions vary in the mean age of their populations, differences in mean age
between cohorts will vary as well, and these differences are likely related
to mean differences in achievement. Thus, age differences can masquer-
ade as differences in “gains.” In particular, if nations vary in the fraction
of students retained in grade between grades four and eight, such differ-
ences will bias estimates of the “gains” of interest.4

Again using the framework already described, a description of cohort
differences requires a viable definition of the target population for each
cohort. Earlier, in the case of TIMSS, we concluded that the definition of
Population 3 as “school leavers” is problematic, rendering problematic
any cross-national comparison of cohort differences between, say, Popu-
lation 2 and Population 3.

Finally, we have discussed the problem of response bias. The popula-
tion for each cohort in each society may be well defined and the sample
well designed, but the realized sample will be imperfect. Some degree of
nonignorable missingness seems likely. Using statistical methods that are
maximally robust to nonrandom sources of nonresponse is essential in
any sound comparison of cohorts within a society and in any comparison
between societies of these differences

In sum, any error in the description of the outcome for a single cohort
in a single country is propagated in the comparison of two cohorts within
a country and further propagated in the comparison between countries of
such cohort differences.

Additional Challenges

Although all of the principles of sound statistical description apply in
constructing cohort comparisons, three new concerns arise: the metric of
the outcome, cohort differences in demographic composition, and historical
changes in the causes of achievement.

The computation of cohort differences assumes, first, that the out-
come is measured on a common metric across ages. A true equating re-
quires that the same underlying construct be measured on each cohort
and that the items in the tests for the separate cohorts be calibrated to lie
on a common scale. This kind of equating seems unlikely when the co-
horts are substantially different in age and the outcome involves math or
science. When it is impossible to construct such a common metric, cohort
comparisons must rely on some “relative standing” metric. For example,
one might assign each person in each country a standard normal equiva-
lent score defined as a distance of that person’s achievement from the
international mean for that person’s cohort. This might be called “within-
cohort” standardization. Cohort differences are then interpreted as differ-
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ences in relative standing from one age to another. Some cohorts will
display negative changes even though all children in that cohort are likely
growing in math achievement. Moreover, the change in constructs as-
sessed between cohorts can give rise to misleading results.

Suppose, for example, that Construct A is measured for grade four
while Construct B is measured for grade eight. Assume for a moment that
the target populations for the two grades are well-defined cohorts (per-
sons born during a specified interval of time) and that no historical
changes have occurred in the education system. Even then a cohort differ-
ence in relative standing confounds change over time with a difference
between constructs. Consider the example depicted in Figure 9-3. A hy-
pothetical nation is very proficient at teaching Construct A but very poor
at teaching Construct B prior to grade four. Suppose that between grade
four and grade eight, that nation promotes very substantial growth in
both Constructs A and B. However, that nation’s eighth graders are still
comparatively low on Construct B given their low starting point. A dis-
tance between cohorts that describes change in relative standing will be,
in fact, the distance between Construct A for grade four and Construct B
for grade eight. This will be a small change for our hypothetical nation
even though, in reality, that nation made substantial positive gains on
both constructs.

Let us consider further the mean difference between two cohorts, say
Cohort 4 (fourth graders) and Cohort 8 (eighth graders). Suppose the
outcome is measured equivalently for both cohorts. Can we interpret a

FIGURE 9-3 Construct A is assessed at Grade 4 while Construct B is assessed at
Grade 8. The slope of the dotted line represents the estimated gain.

Grade Grade
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mean difference between these two cohorts as a measure of how much
Cohort 8 learned between fourth and eighth grades? There is a substantial
literature on inferences of this type (Nesselroade & Baltes, 1979). It is well
known that a cross-sectional study of an age-outcome relationship con-
founds cohort and age. Only if cohort differences other than age are con-
trolled can we interpret this mean difference as an age effect.

More specifically, the interpretation of a cohort mean difference as a
mean gain assumes that Cohort 4’s mean is equal to the mean of Cohort 8
when Cohort 8’s members were in grade four. Of course, Cohort 8’s status
at grade four is missing. In essence, the logic is to use Cohort 4’s mean as
an imputation for this missing value of Cohort 8’s mean at grade four.
This imputation will be biased if Cohort 4 and Cohort 8 differ on variables
other than age that are related to the outcome. For example, Cohort 4 may
differ demographically from Cohort 8. This would occur, for example, if
immigrants to a society tend to have younger children than natives of the
society. As another example, suppose that the curriculum prior to grade
four has changed since Cohort 8 was in the fourth grade. Then Cohort 4’s
observed status would not simulate Cohort 8’s missing status at grade
four. The first example (demographic differences between cohorts) can be
addressed through statistical adjustment if the relevant demographic data
are collected as part of the survey. But it is unlikely that data will be
available on curricular change in the society because the data on the cur-
riculum experienced by Cohort 8 during and after grade four but before
grade eight will be missing. Thus, some uncertainty will remain about the
veracity of interpreting cohort differences as age effects.

Now suppose that outcomes measured at the two grades are equated
and that we know that cohort differences truly reflect age differences.
Thus, according to the logic described, we can interpret cohort differences
as age-related gains in achievement. Can we conclude further that interna-
tional differences in such gains reflect differences in the effectiveness of
the schooling systems in the countries compared? We shall consider this
issue later under “The Role of International Comparative Data in Causal
Explanation.” That section will reveal substantial threats to the inference
that age-related differences reflect the differential effectiveness of educa-
tional systems.

Describing National Changes Over Time
Based on Repeated Cross-Sections

An important goal of international studies of educational achieve-
ment is to describe the improvements in a nation’s achievement over time
and to compare nations with respect to their rates of improvement. A
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natural design for this goal is the repeated cross-section. Two alternative
versions of the repeated cross-section come to mind:

1. Hold age constant, let cohort vary. TIMSS-R (“TIMSS Repeat”)
assessed eighth graders in 1995 and again in 1999. The idea is to treat
differences in achievement between these two cohorts as reflecting
changes in the operation of the educational system between 1995 and
1999.

2. Hold cohort constant, let age vary. TIMSS-R also assessed fourth
graders in 1995 and eighth graders in 1999. This may be viewed as re-
peated observation of the same birth cohort (but see following discus-
sion). Age-related differences between 1994 and 1999 are viewed as aver-
age learning gains for this cohort.

Advantages of the Repeated Cross-Section That Holds Age Constant

Recall that when nations were compared by comparing cohort differ-
ences (e.g., cross-sectional differences between Population 1 and Popula-
tion 2 in TIMSS), age emerged as a potentially important confounding
variable. In a repeated cross-sectional design, age reasonably might be
viewed as fully controlled, provided the education system has not
changed in its basic structure. If, for example, eighth graders in the United
States in 1999 had the same age composition as eighth graders did in 1995,
then the mean difference between time 1995 and 1999 in the United States
will be unconfounded with age. If the population definition remains in-
variant in other nations as well, comparisons between nations in rates of
change also will be unconfounded with age.5

Furthermore, recall that comparisons between cohorts in a cross-sec-
tional study were likely confounded with differences in what outcomes
were of interest. We noted, in particular, that it would be unlikely that
outcome measures would be equated between cohorts within a cross-
sectional study. In contrast, it should to be possible to equate assessments
in a repeated cross-sectional study. The outcomes relevant to eighth grad-
ers in 1995 are likely to be quite similar to the constructs of interest for
eighth graders in 1999. Thus, it should to be possible to “unconfound”
outcome constructs with cohorts in this repeated cross-sectional study.

Threats to the Validity of the Repeated Cross-Sectional Design That
Holds Age Constant

Nonresponse rates may differ over time. If they do, and if nonresponse
is nonignorable, the effects of varying nonresponse can masquerade as
historical change. However, the biggest threat to the repeated cross-sec-
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tional comparison is demographic change. A nation’s population at a
given age will change over time as a function of immigration, outmigra-
tion, and differential fertility of subgroups. If the demographic character-
istics that are changing are also associated with achievement, trends in
achievement will reflect, in part, this changing demography. Then it will
be essential to measure and statistically control such demographic change
if one hopes to interpret achievement trends as representing historical
effects rather than demographic differences between cohorts. See Willms
and Raudenbush (1989) for how such an analysis might proceed using a
hierarchical model.

Advantages and Disadvantages of the Repeated Cross-Section That
Holds Cohort Constant While Allowing Age to Vary

Suppose we sample fourth graders in 1995 and then sample eighth
graders in 1999. We compute the mean difference and interpret it as an
age-related gain. We then compare countries by their gains. This is a
strong design to the extent that the 1995 and 1999 samples really repre-
sent the same birth cohort. Two threats to validity come to mind. First,
immigration and outmigration may change the demographic composi-
tion of those sampled between the two years. Second, grade retention
may censor the sample by excluding those who are retained between
fourth and eighth grades, while adding fifth graders retained prior to
ninth grade. Cross-national differences in immigration and grade reten-
tion would then bias inferences about natural differences in age-related
gain.

THE ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL COMPARATIVE DATA
IN CAUSAL EXPLANATION

The foregoing discussion reveals that sound explanations of national
achievement differences require sound descriptions and sound compari-
sons: descriptions of achievement within a nation at a given time and
comparisons between nations at a given time; description of cohort differ-
ences at a given time and comparison between nations on cohort differ-
ences; description of achievement trends over historical time and com-
parison between countries in terms of their achievement trends. We have
considered the conditions required for such accurate description and com-
parison. However, even the soundest descriptions of nations and com-
parisons between nations do not justify causal inferences. Sound causal
inferences require designs and analyses that can cope with the counter-
factual character of causal questions.

When we claim that “Educational System 1 is more effective than
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Educational System 2” for a given child, we imagine the following sce-
nario: A child has two potential outcomes. The first potential outcome,
Outcome 1, is the outcome that child would display if exposed to System
1. The second potential outcome, Outcome 2, is the outcome that child
would display if exposed to System 2. To say that System 1 is more effec-
tive for the given child is to say that Outcome 1 is greater than Outcome 2
for that child. The counterfactual character of causal inference arises be-
cause it will not be possible to observe both Outcome 1 and Outcome 2 for
a given child because that child will experience only one of the two sys-
tems. Thus the causal effect Outcome 1-Outcome 2 cannot be computed
because either Outcome 1 or Outcome 2 will be missing. However, it is
possible to estimate the average causal effect, for example, by randomly
assigning children to System 1 or System 2. In this case, the population
mean of the effect Outcome 1-Outcome 2 is equal to the population mean
of System 1 minus the population mean of those in System 2. In the case of
a randomized experiment, we can say that the mean of System 2 is a fair
estimate of how those in System 1 would have fared, on average, had they
received System 2 instead of System 1. (See Holland, 1986, for a clear
exposition of the logic of causal inference.)

When random assignment is impossible, various quasi-experimental
approximations to a randomized experiment are possible. How might
cross-national researchers approach this problem? Four strategies appear
prominent: comparing cohort differences, comparing historical trends,
isolating plausible causal mechanisms, and comparing students within
the same society who experience different systems of schooling. We con-
sider each in turn.

1. Comparing cohort differences. The first approach to causal infer-
ence is to compute cross-sectional cohort differences for each society (e.g.,
differences between those in grade eight and those in grade four) and to
compare those differences. Earlier, we considered difficulties in describ-
ing cohort differences as “gains.” Cohort and age are confounded, so
cohort differences might reflect differences other than age. Moreover, we
saw that the U.S. eighth-grade sample was really a mixture of cohorts
because of grade retention. Let us presume, however, that grades really
do constitute cohorts and that cohort differences also in fact reflect age-
related gains. Can we conclude that differences between nations in their
gains reflect differences in the effectiveness of the educational systems?

To answer this question, we must reflect on a large literature that
considers the adequacy of nonexperimental designs for drawing causal
inferences. Our international survey can be likened to a pre-post quasi-
experiment. In such a study, nonrandomly formed comparison groups
(countries) are assessed prior to the introduction of a treatment. Next,
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different educational treatments are administered to each comparison
group. Finally, a posttreatment assessment is administered. Differences
between the gains of comparison groups are then taken to reflect differ-
ences in the effectiveness of the treatments being compared. This scenario
is depicted in Figure 9-4. Here the treatments are the education systems of
Country 1 and Country 2, as enacted between grades four and eight. The
aim is to discern which country has the best educational system between
those two grades. Country 1 makes a gain from A to B, while Country 2
makes a gain from C to D between grades four and eight. The magnitude
of the quantity in curly braces (B-A)-(D-C) is the difference between mean
gains of the two groups and is commonly regarded as a measure of differ-
ence in the effectiveness of the education systems as they operate between
grades.

A substantial literature emerged during the late 1960s and 1970s on
difficulties with this design and the interpretations it produces (Blumberg
& Porter, 1983; Bryk & Weisberg, 1977; Campbell & Erlebacher, 1970). The
problem with this design is that it requires that Point E be the expected
status of children in Country 1 if the children in Country 1 instead had
been educated in Country 2. That scenario is somewhat plausible if the
scenario described in Figure 9-5 represented reality. Figure 9-5 shows
achievement trends for the two groups of children based on two pretests,
and then on posttest. In effect, Figure 9-5 tells us where the two countries’
children were on a “pre-pretest.” We see that, between this pre-pretest
and the pretest, children of Countries 1 and 2 were growing at the same
rate, on average. Then the children of Country 1 received a positive “de-

Country 1

Country 2

B-A-(D-C)

Grade Grade

A

FIGURE 9-4 Causal inference based on two age groups.
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flection” by virtue of the educational system they experienced between
grades four and eight in Country 1, creating a more rapid rate of growth
than that experienced by children in Country 2. This deflection is taken as
evidence of the causal effect of Country 1’s educational system relative to
that of Country 2 between grades four and eight.

Suppose, however, that the true scenario were that depicted in Figure
9-6. Under that scenario, children in Countries 1 and 2 were growing at
different rates prior to fourth grade. Between fourth and eighth grades, their

Country 1

Country 2

GradeGradeGrade

Country 1

Country 2

GradeGradeGrade

FIGURE 9-5 Scenario 1: Parallel growth prior to grade 4.

FIGURE 9-6 Scenario 2: Unequal growth prior to grade 4.
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rates of growth remained unchanged. Thus, no deflection is discernible
between grades four and eight. The data thus give no evidence that the
two systems operated differently between grades four and eight. In both
cases, the children grew along trajectories that were already in place prior
to grade eight. (Moreover, the differences in trajectories prior to grade
four may not reflect the contribution of formal schooling prior to grade
four.)

The key problem with the two-point, pre-post quasi-experimental
design is that the data provide no information about which scenario—
Scenario 1 (Figure 9-5) or Scenario 2 (Figure 9-6)—is more plausible. Un-
less other data can be brought to bear or strong prior theory is available to
rule out some of the possible scenarios, a pre-post design provides essen-
tially no information about the relative effectiveness of the two systems
between grades four and eight. The design forces the researcher to make
an untestable assumption about where students in Country 1 would have
been by grade 8 if those students had experienced the education system of
Country 2.

2. Comparing historical trends. Earlier, we noted that historical trend
data can eliminate confounding with age, but create a confounding be-
tween cohort and historical time (or “period”). Suppose we could adjust
completely for cohort differences. Would differences in trends between
societies then reveal differences in educational system effectiveness?

The problem in this case is that the changing effectiveness of the
schooling system constitutes but one possible historical change that might
account for the historical change in achievement. For example, as societies
achieve higher and higher levels of educational attainment, parents are
increasingly literate. Highly literate parents are better equipped than less
literate parents to provide early experiences in the home that support
literacy. Other secular trends—such as the increasing number of children
in daycare, increasing nutrition, increasing survival rates of premature
babies, changes in poverty rates, and changes in access to television and
the Internet—can contribute to achievement trends even if the schooling
system remained invariant in its effectiveness.

In sum, repeated cross-sections control age in allowing description of
historical changes in achievement and comparison of countries in their
achievement trends. And they facilitate comparisons over time with re-
spect to a common outcome. However, historical time and cohort are
confounded: Demographic differences between cohorts resulting from
population change may masquerade as historical change. Moreover,
changes in the operation of the schooling system will tend to be con-
founded with other secular trends that also may affect trends in achieve-
ment.
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The repeated cross-section that controls cohort while allowing age to
vary confronts a different problem: the confounding of age and historical
time. Large age-related gains in achievement in a given country might be
correlated with historical changes in that society other than changes in the
operation of the education system.

3. Isolating plausible causal mechanisms. Researchers using TIMSS
data have sought not only to make causal inferences about the impact of
educational systems on student learning; they have also sought to iden-
tify specific causal mechanisms that would explain these national effects.
Not only are such explanations potentially important for policy and
theory, they also may compensate for lack of methodological controls. In
particular, if one can identify specific educational processes that are
strongly theoretically linked with higher achievement, and if those pro-
cesses are also strongly associated empirically with country differences in
achievement, the case for causation would be strengthened. Using this
kind of logic, Westbury (1993, p. 24) wrote:

It is, for instance, a curriculum-driven pattern of content coverage that
determines algebra achievement and the distribution of opportunity to
learn algebra at the eighth-grade level, and it is the way algebra is dis-
tributed in the United States that, in turn, plays a major role in determin-
ing America’s aggregate standing on grade 8 math achievement in stud-
ies like [the Second International Mathematics Study] SIMS.

A common practice in research on TIMSS is to assess associations
between a country’s implemented curriculum or “opportunity to learn”
(OTL) and student achievement and to view those associations as causal.
A large and growing literature in statistics on time-varying treatments,
however, reveals the serious perils in such inferences (Robins, Greenland,
& Hu, 1999). The OTL that a teacher affords students must be viewed, at
least in part, as a response to students’ prior success in learning. OTL is
then an outcome of prior learning as well as a predictor of later learning.
A nation’s curriculum represents not only an externally imposed “treat-
ment,” but also a historically conditioned set of expectations about how
much students will know at any age. The curriculum is thus an endog-
enous variable. Standard methods of statistical analysis generally cannot
reveal the causal impact of such endogenous treatment effects. Indeed,
serious biases commonly accompany any attempt to do so. Control for
prior achievement in a longitudinal study should reduce the bias, but one
cannot rule out unmeasured causes of why OTL is greater for some stu-
dents than for others.

4. Comparing students within societies who experience different
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kinds of schooling. The strategies described for causal inference use data
from other nations to estimate counterfactuals for U.S. children. More
specifically, the strategy of comparing “gains” between Population 1 and
Population 2 claims, in effect, that U.S. children would make gains similar
to children in, say, Japan, if Japanese instructional approaches had been
adopted in the United States. This chapter has criticized this kind of infer-
ence on somewhat technical grounds. Essentially, such inferences require
extrapolations across societies: (a) that it is feasible to implement Japanese
instructional methods in U.S. schools and (b) that if these methods were
implemented, U.S. students would respond similarly to Japanese students.
Causal inferences based on comparing trend data between nations re-
quire similar cross-national extrapolations. Such extrapolations, although
intriguing, should not be confused with reasonable causal inferences.

Instead of basing causal inference on between-nation extrapolations,
it makes more sense to develop hypotheses based on between-nation com-
parisons, but to test such hypotheses by conducting experiments within
nations. In essence, we cannot really know how feasible it is to implement
a new policy or how children in the United States will respond without
actually trying to implement the policy in the United States.

While awaiting truly definitive experiments, it makes sense to con-
template within-nation analyses that approximate the experiment of inter-
est. Consider the hypothesis that the U.S. math curriculum, in comparison
to the curricula of other nations, lacks coherence, focus, and rigor, and
that this curricular difference explains the observed national difference in
math achievement (Schmidt et al., 1997). One might test this hypothesis
within nations by identifying variation on coherence, focus, and rigor
between schools within nations. One then would formulate a multilevel
model of the association between curricular quality and outcomes.6 The
model would be constructed such that the difference between a child’s
outcome and the expected outcome for that child under the “typical” U.S.
curriculum is a function of how far that child’s experienced curriculum
deviates from the U.S. average. The beauty of this model is that the causal
inference is no longer just a large extrapolation. Rather than imagining
how a student would do under a different nation’s curriculum, we are
imagining how the student would do under a curriculum actually ob-
served in a U.S. school. The key challenge, however, is to estimate the
“expected” outcome for each child under a typical U.S. curriculum. Surely
it is true that a child’s exposure to curricular quality depends on a variety
of child and family characteristics, including but not limited to social
background, ethnicity, and mathematics aptitude. To the extent that these
characteristics also are related to achievement, they must be included in
the model for “expected achievement” under the typical U.S. curriculum.
Past research strongly suggests that prior aptitude, as measured by a
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pretest, is the most powerful confounding influence, as it tends to be most
strongly related to curricular exposure and to mathematics achievement.
Failure to include aptitude in the model will cast doubt on the validity of
any causal inferences based on the within-country model. Unfortunately,
TIMSS, unlike SIMS, for example, does not include a measure of prior
aptitude. This fact seriously limits the utility of TIMSS for approximating
the experiment that we wish we could conduct: one in which curricular
practices suggested as potentially important in between-nation compari-
sons are selectively implemented within nations to study their causal
effects.

Even if prior achievement were controlled and even if the analysis
compared curriculum differences within societies as well as between soci-
eties, the potential endogeneity of these curricular variables would re-
main a concern. Certainly a good pretest would help control selectivity
bias. However, teachers generally know much more than researchers do,
even in the presence of a pretest, about the children they are assigned to
educate. To the extent teachers use this knowledge to shape their instruc-
tional strategies, the concern will remain that OTL effects on achievement
will be estimated with bias. Only a true experiment can fully resolve this
issue, while within-country surveys can attempt to approximate the true
experiment.

CONCLUSIONS

The ultimate utility of cross-national surveys is to support the im-
provement of public policy. Public policy inevitably is based on causal
inferences because policy makers must make assumptions about what
will happen if regulations or incentives or curricula change. Thus it is
tempting to use available data to make strong causal claims. However,
cross-sectional survey data generally provide a poor basis for causal in-
ference.

If international surveys of achievement cannot support sound causal
inference, of what value are they in thinking about how to improve school-
ing? We take the view that such data play a significant role in causal
thinking by suggesting promising new causal explanations. For example,
connections between the intended curriculum, the implemented curricu-
lum, and the achieved curriculum in various countries participating in
TIMSS have suggested a provocative explanation for shortcomings in
U.S. math and science achievement (Schmidt et al., 1997). That explana-
tion begins with a description of the intended curriculum in the United
States as lacking in focus, rigor, and coherence within grades and across
grades. These weaknesses are consistent with observable shortcomings in
how teachers teach and with cross-national comparisons of achievement
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between the United States and other nations, nations whose intended and
implemented curricula, by comparison, display high levels of focus, rigor,
and coherence. This explanation thus suggests hypotheses about how
very detailed changes in the curriculum would translate into changes in
teaching and learning.

The explanation that Schmidt and colleagues have suggested appears
consistent with the data from the curriculum study and achievement
study of TIMSS and also may be well grounded in sound thinking about
how mathematics education can best be organized to produce mathemati-
cal understanding and proficiency. However, other explanations can be
constructed that will be equally consistent with the data from studies like
TIMSS. Unfortunately, studies like TIMSS can supply no decisive evi-
dence to arbitrate between such explanations. To test these explanations
requires, instead, experimental trials of instructional approaches that
embody the explanations of interest. We take the position that one cannot
know how well an alternative intended and implemented curriculum
would work in a given society without actually putting such a curriculum
in place in that society and seeing what happens.

The essential utility of international studies of achievement, we be-
lieve, is to suggest causal explanations that can be translated into inter-
ventions that can be tested in experimental trials. We recommend analy-
ses pointed toward such explanations and such interventions.

1. One might find data sets collected strictly within the United States
or other countries, data sets that are longitudinal at the student level.
Possible examples include the National Educational Longitudinal Study
of 1988 (NELS) or The Early Childhood Longitudinal Study (ECLS). Such
data sets would have to be scrutinized to determine if the key explanatory
variables of interest (e.g., variables that capture curriculum and instruc-
tion) are available. The key explanatory variables are those suggested by
cross-national work such as TIMSS.

2. One might design a new longitudinal study within a nation for the
express purpose of testing hypotheses arising from TIMSS or other inter-
national comparative studies.

3. One might design a sequel to TIMSS that would collect longitudi-
nal data at the student level in many countries. Multilevel analyses of
such data could test hypotheses suggested by between-country compari-
sons within a number of societies, a powerful design indeed.

Difficulties with the third option include the high cost and manage-
rial complexity of carrying on multiple longitudinal studies in varied
nations. Moreover, the decision to “become longitudinal” must be inte-
grated with other design options raised in this chapter. These include
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broadening the age range within countries and using a household survey
rather than a school survey for older students.

Hybrid proposals might be considered. For example, one might en-
courage the United States to collaborate with a small number of carefully
selected countries to design parallel longitudinal studies having the am-
bitious aim of linking curricular experiences with trajectories of student
growth.

None of these suggestions is intended to undermine the utility of
surveys of curriculum and achievement in many societies. Such surveys
have proven their worth in generating important hypotheses for educa-
tional improvement within societies. Rather, the question is how to test
those hypotheses. A combined program of longitudinal studies and ex-
periments seems in order for this purpose.

Over the past several decades, statistical methods have greatly en-
hanced the capacity of researchers to summarize evidence from large-
scale, multilevel surveys such as TIMSS and IALS. Our comparatively
new understanding of missing data has allowed these studies to compare
countries on many cognitive skills even though each examinee is tested
on a comparatively small subset of items. Item response models create
metrics for achievement and methods for discerning cross-national item
bias. Improved graphical procedures enable us to visualize distributions
of outcomes in complex and interesting ways. Hierarchical models enable
us to study variation within and between countries and to compute sound
standard errors for effects at each level.

More could be done to capitalize on these advances. For example, the
magnitude of country-level differences could be assessed more sensibly
in relation to differences between schools within countries and differ-
ences between children within schools using Bayesian inference for hier-
archical models (Raudenbush, Cheong, & Fotiu, 1994).

However, upon reflection, our judgment is that the most important
shortcoming in the analysis of cross-national international data is the lack
of attention to recent advances in our understanding of sources of bias in
analyses that suggest, implicitly or explicitly, causal interpretation. We
have emphasized a need for greater sensitivity to biases that arise in how
populations are defined (e.g., by the meaning of “grade” in the presence
of retention or selective dropout), in how cross-national differences are
interpreted, and in how we think about curriculum and opportunity to
learn as causal mechanisms. These deep issues of design and interpreta-
tion cannot be resolved by sophisticated statistical analytic methods.
Rather, attention to foundational logical issues is a basis of sound analy-
ses and warranted substantive interpretations.
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NOTES

1. This negative association between age and outcome in the United States is even more
evident when we control for grade, though we do not show that effect here. The U.S.
scatterplot excludes a small number of cases with extreme ages.

2. We evaluated an alternative hypothesis that nonnative speakers of English may be
overrepresented among the older Population 2 students in the United States. About
12.4 percent of the U.S. sample did speak a language other than English at home, while
no comparable variable exists in the Japanese data set. Yet language at home was not
related to age in the U.S. data. Thus, although language at home is likely a confounding
variable (it is plausible that the U.S. sample has more nonnative English speakers than
the Japanese sample has nonnative speakers of Japanese), this does not explain the
negative association between age and achievement in the United States. We are left
with grade retention as the more plausible explanation. Other explanations involving
differential selection of students into the U.S. and Japanese samples cannot, however,
be ruled out.

3. By defining the population in terms of grade, the design effectively conditions infer-
ences about countries on an endogenous variable rather than the desired exogenous
variable.

4. The presence of students who have been retained in seventh and eighth grades contra-
dicts the notion that Population 2 is a “cohort” (where cohort is defined as a subpopula-
tion born during a given interval of time). Similarly, the absence of sixth graders who
were retained also selects cases from a well-defined cohort. Thus a comparison between
Populations 2 and 1 is not really a comparison of cohorts, and the meaning of the
comparison is ambiguous.

5. This benefit is not likely, however, to extend to comparisons of Population 3. Dropout
rates will likely vary over time and the notion of “school leaving” appears to be chang-
ing as well; for example, consider the changing role of community colleges in the United
States.

6. An analysis using this type of model appears in Gamoran (1991), who used data from
the Second International Mathematics and Science Study (SIMS) to assess curriculum
effects. A major advantage of this analysis is that SIMS provided longitudinal data at
the student level, thus allowing control of prior achievement. TIMSS does not.
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10

Drawing Inferences for National Policy
from Large-Scale Cross-National

Education Surveys1

Marshall S. Smith*

This chapter focuses on three questions:

1. What kinds of inferences may be validly drawn from large-scale,
cross-national surveys about the effects on student achievement of differ-
ences among nations in the structure, content, and practice of education?

2. What inferences from past surveys have been used to inform na-
tional policy and were they methodologically and substantively reason-
able?

3. Are there lessons from the past that might be used to improve the
quality of policy considerations stimulated by results of TIMSS-R, the
1999 repeat survey of the 1995 Third International Mathematics and Sci-
ence Study (TIMSS)?

Before addressing these questions, two clarifications are in order. First
is the observation that “national policy” in the United States consists of
two distinct parts: a formal part that is usually called “federal” policy and
an “informal” part that is made up of consensus or near-consensus views
of national organizations involved in education, informed media, policy
analysts, state policy makers, and so forth. We are interested in both

*Marshall S. Smith is a professor of education in the School of Education at Stanford
University and program director of education at the William and Flora Hewlett Founda-
tion.
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parts. Second, to simplify the discussion, I consider only implications for
U.S. national policy and concentrate primarily on TIMSS, the most recent,
ambitious, and methodologically sophisticated of the large-scale, cross-
national surveys.2 At various times in the discussion, I use examples from
other cross-national surveys.

The extant literature on the cross-national educational surveys is
daunting. The National Academies Web site alone has more than 100
papers on TIMSS. I recommend two papers previously prepared for the
Academies on topics directly related to this chapter. Haertel’s (1997) pa-
per on what might be learned from the TIMSS data and Elmore’s (1997)
on the political and policy implications of TIMSS are thoughtful and pow-
erful. I refer to both at various points in this discussion.

CONTEXT FOR THINKING ABOUT
INFERENCES FROM TIMSS FOR NATIONAL POLICY

Some Recent History on the Use of Data from
Cross-National Studies for Developing Policy

Educators and policy makers in the United States have long made
comparisons between U.S. schools and students and those in other na-
tions. At times, depending on the larger social and economic context, the
comparisons have had considerable influence on education in America.
In the late 1800s, for example, as schools and cities grew larger, the nation
adopted the Prussian approach of sorting students into grades by age.
After the Russians launched Sputnik in the 1950s, the federal government
hurried to design and fund the development and implementation of the
“new” mathematics and hands-on science curricula.

More formalized cross-national surveys in education began with the
first International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achieve-
ment (IEA) mathematics survey in 1964. That survey, and later ones in the
1960s and early 1970s in other subject areas, carried two general mes-
sages. First, although young U.S. students appeared to score well above
the international average, U.S. students in grades beyond elementary
school scored less well on the tests than did students in many other coun-
tries.

Second, the surveys underscored the importance of the content of the
curriculum. Carroll (1963), for example, the author of a report on the IEA
Foreign Language study, used the results to argue for his “model of school
learning,” which allocated a central role to curricular content. That cur-
riculum is important—or as Carroll argued in conversation, that it was
difficult to learn French in U.S. schools unless you were taught it—seems
like an obvious idea in 2002. Carroll’s work legitimately might be viewed
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as the precursor of the concept of opportunity to learn, a concept that has
been embedded in three generations of IEA surveys and, in the late 1980s
and into the 1990s, played an important role in discussions of U.S. na-
tional policy.

However, in the late 1960s and early 1970s, the effects of social and
political processes on schools were taking clear precedence over curricu-
lum content in education policy and reform discussions. With the notable
exceptions of early childhood studies and scattered local efforts, the na-
tion’s diminished thirst for changes in curriculum might be attributed
both to the influence of broad social movements taking place at this time
and to the political and educational backlash against the post-Sputnik
reforms of the late 1950s and early 1960s.

Similarly, the findings of the early cross-national studies that U.S.
students in the later grades did not score as well as students in many
other nations appear to have had little independent effect on policy delib-
erations during the late 1960s and into the early 1970s. Again, matters that
addressed equality of opportunity—including community control, the
growth and quality of Title I and Head Start, bilingual education, and
desegregation—were primary concerns of education policy makers dur-
ing this period. In addition, however, the public and policy makers often
discounted results of early cross-national studies as unconvincing. After
all, “everyone knew” that other nations had a much smaller percentage of
eligible students in their secondary schools and that this explained the
relatively low scores of the older U.S. students. Moreover, it was not until
1974 that the public discovered that Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores
had peaked almost a decade earlier, a fact that might have provided
support for the cross-national findings.

During the late 1970s, cross-national surveys continued to be unno-
ticed in policy debates at the national level.3 National policy focused on
how to improve the effectiveness of schools for poor and minority stu-
dents even as SAT scores continued to drop and the progressive policies
initiated in the 1960s were challenged by opposition to northern school
desegregation and negative evaluations of Head Start and Title I.

The early years of the Reagan administration changed the nation’s
agenda. As SAT scores continued their fall and the nation struggled
through severe inflation and fears of a decline in economic prosperity,
national policy concerns turned away from a focus on lower achieving
students toward the conclusion that our nation’s human capital reservoir
was being drained. Drawing on cross-national surveys carried out in the
1960s and early 1970s, a 1983 report released by the president found that
“what was unimaginable a generation ago has begun to occur—others are
matching and surpassing our educational attainments” (National Com-
mission on Excellence in Education, 1983, p. 5). The policy recommenda-
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tions of A Nation at Risk—more rigorous academic courses, longer school
days and years, more homework, and overall a tougher program of study
for U.S. students—were amplified by a variety of other reports put out by
prestigious national organizations at roughly the same time.4 A consen-
sus of elite analysts and business and political groups emerged, a consen-
sus that spawned a new “national policy.” By and large the implementa-
tion of this new policy direction was initiated and carried out at the state
level as governors and chief state school officers became more active in
education reform. Federal-level policies changed little, and for a variety
of reasons the federal government exerted little leadership until the end
of the 1980s.

There is little question about the important role that cross-national
survey data played in the arguments that were so badly presented in A
Nation at Risk and the other reports. The reports, of course, did not rely
exclusively on the international studies. Other test score and course-tak-
ing data also indicated a need to increase the academic rigor of U.S. school-
ing. Nonetheless, the cross-national survey results were prominently cited
as showing the comparative inadequacy of U.S. education, to which the
reports in turn linked the relative weakness of the U.S. economy. The now
familiar argument was simple: The economic future of the United States
was jeopardized because the students in countries that were our eco-
nomic competitors had higher scores than U.S. students.5

When the Second International Mathematics Study (SIMS) was re-
leased in 1984, the political and educational climate was ripe for it to
receive substantial attention. The two principal messages of SIMS to the
U.S. public and policy makers were similar to earlier studies. The first,
which reinforced the urgency of the emerging reforms, was that U.S.
students achieved less well than did students of many other developed
nations. The second message underscored the importance of curriculum
and, in middle and secondary schools, tougher courses. Both messages
found fertile soil in which to flourish.

The U.S. Educational Environment

“National education policy” in the United States—whether the em-
phasis was on equal opportunity in the 1960s and 1970s or the push for
academic rigor in the 1980s—has generally a weaker influence on school
practice than does national educational policy in many other countries.
One reason for this is that the United States has a uniquely organized,
managed, and governed education system. Most of the other nations that
participated in TIMSS, for example, have a centralized system for control
over curriculum specifications, the nature of instruction, and the treat-
ment of low-achieving students.
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In the United States, political control over most formal educational
policy decisions resides in 50 states and a small number of very big cities,
and reforms are implemented in 14,000 districts and 95,000 schools.
Elmore (1997, p. 3) labeled the “two imperatives of educational gover-
nance in the United States as ‘dispersed control’ and ‘political pluralism’”
in the paper he did for a TIMSS seminar at the National Academies in
1997.

Understanding the nature and complexity of the U.S. educational
system is important as we think about where and to whom policy impli-
cations from TIMSS might usefully be addressed. One simple conclusion
might be that political and policy leadership can emanate from Washing-
ton D.C., but policy making that influences schooling is typically the prov-
ince of the states and some large cities. Perhaps then comparisons more
profitably might be made between other nations and individual states in
the United States.

Though this might be a general rule, however, things are a little more
complex. For example, during the 1960s and 1970s, the federal govern-
ment became increasingly aggressive at protecting rights and providing
services for students who lived in high-poverty areas, were disabled, or
otherwise needed special help. On these issues the federal government
both led and contributed to making policy.

Other conditions further demonstrate nationalizing influences in U.S.
education while complicating the picture more. The past half-century has
seen organized national interest groups in education expand dramatically
in size and authority, and the forces of communication, transportation,
and mobility have helped create schools that look, and are, extraordinar-
ily alike from state to state across the nation. This is true even though
states differ in the balance of state and local control, in their methods of
financing schools, and in many of their specific policies. However, great
differences remain in quality and performance among schools. Interact-
ing with “dispersed control,” the powerful national homogenizing forces
have produced a system where there is far more variation in the quality
and nature of schooling among schools within districts, and among dis-
tricts within states, than there is among states.

As we enter the 21st century, the homogeneity among states has ex-
tended to the intentions and strategies of their reforms. Stimulated in the
early 1990s by the National Governors Association, a wide variety of
national education groups, and vigorous federal leadership and money, a
standards-based reform movement has swept the country. Each of the 50
states, in policy talk and action, is attempting to implement its own brand
of standards-based reform.

Viewed from one perspective, the national nature of the reforms and
of the problems facing the reformers provides a simpler context for draw-
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ing policy implications from cross-national surveys than has existed in
the past. In effect, federal and state policies are aligned with one another
and with a national consensus about a desirable policy direction. At the
same time, the variation among states in the nature of their politics and
their finance and governance systems and the dispersed nature of control
within states mean that no one can expect a uniform national response
across or even within states to any particular policy.

What Levels of Government in the United States Should Be
Interested in Policy Inferences from TIMSS?

The previous discussion suggests four points about what levels of
government should be interested in policy inferences based on findings
from TIMSS. First, regardless of whether a policy is initiated at the fed-
eral, state, or local level, it will be interpreted and potentially implemented
within the context of state standards-based reforms in each of the 50
different states.

Second, even though new policies are interpreted within a common
framework for reform, their implementation may vary from state to state
and community to community and school to school. This suggests that
the potential robustness of policies across state and local contexts should
be examined.

Third, some policies, such as those affecting the content and structure
of the curriculum and the nature of pedagogy, are more appropriately
targeted for state and local governments and schools, even though the
research, dissemination, and funding for these policies may come from
the federal government, foundations or national interest groups. Regard-
less of who initiates a policy or new program, it ultimately will be imple-
mented in states, districts, and schools.

Finally, the United States is considerably larger and politically more
complex than any other nation studied in TIMSS. This makes direct appli-
cation of lessons or policies from those other nations to the United States
a questionable proposition. Consider, for example, a parallel situation
within a single state in the Unites States. In this scenario, the superinten-
dent of schools in Palo Alto, California, based on his experience in that
affluent suburb, proposes a school reform to his fellow superintendent
from Los Angeles. Likely the conversation would be polite, but the Los
Angeles superintendent probably would not race home and initiate the
reform. The differences between Palo Alto and Los Angeles are huge on a
very large number of the important dimensions. The differences are
equally large between small nations, such as Singapore or Iceland and
larger, more complex nations, such as Germany or the United States. The
closer the form of educational governance and the size and structure of
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the political entities, the more likely there will be easy transfer of ideas.
All of the points lead us again to the proposition that policy inferences
from most cross-national studies are generally more appropriate for states
than for other entities in the United States. On the basis of size, complex-
ity, and governance and fiscal responsibility, states are closer in character
to many TIMSS nations than is the United States itself.

DIFFERENT KINDS OF INFERENCES

To “infer” means to reach a conclusion based on evidence. Most inter-
esting inferences would require going beyond a simple descriptive con-
clusion such as “students in small classes achieve to a higher level than
students in large classes.” A next step would be to use such descriptive
data and perhaps other data to argue that class size has some causal
relationship to student achievement. To be convincing, this later step gen-
erally requires well-developed theory and/or a rigorous experimental
design.

Assumptions Underlying Inferences

In most discussions of TIMSS, we assume a variety of things before
we begin to make substantive inferences. We assume that the samples of
students in the various countries are representative of the populations of
students in those countries. We also assume that the TIMSS assessments
are valid measures of mathematics and science content, as set out in the
specifications for the assessments. Using these assumptions, we infer that
the TIMSS assessments give us valid measurements of how much stu-
dents in the various countries know of the specified mathematics and
science. This allows us to say, for example, that compared to students in
the other TIMSS nations, U.S. students achieve in math and science, as
defined by the TIMSS assessments, relatively well in the fourth grade and
relatively badly in the eighth grade.

However, unless we are convinced that the TIMSS mathematics and
science assessments substantially measure what is taught in U.S. schools,
we cannot say very much about what factors, other than curricular con-
tent, affect U.S. student achievement as measured by the TIMSS tests. For
example, if teachers in U.S. schools do not teach science, or teach substan-
tially different science than that measured by the TIMSS assessments, we
do not have, from the TIMSS test data, sufficient evidence to say very
much about the effects and quality of their teaching. A great deal rests on
the alignment of the assessment with the curriculum.

Ironically, if the assessment is not fully aligned with the curriculum
in a certain country and students in that country do badly in content areas
of the assessment that are “underrepresented” in their curriculum, there
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is a plausible case to be made for the validity of the assessment, at least for
making inferences about the effects of the curriculum on performance on
the assessment. Indeed, the country might be motivated to alter its cur-
riculum to place more emphasis on the “left-out” content area, if the
country valued it.

I am not suggesting that the TIMSS assessment data are badly aligned
with the curricula in U.S. schools—I know a great deal of effort was
expended to ensure that the alignment was as close as possible. I also
know that a variety of studies have been carried out on subdomains of
science and mathematics that are represented in the TIMSS assessments
and that have varying levels of alignment with typical U.S. curricula. I am
simply pointing out that understanding how well the assessment is
aligned with the curricula in various countries is a very important build-
ing block for making valid inferences from TIMSS data.

In addition to assumptions about the student assessment, we often
have to make assumptions about the quality of other data gathered in
TIMSS. I don’t know enough about these data to suggest specific con-
cerns, but I wonder, for example, whether there are independent mea-
sures of reliability or, even better, validity of the responses to the items for
any of the questionnaires. I could imagine, for example, a number of
legitimate ways to answer questions about teaching and the curriculum
and school resources in the United States.

We already know that the assumption of a representative sample is
violated for substantial numbers of countries, particularly at the Popula-
tion 3 level (the school-leaving grade, grade 12 in the United States). For
example, 16 of the 21 countries that participated in the Population 3 Up-
per Grade Mathematics Literacy assessment were in violation of the inter-
national sampling guidelines; one of the 16 was the United States. Even
though there were substantial numbers of countries in violation in the
other Populations (nine of 26 in Population 1 Upper Grade Science and 17
of 41 in Population 2 Upper Grade Science), the proportion of violators in
Population 3 stands out. This fact, along with my own intuition about the
lack of motivation of 12th-grade students on this assessment, makes me
skeptical of the results of the Population 3 assessments. In the following
discussion, I will focus only on Populations 1 and 2 (fourth and eighth
grades).

Types of Inferences

Before we look at some examples of inferences from TIMSS, let’s dis-
tinguish among three types of inferences: causal, “weak,” and “synthetic.”
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Causal Inferences

For all sorts of reasons, the data from TIMSS and other cross-national
surveys, combined with our lack of strong theoretical models, will not
support causal inferences. For example, using only the TIMSS data, when
analyzed with the most powerful statistical techniques, we cannot validly
assert that differences in the pedagogy used by teachers in different na-
tions result in differences in student achievement. We do not have ad-
equate measures of differences in pedagogy nor a theory that is robust
enough to account for the variation in the contexts of different nations. In
economists’ terms, we do not know enough about the production func-
tion. A very strong correlation does not overcome this weakness. Haertel
said it well in 1997, shortly after TIMSS was released:

These (TIMSS) descriptive data may suggest causal connections, but it is
important to remember that TIMSS data alone cannot support any claims
about causal relationships among variables. The rhetoric of “natural ex-
periments” is seductive. It conjures up an image of the world as a great
laboratory, with different countries trying alternative educational ap-
proaches and TIMSS as the common examination to see which approach
worked best. But TIMSS is a comparative observational study, not an
experiment. It involved the collection of data from scientific samples
chosen to represent pre-existing populations, but those populations, the
students of different nations, are not interchangeable. No group can be
randomly assigned to any other nation’s methods of child rearing or
education. Students’ experiences both in school and out of school vary
in countless ways that have not been captured by the TIMSS study, and
no statistical method can be relied upon to disentangle those innumera-
ble influences unambiguously, nor to accurately quantify the effect on
achievement of any one variable in isolation from all the others. (p. 2)

“Weak” Inferences

We are on sturdier ground when talking about TIMSS findings if we
a) use qualifying language such as “supports the hypothesis that”; b) are
able to support our inferences with similar findings from other research;
and c) ground the findings and hypotheses in well-tested theory. A
“weak” inference suggests a direction, indicates a hypothesis, or supports
the elimination of a hypothesis. Admittedly, there are different grades of
“weakness” in inferences from cross-national survey data. We might ar-
gue, for example, that a strong case for a causal inference would be pre-
sented by a cross-national panel study where a priori hypotheses about
the effects of certain interventions were tested rigorously with appropri-
ate methodological models and found to have strong effects. Unfortu-
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nately, our data, theory, and analyses of cross-national surveys, to date,
are far from this optimal situation. Nonetheless, the findings would still
cry out for further investigation and replication. The differences among
the educational systems and cultures of nations are far too great to control
away statistically. Every “inference” that may be made legitimately from
analyses of the TIMSS data is a “weak” inference.

“Synthetic” Inferences

This kind of inference is a special case of a weak inference. A syn-
thetic inference is the most powerful for policy purposes and the most
speculative. It involves piecing together a story line (a “script” in Elmore’s
language) that integrates a variety of findings into a compelling and co-
herent picture. It typically draws on a variety of sources of information
within a large study. It also may include other supporting data. Unlike a
formal model, it often exists without precise parameters. Moreover, there
is often no easy way to test the validity of the “story.”

The “story line” from the presidential campaign in 2000 involved a
complex set of inferences from a wide body of research that had con-
vinced the candidates of the importance of testing, and of student and
institutional accountability for improving educational achievement. An
alternative “story line” often told by Jonathan Kozol, among others, rests
on studies that support the position that providing more resources to
needy schools is a viable strategy for improving achievement.

A third story line grew out of the TIMSS data and will be considered
in the next section.

FOUR EXAMPLES OF INFERENCES FROM THE TIMSS STUDY

Now, let’s take a look at four sets of findings or nonfindings from
TIMSS and consider for each whether inferences about national policy
legitimately might be made and whether such inferences, in fact, were
made. The possible inferences in the first three sets of findings all fit the
“weak” inference label; the last example fits in the category of “synthetic”
inference.

• A nonfinding—no single-variable “magic bullets.”

In the original TIMSS reports, there are no outstanding examples of
single variables found to have special power to explain differences among
countries in level of student achievement.6 Difference in class size, the kind
of governance system, and per-pupil expenditure, for example, are all
viewed as operating within specific national contexts. As far as I know,
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these (non) findings received little attention at the national level. As a
result, we were able to avoid the loose and inaccurate inference that be-
cause such factors did not have explanatory power among nations, they
were not important within countries.

Suppose, however, that the TIMSS reports or reanalyses reported
single-variable relationships at the national level between school resources
and student achievement. Imagine, then, that class size had statistically
differentiated among high- and low-scoring nations in TIMSS. In Wash-
ington in 1997-98, Democrats in the Clinton administration and in Con-
gress were attempting to pass a bill to reduce class size in the early grades.
They were supporting their position on the generally positive findings of
the Tennessee experiment on class size. In that environment, if class size
had been a powerful predictor of student achievement across nations, it
would have been very difficult for Democrats to resist making an infer-
ence about national policy from the TIMSS data.

I have two points to make here. First, it is to their credit that the original
TIMSS analysts did not attempt to create single-variable relationships and
make something of them. It would have been easy for them to search for
and erroneously find “statistically significant” relationships—after all,
they were dealing with only 40+ degrees of freedom when they were using
country analyses, and they could have tried out literally hundreds of dif-
ferent variables. Second, single-variable and other seemingly simple rela-
tionships derived from survey data are relatively easy for policy makers to
understand and discuss. Even if informed analysts had cautioned against
interpreting any cross-national relationship involving class size because of
the tremendous differences among nations in the reasons why classes are
relatively large or small, the impulse to use the finding to support the class
size legislation would have been very powerful.

• Benchmarking and “existence proofs.”

The fact that students in the “First in the World Consortium”7 achieve
at a level that is competitive with the highest scoring nations supported
many policy makers in making the inference that U.S. students, in gen-
eral, could succeed at far more challenging levels. Just as Jaime Escalante
and District 2 in New York City are “existence proofs,” so is the Consor-
tium. Even though Consortium students, on average, are more advan-
taged than most U.S. students, the Consortium results have been seen to
demonstrate that U.S. schools can be as effective as schools in the highest
scoring nations. Given the right opportunities, the argument goes, all of
our students can attain far higher standards of academic achievement.

The belief supported by this inference became national policy in 1983
in A Nation at Risk, a policy that was reiterated again by the governors and
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the president in the 1989 summit and at the federal level in the Goals 2000
and Improving America’s Schools Act (IASA) legislation in 1994. In each
instance, cross-national studies that showed that other students in other
nations achieved at a consistently higher level than students in the United
States were cited as evidence supporting the policy. The achievement of
the TIMSS Consortium students dramatically buttressed the argument.
There is good evidence from cognitive science and other fields outside of
international comparative studies that supports the view that almost all
U.S. students could be achieving to high academic standards. However,
in my view the international surveys have been critical in forming a na-
tional alliance within the United States around this policy—without cross-
national student achievement “benchmarks,” it would have been much
more difficult to align forces within the United States in support of more
challenging standards.

A thought experiment that suggests the power of this kind of interna-
tional benchmark is to ask what would have happened if the early cross-
national surveys had found that U.S. students do better than most other
nations, not just at the fourth grade level, but at the later grades as well.
Would there have been A Nation at Risk?

The videos of teaching practice from the United States, Germany, and
Japan provide a second benchmark. This time the benchmark is one cre-
ated by strikingly different approaches to teaching—the simple and virtu-
ally uncontestable inference when these tapes are viewed is that differ-
ences in teaching lead to differences in student learning.

Inferences drawn from “benchmarks” of exemplary practice or
achievement have a special authority because it is very difficult to prove
or disprove them, unless further studies are carried out. But they provide
an incentive to examine why they “exist.” One of the challenges for BICSE
might be to try to better understand under what conditions “benchmarks”
can provide useful insights for potential policy inferences and future
within-country studies. In the world of cross-national studies, this is es-
sentially the problem of developing a theory for understanding the im-
portance of differences among the contexts of different countries.

• Students in the United States start out reasonably well as
measured by fourth-grade scores in science and mathematics, and
especially in science, but then fall behind between fourth and eighth
grades.

A number of possible inferences might arise from these findings. Con-
sider first just the finding that U.S. fourth graders do comparatively well.
In fact, in science, U.S. fourth-grade students did very well in TIMSS,
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statistically scoring lower than only one very small, quite wealthy nation.
Moreover, this finding was not a surprise to observers of international
comparative studies. Earlier math and science studies as well as a study of
reading achievement all showed that U.S. fourth graders achieve at a
relatively high level.

What kinds of inferences can we make from this finding of strong
early achievement? Do these studies suggest the inference that we do not
need more or improved early childhood education (preschool to third
grade)—or that early childhood education should not be a national prior-
ity? They might, but I suspect that this particular inference has not been
seriously considered by anyone who has anything to do with establishing
national or state policy. In fact, I don’t know of any inference for U.S.
national or state policy that has been generated by the general finding
that the U.S. fourth-grade students compare favorably with students from
other nations.

We could speculate about several possible reasons for this. One could
be that there is reputedly counterevidence from the National Assessment
of Educational Progress (NAEP)—after all, our NAEP scores show that 38
percent of the nation’s fourth graders “cannot read.” Although psycho-
metricians know that an arbitrary cut score that has little to do with an
actual capacity to read creates this number, most politicians and people in
the press appear to believe it means that our schooling is failing nearly
two-fifths of fourth graders. Another reason people may overlook the
finding on fourth-grade achievement is that it is politically unwise to
suggest that early intervention is not a priority.

A third possibility concerns the difficulty of developing a politically
plausible policy inference from a positive finding. If a finding is negative,
remedies suggest themselves; if a finding is positive, our imagination
often seems to be constrained to little other than proposing to expand the
opportunity for the policy. The natural conservative nature of political
action also operates as a constraint—“don’t change if it ain’t broke.” A
fourth and, I think, more compelling reason is that analysts and reporters
have combined this finding with the fact that the distribution of student
achievement in the United States typically has a larger variance than that
of other nations. This line of reasoning leads to the valid point that al-
though fourth-grade average scores may be high, many students do not
achieve at an acceptable level.

Now, let us go beyond the fourth grade. U.S. eighth-grade TIMSS
scores in science are a little above the median nation, though in the aver-
age range, and, in mathematics, considerably below the median. The drop
in relative standing for the United States from fourth grade to eighth
grade in mathematics and science is substantial and disturbing.
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This finding was not a surprise to aficionados of cross-national sur-
veys of achievement. Earlier international comparative studies in math-
ematics, science, and reading showed similar patterns.

For example, the Second International Mathematics Study (SIMS) re-
ceived national attention because of a similar conclusion. Analyses of
SIMS data indicated that the U.S. curriculum in the middle grades, and
especially in eighth grade, was not as challenging as the curricula in other
nations. Recall that, in SIMS, pre- and post-eighth-grade achievement
data were collected, so it was possible to explore differences in achieve-
ment gains among and within countries during the eighth grade. The
cross-national average comparison in SIMS was that, on average, U.S.
eighth graders gained less during the year than did eighth graders in
other countries.

The more interesting analyses, however, used only data from the U.S.
sample. SIMS collected sufficient curriculum information within the
United States to be able to categorize different eighth-grade mathematics
classes into four groups (remedial, general, advanced, and algebra). More-
over, there was considerable variation in the scores of entering algebra
students. This allowed a within-country comparison of the gains of stu-
dents within the four different types of eighth grade classes. It turned out
that after controlling for prior (pretest) achievement, students gained very
little from the “remedial” experience, a little more from the general cur-
riculum, and a substantial amount from the advanced and algebra courses.

This particular analysis of eighth-grade curricular differences was an
entirely within-country study—it need not have been carried out under
the IEA umbrella. However, in conjunction with the cross-national com-
parative finding that U.S. eighth-grade students were lagging behind stu-
dents in other nations, the within-country finding gained credibility and
lent support to the policy argument that U.S. students should take more
challenging courses in general, and eighth-grade algebra in particular.

During the middle and late 1980s and into the 1990s, this policy argu-
ment gained backing from a wide variety of state and local educators and
policy makers as well as organizations such as the College Board. Gover-
nors and federal policy makers urged local districts to make algebra avail-
able to larger numbers of students in the eighth and ninth grades. Al-
though this erstwhile national policy was commendable, it also had its
critics, some of whom were scholars of international studies. It turns out
that many of the countries whose students do well in mathematics in
general and algebra in particular in eighth-grade international assess-
ments actually prepare students in algebra over an extended number of
years. Algebraic concepts are introduced as early as third or fourth grade
and extended upon over the next few years. Instead of the content of
algebra being introduced and taught largely within a specific grade, it is
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carefully integrated with other mathematics, as the child grows more able
to learn and understand it. In other words, the inference that students
should take an algebra course in eighth grade did not take into account
the more extensive differences in mathematics curricula between nations.

Part of the reason that the U.S. policy developed in the way that it did
is that many of the earlier grade teachers are not prepared to teach algebra
content. Thus, to policy makers, there really was no alternative but to
introduce it as a single-grade subject. Besides, I can hear them arguing,
there are no studies that indicate that integration works better and alge-
bra has always been a single-grade offering in the United States—this
new policy just extends the opportunity to more students. The upshot of
this is that a policy at least partly based on international findings was
altered to fit the U.S. circumstances.

• U.S. students in eighth and 12th grades score well below our
nation’s competitors in mathematics and science achievement. A
plausible reason for this is that compared to other nations, U.S.
curricula in mathematics and science lack focus, rigor, and coherence,
and U.S. teaching emphasizes fragmented and disconnected bits of
knowledge, rather than deep mastery of ideas.8

It is not hard to leap from this “plausible reason” to at least suggest
the inference that the United States needs a policy that leads to improving
the focus, rigor, and coherence of mathematics and science curricula and
that supports teaching that emphasizes mastery of ideas, rather than frag-
mented facts. The data supporting this “synthetic” inference are drawn
from a number of separate places throughout TIMSS. The achievement
data are taken from the assessments, the curriculum data from the
achievement survey questionnaire and a separate data bank and analyses
of the curricula in many nations, and the teaching data from question-
naires and videotapes.

Over the past few years, the inferential leap that this is what TIMSS
shows has been publicly made or implied hundreds of times by many
dozens of thoughtful people. In my former role as Under-Secretary and
Acting Deputy Secretary of the U.S. Department of Education for most of
the Clinton administration, I am one of those people; it was easy to do
because it made a good story. The temptation to simplify complex results
and to frame their implications into a story or capture them with a single
example is very powerful, especially when talking to a lay audience or the
press, which, of course, is where we should be most careful. Even when
told with responsible caveats about cross-national survey data not sup-
porting causal inferences, a story of this sort often leaves the audience
with a clear impression that such inferences are justified.
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This story has had a very successful run on the policy stage. There are
at least three key reasons for this success that have to do with the nature
and content of the story. In addition, the TIMSS rollout and the sustained
effort at disseminating information also appeared to have an effect. First,
the three key reasons:

1. The political stars were aligned. The story was easily seen as
strongly supporting the goals of state standards-based reform, a policy
advocated by the Clinton administration and governors across the nation.
During the first few years of the Clinton administration, policies in educa-
tion were focused specifically on policies that called for higher academic
standards, challenging curricula aligned with the standards, and better
training for teachers that would enable them to effectively teach the cur-
ricula. The key words were coherence and rigor—words that directly
resonated with the story of the TIMSS results. The administration saw this
and deliberately set out to use these results to support its policies.

2. The story is simple and plausible. It was supported with pictures
communicated through easy-to-understand anecdotes and powerful vid-
eotapes of teachers from the United States, Japan, and Germany. The
tapes showed striking differences between U.S. and Japanese teachers,
differences that could be seen as helping to explain why Japanese stu-
dents scored much higher on TIMSS assessments than U.S. students.
Moreover, a widely available book, A Splintered Vision, authored by
Schmidt, the principal U.S. TIMSS researcher, along with two colleagues
(Schmidt, McKnight, & Raizen, 1997), presents a heavily documented ver-
sion of the story.

3. The TIMSS data collection and analyses were conducted in a highly
professional manner, and data from sources outside of TIMSS tended to
corroborate at least parts of the story.

These three reasons created a rich environment for promoting the
story. The alignment with current policy induced President Clinton and
Secretary of Education Riley to be involved in releasing the data. Both
saw the basic TIMSS data releases as well as the release of the data for the
First in the World Consortium as powerful opportunities to support ad-
ministration policies. The exposure for the administration was enhanced
by the fact that different parts of the study were released over a six-month
period, offering a number of opportunities for administration officials to
comment to the press on the studies and their relationship to current
policy.

Political and national interest group leaders amplified comments by
the president and the secretary. Many education and business groups
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disseminated summaries of TIMSS findings and “implications” to their
members.

The telling and dissemination of the story were enhanced by the vid-
eos of teachers from three nations, toolkits for teacher professional devel-
opment, Web sites dedicated to TIMSS, extensive efforts by professional
education groups, a public relations firm, and a tireless campaign by
Schmidt.

Finally, the implicit and explicit imprimaturs of the National Center
for Education Statistics (NCES) and BICSE at the National Research Coun-
cil attested to the quality of the TIMSS work and corroborating data from
earlier cross-national studies, and other research provided support to help
validate the story.

TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE IMPACTS OF EARLY
CROSS-NATIONAL SURVEYS AND TIMSS ON POLICY

What can we conclude from all of this? I have addressed two of the
questions posed at the beginning of this chapter. The first had to do with
the kinds of inferences that may legitimately be drawn from cross-na-
tional survey data. I argued against the possibility of drawing causal
inferences and for a careful examination of context and corroborating
data from other sources in drawing “weak,” noncausal policy inferences.
I also argued that the politically most powerful “weak” inference is a
“synthetic” inference made up of a number of parts that together tell a
plausible story. The TIMSS data provide a powerful example of a “syn-
thetic” inference.

The second question had to do with past cross-national surveys and
whether the findings from these surveys have been used to inform na-
tional policy. I argued that the early survey findings initially had little
effect beyond raising issues such as the fact that U.S. secondary school
students had lower test scores than students in many other nations and
the importance of content and students’ opportunity to learn. However, I
also argued that the early cross-national studies were quite influential 10
to 20 years after they were released in helping to actually establish the
policy directions for the rash of reports that came out in the early 1980s,
including A Nation at Risk. I believe it is safe to say that the earlier reports
stimulated a great deal of “policy talk” at the national level, which in time
supported policy changes at state and local levels.

In this section I continue to consider the impact of TIMSS. One thing
we are certain of is that the findings of TIMSS were widely disseminated,
discussed, and used in policy circles. The results of TIMSS were a topic of
conversation and a source of information for officials at all levels of the
Clinton administration, in Congress, in numerous state houses and state
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departments of education, and throughout the extended national policy
community. Experience with other international assessments suggests that
timing is critical—findings typically will be used when the political and
policy climate is ready. In this case the climate was ready. A further
question has to do with whether the effect of TIMSS on policy has been
only to support existing policy—or has it had a substantial independent
impact on policy? That is, would state and/or federal policy have been
different if there had been no Third International Mathematics and Sci-
ence Study?

We do know that 14 districts or clusters of districts, including the
First in the World Consortium, the Miami-Dade County Public Schools,
and the Smart Consortium of districts in Ohio, as well as 13 states, opted
to be part of TIMSS-R and took various administrative and policy steps to
help students prepare for it.9 We might infer from this that TIMSS and the
advent of TIMSS-R have influenced policy formulation and development
in a substantial number of states and communities around the nation. In
these places TIMSS seems to have had more than a supportive and mar-
ginal effect. I hope studies are conducted of whether, how, and why these
districts and states have taken the step of using TIMSS-R as a lever for
reform.

It may be too early tell whether TIMSS has had a true independent
effect at the federal level. At this point I think the weight of the evidence
is that there were not independent effects. As far as I can tell, both from
my own experience and from the literature, federal policies were not
directly affected by the TIMSS results. In other words, the relevant educa-
tion policies of the federal government (including the legislative and ad-
ministrative branches) were not changed because of the results of TIMSS.

However, without question the TIMSS results reinforced the existing
policies.

There is an irony here, for often a study will be widely discussed and
disseminated if it broadly supports current policy, in which case it is
unlikely to have a powerful independent influence on policy. On the
other hand, a study that does not support existing policy may not be as
widely disseminated. In this instance, we may need to wait some time to
see the effects of the study, as in the cases of the international comparative
studies carried out in the 1960s and 1970s.

ISSUES AND QUESTIONS THAT BICSE MIGHT ADDRESS
THAT DRAW FROM OUR EXPERIENCES

WITH TIMSS AND/OR TIMSS-R

This section addresses the last question I posed at the beginning of
this chapter. Are there lessons from the past that might be used to im-
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prove the quality of inferences that might be made in the future from
TIMSS, TIMSS-R, and their successors? As I thought about this issue, I
broadened the section to include issues and ideas that might be part of
BICSE’s agenda as it works to make cross-national studies more robust,
valid, and useful. These thoughts are intended to be provocative.

1. There is no way to fully control either policy makers from making
“magic bullet” or other erroneous causal inferences from international
data or researchers from promoting them. But BICSE might do a few
things to reduce the chance that mischief results from either a sloppy
original report or a reanalysis of the cross-national data. One might be to
put out some voluntary standards for the use and interpretation of cross-
national survey data. The standards might cover topics such as the useful-
ness of a priori theory and approaches for adjusting degrees of freedom
when many equations or comparisons are explored and not reported.

2. This chapter suggests that states have been an important consumer
of information about TIMSS, perhaps the most important. A substantial
number of states administered TIMSS-R and the results were reported in
the spring of 2001. The fact that a state deliberately signed up for TIMSS-
R indicates that it might pay more attention to the results than it would if
the results were based on a national sample. Could BICSE suggest guide-
lines and develop useful benchmarks for state policy makers as they in-
terpret the results of the national data and of the data on their own states?
Are there ways to think about the appropriateness of various policy infer-
ences suggested by TIMSS-R for different state environments?

3. What kinds of national inferences will be drawn when the nation
shows only modest gains at best when the TIMSS-R (1999) and TIMSS
(1995) scores are compared? Perhaps BICSE could help policy makers, the
press, and the public better understand what magnitude of student
achievement gains are possible or likely over certain time periods. How
fast can a system (teachers, curriculum, etc.) change to the point where it
is having a substantially increased effect? Can we benchmark against
average gains of other countries? What are expected gains and extraordi-
nary gains? These questions were crafted before TIMSS-R was released.

Now after the TIMSS-R release, we know a little more now about how
large a gain countries might expect to achieve over four years. The aver-
age gain for a country participating in both the TIMSS and TIMSS-R
eighth-grade assessments in mathematics was two points. The U.S. score
for 1999 was nine points higher than the U.S. score for 1995. Unfortu-
nately this difference was not statistically significant, so it shows up in the
report as “no gain.” Of interest is that another nation also had a nine-
point gain that was found to be statistically significant. This suggests that
the United States was close to showing a statistically significant result.
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Also of interest is that a subgroup of U.S. students, African-Americans,
did show a statistically significant gain in eighth-grade mathematics. U.S.
students showed no statistical or even suggestive gain in science achieve-
ment.10

With respect to what effect TIMSS-R has had, I must admit I know
little.  However, my sense is that it had little impact in Washington, D.C.
I wonder, for example, how many readers of this chapter knew that Afri-
can-American students made a statistically significant gain on the TIMSS
test of mathematics between 1995 and 1999. I suspect that state and local
press were far more attuned to the TIMSS-R state results when they were
released in late spring than the Washington, D.C. press was to the release
of the national TIMSS-R results.

4. I understand that in TIMSS-R we will have videos of teaching from
seven or so countries. Suppose that one of the countries has both very
high eighth-grade mathematics scores and a substantially different way
of teaching than the Japanese? What will be a reasonable inference about
differences in the effectiveness of various pedagogies? Can BICSE help
with this? My own suspicion is that we will find that coherent, challeng-
ing instruction carried out well by teachers who understand the content
will explain differences in achievement far better than differences in styles
of instruction.

5. State standards-based reform in the United States has reached early
adolescence. We are facing difficult implementation issues—and possible
mid-course corrections to the reforms in various states. Are there lessons
that might be drawn from TIMSS that would inform state or national
policy as we work through this period? Are there other TIMSS-R coun-
tries going through major reforms? How are they doing? Cross-national
studies offer insights into major differences in the policies of different
nations; can they offer insights into implementation problems? States
might contrast themselves with smaller countries that participate in
TIMSS-R. It also might be worth focusing on the experiences at the federal
and state levels of other nations that have a federal form of government.
Australia, Canada, and Germany, for example, have states or provinces
that operate as semiautonomous entities in much the same way that our
states operate.

6. Is it possible for BICSE to consider some side studies that might
help to inform the interpretation of possible policy inferences? For ex-
ample, what are the effects of jukus on the test taking of eighth graders in
Japan and Korea? Does the curriculum of a juku in a particular country
reinforce the curriculum in the country’s schools? Or does the juku expe-
rience provide students with knowledge and skills that they do not re-
ceive in school? Perhaps when we compare the schooling experiences of
U.S. students with students in countries where there is a high use of
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jukus, we should include the juku experience in the analysis. Another
issue for BICSE to examine is what we know about context. What makes a
policy robust enough to travel, to be appropriate across a wide variety of
contexts? What makes a context amenable to change? Can we imagine a
theory that would inform us about what kinds of ideas travel to and from
countries that are very different in culture and experience?

7. Finally, a big question. The U.S. eighth and 12th graders who did
so badly in SIMS in the early 1980s are now fueling the dot.com revolu-
tion. The eighth and 12th graders who did badly in the international
mathematics and science studies in the 1960s and 1970s led the United
States out of the traditional ways of doing business in the late 1980s and
early 1990s. I was recently in Japan and China. In both countries they are
examining their educational system to try to understand how to stimulate
creativity in their students. Is it possible that the cross-national studies are
leading the United States astray by measuring the wrong things? Is mea-
suring success in student learning of the academic content of schools the
same thing as measuring potential human capital? The Secretary’s Com-
mission on Necessary Skills (SCANS) established in the early 1990s pro-
posed five competencies, in addition to basic and advanced academic
skills, as necessary for people to have when they enter the modern work-
place.11 The five competencies include interpersonal skills, knowledge of
systems, and the use of technology and information. Considerable evi-
dence exists that motivation and the skill of working in groups have
powerful effects on the quality of a person’s work. Perhaps the SCANS
commission and the Japanese and Chinese are on the right track in worry-
ing about creating learning environments that foster skills and character-
istics such as creativity and interpersonal skills as well as academic learn-
ing. These are not new questions but they continue to deserve attention.

NOTES

1. I gratefully acknowledge the thoughtful comments of Jennifer A. O’Day on drafts of
this chapter and of Catherine Sousa and Tricia Tupano for their help in pulling together
information that helped me to formulate the issues contained in the chapter. I also
appreciate the time and energy that the Board on International Comparative Studies in
Education (BICSE) members and staff spent on reviewing drafts of this chapter.

2. For a review of some of the “effects” of TIMSS on policies in other countries, see Macnab
(2000). See also Lew and Kim (2000). Lew’s e-mail address is hclew@cc.knuje.ac.kr. For
other studies, contact the American Institutes for Research, in Palo Alto, CA and Wash-
ington, D.C., for its extensive bibliography; visit the National Academies Web site
(www.nationalacademies.org); and visit the Consortium for Policy Research in Educa-
tion Web site (www.cpre.org) or write the Consortium at the University of Pennsylva-
nia, School of Education, Philadelphia, PA. Also visit the TIMSS Web site at Michigan
State University, E. Lansing, Michigan (http://ustimss.msu.edu).
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3. I served in the Carter administration for four years in two formal education policy
development roles as a political appointee. I can recall no instance where the cross-
national studies were important sources of policy information.

4. A Nation at Risk op cit.; Education Commission of the States, Task Force on Education
for Economic Growth, Action for Excellence, Denver: 1983; Committee for Economic De-
velopment: Research and Policy Committee, Investing in Our Children: Business and the
Public Schools; Committee for Economic Development, 1985. National Science Board,
Commission on Precollege Education in Mathematics, Science and Technology, Educat-
ing Americans for the 21st Century, Washington, D.C.: National Science Foundation, 1983.

5. It should come as little surprise that there were substantial weaknesses in the inferences
and policy conclusions drawn from analyses of test scores (including scores from the
cross-cultural assessments). The stories of two sets of inferences are instructive. Only
the second study refers to international comparative data. I quote from a report of a talk
about the national commission reports that I gave in 1984 in the U.S. Capitol Building in
Washington to a seminar organized by the Federation of Behavioral, Social and Cogni-
tive Scientists.
a. “Test Scores of College-Bound Youth—Several reports mention the decline in the

number of students who scored over a certain level on the Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT). . . . There has been a fairly dramatic decline in the number and percentage of
people that score above that level (650 and 700), particularly on the verbal test. This .
. . may represent a decline in the capacity of our most able students.” One response
to this in the reports was to argue for increased rigor in high school courses, particu-
larly in mathematics and science. “However, . . . since 1975 the College Board test
scores for advanced mathematics, chemistry and physics have gone up slightly, while
at the same time more students are taking the tests.” These latter data were not
mentioned in the reports.

b. Comparisons with other countries—“The IEA mathematics test cited in A Nation at
Risk was administered in 1964. The other IEA tests used as examples by the commis-
sions were administered between 1967 and 1972. An interesting irony is associated
in the commissions’ use of data collected in 1964. There is a continual theme through
the reports that suggests that the nation’s schools ought to return to the way they
were in the 1950s and early 1960s when there was more discipline and control,
before students were coddled and before lots of electives were offered. Of course,
the 1964 IEA tests of 13- and 17-year-olds were administered to students who went
through a major part of their schooling in the 1950s.”

6. However, there may be a tendency in some of the “production function”-like reanaly-
ses of the TIMSS data to highlight single variables, a tendency that should be watched.

7. See Dunson (2000) for a description of the First in the World Consortium.
8. See Elmore (1997) and Dunson (2000).
9. See Dunson (2000).

10. See http://nces.ed.gov/timss/timss-r/highlights.asp.
11. See http://wdr.doleta.gov/SCANS/whatwork/whatwork.html.
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Large-scale, cross-national surveys of schooling and student achieve-
ment have been part of the education landscape in the United States for
nearly 30 years. The origins of such work can be traced to the twelve-
country First International Mathematics Study conducted by the Interna-
tional Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA)
in 1964. Since then, at least one, and sometimes several such surveys of
student achievement have been conducted each decade. The United States
already has participated in six cross-national surveys of mathematics and
science achievement, four surveys of reading/literacy/language achieve-
ment, two surveys of civics education, and several surveys of student
achievement in other domains (for a list of studies, see Table 4-1 of
Chromy [this volume]).

What is striking about this corpus of work, besides its growing size, is
that cross-national surveys of achievement have been fielded at a more
rapid pace each decade since the 1960s. Only one such survey was fielded
in the 1960s, and it covered only mathematics achievement. In the 1970s,
there was again just a single study, but this one covered six academic
subjects. Beginning in the 1980s, however, the pace accelerated. There
were two surveys of math and science achievement in the 1980s, and
another two in the 1990s. Moreover, the 1990s saw a reading survey, an
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adult literacy survey, an early childhood survey, a language education
survey, and a civics education study.

In this chapter, I discuss these large-scale, cross-national surveys of
student achievement. I confine my discussion of this work to a small set of
questions about the methodology used in the studies, questions raised by
the Board on International Comparative Studies in Education (BICSE)
and addressed by the chapters in this volume. In particular, this chapter
considers the following three questions:

• Looking at the history of large-scale, cross-national surveys of stu-
dent achievement, what progress has been made in conducting studies
that are increasingly valid and increasingly informative?

• What opportunities lie ahead for improving the quality of such
studies, both methodologically and in terms of information yield?

• How important is it to have international surveys of student
achievement on a regular basis and with participation of a constant set of
countries?

In the following pages, I do not address these questions directly.
Rather, my approach is to answer these questions in the context of a larger
discussion about the purposes of cross-national studies of education, par-
ticularly studies focused on issues of student achievement. Clearly, one
cannot think wisely about the validity of large-scale, cross-national edu-
cation surveys, or about the methods they use, the information they yield,
or how regularly they should be conducted, without also thinking about
the goals such studies are intended to achieve. The problem, of course, is
that the large-scale, cross-national surveys discussed in this volume have
been complex studies, designed to achieve multiple purposes and to in-
form multiple audiences of researchers, policy makers, and citizens from
participating countries around the world. In this light, an evaluation of
such studies, and a discussion about how they might be improved, re-
quires us to think carefully about the goals we want such studies to
achieve.

An excellent discussion of these goals can be found in a 1993 mono-
graph published by the National Research Council (1993). This brief
monograph advances the view that the world’s varied education systems
provide a kind of “natural laboratory” that allows interested parties in the
United States to look at variations in schooling cross-nationally, to con-
nect variations in educational organization and practice to variations in
student achievement, and to use these analyses to think about how to
improve the U.S. education system. In this view, data from cross-national
surveys of student achievement can be analyzed in two important ways
to inform instructional improvement in the United States. First, data on
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student achievement in the United States can be compared to data on
student achievement in other countries, and such comparisons can be
used in a “benchmarking” process that sets standards for student achieve-
ment in the United States. Second, data from cross-national surveys can
be used to investigate how cross-national variations in school and class-
room characteristics affect variations in student achievement in the hopes
that this sort of analysis will tell us something about how to alter patterns
of schooling and improve student achievement in this country.

In this chapter, I treat these two fundamental goals as the context for
a discussion of the promises, pitfalls, and possibilities of cross-national
surveys of student achievement. I turn first to the problem of cross-na-
tional comparisons of student achievement and to the use of such com-
parisons as benchmarks for student achievement in the United States. In
discussing these issues, I pay special attention to the chapters by: Linn,
Chromy, Hambleton, Raudenbush and Kim, and Smith in this volume,
each of which takes up methodological problems relevant to the bench-
marking issue. I then turn to the use of data from cross-national surveys
to estimate how changes in schooling practices can improve student
achievement in the United States. Here I pay special attention to the chap-
ters prepared for this volume by: Bempechat, Jimenez, and Boulay;
Buchmann; Floden; LeTendre; Raudenbush and Kim; and Smith. Only
after having looked at these issues do I directly address the questions
posed for me by BICSE, and at that, only in the limited way permitted by
page constraints.

INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS AS BENCHMARKS

As Smith (this volume) shows, large-scale, cross-national surveys of
student achievement have figured centrally in debates about educational
standards in the United States since the 1980s, when findings about the
performance of U.S. students on the first international surveys of student
achievement were called to the attention of the American public in A
Nation at Risk (National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983).
Since that time, the cross-national studies have evolved into a kind of
decennial “cognitive Olympics” in the United States, as Husen (1987,
p. 131), one of the most thoughtful advocates of cross-national research in
education, feared they might. In this environment, each new release of
international data is given widespread attention, not only by researchers
and policy makers, but also—as a result of widespread press coverage—
by the public at large. Indeed, the international comparisons have become
one of the few grand spectacles in American education, surpassing even
the release of data from National Assessment of Educational Progress in
terms of pure drama in coverage.
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All of this has been controversial, especially in the eyes of those who
think reports based on international comparisons have unfairly portrayed
the performance of U.S. schools (Berliner & Biddle, 1995; Bracey, 1997). As
we shall see, there is room for improvement in the ways that international
comparisons of student achievement are reported to audiences in the
United States. But a case can be made that even the poorly crafted, early
reports on international studies of educational achievement performed an
important service in American education. Since A Nation at Risk, the cross-
national surveys of student achievement have served to dramatize issues
of educational performance in the United States, mobilizing friend and
foe of the system alike to articulate their aspirations for our education
system and helping to launch what has become an important, and con-
tinuing, public debate about education standards in this country.

A discussion of the consequences of this debate, and the ensuing
focus on standards in American education, is beyond the scope of this
chapter. Suffice it to say for now, however, that there are two views on
this issue. On the positive side, many observers believe the international
comparisons (and other attempts to dramatize student achievement in the
United States) are leading to the development of much more ambitious
and appropriate standards for student learning in American schools. But
other observers see a dark side to this development, especially the in-
creased use of standardized test results to dramatize problems of student
achievement in the United States. Increasingly, critics are arguing that
standardized tests have become the nearly exclusive “coin of the realm”
in judging the adequacy of America’s schools and that the heavy reliance
on such tests as tools of education accountability is leading to an unneces-
sary and harmful narrowing of instructional goals and processes in Ameri-
can schools. It is for this reason, then, that the role of the international
comparisons in setting “benchmarks” for student achievement requires
special scrutiny, for good benchmarks must not only portray American
students’ achievement fairly in comparison to students in other nations,
but also must assess academic goals that we truly want to hold for our
students.

I will raise two interrelated sets of questions about these issues. One
set of questions concerns whether the international studies of educational
achievement have been designed and managed to produce fair compari-
sons of student achievement across nations. In examining this problem, I
will discuss the extent to which the various tests used in cross-national
comparisons are aligned with curricular content emphasized in the na-
tions participating in the comparisons and the extent to which the
samples used in making comparisons provide the kind of level playing
field required for a fair benchmarking process. Here, I will argue that
steady progress is being made despite difficult challenges.
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A second set of questions concerns the validity of international com-
parisons as benchmarks of student achievement in the United States. Here
I will inquire more deeply into the curricular content of the achievement
tests used in the international studies, discuss the wisdom of comparing
achievement at the various age levels sampled in international compari-
sons, and quibble with the ways the results of these comparisons have
been reported and interpreted, not only in the popular press, but also
among responsible researchers. My point in this section will be that a
variety of issues need attention before international comparisons can be
used as clear and unambiguous benchmarks for educational achievement
in the United States.

Fielding the Cross-National Studies

Three chapters in this volume discuss the difficulties associated with
fielding “fair” cross-national surveys of student achievement and the
progress that has been made in this area since the earliest surveys were
mounted. Linn’s chapter discusses the problems associated with develop-
ing achievement tests for the surveys. Chromy discusses problems associ-
ated with selecting and realizing samples of students. Hambleton dis-
cusses the translation or adaptation of research instruments for use in
multiple countries. Overall, each of these chapters notes particular meth-
odological problems faced by the researchers conducting cross-national
surveys, but each also communicates a sense that significant progress has
been made in addressing these problems.

Consider Linn’s chapter on the achievement tests used in cross-na-
tional surveys. It is apparent from his discussion that there are difficult
problems related to constructing achievement tests for cross-national com-
parisons, in large part because of differences that exist in national cur-
ricula across participating nations. But Linn’s chapter also shows the in-
creasing care that researchers have given to the task of aligning tests to
national curricula in successive cross-national studies. In the latest stud-
ies, for example, achievement tests were constructed only after extensive
examination of national curricula and detailed consultation with curricu-
lum experts from participating countries. From this perspective, it ap-
pears that sound efforts have been made to ensure “fairness” in testing by
allowing analysts from particular nations not only to have detailed knowl-
edge about the alignment of all test items to national curricular goals, but
also by allowing analysts from different nations to analyze achievement
results using only items that meet an alignment standard for their own
country.

Linn also details important progress in constructing and scaling
achievement tests over time. The latest studies use elaborate content ma-
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trices to choose test content, and they use complex matrix sampling de-
signs and item response theory to allow researchers to place all respon-
dents on the same achievement scale (and subscales) even though a given
respondent has answered only a subset of test items. Developments in
scaling, in particular, allow researchers to conduct much more sophisti-
cated analyses of the achievement test data from cross-national surveys.
In the latest studies, for example, researchers can examine variations in
student achievement within nations more completely and in a much more
fine-grained way than previously possible. All of this further enhances
the fairness of cross-national comparisons by allowing researchers to ex-
amine differences in student achievement among groups of students and/
or across curricular domains that are more or less aligned to national
standards.

In combination with Linn’s chapter, Hambleton’s chapter shows that
progress also has been made in adapting achievement tests and other
data collection protocols for use in the many different nations involved in
the cross-national studies. Hambleton, for example, lists the various steps
now being used by responsible testing agencies to develop tests for use in
cross-national settings, where language and culture are important consid-
erations in test construction. Linn describes the care taken in the most
recent cross-national surveys to pretest items and examine item param-
eters in different national populations. All of this should lead the con-
sumer and user of cross-national data to the conclusion that—despite
enormous difficulties—careful instrument development procedures can
be (and are being) used to improve the validity and appropriateness of
cross-national survey data.

Finally, Chromy’s chapter discusses issues of sampling in the cross-
national surveys of student achievement, tracing the various sampling
designs used in different studies and the strategies used to ensure that
these sampling designs are realized in different nations. His chapter de-
scribes a process in which sampling procedures of increasing rigor were
developed through time, not only through more careful delineation of
sampling plans, but also through more careful development of proce-
dural manuals, reporting forms, and other approaches that enhance the
comparability of data across participating nations and that allow analysts
to take into account deviations from the uniform sampling procedures
when these occurred. In fact, the development of these procedures, and
careful monitoring of sample realization, is what now allows analysts
(like Smith, this volume) to be able to observe (and take into account) the
ways in which deviations from the standard sampling plan affect infer-
ences about national differences in student achievement.

The discussion to this point, then, suggests that much progress has
been made in developing sound procedures for fielding cross-national
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surveys of student achievement. This is no mean feat, because the prob-
lems here are formidable. The most difficult part of any research effort is
the sheer mounting of the data collection effort, and all the more so when
that effort is large and complex. Such problems have been especially press-
ing in large-scale, cross-national surveys because many of the participat-
ing countries have lacked the required “technical” infrastructure to mount
complex survey research efforts prior to their participation in the surveys.
In fact, the maintenance of the research infrastructure required to mount
complex surveys in nations that historically have lacked such capacity is
one reason to consider mounting large-scale, cross-national surveys on a
frequent basis, for delaying successive waves of research in some nations
runs the risk of allowing investments in the research infrastructure to be
eroded.1

Reporting and Interpreting the Results

The progress just reported addresses some of the criticisms made
about early cross-national comparisons of student achievement, especially
complaints that the U.S. didn’t face a “level” playing field in such com-
parisons. But a number of problems remain to be addressed before we can
conclude that international comparisons of student achievement provide
us with truly useful benchmarks for student achievement in the United
States. In this section, for example, I discuss how the results of cross-
national studies can be analyzed to better inform the overall debate about
educational standards in this country, and I point to possibilities for fu-
ture studies that might provide even more useful information than we
now gain from the cross-national surveys. Overall, my message is that
deeper and more probing analyses of the cross-national data are needed if
they are to be used in a truly informative debate about education stan-
dards in this country.

Issues Related to Achievement Tests

One problem I want to address is the extent to which the achievement
tests used in cross-national surveys supply the kinds of “benchmarks” for
student achievement that we want in the United States. It is well known
that the average test scores for American students in cross-national sur-
veys rarely lie at the top of the cross-national performance distribution
and that our students frequently perform more in the middle of the pack
(or below), depending on the test. What we do not know from most pub-
lished reports of these comparisons, however, is the kinds of academic
performances being measured on cross-national achievement tests or the
extent to which these tests reflect our desired standards for student learn-
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ing. In fact, Linn’s chapter (this volume) presents some fascinating in-
sights into test content and format that call into question the extent to
which the tests used in cross-national surveys provide the most useful
benchmarks for student learning in American schools.

Even the most casual observer probably knows that current discus-
sions of academic standards in American education increasingly present
an ambitious set of goals for what we want students to know and be able to
do at different points in their education careers. The emergence of these
ambitious standards, however, has been only partly driven by the results
of international surveys of student achievement. Equally important to
this development has been a sea change in how instructional psycholo-
gists and psychometricians in the United States think about school learn-
ing. Increasingly, American educators are becoming concerned not sim-
ply with the extent to which items on achievement tests adequately sample
various content domains in the school curriculum, but also with the level
of “cognitive demand” of test items and the types of performance these
items are designed to elicit from students.

Linn’s discussion (this volume) reflects this interest, and he therefore
spends considerable time discussing not only how cross-national surveys
arrive at their tables of curricular content, but also how items are con-
structed to reflect more ambitious levels of “cognitive demand” and more
authentic forms of academic performance. In this regard, Linn warns us
that despite much progress, the achievement tests used in the most recent
cross-national studies continue to include a preponderance of multiple-
choice items that have a fairly low level of cognitive demand (e.g., knowl-
edge of simple facts and procedures as opposed to the application of
knowledge in nonroutine problem-solving situations). Still, Linn does
note that newer items increasingly are being included in cross-national
achievement tests—particularly “constructed response” items that present
a higher level of cognitive demand and a more “authentic” demonstration
of what students know and are able to do. Nevertheless, as Linn points
out, the use of newer item formats is inherently limited by restrictions on
testing time in cross-national surveys and by the need to increase the
sheer number of test items in particular content domains to enhance test
reliability. This inherent tradeoff, Linn argues, explains why cross-na-
tional achievement tests still have a preponderance of conventional, mul-
tiple-choice test items pitched at lower levels of cognitive demand.

If Linn’s comments about item formats and cognitive demand sug-
gest that the achievement tests currently used in cross-national surveys
don’t fully reflect more ambitious views of academic standards for stu-
dents, his comments about the curricular content included in such tests is
even more eye opening. Earlier, I discussed the problems faced by test
developers seeking to match the content of cross-national achievement
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tests to varying national curricula around the world. In discussing this
problem, Linn notes two potential test construction strategies that can be
used to build “fair” achievement tests in cross-national settings. One strat-
egy is to include test items representing the union of curriculum objec-
tives in all national curricula; an alternative is to include only items occur-
ring at the intersection of national curricula. In point of fact, however,
even the most current cross-national achievement tests are not based on
either approach. Instead, for reasons having to do with the greater capac-
ity of U.S. agencies to provide test items, and because of restrictions on
test length, Linn reports that most of the achievement tests used in cross-
national surveys have a distinctly American content and item-format bias.

In light of these arguments, it is worth revisiting the problem of how
to use the cross-national surveys to set standards for American education.
One thing should be clear from the discussion thus far. If we seek infor-
mation about how American students are performing in relationship to
ambitious standards for academic content and cognitive demand, the
achievement tests used in most cross-national surveys don’t provide the
appropriate information. Instead, such tests continue to reflect American
curriculum content as it now stands, and they continue to contain items
that reflect a lower level of cognitive demand. From this perspective,
comparisons of average student performance in the United States to aver-
age student performance in other nations are not—in and of themselves—
an especially good yardstick for judging progress toward our most ambi-
tious vision of educational standards. Instead, an appropriate international
benchmarking process would more thoroughly investigate national cur-
ricula outside the United States and develop more challenging achieve-
ment tests.2 From this perspective, the goal of bringing the average per-
formance of American students on current tests up to the national
averages found in “higher performing” countries serves only as a useful
starting point in achieving higher educational standards in American
schools, for even if we achieved this goal, we would still not know
whether we had met our most ambitious goals for student learning.

Issues Related to Reporting Test Scores

Despite these caveats, many analysts and observers continue to treat
cross-national comparisons of student performance as a reasonable stan-
dard for judging the performance of our education system. Moreover,
many scholars (including myself) would argue that such comparisons,
although limited, provide useful insights into how our education system
functions, especially in comparison to others. But as the chapters in this
volume suggest, there are ways in which these comparisons can be made
even more informative.
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Consider, for example, a frequently noted, but easily addressed, com-
plaint about the use of achievement data in making cross-national com-
parisons. Many careful observers, including Raudenbush and Kim (this
volume), argue that too much emphasis is placed on comparing country
means on achievement. In this argument, a focus on mean differences in
achievement across countries is seen as concealing as much as it reveals
(see also Berliner & Biddle, 1995, and Bracey, 1997). It is my view that the
focus on country means is largely a legacy of the relatively primitive
scaling procedures used in the earliest cross-national surveys, for as Linn
(this volume) reports, it was not until the use of more sophisticated scal-
ing techniques that the possibility of detailed reporting of within-country
variation in student achievement scores emerged. As a result, the focus on
mean scores in cross-national comparisons could be seen as a simple case
of cultural lag, that is, a phenomenon in which the average analyst has yet
to catch up with the new possibilities for data analysis resulting from
changes in test scaling procedures. If that is the case, more sophisticated
reporting should begin to appear in the near future.

Issues Related to Sampling

The question, of course, is the form that such sophisticated reporting
should take, for more complicated forms of data analysis abound. One
obvious approach, appearing more and more frequently in publications
originating in the United States, is to report not only mean achievement
across countries, but also the dispersion of scores around national means
and the uncertainty in estimates that results from this dispersion. Obvi-
ously, such statistics give a much better sense than do simple rankings of
mean scores about whether, in fact, the differences in country means are
statistically significant, and about how large such differences are in terms
of the total dispersion in test scores (for a discussion, see Raudenbush and
Kim, this volume).

Beyond that, it appears that cross-national comparisons of achieve-
ment also could be analyzed in ways that are more sensitive to differences
in the composition of national samples. We know, for example, that the
country-level samples in cross-national surveys conducted to date have
varied in terms of the percentage of students participating in different
curricular programs (or “tracks”), in terms of age and gender composi-
tion, in terms of socioeconomic and ethnic composition, and/or in terms
of the percentage of students living in different residential locations (e.g.,
urban, rural). Raudenbush and Kim (this volume) argue that these differ-
ences can—and often do—affect student achievement and that reasonable
comparisons of student achievement across nations need to: (a) demon-
strate such effects and (b) adjust for differences in sample composition
when reporting on cross-national differences in achievement (see also
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Baker, 1993; Berliner & Biddle, 1995; Floden, this volume; and Westbury,
1992).

It should be noted that these recommendations involve more than
just technical matters. The problem of whether or not to adjust country
means for sample composition cuts to the very heart of setting standards
for student learning in American society. For example, many critics of the
cross-national surveys have argued that focusing on mean differences
across nations obscures many of the unique challenges faced by the
American educational system. In this view, cross-national comparisons
need to take into account that the education system in the United States is
called on to educate more children in poverty than the education systems
in many of the “top-achieving” countries, that the United States has more
ethnic and linguistic diversity than many countries, and that students in
the United States live in more diverse residential locations than students
in some of the “top-performing” countries. In this view, reporting unad-
justed means does a real disservice to our nation’s embattled educators,
who are working against great odds to produce the results they do.

I believe this view should be treated with great caution, however. For
one thing, a case can be made that a focus on unadjusted means repre-
sents what we truly desire—that all students in our country achieve at the
highest levels. In fact, my own sympathies lie with this latter view, al-
though I also favor more careful, disaggregated displays of achievement
data for a number of reasons. For one, an examination of achievement
among subpopulations in the United States gives us a much better sense
about how American society currently distributes human capital among
its members and about the pernicious patterns of inequality that still exist
in our nation. Moreover, an examination of achievement patterns across
subgroups need not undermine our concerns about educating all students
well. In fact, a careful look at subgroup differences in achievement tells us
precisely where we are succeeding and where we are not. Thus, although
I favor disaggregated presentations of cross-national data, I do not favor
this approach because I want to defend our educational system. Rather, I
think such data are more informative and more telling in their description
of educational outcomes in American society. In fact, I believe such analy-
ses need to be extended beyond the analysis of U.S. data. Attention to the
ways in which different educational systems in the world distribute hu-
man capital among members helps analysts in the United States reflect
more thoughtfully on how our own system functions and on its conse-
quences for academic learning across broad segments of the population.

There is one further way in which issues of sampling interact with the
problem of setting standards for achievement in the United States. As
Chromy (this volume) and Raudenbush and Kim (this volume) discuss,
cross-national surveys have varied in how they define the samples to be
selected for cross-national comparisons. In some studies, samples have
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been selected on the basis of students’ locations in the graded educational
system, but in others, students were selected to represent specified age
cohorts. In particular, Raudenbush and Kim argue that sampling students
who are in attendance at certain grade levels presents a host of problems,
including the fact that patterns of promotion from grade to grade and
patterns of school leaving (i.e., dropping out) vary across nations, pre-
senting potentially intractable problems of selection bias in cross-national
comparisons of student achievement. As a result, Raudenbush and Kim
press for more consideration of age-based, household sampling.

Raudenbush and Kim’s analysis of these issues is informative, and
their advice is worth considering to the extent that it doesn’t undermine
researchers’ ability to also examine school effects on student achievement
outcomes. But again, the issue of what populations to sample in cross-
national surveys is more than a technical issue and goes to the heart of the
standards we want to hold for student achievement in American society.
A number of observers, including Berliner and Biddle (1995), have argued
that cross-national comparisons of achievement reflect on more than the
simple efficiency of schools; they also reflect on the relative societal
“press” for academic achievement at different stages of the life course in
different societies. In this view, the performance of American students on
cross-national surveys of achievement reflects not only the performance
of schools in the United States, but also the very different strategies that
parents and communities in the United States use to pass on human,
social, and cultural capital to children, especially in comparison to the
strategies used in many “high-performing” nations. In many countries
around the world, emphasis is placed on school achievement early in the
life course, especially when early achievement is required to advance in
education systems that are more stratified and selective than our own,
and that educate fewer students at higher system levels than we do. The
United States, in contrast, maintains an education system that is very
open—offering many “second chances” for slow starters—all of which
allows for parenting strategies that emphasize early investments in hu-
man, social, and cultural capital that are only loosely related to the nar-
row goal of acquiring school knowledge.

To the extent that these observations are true, and they have been a
stable feature of arguments about the American education system for
decades in comparative sociology, cross-national comparisons of achieve-
ment among school-aged populations may not adequately reflect patterns
of ultimate achievement in the United States. Following this argument,
American society might have developed a pattern of education that pro-
motes a slower pace of achievement. To the extent that we can tolerate
(and afford) this educational strategy, a better way to think about educa-
tional standards in the United States would be to compare educational
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achievements at later ages, for example, at age 22 or so, after many Ameri-
can students have had an opportunity to complete postsecondary forms
of education. Here, in fact, one could use household samples to great
effect and also gain a much better sense of what American students (as
well as students from other nations) end up knowing at a more realistic
“school-leaving” age than the one most recently defined in the Third
International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS).3

The bigger point, of course, is that we shouldn’t let the age group
comparisons available in current cross-national studies drive the stan-
dards-setting process in American education. Instead, we should use our
own sense of desirable standards for learning at particular ages to define
the strategy for selecting samples in cross-national studies, and this might
involve sampling older students on a household basis. In this regard, the
International Adult Literacy Survey, conducted by Statistics Canada, rep-
resents a welcome addition to the portfolio of cross-national surveys of
educational achievement. One would hope, however, that future surveys
of older populations—especially a realistic sample of “school leavers”
suited to the American context—would include achievement assessments
in more subject areas than just literacy.

All of this raises an interesting possibility for the design of future
cross-national surveys. For one, cooperating agencies conducting this re-
search might consider expanding the age groups sampled in such studies,
including not only an older sample of school leavers, but also preschool
populations.4 In fact, an expansion of the age groups sampled in cross-
national surveys would give us a much better picture of educational
achievement across the life course in different societies, providing crucial
information about patterns of achievement as these unfold prior to entry
into schooling, at critical junctures during the school-age years, and at a
more realistic end point than the one typically defined in current and past
cross-national surveys. Moreover, analyses of achievement across the life
course would give us a much better sense of how patterns of schooling in
different countries affect the distribution of human capital in society, espe-
cially as people move across the life course. Currently, we get some sense
of how human capital is distributed at various stages of the life course
within the United States in the longitudinal studies program of the Na-
tional Center for Education Statistics. But I know of no systematic pro-
gram of cross-national research dealing with this critical question.

CROSS-NATIONAL SURVEYS AND
THE STUDY OF SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT

To this point, I have been discussing the use of cross-national surveys
to set benchmarks for student achievement in the United States. In the
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discussion, I suggested that with additional developments in test design
and with some changes in sampling design, international assessments
would more usefully serve as benchmarks for student achievement in this
country. But as we have seen, many educational researchers and policy
analysts want cross-national surveys to be useful for more than setting
benchmarks. First of all, they view the cross-national surveys as an oppor-
tunity to learn more about education systems around the world, espe-
cially how alternative systems are structured and how they function. In
addition, many advocates want cross-national surveys to provide good
information about how to improve our own education system. There is
especially a notion—by no means universally held in the research com-
munity—that cross-national surveys might allow us to look at education
systems in nations that do better than the United States in cross-national
achievement comparisons, identify the practices in these countries that
are leading to superior results, and then import these practices into our
own system as a means of educational improvement.

Buried in all of this are many important questions about the cross-
national surveys of achievement conducted to date and their promise for
building sound knowledge about education systems. For one, we might
ask what we have learned from three decades of investment in large-
scale, cross-national surveys of student achievement, especially in com-
parison to the three-decade-old program of longitudinal studies sup-
ported by the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES).5 But more
importantly, we might ask how survey research can be used to study
issues of educational improvement by probing more deeply into the idea
that the world’s varied education systems provide us with a “natural
laboratory” allowing examination of the effects of alternative educational
arrangements on student achievement and thereby informing education
policy in the United States. Here, as Smith (this volume) notes, we con-
front sticky issues of causal inference from survey data, as well as issues
related to how we might build theories of educational practice from cross-
national research.

The Scholarly Yield of Cross-National Surveys of Achievement

One justification for conducting cross-national surveys of student
achievement is that they will yield important insights about how educa-
tion systems work, ideas that might or might not inform educational
improvement, but that will move our basic understanding of educational
processes forward. In fact, this justification figured centrally in a state-
ment of the goals for cross-national research held by BICSE. As the Board
noted, “A[n] . . . important purpose of cross-national research is the de-
velopment of knowledge . . . [that] enriches and expands [our] under-
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standing of the world and its complexities” (National Research Council,
1993, p. 14). BICSE also argued that achieving this goal would require the
“collect[ion] of cross-national data at societal levels over reasonably long
periods of time . . . to facilitate the identification of worldwide, regional,
and national trends and permit the analysis of sources and effects of
cross-national variation in education organization, policy, and practice”
(p. 14). The question, then, is whether investments of research dollars in
cross-national research have indeed contributed to the goal of building
sound knowledge about education systems, and if so, what these insights
have been.

My personal view on this question, which arises from interest and
experience in conducting research on schooling in the United States, is
that the cross-national surveys of achievement have led to a number of
important insights that have relevance, not only to researchers in the field
of comparative education, but also to those interested in educational pro-
cesses in the United States. In fact, like the BICSE members who contrib-
uted to the 1993 monograph, I see an important “cross-walk” occurring
between studies of educational achievement conducted solely in a U.S.
setting and studies conducted cross-nationally.

One area where cross-national surveys have contributed important
insights is in analyses of how socioeconomic origins and educational
achievement are related. As Buchmann (this volume) points out, analyses
of this issue have been central to educational research since publication of
the Coleman Report (1966) in the United States and the Plowden Report
in Great Britain (Central Advisory Council for Education, 1967). How-
ever, an important study by Heyneman and Loxley (1983) using cross-
national surveys of student achievement added additional, and impor-
tant, insights into the nature of this relationship. Using data from the
early cross-national surveys of student achievement, Heyneman and
Loxley suggested that the relationship of socioeconomic status and edu-
cational achievement was not uniform across societies. In fact, their analy-
ses showed that the relationship among these variables was lower in less
developed countries than in more developed countries. More recently,
Baker, Goesling, and LeTendre (2000) used data from TIMSS to argue that
this is no longer the case and that the relationship between socioeconomic
status and achievement in less developed countries now approximates
the relationship found in more developed countries. This is precisely the
kind of progress in basic knowledge that BICSE (National Research Coun-
cil, 1993) argued would result from repeated cross-national surveys in
education. A major generalization derived from research in a particular
kind of country (i.e., advanced industrial nations) is qualified by cross-
national research, and then repeated cross-national surveys qualify these
findings yet again, uncovering emerging trends in world societies.
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An even more telling contribution of cross-national surveys to educa-
tional research can be found in Floden’s discussion (this volume) of the
concept of opportunity to learn (OTL). Although the origins of this con-
cept can be traced to Carroll’s (1963) studies of foreign language learning
in the United States, the use of this concept in analyzing and explaining
student achievement has been greatly advanced in repeated cross-na-
tional surveys of student achievement. In the cross-national studies, this
concept first was used simply to control for differences in national cur-
ricula when comparing student achievement across nations, but in suc-
cessive waves of the cross-national survey work, the concept of OTL fig-
ured more and more centrally as the single most important explanatory
variable in the data. Moreover, the centrality of OTL in explaining student
achievement has not gone unnoticed in studies of student achievement
conducted exclusively in American settings. In fact, as Floden describes,
conceptions of OTL now are being used to explain within- and among-
school differences in student achievement in the United States.6

The evolution of this concept in repeated cross-national studies,
coupled with the more careful curriculum analyses discussed by Linn
(this volume), has had an added benefit for research on schooling. It is
now leading to important conceptions of how curricula are organized and
how this organization affects student learning—the kind of “synthetic”
theories of education that Smith (this volume) discusses. In the latest
TIMSS work, for example, Schmidt and colleagues (Schmidt, McKnight,
& Raizen, 1997; Schmidt, McKnight, Cogan, Jakwerth, & Houng, 1999)
have developed fascinating and important ideas about the fragmentation
of the U.S. mathematics and science curricula and used these ideas to
great effect as explanations for the performance of American students on
TIMSS achievement tests. The importance of these ideas to the discussion
here is that they gain credence—and power—precisely because they have
been developed in a cross-national context where patterns of curricular
organization other than our own can be glimpsed and where curriculum
coverage can be viewed as a central determinant of student achievement.
Despite the fact that Schmidt and colleagues’ ideas about the American
curriculum are still new, they have already begun to have an important
influence on educational research and in debates about how to improve
educational practice in the United States. They are, therefore, precisely
the kinds of insights that BICSE sought to achieve in endorsing continued
support for cross-national surveys in education.

Yet another example of the contributions of cross-national research to
educational analysis resulted from the addition of videotaped case stud-
ies of teaching to the TIMSS portfolio. This work has been important both
conceptually and methodologically. On the conceptual front, the video
studies have pioneered a view of teaching as fundamentally a cultural
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activity, with its components composing a system of culturally embedded
and interrelated practices (see Stigler and Hiebert, 1999). This insight takes
us well beyond a mere mechanical vision of teaching as a set of technical
procedures that can be easily packaged and repackaged toward a much
more nuanced and realistic understanding of the constraints placed on
instructional change by national culture. The TIMSS video studies also
are a methodological advance, allowing teaching events to be studied and
restudied by observers who are not physically present, using different
coding schemes for understanding the events that transpire in a given
setting. Already, the use of video studies of teaching is attracting the
attention of NCES and the U.S. Department of Education’s Planning and
Evaluation Services, and we can expect to see more such studies con-
ducted in American settings in the near future.

The larger point, of course, is that the cross-national studies are meet-
ing one of the goals espoused for them by BICSE. These studies have
become an important source of defining ideas about the nature of school-
ing in the United States, and about its consequences. In fact, the contribu-
tions made by this line of work—contributions that I would argue have
been facilitated by the United States’ repeated participation in such stud-
ies—rank alongside contributions made by, and make important contri-
butions to, the national longitudinal studies and other large-scale evalua-
tions conducted by the U.S. Department of Education. Thus, as a source of
exciting scholarly ideas, continued support for the cross-national surveys
of achievement seems warranted.

Cross-National Surveys and School Improvement

In many circles, the ambitions held for cross-national surveys go well
beyond a contribution to basic knowledge. Many advocates of these sur-
veys also hold that careful cross-national research will yield important
insights about how to improve schools in the United States. The logic of
this assertion is well stated by BICSE (National Research Council, 1993),
where it is argued that the cross-national studies take advantage of “a
natural worldwide laboratory of education systems” (p. 4) and that a
“comparison of natural variation [across systems of education] is usually
a feasible way to study the effects of differing [educational] policies and
practices,” especially given “that many people are reluctant to conduct
controlled experiments with our children’s education” (p. 3). Of course,
these observations were offered with appropriate cautions, especially no-
tation of the National Research Council’s recommendation for greater use
of controlled experiments in educational research (National Research
Council, 1992). But the general thrust of the argument—and a position
one suspects is widely shared in the educational research community—is
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that the cross-national surveys are a straightforward source of good ideas
about school improvement in the United States (see, for example, Smith’s
discussion of this issue in this volume).

Two issues need to be addressed in thinking about this claim. The
first has to do with how causal inferences can be made from nonexperi-
mental data and the extent to which cross-national surveys are making
progress in confronting this problem. Clearly, without good data on which
to make causal inferences, the claim that we can identify why some edu-
cation systems are more effective than others cannot be sustained. The
second problem has to do with the theories of comparison that we bring
to bear in cross-national research. As I will discuss, those who believe that
we can use practices developed in other countries to the same effect in the
United States are operating under an assumption that causal processes
operate in the same way in all societies. As we shall see, however, this is
only one of several possibilities.

Let’s begin with the problem of making causal inferences from non-
experimental data. By the typical standards of school effects research, one
could argue that cross-national surveys took a real step backward with the
design of TIMSS. For example, there is a large literature in this research
area demonstrating how estimates from education production functions
lead to faulty inferences in the absence of pretest data on achievement
outcomes and good measures of home background and socioeconomic
status. Yet, in contrast to the Second International Mathematics and Sci-
ence Studies, TIMSS included no pretest measures of achievement and
inadequate measures of home background (on the latter point, see Buch-
mann in this volume). The obvious recommendation for future cross-
national studies, then, is to return to a design that includes achievement
testing at two points in time and to take advantage of the advances in the
measurement of home background and socioeconomic status described
by Buchmann. With these steps, cross-national surveys at least will be
able to yield credible education production functions, even if they cannot
produce the kinds of sound causal inferences gained from randomized
experiments.7

For our purposes, an even more telling discussion of how cross-na-
tional research can be used to inform issues of school improvement is
provided by Raudenbush and Kim (this volume). Near the end of their
commentary, Raudenbush and Kim caution readers not to assume that
causal inferences about relationships among school characteristics and
student achievement based on between-nation analyses apply to how such
relationships might unfold in the U.S. setting. In their view, between-
nation analyses can be used to form hypotheses about school improvement
in the United States, but these hypotheses need to be tested explicitly
through within-nation analyses of U.S. data. This is an extremely impor-
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tant point that requires further discussion, especially because it goes to
the very heart of how to use cross-national data and findings to inform
educational improvement decisions in the United States.

Consider, for example, one of the central findings from TIMSS—one
that many researchers, policy makers, and practitioners think has imme-
diate relevance to improving schooling in the United States. Schmidt and
colleagues (1997, 1999) have argued that curriculum characteristics (espe-
cially curriculum coherence, focus, and rigor) account for much of the
cross-national differences in student achievement in TIMSS data. But their
analyses do not demonstrate that increased curricular coherence, focus,
and rigor explain differences in student achievement within the United
States, as Raudenbush and Kim (pp. 290-291) point out. Therefore, there
is a need for analyses in which researchers first identify variations in
curriculum coherence, focus, and rigor that are actually experienced by
U.S. students and then estimate the effects of these real variations on
variation in student achievement within the United States. The ways in
which such analyses enhance causal inferences about educational pro-
cesses in the United States are discussed in detail by Raudenbush and
Kim, but suffice it to say that there is no a priori reason to expect that
statistical relationships identified in between-nation analyses necessarily
will be present in within-nation analyses.

There are, of course, several potential problems with the call for
within-nation analyses of survey data to study the effects of educational
practices appearing in other countries. One problem is that researchers
might not be able to find sufficient variation in such practices in the U.S.
education system, preventing a true test of hypotheses arising out of a
cross-national context. For example, what would happen in the example
above if no school system in the United States had a curriculum that even
approximated the kind of curricular coherence, rigor, and focus charac-
teristic of “high-performing” nations?8 Under these conditions, we might
be forced to actually create school conditions that approximate arrange-
ments in other countries before testing their effects on student achieve-
ment in the United States, and from this perspective, the work of groups
like the New Standards Project and the First in the World Consortium
seem to be necessary first steps in translating at least some cross-national
findings into practice in the United States, with sound causal inferences
awaiting true randomized experiments.

This discussion raises another important issue in cross-national re-
search—the approach to societal comparison being used by researchers in
cross-national research and how that approach should be used to inform
issues of study design in cross-national surveys. In the United States,
discussions of the policy ramifications of cross-national surveys seem to
be guided by two relatively simplistic, and related, assumptions. One is
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that education in all societies works in roughly equivalent ways, leading
to a second assumption—that practices imported from other countries
will work in the United States in ways that are equivalent to how they
worked in other countries. The evidence from cross-national surveys,
however, suggests that this will not necessarily be the case. Consider,
once again, the findings of Schmidt and colleagues regarding curriculum
effects on student achievement. The data presented in Schmidt et al. (1999)
strongly suggest the presence of interactions, demonstrating the need for
caution about these simplistic assumptions.

In light of this, there is a real need for policy analysts and researchers
to think more explicitly about the assumptions they are making regarding
comparative research. As Tilly (1984) shows in his short and insightful
monograph on comparative cross-national research, we can make several
assumptions when developing societal comparisons. One might be that
all societies are unique and cannot easily be compared, implying that
processes occurring in one society might not easily (or ever) be duplicated
in others (this view is close to the one developed by Bempechat et al., this
volume). Another assumption might be that there are certain “types” of
societies, and that processes occurring within groups of similar societies
can be duplicated, but relationships occurring in societies classified as
being in one group cannot be duplicated in societies classified as being in
other groups. This approach places a premium on measuring societal
characteristics and on investigating how societal characteristics condition
relationships among variables at constituent system levels. Yet another
assumption would hold that national societies are embedded within a
larger “world system” of societies (a system in which national societies
increasingly are engaged in social relationships with and influenced by
one another). In this view, processes occurring within societies often de-
pend less on unique circumstances within societies than on a given so-
ciety’s location in a worldwide system of international relationships,
where national societies hold unequal statuses in a dense network of
international relationships and participate in an increasingly uniform,
worldwide culture.

All three of these perspectives have figured centrally in cross-national
research on education. The work of Heyneman and Loxley cited earlier,
for example, is an instance of research that examines “types” of societies
and that cautions against generalizing about educational processes across
nations at different levels of economic development. Another example is
the interesting work of Stevenson and Baker (1991) on the effects of edu-
cational governance regimes on consistency of content coverage in
schools. In contrast, the TIMSS video studies, and the qualitative case
studies recently included as companions to cross-national surveys (as
discussed by LeTendre, this volume), are consistent with a more holistic
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form of cross-national analysis, in which societies are seen as relatively
unique, and educational practices are seen as deeply embedded in na-
tional culture and therefore not easily transported across national bound-
aries. The work of Meyer, Ramirez, and colleagues exemplifies a third
approach to comparison, one derived from a “world-systems” viewpoint
on education, where educational developments within countries are seen
as resulting not so much from internal social and cultural circumstances,
but rather from a given society’s position in a global cultural and social
system (Meyer, Kamens, & Benavot, 1992; Ramirez & Boli, 1987).

The larger point is that judgments about the “validity” of data and
findings from cross-national surveys depend to some extent on the as-
sumptions one makes about appropriate forms of cross-societal compari-
sons. For example, to the extent that we believe there are “types” of soci-
eties, a key concern becomes the types of societies to include in the research,
and how these societies differ on system-level properties—for example,
governance regimes, economic development, ethnic homogeneity, school
system types, and so on. In this view, the validity of cross-national stud-
ies, and the degree to which the results are informative, depends crucially
on whether the types of societies one needs to compare in testing one’s
theory of societal processes are present in sufficient numbers in the sample
to perform such a test and whether sufficient measures of societal proper-
ties have been developed for use in comparing system-level properties. In
fact, attention to theory-driven thinking at this level of analysis, as well as
discussions of how to measure societal-level properties critical to this
research agenda, seem oddly lacking in this volume. As a result, readers
of this volume would do well to revisit the arguments presented by BICSE
(National Research Council, 1993, pp. 20-21), which explicitly attended to
this issue.

More prevalent in this volume, but only barely so, is the attention
paid to issues of research design and reporting arising from an assump-
tion that national societies are unique and need to be understood on their
own terms. This assumption has fostered the demand for qualitative case
study research in cross-national comparisons of educational systems. As
LeTendre discusses in this volume, well-conducted case studies can con-
tribute in important ways to cross-national surveys by capturing the
unique, culturally embedded nature of educational practices in nations.
But LeTendre’s discussion also shows that a great deal of ambiguity re-
mains within the research community about how to use the information
derived from case studies in relation to surveys, as well as the extent to
which insights from case studies should drive issues of survey design,
and how conclusions from case studies can be reported so that various
members of the research and policy communities find them “valid.” In
fact, the simple contrast between LeTendre’s discussion of the uncertain-
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ties and misunderstandings surrounding the use of qualitative data in the
latest TIMSS work and BICSE’s elegant statement of the role such work
can play in cross-national survey research found in the National Research
Council report (1993, pp. 22-23) is striking and shows that we have a long
way to go before the use of qualitative research will be optimized in cross-
national surveys of student achievement.

Thus, the papers in this volume suggest that we still need to make
progress in articulating the theories of comparison we think should guide
cross-national surveys of achievement. We might, for example, need to go
beyond the simple assumption that all societies work in the same way,
and in doing so, also develop a more realistic set of assumptions about
how the findings from cross-national research can be applied to problems
of school improvement. In this regard, it is interesting to note that the
practitioner community in American education seems to be doing just
this, carefully recreating practices imported from other nations and testing
them in their own educational settings.9 But this real progress in applying
cross-national findings to problems of educational improvement is not
much reflected in the current volume, except perhaps in Raudenbush and
Kim’s advice that hypotheses derived from cross-national comparisons
should be carefully tested within the United States and in Smith’s cau-
tions about making inferences from cross-national studies to guide edu-
cation policy. One hopes, therefore, that BICSE will pay more attention to
this problem in its future discussions of the validity of large-scale cross-
national research and articulate more clearly how cross-national findings
can be used to stimulate school improvement in the United States.

CONCLUSION

Having considered the purposes that various constituencies hold for
cross-national surveys of educational achievement, and some of the prob-
lems associated with achieving these purposes, I will now address di-
rectly the questions posed at the outset of this chapter. The first question
is:

• Looking at the history of large-scale, cross-national surveys of
student achievement, what progress has been made in conducting
studies that are increasingly valid and increasingly informative?

The answer to this question, as I suggested at the outset, depends on
the purposes one hopes to achieve through such studies. If the purpose is
to use cross-national surveys to set standards for achievement in U.S.
education, I would argue that a great deal of progress has been made in
designing studies that are increasingly informative. Advances in test con-
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struction and scaling, coupled with better standardization of sampling
procedures, have given us achievement tests that have better content va-
lidity with respect to national curricula and samples that are more stan-
dardized across nations. All of this helps produce comparisons that are
fair. Moreover, because of these developments, we can now take better
account of within-country variation in achievement, place confidence in-
tervals around measures of central tendency, and do better analyses of
subgroup performance, all at a more fine-grained level of curricular detail
than in previous studies.

These technical advances are welcome and enhance the utility of
cross-national comparisons. However, they do not guarantee that the tests
of achievement used in the cross-national surveys are “valid” indicators
of the educational standards to which we aspire, or that the cross-national
comparisons based on these studies give us a valid picture of where the
United States stands in terms of meeting these standards. As I argued in
the body of this paper, despite advances, the cross-national achievement
tests used most recently still do not reflect our most ambitious learning
goals for students, and the ages at which students are tested in the cross-
national surveys might not reflect the goals we actually hold for our edu-
cation system.

Concerning the goal of using cross-national surveys to inform the
process of school improvement in the United States, the picture is less
clear. Cross-national studies certainly continue to make important contri-
butions to our understanding of educational issues. The recent contribu-
tions of Schmidt and colleagues (1997, 1999) on the nature of curriculum
organization in different countries, as well as the insights from the TIMSS
video studies of teaching practice, represent two particularly stellar ac-
complishments in this area. Moreover, various segments of the practitio-
ner community in American education seem to be developing interesting
and sophisticated strategies for applying the findings of cross-national
surveys to the school improvement process, as the efforts of the New
Standards Project, the First in the World Consortium, and other groups
suggest.

However, it is my view that the scientific community has yet to ar-
ticulate a sound logic for how to link the findings from cross-national
surveys to issues of school improvement. There are too few within-nation
tests of hypotheses developed from cross-national comparisons, no clearly
articulated perspectives on how to measure the features of national edu-
cation systems in ways that guide cross-national comparative work or
elucidate the sampling of societies for cross-national comparison, and too
little clarity about what constitutes the valid use of qualitative case study
data and how they can (or cannot) be used alongside survey data to
improve our understanding of educational processes in different societ-
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ies. In this sense, much more thinking is needed if we are to clearly articu-
late the role of cross-national studies in improving schools in the United
States.

One thing is clear, however. Sound information about how to change
American schooling in ways that improve student learning cannot be
based on cross-national surveys alone, or even on surveys that seek to
assess hypotheses drawn from cross-national analyses using within-na-
tion analyses of survey data. Instead, to truly understand how practices
imported from other countries might affect student achievement in the
United States, it appears that we will have to recreate these practices in
American settings through careful intervention and then investigate the
effects of these practices in carefully controlled experimental work. That
is a logical—and needed—addition to the cross-national research agenda,
and one that I believe BICSE should support.

The second question is:

• What opportunities lie ahead for improving the quality of such
studies, both methodologically and in terms of information yield?

This is a difficult question to answer in the absence of information
about levels of funding for future cross-national research. Certainly, ad-
vances in the development of computerized adaptive testing are worth
exploring as means of improving cross-national achievement tests, espe-
cially if this approach to achievement testing can be used to improve the
information yielded per item in measures of achievement, thereby reduc-
ing the number of items required in testing. If that possibility exists, per-
haps reductions in the required amount of time for testing resulting from
this process can allow for the development of more items that assess
“authentic” forms of academic performance and at higher levels of cogni-
tive demand, bringing the tests used in cross-national surveys more in
line with our most ambitious standards for student learning. The chal-
lenges here are enormous, however, and the resources required to make
such advances could be beyond budgetary reach.

I would also like to see an expansion in age groups included in the
cross-national surveys, not only to include an older population of school
leavers, but also to include a group of preschool students. The inclusion of
such populations could allow for the kinds of investigations into achieve-
ment across the life course that I believe are truly needed to understand
the role of schooling in the distribution of human capital in societies, and
to better understand how this distribution varies across nations with dif-
ferent educational ideals and/or systems of education. The absence of
data on what students know before they enter schooling makes it particu-
larly difficult to assess the true contribution of schooling to learning, as
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does the lack of pretest and posttest measures of achievement and ad-
equate data on home background. At a minimum, one easy recommenda-
tion for improving cross-national surveys is to ensure that achievement is
measured at two points in time in each age group under study and to
ensure that state-of-the-art measures of home background are included.
The inclusion of younger and older age groups, while desirable for a full
analysis of the role of schooling in the distribution of cognitive develop-
ment in societies, might confront too many budgetary and technical prob-
lems to prove feasible, although the use of household samples and a
redefinition upward of the age at which we can consider individuals to be
“school leavers” would be a welcome addition to cross-national compari-
sons of achievement.

Within the realm of achievable improvements, I would also encour-
age the continued use of qualitative case study research as a companion
to survey work. I would, however, recommend that work on this front
proceed slowly, starting first with a clarification (or at least a sustained
discussion) of the approach to comparison that underlies the use of such
research methods, and how data from these efforts will be used to inform
issues of survey research design and to interpret survey results and be
reported to the public.

I would also encourage more thought about ways to characterize
societies—as entities worthy of study in and of themselves. Very little
attention was given in this volume to how to improve the ways in which
we conceptualize and measure properties of different education systems
or the societies in which they are embedded, yet a clear understanding of
these issues is the key to any good, comparative, cross-national theory of
educational processes. Lacking good theories and explicit attention to the
development of measures at the societal level of analysis, I fear that much
of what passes as cross-national comparison will be based on hunch,
myth, and uninformed secondary data analysis, rather than carefully
crafted cross-national theories of education.

All of this leads to the third question:

• How important is it to have international surveys of student
achievement on a regular basis and with participation of a constant
set of countries?

The evidence on this point seems fairly clear. It is precisely because
the cross-national surveys have been conducted continuously over a span
of 30 years that this body of work has made the progress it has. Consider
as examples of this point our changing understanding of the relationship
of socioeconomic status and achievement, or the increasingly sophisti-
cated conceptualization and measurement of opportunity to learn. These
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developments suggest the importance of continuing the cross-national
surveys using samples of nations that at least approximate the kinds of
nations used in prior studies.

As to whether cross-national studies strictly require a panel (that is, a
constant set) of nations, I am uncertain, although for all intents and pur-
poses, voluntary participation by societies around the world has been
constant enough to result in a sample that comes close to being a panel of
nations.10 To argue for a panel of nations is to give weight to a goal of
cross-national surveys that was not discussed much in this volume—
looking at changes in educational processes over time and thinking about
how and why educational processes change in different kinds of societies.
To the extent that there are strong theories about this, I would urge that a
panel be formed that includes the kinds of societies needed for testing
those theories, but lacking such theories, voluntary participation in the
cross-national surveys seems sufficient.

Finally, I am uncertain about how frequently cross-national surveys
of student achievement should be conducted. On one hand, I think such
studies should be mounted no more than once a decade, especially be-
cause this seems to be the amount of time the research community takes
to fully digest the last round of studies and formulate new and better
theories to test in the next wave. Too frequent a cycle of surveys, I fear,
will simply routinize the work, leading to studies that gather the same
data over and over again, and to data analyses that only partially digest
any one set of findings. Still, I am mindful of the need to maintain a
research infrastructure in nations that might otherwise lack it should fund-
ing for large-scale, cross-national surveys disappear; as a result, I can
propose one alternative to a once-a-decade approach to cross-national
surveys. That would be to conduct studies focused on one or a few aca-
demic subjects at intervals less than a decade—say every three years or
so—rather than mounting one large, multisubject study each decade. In
this design, there would be time for conceptual work between cycles of
subject-matter testing, but there also would be a constant stream of work
and data for the cross-national research community.

In closing, let me reiterate a point I hope I made clear throughout this
essay. Despite the caveats I raised about cross-national surveys of student
achievement, and despite my concerns about their validity for setting
educational standards and informing the process of school improvement
in the United States, I firmly believe that such studies meet many of the
goals their advocates hold for them. The cross-national surveys have
helped stimulate a national and public debate about educational stan-
dards in the United States, and have done so on a regular basis. They have
also pointed the way to some very interesting designs for educational
improvement in the United States that have given rise to some very inter-
esting efforts at school improvement. What this line of work needs to
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improve, in my view, is no more or less than what any other well-con-
ceived and well-conducted research program needs—more time to de-
velop methods and theories that can be tested and revised on a regular
basis. What the collection of papers in this volume contributes to this
process is some very good insights into the theories and methods that can
guide this development.

NOTES

1. Thanks to Larry Suter of the National Science Foundation for this insight.
2. In fact, this was precisely the approach used by the New Standards project described in

National Research Council (1995).
3. The difficult problems of selection bias present in this age cohort in TIMSS are dis-

cussed in more detail in both Raudenbush and Kim (this volume) and Smith (this vol-
ume).

4. What would we conclude, for example, if it was found that the education system in the
United States worked to reduce initial (preschool) dispersions in achievement among
different social groups and led to “average” or above levels of achievement in interna-
tional comparisons at age twenty-two? Would we not argue that our system was in fact
achieving its main purposes, despite room for improvement? And would it not be
interesting to compare dispersions in achievement, as these unfolded over the life
course, as well as average levels of achievement at different time points, across a well-
chosen sample of nations?

5. I am thinking here of the line of studies that originated in the 1970s with the National
Longitudinal Survey, that progressed through High School and Beyond, and has con-
tinued with the National Educational Longitudinal Survey and the Early Childhood
Longitudinal Study.

6. In fact, the development of carefully constructed measures of OTL were pioneered in
the cross-national surveys, where elaborate lists of curricular content were prepared
and where teachers were asked to report the extent to which they “covered” such con-
tent on self-administered questionnaires. Such elaborate measures of OTL (or content
coverage) have begun to appear in large-scale surveys of student achievement in the
United States, especially studies sponsored by the U.S. Department of Education’s Plan-
ning and Evaluation Services (see, for example, the Instructional Dimensions Study, the
Sustaining Effects Study, and Prospects), where the measures show statistically signifi-
cant relationships with student achievement. Good measures of curriculum coverage in
schools have not, however, been a hallmark of NCES-sponsored longitudinal studies.

7. Raudenbush and Kim (this volume) raise an additional set of concerns about the vari-
ous strategies used by comparative educationists to make causal inferences about sys-
tem-level change using cross-national surveys, including cautions about missing data
problems and how these problems affect cross-national analyses of cohort differences
in achievement and system-level analyses of changes in achievement over time. I do not
discuss these forms of analysis or Raudenbush and Kim’s critique of them in this chap-
ter, except to note that these kinds of analyses, and the problems discussed by
Raudenbush and Kim, are central to the important goal of cross-national work dis-
cussed by BICSE (National Research Council, 1993), namely, using repeated surveys to
examine trends in schooling within and between nations of the world.

8. I thank Bill Schmidt for suggesting this as a real possibility.
9. I am thinking here again of the New Standards project and the work of the First in the

World Consortium.
10. I thank David Baker for this insight.
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national study of teacher education as a board member of the Compara-
tive and International Education Study.  Her publications include chap-
ters in The Political Dimension of Teacher Education and Oxford Studies in
Comparative Education.  She also has served as a member of the National
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Research Council Committee on Continuing to Learn from TIMSS.  Paine
received a Ph.D. in international development from Stanford University.

ANDREW C. PORTER (chair until term ended September 2001) is director of
the Wisconsin Center for Education Research and professor of educa-
tional psychology, both at the University of Wisconsin, Madison.  He
currently directs the National Institute for Science Education, which is
funded by the National Science Foundation.  He has also served on the
faculty at Michigan State University, where he was also associate dean for
research and graduate study and codirector of the Institute for Research
on Teaching.  His research interests and numerous publications focus on
psychometrics, student and teacher assessment, research on teaching, and
education policy.  His other National Research Council memberships in-
clude the Study Group on Fair Test Use, the Panel to Evaluate the Na-
tional Center for Education Statistics, and the Committee on the Federal
Role in Education Research.  Porter received a Ph.D. in educational psy-
chology from the University of Wisconsin.

JANET WARD SCHOFIELD (current member) is a professor of psychology
and a senior scientist at the Learning Research and Development Center
at the University of Pittsburgh. Her research interests focus on the impact
of social and technological change on classroom processes. She has served
as a consultant to the U.S. Office of Technology Assessment and to the
Associate Commissioner for Equal Educational Opportunity at the U.S.
Department of Education, as well as to state government bodies and local
school districts. Her numerous publications include Computers and Class-
room Culture and Black and White in School: Trust, Tension or Toler-
ance? She is a fellow of the American Psychological Association and the
American Psychological Society. She received a Ph.D. in social psychol-
ogy from Harvard University.

JOSEPH TOBIN (current member) is a professor of early childhood educa-
tion in the College of Education at Arizona State University. He has for-
merly served as a professor in the College of Education at the University
of Hawaii and as a visiting professor in human development at the Uni-
versity of Chicago. His research interests include educational ethnogra-
phy, Japanese culture and education, visual anthropology, early child-
hood education, and children and the media. His publications include
Preschool in Three Cultures and others on early childhood education, and
classroom ethnography. He received a Ph.D. in human development from
The University of Chicago.
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Accountability, opportunity to learn
measures, 232

Achievement motivation theory, 118, 119-
145, 205

Adaptation of tests, see Translating and
adapting tests

Administration of tests, see Standardized
administration

Administrators
opportunity to learn measures, 231-232
principals, 4, 90-91
sampling, 90-91, 109-110

Age and grade factors, 18, 19, 29, 31, 38,
271-272, 284-287, 331-333, 344-345

curriculum and instructional materials, 38
dropouts, 10, 292, 333
International Adult Literacy Survey

(IALS), 14, 85, 86, 190(n.3), 209,
268-269, 273-274, 292

International Assessment of Educational
Progress (IAEP), 31, 94

opportunity to learn, 236-237, 242, 243,
247, 250, 259

sampling issues, 81, 87-88, 91-92, 94, 95,
99, 101, 102, 104-105, 107-108,
276-278, 292

Second International Science Study
(SISS), 47, 177

Index

Third International Mathematics and
Science Study (TIMSS), 36-37, 45,
51, 95, 218, 219, 271-272, 276-278,
282-283, 301, 306-312, 314-315

triangulation of data, 218
Analogy questions, 61
Attitudes and beliefs, 7, 118, 119, 223

see also Cultural factors; Emotional
factors; Public opinion

achievement motivation, 118, 119-145,
205

consensus by participating nations, 40-
42

emic beliefs, 132-140
emotional factors, 122
family factors, 7, 119, 124-125, 134
self-esteem, 120, 127-128
teachers, 201, 252

Attribution theory, 131

Background questionnaires, 7, 12, 18-19
see also Attitudes and beliefs; Cultural

factors; Family factors; Social
factors

Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study
(BTES), 235, 258, 306

Beliefs, see Attitudes and beliefs
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Benchmarking, 4-5, 16, 20, 305-306, 313,
323-333

Board on International Comparative
Studies in Education (BICSE),
212, 311, 313, 314-315, 322, 334-
335, 336, 337, 342, 344

member biographical sketches, 358-362
sampling issues, 81, 82-84, 102, 103, 105,

112

Canada, 41
Case studies, 4, 7, 12, 21, 219, 343, 345

Civic Education Study, 203-204, 209-
210, 211, 214-217, 220

cultural-cognitive issues, 123, 140
cultural factors, other, 12, 13, 123, 140,

199, 203, 209-219, 222
classroom videos, 21, 220; see also

“Third International Mathematics
and Science Study” below

interviews, 121, 132, 133, 134, 136, 204,
205, 206, 220

Third International Mathematics and
Science Study (TIMSS), 12, 13,
123, 209-219, 222

classroom videos, 4, 6, 13, 17-18, 123,
144, 210, 211, 218, 221, 222, 306,
336-337, 340-341

CASMIN, see Comparative Analysis of
Social Mobility in Industrial
Nations

Causal inferences, 5, 15, 19, 231-318, 334,
338, 339, 342, 347, 354-355

benchmarking, 4-5, 16, 20, 305-306, 313,
323, 323-333

cultural factors, 122, 131-132, 142, 200,
205, 206, 208, 210, 213, 219-220

family background, 173
national policy applications, 231-232,

267, 295-317; see also
“benchmarking” above

opportunity to learn, 231-266
statistical issues, 268-269, 272-273, 276,

281, 283-290, 291, 292; see also
Statistical analyses

Chinese, 315
cultural-cognitive factors, 130, 143
family background, 156-157
translation issues, 59, 66, 67, 69

Civic education, 4, 321, 322
sampling, 85, 86

Civic Education Study, 203-204, 209-210,
211, 214-216, 220

Classroom observations
see also Opportunity to learn
Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study

(BTES), 235, 258, 306
videotapes, 21, 218, 220, 222

Third International Mathematics
and Science Study (TIMSS), 4, 6,
13, 17-18, 123, 144, 210, 211, 218,
221, 222, 306, 336-337, 340-341

Class size, 167, 202
Cognitive processes, 6, 11, 33-35, 328

case studies, 123, 140
cultural, 117-149, 354

mathematics, 118, 119-120, 137, 138
science, 118, 138

First International Mathematics Study
(FIMS), 33, 35

First International Science Study (FISS),
33

International Assessment of
Educational Progress (IAEP), 31,
34

item field testing, 44
item formats, 28, 37
opportunity to learn, 243
Second International Mathematics

Study (SIMS), 34
Second International Science Study

(SISS), 33
statistical analyses, 142, 267
Third International Mathematics and

Science Study (TIMSS/TIMSS-R),
34-35, 137, 139-140, 142, 144

Cohort studies, 6, 9-10, 19, 52-53, 104, 174,
269-270, 278-283, 284-288

Third International Mathematics and
Science Study (TIMSS/TIMSS-R),
9-10, 278-281, 282-283

Comparative Analysis of Social Mobility in
Industrial Nations (CASMIN),
164-165

Comparative and International Education
Society (CIES), 224(n.2)

Computer-assisted testing, 54, 344
Computer science, other, 4

see also Internet
databases, 16, 118, 188

qualitative, 13, 199, 212, 216, 217,
218, 219, 221, 223, 224
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family ownership of PC, 182-183, 287
opportunity to learn, 248
sampling, 85

Computer Study (IEA), 209
Confidentiality issues, 222
Cost and cost-effectiveness

sampling issues, 106-107
temporal sequencing, 220
translation of tests, 70
triangulation of data, 218

Cultural capital, 150, 153-154, 169, 170-172,
174, 177, 178, 182-183, 189, 332,
344

Cultural factors, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10-13, 150, 198-
229, 354

see also Attitudes and beliefs; Family
factors; Language factors;
Political factors; Race/ethnicity;
Social factors; Translating and
adapting tests

achievement motivation theory, 118,
119-145, 205

bias, 45-46, 208
case studies, 12, 13, 123, 140, 199, 203,

209-219, 222
Civic Education Study, 203-204, 209-

210, 211, 214-217, 220
classroom videos, 21, 220
TIMSS classroom videos, 4, 6, 13, 17-

18, 123, 144, 210, 211, 218, 221,
222, 306, 336-337, 340-341

causal inferences, 122, 131-132, 142, 200,
205, 206, 208, 210, 213, 219-220

civic education, 4, 85, 86, 321, 322
Civic Education Study, 203-204, 209-

210, 211, 214-216, 220
cognitive, 117-149, 354
committee study methodology, 6, 7
definition of culture, 199-203, 207-208
differential item functioning, 8-9, 45-46,

69
educational attainment, 139, 159
immigrants, 152, 171, 177, 183, 283
International Association for the

Evaluation of Educational
Achievement (IEA), 45, 123, 141,
142, 198-99, 200-201, 203-204,
209-222

mathematics assessments, general, 118,
119-120, 137, 138

teaching methodology, 119, 124, 135-136

Third International Mathematics and
Science Study (TIMSS), 4, 6, 12-
13, 17-18, 123, 144, 210, 211, 218,
221, 222, 306, 336-337, 340-341

Curriculum and instructional materials, 13,
14, 17, 20, 28, 29-30, 32-33, 37-40,
53, 123, 289-290, 292, 297, 325,
328-329, 343

see also Opportunity to learn; Teaching
methodology; Textbooks

age factors, 38
consensus by participating nations, 42
English, influence of, 33, 61, 62
International Association for the

Evaluation of Educational
Achievement (IEA), 37-38, 39-40

First International Mathematics
Study, 31, 38

Second International Mathematics
Study (SIMS), 17, 31, 290, 308, 315

Second International Science Study
(SISS), 38

Third International Mathematics
and Science Study (TIMSS), 5, 17,
35, 38-39, 51, 53, 54, 210, 211, 213,
290-291, 296, 298-314, 343

summary scores, 50

Databases, 16, 118, 188
see also Internet
qualitative, 13, 199, 212, 216, 217, 218,

219, 221, 223, 224
Demographic and Health Surveys, 180
Developing countries, 152, 161-162, 167
Differential item functioning, 8-9, 45-46, 69
Disabled students, sampling issues, 96, 102,

107
Documentation, 4, 9, 327-330

committee study methodology, 7
translation guidelines, 78-79

Dropouts, 10, 292, 333

Early Childhood Longitudinal Study
(ECLS), 291

Economic factors, 269, 296
see also Cost and cost-effectiveness;

Developing countries;
Socioeconomic status

cultural capital, 150, 153-154, 169, 170-
172, 174, 177, 178, 182-183, 189,
332, 344
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human capital, 154, 297, 315, 331, 333, 344
social capital, 150, 160, 170-172, 183, 189
teacher salaries, 167

Educational attainment, 10, 268, 287, 297, 305
cultural factors, 139, 159
family background, 153-172, 175, 255-

256, 287
opportunity to learn, 250-251, 252, 255-

256
Educational Testing Service (ETS)

see also International Assessment of
Educational Progress

consensus by participating nations, 40
sampling, 85
translations, 74

Emotional factors, 122
see also Attitudes and beliefs

England, 51, 63, 134, 156-159, 166, 271, 335
Estimation procedures, 14, 69, 80, 82, 84,

91, 95, 109
Ethnicity, see Race/ethnicity
Expert opinion

see also Board on International
Comparative Studies in
Education

consensus by participating nations, 42
field testing and, 44

Extended-answer problems, 30, 35-36, 37,
43, 53

Family factors, 6, 11-12, 150-197, 205-206,
344-345, 354

attitudes and beliefs, 7, 119, 124-125, 134
causal inferences, 173
computer ownership, 182-183, 287
cultural capital, 150, 153-154, 169, 170-

172, 174, 177, 178, 182-183, 189,
332, 344

educational attainment of parents, 153-
172, 175, 255-256, 287

human capital, 154, 297, 315, 331, 333, 344
International Assessment of

Educational Progress (IAEP),
190(n.3)

International Association for the
Evaluation of Educational
Achievement (IEA), 150, 155,
166-167, 172-189 (passim)

First International Mathematics
Study (FIMS), 150, 173-178
(passim), 182

First International Science Study
(FISS), 150, 160-161, 174, 175, 176-
177, 182, 184

Second International Mathematics
Study (SIMS), 150, 160-163, 173,
174, 176-177, 178, 182-183, 188,
256-257

Second International Science Study
(SISS), 150, 174, 175, 176-177, 182,
188

Third International Mathematics
and Science Study (TIMSS/
TIMSS-R), 12-13, 150, 173-188
(passim), 190-191(n.4), 212, 257

language spoken at home, 162-163, 177,
183

opportunity to learn, 239, 255-257
Program for International Student

Assessment (PISA), 12-13, 150-
151, 173, 174, 175, 178-179, 182,
183, 188, 189-190, 190-191(n.4)

social capital, 150, 160, 170-172, 183
socioeconomic status, 12-13, 19, 150,

153-169, 171-172, 175-184, 186,
188-189, 269, 287, 338

opportunity to learn, 239, 255-257
statistical analyses, 15-16, 168, 267-268,

269
structure of family, 169-170, 176-177,

182
Field tests, 8-9, 40-41, 43-45

qualitative assessments, 221
teacher logs, 246
translations, 59, 64, 68, 70

First International Mathematics Study
(FIMS), 31, 47, 52, 321

cognitive processes, 33, 35
consensus by participating nations, 40
curricula and instructional materials,

31, 38
family factors, 150, 173-178 (passim),

182
opportunity to learn, 232, 237-238, 239-

242, 250, 252, 253, 259, 260
sampling, 84, 85, 86, 87

First International Science Study (FISS), 52
cognitive processes, 33
family factors, 150, 160-161, 174, 175,

176-177, 182, 184
sampling, 84, 85, 86, 87-88

Formats of items, see Item formats
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Gender factors, 269
item field testing, 43
opportunity to learn, 239
parent’s socioeconomic status, 155-164,

176-179
sampling, 90

General equivalency diploma (GED), 60
Germany, 63, 123, 158-159, 187, 306
Grade level, see Age and grade factors
Grain size, content specification, 14-15, 30-

31, 32

Handicapped students, see Disabled
students

Hispanics, 60, 61-62, 65-66
Human capital, 154, 297, 315, 331, 333, 344

see also Cultural capital; Social capital;
Socioeconomic status

Immigrants, 152, 171, 177, 183, 283
see also Hispanics

Inferences, see Causal inferences
Instructional materials, see Curriculum and

instructional materials;
Textbooks

Intelligence and intelligence assessments
cultural factors, 118, 122, 130, 134-135,

143-144
translation, 63, 74

International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS),
14, 85, 86, 190(n.3), 209, 268-269,
273-274, 292

International Assessment of Educational
Progress (IAEP), 4, 31-32, 47, 53

age/grade factors, 31, 94
cognitive processes, 31, 34
consensus by participating nations, 41
cultural bias, 45, 46
family factors, 190(n.3)
item field testing, 43
sampling, 86, 93-95, 104

International Association for the
Evaluation of Educational
Achievement (IEA), 4, 52, 54, 117

see also First International Mathematics
Study; First International Science
Study; Second International
Mathematics Study; Second
International Science Study;
Third International Mathematics
and Science Study

case studies and, 12, 123

Civic Education Study, 203-204, 209-
210, 211, 214-216, 220

Computer Study (IEA), 209
cultural factors, 45, 123, 141, 142, 198-

99, 200-201, 203-204, 209-222
curricula, 37-38, 39-40
family factors, 150, 155, 166-167, 172-189

(passim)
item formats, 36
opportunity to learn, 237
policy implications, 29, 296-297
sampling, 85, 93, 104, 105

International Labor Organization, 164
International Socioeconomic Index (ISEI),

164
International Standard Classification of

Education (ISCED), 164-165, 175
International Standard Classification of

Occupations (ISCO), 164
International Test Commission, 65
Internet

access at home, 287
teacher logs, opportunity to learn, 245-

246
Third International Mathematics and

Science Study (TIMSS), 188, 218,
221, 245-246, 315(n.2)

Interviews, 121, 132, 133, 134, 136, 204, 205,
206, 220

ISCED, see International Standard
Classification of Education

Item formats, 27-28, 35-37, 47-48
analogy questions, 61
extended-answer problems, 30, 35-36,

37, 43, 53
multiple-choice items, 9, 20, 30, 35-37,

40, 43, 71
short-answer items, 35, 37, 43, 53
student familiarity with, 28, 30

Item response models, 14, 48-50, 53

Japan, 11, 15, 224(n.4), 274-278, 289, 306, 315
achievement motivation, 119, 120, 123,

124-128, 130, 134-136, 144, 206
family background, 156-159, 162-163, 187
opportunity to learn, 254, 255

Language factors, 321
see also Hispanics; Reading

comprehension; Translating and
adapting tests; specific countries

cultural capital, 171
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culture defined, 201
family background, home language,

162-163, 177, 183
sampling issues, 85, 90, 96, 102, 107
second language achievement, 4, 102

Mass media, 3, 28, 295
Mathematics assessments, 4, 16, 54, 308-

309, 321
see also First International Mathematics

Study; Second International
Mathematics Study; Third
International Mathematics and
Science Study

cultural-cognitive factors, 118, 119-120,
137, 138

National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics (NCTM), 247-249

opportunity to learn measures, 232, 237,
243-244, 247-250, 262

translation issues, 59, 63
Matrix procedures, 8, 40, 46-48, 53, 325-326
Multiple-choice items, 9, 20, 30, 35-37

consensus by participating nations, 40
field testing, 43
reading literacy, 37
translations, 71

National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP), 5, 16-17, 18, 28,
31, 47, 53, 307, 323

sampling, 93, 110
National Center for Education Statistics

(NCES), 311, 333, 334, 337
National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics (NCTM), 247-249
National Educational Longitudinal Study

(NELS), 291
National Institute for Testing and

Evaluation, 67
A Nation At Risk, 5, 298, 305-306, 323, 324
Nonresponse, see Response rates
NUD*IST database, 216

Opportunity to learn (OTL), 6, 13-14, 17,
39-40, 45, 50, 53, 201, 202, 211,
231-266, 336

accountability, 232
administrators role, 231-232
age/grade factors, 236-237, 242, 243,

247, 250, 259

causal inferences, 231-266
computer science, 248
educational attainment and, 250-251,

252, 255-256
family factors, 239, 255-257
gender factors, 239
International Association for the

Evaluation of Educational
Achievement (IEA), 237

First International Mathematics
Study (FIMS), 232, 237-238, 239-
242, 250, 252, 253, 259, 260

Second International Mathematics
Study (SIMS), 238, 239, 241, 242,
250, 251-252, 253-254, 256-257,
259-260

Third International Mathematics
and Science Study (TIMSS/
TIMSS-R), 231, 241-243, 244-245,
250, 252, 254, 257, 288, 336

mathematics assessments, general, 232,
237, 243-244, 247-250, 262

memorization, 243
policy, 231-232
problem-solving skills, 232, 243, 248
reading comprehension, 247, 255-256,

258-259
science assessments, general, 232, 249-250
social factors, general, 239, 255-257, 258-

259, 262
socioeconomic status, 239, 255-257
statistical analysis, 233-234, 243, 251-

255, 258, 288, 290
teacher logs, 218, 221, 222, 236, 242-249,

258
Organization for Economic Cooperation

and Development (OECD), 4, 21-
22

see also Program for International
Student Assessment

International Adult Literacy Survey
(IALS), 14, 85, 86, 190(n.3), 209,
268-269, 273-274, 292

Pedagogy, see Opportunity to learn;
Teaching methodology

Political factors, 323
see also Public opinion
causal inferences, benchmarking, 4-5,

16, 20, 305-306, 313, 323-333
causal inferences, other, 231-232, 267,

295-317
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civic education, 4, 85, 86, 321, 322
Civic Education Study, 203-204, 209-

210, 211, 214-216, 220
consensus by participating nations, 40-

42
opportunity to learn measures, 231-232
sampling issues, 106-107
state-level, 295-296, 305-306, 308, 311-312
statistical analyses, 231-232, 267
Third International Mathematics and

Science Study (TIMSS/TIMSS-R),
12, 296, 298-314

Principals, 4, 90-91
Privacy, see Confidentiality issues
Problem-solving skills, 35

cultural-cognitive factors, 119
item formats, 37
opportunity to learn measures, 232, 243,

248
Program for International Student

Assessment (PISA), 4, 8, 9
administration standardization, 58
age vs grade cohorts, 19
construct definition, 58
family background, 12-13, 150-151, 173,

174, 175, 178-179, 182, 183, 188,
189-190, 190-191(n.4)

sampling, 58, 85, 86, 100-102, 105, 106,
108, 109, 110

translations, 59, 63, 65, 66, 69, 70-73, 74
Psychometrics, 8-9, 58

see also Item formats
differential item functioning, 8-9, 45-46,

69
First International Mathematics Study

(FIMS), 31
item response models, 14, 48-50, 53

Public opinion, 29, 267, 332
see also Mass media; Political factors
civic education, 4, 85, 86, 321, 322
Civic Education Study, 203-204, 209-

210, 211, 214-216, 220
mass media, 3, 28, 295

Qualitative data, 21, 136, 143-144, 203-224,
341-342

see also Case studies; Cultural factors;
Social factors; Videotapes

databases, 13, 199, 212, 216, 217, 218,
219, 221, 223, 224

interviews, 121, 132, 133, 134, 136, 204,
205, 206, 220

teachers, 21, 201, 202, 205-206; see
Classroom observations;
Videotapes

Twenty Statements Test, 128

Race/ethnicity, 19, 269
see also specific countries
Hispanics, 60, 61-62, 65-66
immigrants, 152, 171, 177, 183, 283

Reading comprehension, 4, 17, 287, 321-322
International Adult Literacy Survey

(IALS), 14, 85, 86, 190(n.3), 209,
268-269, 273-274, 292

International Assessment of Educational
Progress (IAEP), 31

item formats, 37
opportunity to learn, 247, 255-256, 258-259
sampling, 85

Reporting, see Documentation
Response rates, 9, 81, 93, 94, 96-97, 99, 100,

103, 106, 110-111
Rural areas, 271
Russia, 134, 158-159

Sampling, 4, 6, 8-9, 10, 14, 52-53, 80-114,
269-270, 272-278, 325-326, 330-
333, 343-344, 346

see also Age and grade factors; Cohort
studies; Response rates

administrators, 90-91, 109-110
age/grade factors, 81, 87-88, 91-92, 94,

95, 99, 101, 102, 104-105, 107-108,
276-278, 292

Board on International Comparative
Studies in Education (BICSE), 81,
82-84, 102, 103, 105, 112

civic education assessment, 85, 86
computer science, 85
cost issues, 106-107
disabled students, 96, 102, 107
dropouts, 10, 292, 333
gender factors, 90
International Assessment of Educational

Progress (IAEP), 86, 93-95, 104
International Association for the

Evaluation of Educational
Achievement (IEA), 85, 93, 104,
105
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First International Mathematics
Study (FIMS), 84, 85, 86, 87

First International Science Study
(FISS), 84, 85, 86, 87-88

Second International Mathematics
Study (SIMS), 84, 85, 86, 88-91,
93, 105

Second International Science Study
(SISS), 84, 85, 86, 91-93

Third International Mathematics
and Science Study (TIMSS/
TIMSS-R), 58, 84, 85, 86, 95-100,
101, 104, 105, 106, 108, 109, 110,
111-112, 272-278

language factors, 85, 90, 96, 102, 107
matrix procedures, 8, 40, 46-48, 53, 325-

326
missing data, 12, 14, 180, 181, 183, 274,

279, 281, 284, 292, 347
National Assessment of Educational

Progress (NAEP), 93, 110
political factors, 106-107
principals, 90-91
Program for International Student

Assessment (PISA), 58, 85, 86,
100-102, 105, 106, 108, 109, 110

qualitative studies, 222-223
reading comprehension assessment, 85
response rates, 9, 81, 93, 94, 96-97, 99,

100, 103, 106, 110-111
state-level assessments, 98
teaching methodology, 81, 97
translations, 69
vocational education, 88, 89, 98, 101, 107

Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), 5, 60, 297
Science achievement, 16-17, 118, 271, 321

see also First International Science
Study; Second International
Science Study; Third
International Mathematics and
Science Study

cognitive psychology, 118, 138
item formats, 36
opportunity to learn measures, 232, 249-

250
Program for International Student

Assessment (PISA), 4
Scoring protocols, translation and

adaptation, 58, 78-79

Second International Mathematics Study
(SIMS), 9, 13-14, 31, 47, 53, 298,
308-309

cognitive processes, 34
curriculum analysis based on, 17, 31,

290, 308, 315
family factors, 150, 160-163, 173, 174,

176-177, 178, 182-183, 188, 256-257
multiple scores, 59
opportunity to learn, 238, 239, 241, 242,

250, 251-252, 253-254, 256-257,
259-260

sampling, 84, 85, 86, 88-91, 93, 105
textbooks, 162-163

Second International Science Study (SISS),
47, 53

age/grade factors, 47, 177
cognitive processes, 33
consensus by participating nations, 40
curriculum and instructional materials,

38
family factors, 150, 174, 175, 176-177,

182, 188
multiple scores, 59
sampling, 84, 85, 86, 91-93

Secretary’s Commission on Necessary
Skills (SCANS), 315

Self-esteem, 120, 127-128
Short-answer items, 35, 37, 43, 53

see also Multiple-choice items
Six Subject Study, 150
Social capital, 150, 160, 170-172, 183, 189
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studies
cognitive processes, measurement, 35
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item formats, 35-36, 37
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see also Opportunity to learn
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translation of test items, 63
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cost of, 70
field tests, 59, 64, 68, 70
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intelligence tests, 63, 74
scoring protocols, 58, 78-79
Spanish translations, 60
statistical analysis, 74-75, 78
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